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Policing in Germany has been d i s c d  in the fiterature h m  organizaîional and 

historicai perspectives, but little is currently available to the Anglophone reader regarding 

the daily work practices of German police officm. This qualitative perspective on 

poiicing in Munich utilized participant-observation as the primary data-gathering method. 

Officers were observed wlde on patrol for a period of six-and-a-half months, with the 

author occasionally engaging in signincant participation. Syrnbolic interactionism, and 

particularly Goffbds "fnune analysis", provide the theoretical standpoints h m  which 

discrete events are analyzed. Aithough narratives are constructed around varying 

encounters, five particular fiames reflecting poliw response categories are analyzed h m  

both cultural and communicative aspects. Tbxoughout the text there is also a comparative 

structure in place utiliPng earlier fieldwork undertaken with the Ottawa police. The five 

anaiytid hmes were therefore chosen because of either their complete similarity to 

Canadian policing (like WC accidents), or their complete dissimiIarity (for example, 

"beleidigung" which essentidy means 'Mt ' ) .  

The perspective of culture is the primary structure h m  which policing in Germany is 

diScusse6 This can be understood on three diBetent levels: the national, the local, and 

the subcdtural. The national level reflects a general picture of Germatly in both its 

historical and cunent presence; the locai discusses more mhutely the practices and 

expectations that citizens in Munich hold regardhg their interactions with police. The 

i 



mbniltural level identifia the b n t  stage practices and back stage cornpetence that 

officers engage in, in order to do their work efficiently. AU three of these levels of 

culture have an impact on how the German police organization is structured, and on how 

individuai officers carry out their daily work. Communication strategies aiso become an 

important comective tissue to the cultural levels that are implicaîed. Policing relies 

fiindamentally on the spoken word and non-verbal cues to m l v e  codïct fa ,  more often 

than physical intervention. The blend of communicative praçtices with multiple levels of 

cultural expectation create a p ime of German policing that displays both similarities and 

dinerences when compared to the Canadian con- 
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INTRODUCTION 

The sirens don? wail here in Gemiany. When the local constabulary appears in yoin rear- 

view mirmr, they'll be in a gnen and white Audi or B W  with flashhg blue üghts, and 

the sirens will bleat at you in two-tone punctuation. Two officers WU step out in green 

and tan d o r m s  topped with a black leather jacket, and do the business that police in 

western countries do when engaged in trafic stops. 

We assume we know what police practice is like in another cultural conte= We tend to 

base our assumptions on the police praaice we have corne into contact with in our own 

cdture. Those few texts thaî discvss the details of actuai daily police work are the ones 

upon which concepb of police culture are based. They are, however, restricted to sturdies 

done in North Amerka and England. The existing literature on police services in 

corntries other than Canada, England and the US., reveais only the basic organi;i.ational 

stnictrm of the &ce in question, and the legal mandate poüce officea exercise. In 

other words, practidy nothing is avaiiabie on what police officers actually do in daily 

interaction in countries outside Canada, the States and England 

If we thmk of the tenn "police", a particular b e  of experience and symbols is conjured. 

Add the coroIiary "in Germany" and it probably brings to rnind an additional set of 

symbols based on histoncal and cdturafly-situated perceptions. It intriguecl me that, upon 

hearing I would be dohg re~ea~:h on policing m Germany, people sometimes commented 



that it would be an interestmg experience working with one of the most authoritarim 

police seMces in the world That comment was based ody on perceptions of the 

historid Gamany, and did not take into accomt the rrforms which have taken place 

since the end of the second World War. Today Gennan police services seive to be 

largely community-oriented and reflect an ongoing pst-war mandate to flirte tendencies 

toward authoritananism. 

As its prùnary objective, this dissertation desmies the distinguishing characteristics of 

policing in Munich. The secondary aims are to think about why these particular 

characteristics occur and how occupational cuituraI practces, as weH as broader cultlirally 

p r e m k d  expectations, mediate the structure and practices of uniformecl policing in 

Germany. While police officers generally have the same tasks in western and democratic 

counûies, how they go about dohg those tasks can Vary in subtle ways depending on the 

cdttnal expectations at large. German police, for example, are able to be l e s  

authontanan because of other types of social control mechanisms in place within the 

overail Gaman culture, and certainly the negative characteristics of typicd police 

p a r d t a r y  systems are arneliorated through the overd organkzational and training 

structure in place. 

Chapter One examines policing h m  a theoretid context, looking at a blend of elements 

ranghg h m  the social structure of policing in other cuitures, to some of the nibcultural 



noms within the Munich police. A discussion of communication, symbolic 

hteractionism and specincally Goffman's fiame analysis (1974) provide a basic 

mechanism h m  which to understand the subsequent descriptive content of police 

officers' experiences. G o m s  work is particularly important as a gromding 

mechanism for the field data; his ideas on the na- of encounters and the construction of 

successfbl interactiom has a deep resonance in dedbing the policing function. An 

overd pictue of the sociopoiitical situation in Germany today is also provided to help 

gound the Munich police within its cultural niche. 

The process of doing fieldwork is discussed in Chapter Two. The ratiode for "hanging 

out", or more serio~sly~ doing participant-obse~ation is considered, and a detailed 

contextuahtion of the researcher's role and habits whiIe in the field is also provided. 

Chapter Three provides the structurai elements of the Munich police. This chapter 

considers the historicd background of policing in Munich, as well as a more general 

discussion of the German police. In order to fully understand concepts and t e m  raiseci 

in the subsequent chapters, a comprehensive description of police stations, police officm, 

and patrol structure is ais0 pmvided. 

Chaptm Foin and Five are orgaMed according to Spennc events that correspond in each 

chapter, for example, both chapters contain sections on bit-and-nms, and ethnic 



rninorities. The differences between the chapters is that the fornier looks at these 

categories h m  the perspective of culturai practices, while the latter reviews them from a 

communication focus. While both chaptas contain specinc events withh a fiame 

analysis approach, the descriptive narrative remains largely intact An important 

component of these two chapters, then, is dso the experiential reality of actuaUy doing 

police work in Munich. As a resuit, Unoughout both chaptm thm is an ongoing 

discussion of the problems of policing the city of Munich itself, police interactions with 

members of the public, and the relationships between the officers themselves. 

In Chapters Four and Five, there is also an emphans on cornparison between the German 

field data, and earlier work done with the Ottawa police in Canada (Richter 1992). This 

comparative structure is crucial to the understéincihg of how cultural and communicative 

@ces create symmeûy between police f'unctions regardless of societal location, and 

how local practice and knowledge produce fhdamentally differerit styles of policing. 

It has been said to me by many police officers that poIicing is a praxissriented 

professon, and that theory must bend itseif sometimes to the acnialities of each unique 

situation. 1 hope that the theoretical finune used here stïil allows the essence of "being 

theren to remain v i k t  and alive in this te& 



Introduction 

This chapter reviews the Literatuxe on the theoretical elements that S o m  this study. 

Topics like policing in various cultural locations, the sociopolitical pictrrr~ of modem 

Gemiany, and the connections between police, subcuiture and organi7atiors, are 

explore& A discussion of symbolic interactionism, frame nrialysis and communication 

also provide a theore&al foundation for guiding the understanding of some of the data 

hcorporated in later chapters. 

Focus of the Research 

Over a decade ago, Holdaway (198312) asked some very basic questions about policing in 

an attempt to understand a large urban police service. Those questions regarding how 

police officers understood their des ,  their commmity and their work and how they used 

that understanding to carry out their work are still releva* since the natwe of policing 

and commtmity contindy changes. Taking these questions into another culture can 

provide a deeper understanding of the d e  of police in the community, and the 

expectations members ofthe public have ofpolife seMces and police officers. 



This text locates, as its primary task, the characteristics of uniformeci policing in Munich, 

Germany. As its secondary god, those understandings that are necessary to c-g out 

successful interacti0~1~ with the public, whether they are based on cuitUral expectations or 

communicative heworks, are analyzed, The discussion of police/public interactions is 

baseci on field data gathered in Munich, Gemiany, and these data d o w  a detahi  picture 

of pair01 policing to emerge. While the prirnary purpose is to contnaue a Gemian 

policing study to a body of literature which contains very litile cross-cultud material on 

what it is Mce to do policing around the world, the focal point of this research is on that 

nexus of interaction, both verbal and non-verbal, that occurs between police and public. 

This particular moment of connection reveals not ody poücing strate@ empioyed to 

deal with situations, but cultural expectations that govem the action and reaction of both 

public and police. 

Busch et ai (1985:lS) comment that there has been littie attention paid to the police in the 

socid science literature produced in Germany. There is aiso not much avaiIable to 

English d e r s  on Gemiim policing, and very M e  of recent origin. Articles that do exist 

deai largefy with organidonal structure and tecbnology. In addition, ethnographie 

approaches on German poIicing can be deemed to be non-existent for Engiish readers, 

although Annegret Held (1992), a former police officer herseif, has produced a vibnint 

source in Gennan. Although Siebecke (1972) particuIarIy d e d  for a study of the 



communication employed between poüce and public in his more critical look at German 

policing, this challenge was not taken up. 

Despite the srirge of interest in policing in Germany dining the 1970rs, the work that was 

done was Iargely criticai, and had its greatest mccess in creating a rift between police 

organizations and acadernic researchers (Fairchild 1990:6,14). Those works that ded 

with policing comprehensively, whether critical or not, are oniy available in German, and 

the most recent detded English work by Erika Fairchild (1988), is somewhat outdated 

since it was written just prior to reunification. A more recent publication by Wolfe 

(1992) deais only with policing in the former East Germany. 

Many of the En- works, such as Liang's (1992), are primrnily historical in ongin and 

do not deai with current police structure. Although locating policing traditions in 

Germany in a historical cuntext is of importance, most of these texts spend an inordinate 

amount of time doing this because of Germany's pst, and do linle to provide a detailed 

pi- of police behaviour and routine in the German context today. For a partial 

pictine of this we end up resorting to media accounts which obviousIy cany their own 

bias. 

Therefore, the material herein d e s  note of the culturai and subculniral W o n  that 

conmcbute to police behavior and routine as a whoIe. Part of this pmject is, in essence, to 



tell a story, to use the field data to bring to life a parcicular moment in the M y  life of 

police officers in Munich. While there is a detailed discussion regarding the interactive 

moment between police and public, the Iarger p i c m  will provide the "flavoursW and 

Xxnirrs" of a poiicing system that is in many ways different h m  our familiar North 

Amencan context. 

Symbolic Interactionhm (and Other Theories) 

SymboIic interactionism, as it was developed essentially by George Herbert Mead and 

Herbert BLumer9 looks at how people d e  sense of the way they engage in activities on a 

d d y  basis (Pm 1996:10). Whaî people do is naturally communal in the sense that the 

language and symbols that are used are understood and shared by everyone involved in 

the interaction. Therefore, the activities we engage in carmot be removed fiom the 

context in whkh they occur (Prus 1996:lO). 

The term 'symbolic intemctionism' was ntst coined in 1937 by Blumer, although the 

essential elements it espouses are f m d  in earlis philosophical works that dso stresscd 

interpretive approaches (Rus 1996:48). The concept that the ddy  life of the people was 

worthy of study was in place already in very early sociological works, and with the 

inauence of people Iüre Dilthey and Cooley, who mcouraged a 'sympathetic' engagement 

with the me- people gave to lifc (Prus 1996:48-5 1; Charon 1995: 1 WIOS), symbolic 



interactionism was given wings. It flourished pmticulariy in Chicago, under the tutelage 

of scholars like Park and Hughes, who embraced the necessity of ethnographie methods 

in order to become familiar with the details of lived experiaice (Pm 1996:144). In fact, 

later scholars like Rus (199651) go so far as to equate symbolic interactionism with 

participant-obsmration or field methods. 

Symbolic intdonism takes into account four particuilar ideas (Charon 1995:23): 1) 

that himians are social and as such let other pplers  actions infiuence how they 

themselves wili act; 2) that humaris are interpretive by nature and therefore defhe and act 

on the m h g s  that arise from the situation they think they are in; 3) that it is the 

perception of the present situation which primarily controls our actions; and, 4) that 

interactions are to some degree unpdictable so we have choices in terms of what we do. 

Therefore, symboiic interactionism is more interesteci in the standpoint or 'perspectives' 

(something that is immediate and shared) tiom which we interact with others, rather than 

the 'attitudes' (which are more monolithic traits) that are brought into the interaction 

(Charon 1995:32). Symbolic interactionism, in essence, views humans as constructions 

of "realities in a process of interaction with other human beings" (Meltzer et ai 1975:54). 

Human b e i i  must hteract with thingdobjects that are actually out there in the world, 

and these objects may dso art upon humans in ways that rne not expected. This is 

essentiaily what Blumer spcaks of in the idea of "obdiirae m h y "  (Prus 1996:12), or 



"objective reality" (Charon 1995:36). People then interpret the perceptions of the objects 

that appear in their paths, and whüe they may have contrd over the meanings, they don't 

over the object itself" It is these intérpretations (or m h g s )  that guide the interaction 

itsee in other words, people act on the world that is denned by them, d e r  than on what 

may really be out there (Charon 1995:131). This application of meaning, or 

interpretation, is also something that is shared between the act0rs7 not just something that 

occm internaKy for each individual (Blumer 1969:16). 

Some interactions actually become institutionalized in the sense that certain practices 

have an established structure k u g h  which people may organize their dvities (Rus 

1996:91-94). These practices may obviously change over time according to shifong 

needs7 but tend to be embedded witbin the community and are the thme upon which 

people engage in meanin@ interaction. This idea is particuiarly important within the 

context of dealing with police/public interaction, because police officers must, 

fimdamentally, operate from an intiaily created sûucture reflecting the organizationd 

expectations regarding interaction. Their interactions are in s m e  ways PX-scripted; 

re!gardless of the individual possibiIities within them, the events they engage in are 

essentially bounded by the nomis of the organhtion, the profession and the Iaw. How 

officers interact as individuals may vary, but how they interact as poiice officers is 

invariable in the smse of procuring a resolution that is acceptable within the Iegal 

bomdaries theyrepresent 



In some ways, police i n t d o n  with members of the public is iike the dramatugical or 

perfomative scaffoid that GoiEmm has devised (1959). Although officers are not as 

constrained as actors who must foilow the actual Iines of a script, the poli=, in enacting 

an event, still foilow the essentid setting of the scene that has ken pre-scripted for them. 

In other words, while the lines of an individual officer certainly vary, it is the setting of, 

for exampIe, a t d i c  accident that will ensure a similar format is foilowed each the, and 

that that traffic accident interaction will never be confiised with how another interaction 

is scripted (for example, a suspicious death). It is this type of institutionalized structure 

that can be best explored under Gonmaa's conceptualization of "fiame anaiysis", which is 

discussed at Iength in the next section oftbis chapter. Therefore, whiie the rninutiae of an 

interaction is intasubjective, that is based on the individuai context of shared experience 

between intetactari& (Pnis 1996xE), the fiane is, in thcory, subject to prediction. 

There have been other theories that have foimd a place in policing te~eatch, These range 

fiom the structuralism incorporated by Young (1991) which expiores the Wack and 

white' world-view of poücing, a syrnbolic anthropology approach utilized by Manning 

(1988) to rnake sense of how policddispatcher communic8tiom are encoded; and, 

euinometh~dology~ whkh attempts to estabüsh d e s  of activity based on local folk 

knowledge (Bittner 1967; Shearing & Encson 199 1). 



Ciinously, most of these Perspectives gain their vitaiity by becoming 'ethnographic', or, 

in some firndamental way, encompassing aspects of symbuiic in tdon i sm.  This may 

be because a dynamic piece of mimlevei policing research loses meaning if it is 

artificidy cast into theoreticai models which h t e n  to obscure the fiindamental nature 

of experience in the moment Manning, for example, used oniy dispatchers and removed 

much of the activity of policing in favour of the structured communication patterns that 

dispatchers use. Young had to separately fiame certain experiences of policing, like 

gender, and police lock-ups, in order to formulate a stnicturalist framework around his 

experiences. The actual use of the theory was lost several times, when his participant- 

observer status burst through and he got dom to the business of t e h g  the stoxy. Bittner 

(1967), and Shearing and Ericson (1991) also end up relying on the told tale, because 

both midies are based on observation and participation that reveal the practices of police 

officers in the context in which they are located. While Bittner never explicitly discussed 

his methodologicd perspective, he has been descriid as an ethnomethodologist 

(Douglas and Waksler 1982: 144). Ethnomethodology concems itself particdarly with 

the discovery of the des that are located within any interaction. W e  this may be 

useful for predic~g the possible outcornes of certain encouuters, it has been criticized for 

focusing too rigidly on the comtruction of I;harply de- plirameters of action, without 

allowing for the element of choice within any given moment (EIerbert 1998:349) 



In the end, the ethnographie nature of 'beiig thae' sbines through many of these 

accounts. Symbolic intefactionïsxn ultkateIy provides the most basic opportunity for 

dowing the moment-by-moment actions and choices to be uncovered and interpreted in 

a manner that reIeases some of the essence of prwaice for the d e r .  Rubinstein (1973), 

in his study of the Philadelphia police, dl exemplifies this approach to policing rese;arch. 

Perinbgarivripam (1985:75) har commented that while syrnbolic i n t d o n i s n  provides 

the hermeneutic, in other words, the principles for studying and interpreting behaviour, it 

is Goffman's vision of finune andysis that provides a d o l d  for structuring aspects of 

human interaction. Within this concept, Gofkan intended that the multiple realities that 

aD interactants must ded with in any encouter, codd be made accesslile (Collins 

198859). 

Gofhm"s initial standpoint is simply the question "what is it th& going on here?" 

(1974:8). Despite the fact that the answer to that question may be very cornplex, 

Go&an pmposed that imy interaction codd be somewhat ditrarily segmented into an 

underStandabIe portion, This segment is what Gofnnan calls a "strip", whiie the 

definitional and orpanizational elements of an interaction are r e f d  to as a "fiamen 

(1 974: 1 O). 



Perinbauayagam (198574) concentrates on GofFinanVs intended focus on meaning as 

being an integrai part of -es. Both or aU of the intemctants must not only be able to 

"assemblen a frame, but also be able to communicaîe it in such a way that other 

participants may understand it, since the h e s  that are constructed are inttnded to 

*guiden the intenation. Therefore, al l  fiames, %th constrain interp~tations and allow 

them to occur" (Perinbanayagam 1985:75), and dl &mes not only incorporate activity 

but dso utterances. Binder (1995424) has written that fiames create "tecognizable 

patternsn that aid the understanding of and enable action within particular events. In her 

anaiysis of heavy metal and rap music, she uses ideas Like 'music is harmful' to h e  the 

various reactions people have to this type of music. Theie are, in her andysis, a nirmber 

of h e s  that correspond to the idea that music is harmful, for example, that it corrupts 

youth or is dangerous to society. Similady, Tannen (1 993: 18) undetstands framing as an 

interpretive rnechanism allowing speakers to recognize which mode of interaction is 

king used to support the utterances going on. Therefore, words may take on different 

m k g s  ifthe h e  is constructeci as a lecture or as joking behaviour. 

In this te* the h e  is perhaps somewhat broader than Binderysy but is extremely 

relevant in understanding how the initial d o n s  between police and pubüc are 

constrained to specific perspectivd patterns. The primary fiimiework, which is the initiai 

meanhg that is given to an mteraction by the mors (Gofnnan 197421), is, in the 

policing contex& the h e  that a dispatcher or a citizen c a b g  the police gives to the 



evmt A police officcr will work h m  a certain number of h e s  that tend to be more 

constrained than the experience of the citizen involved in the interaction. Hence, a police 

officer usually has the fiame set in place before arriving on the scene (e-g. trafnc accident, 

domestic dispute, fi&& lost child, etc). Each one of those fi.ames engenders a specific list 

of tasks and expectdons for the encornter which police have been trained to deal with in 

a meîhodicd mamer- 

The primary fiame for the citizen is more cornplex While this frame also rests on the 

initial structure of meaning the citizen places on the event, what the citizen considers to 

be important wiU be based far more on individual reaction than on the set general fonns 

that police deal with. Therefore, a trafEc accident may also have as a component of the 

b e  the knowiedge that the car king dnven is stolen, or that the fault of the accident 

was that the driver was reaching for something in the glove cornpartment, and so on. The 

h m e  for the citizen wili h y s  incorporate something that they think will be of 

immense rdevance for a police officer to know or not know, as the case may be. 

Frames may, therefore, dm be misfnuned ( G o h  1974:302). It is entirely possible 

that the interactants may approach a fkame h m  erroneous assumptiom, and be unable to 

correct th- or tbat within a h e  there may be a misinterpretation and portions of the 

interaction may be smbiguous for a time. Mishmings can be caused by having ody 

Iimited information about what is occurrhg (Gofnnan 1974:448), which is an event that 



is quite wmmon in the policing context. It am occm on the part of the public, who cail 

police because they hear a sound that they think is Iike a gunshot, or on the part of the 

police who receive information h m  a dispatcher that leads them to approach a cail fiom 

a completely mneous perspective. 

When the ermrs become unmanageable, the frame may actually be broken, since the 

h e  in place must, in essence, d o w  the participants to understand the events occurring 

(Go- 1974347). One way to break the hme may be through "flooding out", which 

can be a spontaneous disruption through laughter, p i c  or crying, etc., or through 

c'downkeying", when control in a situation weakens and essentidy causes a shift in the 

normal exchange pattern (GoffLman 1 974:3 50-366). 

Go- du, speaks of the "fhmework of heworks"  king an important aspect of 

understanding rneaning (197427). Goffmans interpretation is that this should refer to a 

groupts comiology, whik 1 take it to mean understanding aspects of culture and even a 

group's connedon to a more ambiguous id or regional "characte?'. In order to take 

into account some of the actions and reactions of individuals encountered in Munich, a 

later chapter discusses some of the broader cuitural expectations people have of each 

other in this Society. 



Each fhme can also be 'keyed'. Gofbanls technical definition of keying is that any 

activity already incorporated in a primary fbmework can be transformed into a 

completeiy Merent activity, even though it may still maintain a relatively unchangeci 

pattern (1974:43-44). The keying of an interaction will incorporate cues that ailow 

participants to establish when the transformation takes place; therefore, keying dso 

requires that the participants acknowledge the change in event status in some way 

(Gofbm 1974:45). 

According to Goffman (1974:48-77), there are five basic keys that we (in Western 

societies) tend to employ: make-believe, contests, ceremoniais, regroundings, and 

technical redoings. Make-believe is related to fianes that structure activities like play, 

daydreaming and dnima, and in theory couid also include those who might not sharr 

consensus reaiity due to organic dyshctions. Contests incorporate sports events, and any 

type of purposeflll cornpetition that may aiter the h e ,  wMe ceremonials involve 

anything that is consmimd as social rihial. The category of "regroundings" may have 

some resonance with police work in that a regromding involves perfonning some lond of 

activity with motives that are different h m  the motives of others involved in the activity. 

Go£han o f f a  as an example the con- of an apprentice and CtaftSIIlan: the naftsman 

gets a worka to do the chores dhe doesnt want to be bothered with, while the appmtice 

sees it as an opportunity to reke knowledge about the (197475). Poiicing may also 

be seen in such a conte= citùens may genirinely feel that police are protectors and carhg 



helpers, M e  police are concerned with resolving an incident as quickly as possible to be 

able to move on to the next The actions of police may or may not perpetuate what the 

citizens mmt to believe, but underlying it is the simple motive of resolution. 

A fifth basic key, which is also relevant to policing, is that of "technical redoings" 

( G o k  19745849). This category ain essentidy be conceived of as the training, or 

practice, or demonstration locus. For police, this begins when they first decide to become 

police offices and are sent to forrnai institutions to leam the legal? psychological and 

physical aspects of dohg their job. It continues dong bot ,  formal and informal lines 

once they finish their college training, h u g h  in-house sessions at the police stations, 

tutelage under a training officer on the Street, and throughout their careers as an infornial 

practice by picking ttp local knowledge h m  fellow officers. Ail of this training 

essentidy equates with practicing the many possible permutations of interaction they wiil 

contend with, when they do corne in contact with citizens. 

An important component of this key of technical redoings, is the idea of 'documentation' 

(G0fEx.m 1974:68-69). WhiIe G o h  more literally discussed documentation h u g h  

the use of devices iike photographs and written records, it is interesting to consîder that 

the police organization itself has, as an elemental structure, the mandate to record what 

happeneci drning an event for court, insurance and medicat piirposes. The~fore, when 

police officers are on scaie and involved in the reconstruction of an event, a .  integral 



pari of the b e  involves the documenting or recording of informafion. One police 

officer even commented to me once that the essence of policing was primarily to record 

information, which mirn,rs Ericson's ment work on policing as a "knowledge- 

brokering" institution (1997). 

Keys can also be 'rekeyed', that is, the context of the h e  can change, perhaps even 

several thes, diniag the activity that is occurzing. This mems that within the prim;ny 

fhmework, there may be subsequent or even simultaneous "layersw of an interaction 

(Goffmaa 1974:82). Fabrication may be one of the layers of keying encoimtered within a 

situation. Fabrication, as Go£ban defines if refers to purposely mnaging activity so 

that someone or d other members of the interaction have an erroneous understandhg of 

what is occuning (1974~83). Fabrications are sometimes StrategicaIiy employed by police 

ofncers in order to control an event that may becorne dangerousv or to calm people who 

may not be able to deal with an alternative version of events. They are also employed by 

citizems, who may be eml#imrssed by events that have occurred, or who rnay wish to hide 

damaging knowledge h m  the police. 

Giving any type of cue that indicates to mother interactant when a particular activity or 

key is about to be engaged, is what Go- calls "bracketing". While Goffman tallrs of 

%acketingn in terms that relate more specincally to theatre and play (197425251-252), 

there are also brackets in everyday Me. The interactions we undertake are d y  bound 



in some way by a metaphoric 'bracket', a way of indicating that a pIuticular activity is 

about to be initiated or ended, as in Gofnnan's comments about simple "opening remarks" 

or king able to give the first vetbal cue as to how the interaction shouid be perceived 

(1 974:256Z7). Similady, an interaction will be terminated by some memiugful cue, a 

brackek and there may evm be bracketed interactions within an event (Gof3h.m 

1974260). These i n t d  brackets may be one way to disengage fiom a midiame and 

reshepe it in a way which rcconstitutes local meanhg ( G o h  1974:349). 

Using d y t i c a l  stmdmes devised by Goffbm has limitations, which are hciarnentdly 

based in the fat that Go&m himself d y  wrote about his conceptions of interaction as 

think-pieces. As a result, it is difficult to know in any concrete processual rna.n.net, how 

G o h  intended researchers to actualy go out and do the work he deScnbed, His 

approach to research has been d e s a i d  as arbitrary 1988:70) and cavalier 

(Giddens 1988:250). This nebuious aspect to his WTitings tends to mate  anxiety among 

mrne social scientists who seek more conventional hmeworks on which to hang their 

data, 

Gofnaan's desire was that in considering the nanue of interaction.  sea archers discover 

both ihitfbl areas of research d e  also enabhg the construction of essential concepts 



(w-iams 1988:69). As such, today's fe~earcher~ who is intrigued by the thought- 

provoking discussions Go£Einan engendered on human interaction, must essentially 

uncover, or even discover, the connections that Gofnnan was üyhg to make. In this 

situation, Gofnnan foiIowers may spend years argrOng the connections to Goffman's 

ideas. Gofnnan, himseK, considered tbat too much argument about methodology and 

analysis de- h m  awareness of the interesthg questions that could be asked 

(Wiiams I988:69). 

We are, therefore, presented with an interesthg puzzle of how to manipulate his 

'theoretical' understandings into research activity which does not [ose the essence of the 

open-ended nature of face-to-face encormters. It is in this sense, Coilins argues, that 

Gofhads approach acquires its greatest strength: in the recognition that realities are 

multipIe? ever shifting, and continually teliant on interpretation and reinterpretation of the 

M e d  situations at hand (1988:62-63). 

In this text, the idea of fiame is taken to mean what Go- indicated it should, 

essentidly a structure in which an UnfoIding interaction, the encornter, takes place. 

ObviousIy, there may be slight discrepancies in interpretating the ori@ concepts of 

'frame' and 'encounter' as & £ b a n  intended, This, however, would also be in keeping 

with the essentiai intentions of Goffman's writings, that the concepts should enable 

understandhg of the intedon order and not overshadow it A M e r  discussion of the 



particuiar situational uses of these concepts relative to policing in Munich occurs in 

chapter 4. 

We can thin. of action and reaction, and the continual interpretation of immediate 

contexts as king dependent on verbal and non-verbal communication between people. 

This communication of ongoing interpretation within the encounter will, particularly in 

the case of police/public interaction, be framed at the outsec that is, citizens will ask for 

the presence of police based on their ïnterpretation of a h e  as 'emergencyo or 

'criminality', and police will hune the initial phase of the encornter on the classincation 

of the cal1 that, for the most pafi the dispatcher has constructed. Therefore, as Rus 

(199691-94) States there are established structures for interaction in place; the firame, in 

other words, constructs the initial platforni fiom which interactants begin to play out the 

enconter, but the progression of the interaction wiII be interpreted and altered 

accordingiy depending on the communicative sûategies employed 

Communication 

Words are not just symbols (an understanding which is f imhe~tal  to the syrnbolic 

interactionkt paradigm), but also a form of energy, and rather than seeing them as just 

representations of things, we should understand them in the context of the energy they 

release (Stoiler 1984562368). hie to our focus on the &en word, we may not 



consciously tmder~tafld the effect that speech has in differing wntexts ( S t o k  l984:56l), 

or recognize the ability for certain types of speech (legaI language, for example) to 

indicate bomdaries between ordinary events and a ritualized context (Chaika 1990: 1 83). 

Participation in speech evmts is "legitimised and sanctioned" through the social identity 

h m  which a person acts (Francis 1986:61). Certain social/work identities reiy on the 

power of the d e  to legitimise status, as well as a more cornplex, or more specincally 

scripted style of speaking to help maintain status, Le. lawyers, doctors, leaders, shamruis 

(Ng and Bradac 1993:50,53). Conversely, tfiis may ais0 mean that certain specialized 

people are required to use and interp~t particuiar types of speakllig (Ng and Bradac 

1993:177,190; Tarnbiah 1973223). The largest portion of what police officers do rests 

in the area of communicative interaction with the public. Tallàng a situation through 

(with all of its other aitendant non-verbal cues) is the primary method by which poiice 

officers accomplish thev work Therefore, when tqhg  to understand what police officers 

actually do in their d d y  work iives, it is logical to focus on the interaction they have with 

members of the public. 

Within works iike Holdaway (1983) and Sheptycki (1993) there is an emphssis on the 

communication strategies employed by officem. Verbal competence among police 

officers is very important since it is the primary tool that police offiam use to deal with 

the demaads of th& work. This means the acqykition of good verbal sküls, and 



competency in interpetsonal interaction (Fielding 198855). SkoLiick and Fyfie (199338) 

write about the importance of verbalization in estabhhing conkol of a situation and 

thereby avoiding the necessity of physical intervention or the use of a weapon, Training 

for German police officers also stresses the use of appropriate verbal techniques to ensure 

citizens feel their problems have been deait with and to avoid the esdation of conflicts 

(Rohrig 1989:12-15). 

How police officers speak reveals not oniy their training but ais0 the cultural expectations 

they have of the people the deal with, as weil as the ideological conssaints they work 

under. Therefore a d d e d  ethnographie account of police behaviour can reveal much 

about wbat has been called the "occupational subculture", and the actual patterns ofwork 

in which officers are engageci, rather than those expected of them by the public and the 

police hierarchy. Policing rrsearch that UtiIizes quantitative or mamlevel approaches 

does not tend to reveai the negotiation of personality and profession during interaction 

between the police and public and may oniy partially teveal aspects of the local strategies 

and traditions that becorne much more immediateiy important in police praxis than state 

ideaiisn and ideology. 

Ethnographie accounts are particufariy rich d e n  it cornes to doing research on 

mtemaive patterns, particuiady verbal commurücation, used in the course of daily work. 

Sheptycki notes that one can better corne to undentand the wotkings of an institution 



through its discinnve practices (1993:34). By locating the interaction nexus in an 

ethnographic context which will also detafi non-verbal communication, as weU as  

perfonnative aspects of policing (including d o m  and training), conceptual labebg, 

and geographical and organizationa.1 stances, a comprehensive picture of policing in 

Gemiany emerges. This t/pe of ethnographic data on policing is not very common within 

the body of available fiteratme, and aixnost non-existent in cross-cultural studies. 

While inadequate data exist to provide a tnit application for an ethnography of 

communication hework, a sociolinguistic interpretation may help in understanding the 

importance of linguistic tools not only in the immediate social circumstance, but also in 

the broder cultural context How police officers communicate becomes criticdy 

important in determinhg whether there is a banier between policdpublic understanding, 

and in determining what types of skills police actually possess in resolving conflict (Scott 

1993:26). The ethnography of communication builds on the sociolinguistic analysis of 

language in social interactions, by grounding them in a larga cultural fÎamework (Chaika 

1990:99; Heath 1983; SaviIIe-Troike 1982). WhiIe such a Wework was used for an 

eariier policing shdy (Richter 1992), there is inadequaîe Linpuistic material to replicate 

the study here on a simüar basis. As a fesuit, the communication aspect in thîs text wïU 

be based more strongly on a broader connection to Gofnnan's understanding of 

interaction and encornter in order to explore the cultural Merences in German polichg 

style. 



In using the concept of '&une7 we must consider that the events we expenence are 

always organized fhm a .  initiai standpoint or perspective that d o m  us to order our 

appmaches to the interaction going on. As such, the culture in which we are located 

provides certain symbols or meanings that we manipdate to help constnict a particuiar 

fiame. For example, the characteristics of a commUILity or culture with regard to its 

homogeneity or diversity may be an important aspect of consüucting a fkme when police 

respond to certain caiis. 

The rising concern of many Western nations has been the provision of policing services 

that arr sensitive to the divme cultural needs of a multi-ethnic community (Forcese 

1992:72; Scott 1993:26). In Gennany this consideration of divasity is a serious issue, 

considering the juncture of h'beral immigration policies, the decades-old question of 

'Gastarkiter' status, economic recession strcssed by reunification, and right-wing groups 

propounding extremism (Speriing 1993:333; BraunW 1993; Ely 1993). In addition, a 

number of mfugee groups are continuhg " tn i "  struggies, at times of a violent nature, 

on Gennan SOL 

It is the police agencies who are fkquently caught between these struggies and who are 

seen by some citizens as the thin blue line between Gamans and "foreignersn (Leuninger 



1993:197), and who are then charged with enforcing policies that wïii necessady be seen 

as impopular by sow withio the conflicts (Ely 1993:244)* With pop& magazines like 

Der Soiegel (1991) nmaing articles on what seemed to be police indifference to violence 

against ethnic gmups (which was however based on a mandate of non-interference 

initiated by the govemment), the media is bolstering a negative image of police (Kramer 

1993:54,59). 

Underphhg police and public d o n  is a strong sense of nationai identity located 

fundamentaily withui Gaman citizenship laws which are based on ancestry and not on 

land of birth (Dalton 1993:IOO; Ely 1993:254), and a bond of common culture and 

language (Markovits and Reich 1993584). As Kramer writes: "Gennany was not simply 

a community bound by common rights. Germany was blood, it was 'culture' "(199359- 

60). Mimich does not seem to have the wune level of problem with regard to extremist 

activity that cities in noahun and eastern Gamany do, and the isolated incidents that do 

occur are strictiy monitored. The city does, however, have to deal with ethnic coaflict, 

tenorism, some aspects of racism and nationalism, certain diEîculties anachcd to the 

immense flow of refugees into the ma and %sitors" h m  former Eastern bloc corntries, 

and the ubiquitous criminality attached to the ~ ~ c h i s e d  and the disaffecteci. 

Obvioudy, one of the things ~ v d e d  by ethnographie studies concentrating on behaviour 

and communication, is how the more visible and seaningly more problematic 



poIice/public relations are king dealt with. We mut  realisticaily recognize that there are 

very few, if any counûies, in the world which can lay claim to containkg ody one 

cultural group. Cultural groups have become very fluid across state boimdaries; refûgee 

and immigration policies aside, the incfeasing world population itseif will dictate that 

more movement wiIl occur and that state boudaries must d o w  the flow of multiple 

cuItural nations. The misunderstandings and problems that a&e when one culture meets 

with another tend to wiad up &st in the hands of the police. 

The perception of police officers by their communities wilI Vary greatly dependhg on the 

cohesion between their perceiveci d e s  and the reality of the enactment, Within the 

community iwlf there wilI also be substrats who will view police in a variety of ways; if 

you are upper or lower class, shopkeeper or gang member, involved in an accident or 

caught for Mt, reactions to police will Vary on these types of micro-levels. A case in 

point is the sipnincaflt amount of fiterature on the Japanese police depicring them as  

honomable, fiiendly individuais respectfuly addressed as "honoinable walkaround" (Kim 

1987; Bayley 1991). However, an earlier work written by Setsuo Miyazawa and reviewed 

by Foote (1993) indicates that there are extremely aggressive aspects of the Japanese 

police which have to do with cultural and Iegal n o m  that d o w  police officers to 

conduct procedures @ce anest and interrogation) in ways that would be considered 

inappropriate in western societies. Tipton reports that historically an attitude of 



paternahm was encouraged on the part of the Japanese police toward their "children", 

the public (1 99O:48). 

Individual police officers dso have different views of what their mandate is; in Denmark 

for example, older police officers consider enforcement of law to be their primary 

objective, while younger officers tend more toward a s d c e  orientation (Becker 

I980:74-75). This links back to the history of policing in western nations where there has 

been a shift h m  the traditional image of police as reactive crime-fightm to the c m n t  

inclusion of proactive senice-oriented strategis (Seagrave 1997:5660). Ambiguous 

govertunent mandates can create a police s e ~ c e  that will not act on certain violations at 

thes; in other words, their discretionary powers are used not so much for personal gain, 

but simply for avoiding problematic situations (Dams 198257). The juncture between 

police and public has usually been considered in a quantitative large-scale sense; in uiis 

area the literature contains gaps indicating a need for M e r  research. 

Nordstrorn and Martin have discussed stmggle and &stance as taking on a myriad of 

forms, some more subtle than others (19929). One interesting question that can be asked 

is whether focus on service onented policing becornes a form of mistance against m e -  

power hegemony, or whether service orientation is a more subtle way of imposing state 

controL Erkson has m e n  about this ideologicd fhction of policing and its position in 

reinforcing order (1982:7-9). wthin this fiinction, the requests of the public for sewice 



wiU be based not only on their own perceptions of need, but also on what they think the 

police wiu be willing to ded with (Bayley 1985:137). 

In order to provide a broad cultural context h m  which to address not ody the structure 

and organi;ration of police s e ~ c e s  in Germany but aiso the specinc interactive locus of 

police and public in Munich, certain aspects of Geman and Bavarian culture, as well as 

Munich police history, will be discussed fiirther in Chapters Three and Four. 

The term subcuiture is a common one in the police literan~e, denoting a particdar set of 

people with s h e d  noms and values, bound by a certain circum~faflce of interest or 

occupation (Desroches 1986:39). In Ulis case, subculture and occupational culture 

become interchangeable, denoting a group of people (police officm) who share a 

common task within the larger culture, but who have corne to embody as weil a set of 

n o m  and values that arise soleiy out of their cohesion as a specific occupational entity. 

This type of thinking is actively encouraged arnong police officers even in training. 

Biclrham and Rossett (1993:43) stipulate that police takmg part in culturd awareness 

training shouid be aicointaged to think of themselves as belon- to a "law enfoccement 

culturen in order to better understand the experiences of other (sub)cultud groups in the 



larger culture - as they say "police officers are a c W y  a cdturd minority gmup 

themseives" ( a h  in Mayhd 1989136-137). 

In order to get beyond the isolationist boundaries of the term "subcdture", Sheptycki 

(1993~32) has advocated the use of the concept "linguistic-authority-structuren which 

dows for flow between communities, but still embodies the necessary characteristics of 

police king studied as u m  of particular concepts/metaphors, within a particular 

IogidstruW fhework, and manifesting powedauthority in an organizatonal 

(organized) faShion. Therefore, when the t m  "mbculture" is employed in this text, 

impiied in dist usage is Sheptycki's concqtualjjation of individuils who share common 

values and n o m  based on a specific occupation, and who also Uiteract with other groups 

in society. 

Rus (1996:85) considers the foiIowing aspects important in terms of definhg the nature 

of a subculture: world-views that members share? how identities are constructeci by 

mernbers within the gmup, the activities that characterize the subcultme, the relationships 

thai are possible and that are built between members, and the types of comrniments that 

members are prepared to make to members within the group and to the ptp itseIf. This 

latta point is quite important, and relates again to Sheptycki's desire to create a more 

fluid perception of subcuitures. Prus (1996:86) has ais0 pointed out that suhdtures can 

be ambiguous because they shift and may not have precisely defïned boundanes due to 



levels of Vanation of commitedness and involvement of members within the subcdture. 

This point will be important later in the discussion of subdture when we consider 

H M s  (1998) dtemative subculM fiamework. 

Some of the specinc characteristics of police culture that have been exp10red by a number 

of authors, include a seme of mission, a cornedon to cynicism and pessimism, 

suspicion, isolation and solidarity? consematism, machisrno, racial prejudice and 

pragmatism (Reiner 1992: 1 1 1 - 129). While some of these aspects have resonance with 

the German police, there are a few thaî do not seem to apply. For example, while a level 

of solidarity does exist between police officers, there is not the same level of isolation. 

Crank has suggested that while the issue of solidarity begs the question "what makes us 

similai', the creaîion of an 'us versus hem' mentality, or an isolationist point of view 

among police ofncen, is centered on the question "what d e s  us differentt" (1998:221). 

One noticeable feature is that officers in Germany spent much less t h e  t a h g  about the 

job as their We's mission, and discussed it much more fkquently as an occupation chosen 

among a range of options. This, coupled with a different sense of cornimion to their 

hometown communities and families, gives officers a stronger network of ties that 

deaease the perceived necessity of king oniy with the5 own kind This wiIl be 

discussed mer in Chapter 3 . 



ParamilitariSm has been one of the denning characteristics of the suMture of police 

o r g h t i o n s  since the first days of modem policing.' Certaidy? the first modem police 

services were based on military models, dexived from much earlier tasks that annies and 

militias performed Today, the devance of  the miiitary mode1 can Vary for individual 

police services, although Jefferson (1990:2) might argue that in the quest to contml 

disorder, police seem to be moving to a more heavily paramilitary focus in general. This 

may be a mistake, since it has been shown that certainly in crowd situaiions, paramilitaq 

action on the part of the poIice may serve to ampli@ violence and disorder (JeEmon 

1990: 108). 

This focus on paramilitarism mates an organization that incorporates characteristics Iüce 

strong adherence to chah of command structures with inflexible communication and 

relationships between ranks, authoritarian leadership among middle and upper 

management with strong discipiinary procedures directed at lower ranks, impersonal 

contact with other members of the organization, and very Linle dowance for initiative 

when problems arise ( C d  quoting Auten 19983 16). None of these characteristics 

were obsemed within the Gennan police orgânisration. 

ParamilitariSm has been connected to more repressive styles of policing (since it is about 

forceful imposition of order) and therefore one of the hteresting coroilaries to 

paramilitariSm is a corresponding increase in poiice prognuns implementing cornmuni@- 



based philosophies (Jefferson 1990:41). An interesting adjunct to this is that the factors 

that would Iead to demilitarizing police responses as well as orgmhtions include 

increasing otdniary contact with citizens and restructrrring the heavy masculine/macho 

poüce subcuiture (Jefferson 1990: 144). 

Herbert's formulation of police subcdture includes some of the same characteristics 

espoused in traditional structures, but insists on greater internai Merentiation between 

groups contained within this boundary (1998345). He proposes that police subcultures 

may be undemtood in terms of how they articulate through six specific 'homative 

ordersn; that is, six common values which genenite 'generaiized d e s  and common 

practices' (1998:347). These six normative orders are: Iaw, bureaucratic control, 

adventure/machismo, safety, cornpetence, and modity. This structure can be applied to 

police officers at not only any Ievel of the organizational structure, but can dso reveal 

lofalized practices among specialued groups of police officers? which di adhere to these 

speci£Ïc n o m .  

H e r W s  definition of the order of lm, reflects the idea that underlyuig any police action 

or behaviour, is their formal connection to the law. He rnakes the point thaî even m their 

use of discretion there must be an initial understanding of the impact of the Law w i t .  a 

situation, that enables them to bend or reshape their responses, and it is certainly the 

foundation of any suôcuitural n o m  thaî exist regarding pressmation of social order. 



..-the law is a principal means by which officers re&arIy reach a 
definition of a situation- It is not always that officers choose a course of 
action and use the law to justify it, but that they use the law in the first 
instaace to decide whether and how to respond (Herbert 1998:352). 

Bzueauc~utic controt refers to the organizatiod guidelines which give police officas a 

secondary structure for appmaching M y  occupational practices. This means that the 

bureaudc requirements, while in theory king the same for the entire organization, will 

diner between paol  oficers and up~r management, as weil as between specialized 

units. Essentidy, these are "job descriptions" that wiil focus the definitions and 

responses of officers in precise ways to enmre the appropriate people are p a y a  attention 

to the spmfic job tasks required of them (Herbert 1998:354-355). 

The third characteristic, adventure/machismo has been incorporated as a looser category 

encornpassing a range of particdar individual personality characteristics which become 

vaiued within organizations. This categorization d l  reflets the old hyper-masculinized 

attitude attncbuted to police subcultures, which to some degree remains mie in that 

policing is sti l i  dominantly a maiesrienteci profession, However, the alternate image of 

adventure cornes closer to incorporating the vaiued ideology within the overall 

occupational culture3 where courage, risk-taking and bravery are revered in narrative, and 

within the institutional history (Herbert 1998:356). Cr& has M e n  about the idea of 

masculinity and the subcdturaf ernphasis on exaggerating those characteristics 

(1998:180). In particdar he cites aggression as a dominant theme. The police 



organhtion in Germany, while predominiindy male, makes much less of an impact in 

this area One possible reawn may be that after World War II there was a concerted 

effort to uproot the hyper-masculine authoritarianism within the police organhtion, and 

that this led to recfuitment procedures that tend to select candidates who do not display 

macho characteristics. This is specdative however, and reseatch needs to be done to 

evaluate the validity of such a saternent 

As courage is seen as a normative trait, and officers often feel they must entertain risks in 

ordex to uphold these expectations of bebviour, ssofety also becornes part of the ideology 

w i t b  any station. This meam that officers are encoinaged to both ensure they protect 

the lives of others, whether civilian or police, and to protect themselves fkom harm 

(Herbert 1 998:W). Safety meam utilizing technology in orda to provide protection, but 

also means that police officers become suspicious of things that don't fit an individual or 

territorial stemtype, or use geographical knowledge to ensine that the consideration of 

d e t y  is paramount in any situation that they enter. 

Coqetence reflects how weIi officers discharge their respomibilities. This attribuîe ma. 

vary h m  police department to police department, as weU as within separate UIUts within 

a specinc police deparmient (Herbert 1998:359). UItimately, this is a judgement made of 

an individual, in deciding whether an officer willingly engages m the work, or whether 



they attempt to shirk certain activities. This is the field upon whidi reputations are 

h k e n  and legends made. 

FinalIy, niorality refers to the generai ideology, mythos, or sense of mission officers 

incorporate into their understanding of their occupation. It is here that officers engage 

their particdar viewpoints on the nature of good and evii (Herbert 1998:360). Again this 

is based on individual perceptions first, in the sense that ail officers will begin thek 

working lives with personal understandings of the line between good and bad. As they 

become more atîuned to the groupthink of their cohort, altemate lines may be drawn 

which may make the outside world either more comprehensible or more reprehensible. 

AU of these subcultural characteristics are revisited in Chapter 3, with a more detailed 

discussion of their application to the Mimich police. 

Policing: Cross C u i W  Implications Regarding Power, Authority and Control 

Police services today Mill many roles fiom mediators to oppressors, h m  referrai and 

contact services for the troubled (Tïpton 1990:8) to agents of colonid capitalist repfession 

(Ahire 199050; Opolot 1992:91; Brogden 1987206). The basic fimctions, though, are 

primaRly "social intcgration" or support fùnctioas, and social control, with interstitiai 

activitiies (Iike tr&c and administratioq etc) being a variable part of the policing 



mandate (Shane I98O:Z,l86,l88). These activities come into confiict at some point in 

most policing senrices (Shane l98O:E; Reiner 199259). 

Although Dams states that there is a ciifference between colonial policing which existed 

to subjugate people, and modem policing which deals with the monitoring of the nonns 

of a group (19829-3), policing has always dealt with imposing a social control mandated 

by a partidar group of people, which can become more problematic in ethnidly or 

natiody divided societies. W e  Robinson and Scagiion (1987) theorize that the 

"police finiction" %ose largely around an economic imperative in states, this presents a 

somewhat one-sided pictrne that does not do justice to police institutions or the 

somehes conflicting ideologies of police officers as individuals. 

Black (in Black t 984:1:26) has commented that social control is a "natural phenornenon". 

As a society becomes more depersoaalized, and relies Iess on kin-based structures to deal 

with SOCietaVcommd problems, some form of social control becomes necessary in 

order to deal efficiently with difficdties that mise (Robinson and Scaglion 1987:llO). 

Humphries and Greenberg suggest that the most usenil rnechanism for this task is to 

construct a police semice (in Black l984:2:192). A police service mus? necessarily be 

able to wield power of some type in order to achieve its ends. This power may come in 

many fonns ranging b m  the d d l y  persuasive to extreme physical and psychologid 

coercion (tenor), but ultimately involves king able to "bend others to one's ends" 



(Colson in Fogelson and Adams 1977:376; Ericson 1982:12). Through this power of 

course, the police becorne agents who essentially "reproduce" the existing order (Encson 

1982). Heavy rnilitary infiuence in policing structures, such as in B r d ,  often has an 

immense effect on repression within a country, leading at times to ntmmary execution 

and torture (Americas Watch Report 1987). The tendency toward obsessiveness over 

military penetration into general social structures is beginning to dissolve in Russia, as it 

has been for quite a while now in Europe (Smith 1993:183). This is especially true in 

Genoany, where a process of demilitarizhg the police has been in place since the end of 

m. 

By whichever rneans a police force comes into existence, the state it operates in is a 

complex structure, and is not likely to be Iow-conflict (Ross 1993:38). While police 

services originally encompassed ody a "watchmann, or a "glaubenspolizein (thought 

police) fimction (liang 1 992: 19), today they must incorporate a number of d e s  and tasks 

with flexiiIity in sometimes rapidly changing societies and ideologies. With change 

comes a certain amount of upheaval and their mandated role has always been that of the 

front Luie force most likely to be called on to provide immediate solutions to those 

c o m m d  problems engendered by change. 

Reiner (1992:4) points out that because of the "coerciven hction of policing, no police 

&ce will be u n i v d y  liked. This perception also weighs heavily against individual 



police officers who are equated with nthe staten. Conversely, it is the patrol officer who 

first cornes into contact with the ordinary citizen and it is on this encounter that 

perceptions of police forces may subsequentiy be based (Mehra 1985:134; also Tipton 

1990:7). Police officers can be seen as third-party agents* and because of the authority 

ascnid to them, may at times be preferred mediators to d o w  short-term settiement of 

disputes in a legaily recognizable manner (Ross 1993: 1 10). 

Sen discusses the fact that authority and force may be naturai parts of police procedure 

when officers do not interact with the community on a casual, regular basis as they do in 

Japm (1986:25). In Iapan, the rurai officm in partidar (ch& san) are often told by 

their superiors not to be too rigid in enforcing laws, in order to maintain a balance within 

the commimities in which they iive and work (Ames 1981:28). In Reinefs tems, in this 

situation "[flull enforcement would violate generaliy accepted criteria of justicen 

(199221 1). This unofncid understanding is part of the intense uifomai contact that 

lapanese police maintain with their particuiar juridictions; it km mean visiting and 

taking tea with rurai people, and encouraging urban citizens to corne and sit in the poiice 

stations to gossip (Ames 1981:38). This kuid of seMce orientation, a mong sense of 

expected propriety, and informal contact allows police to nraintain social control in a very 

low-key "enforcement" manwr (Ames 198 1 :74-75,8 1). Of course, in 0 t h  countcks lüce 

Germany, this type of interaction might be comidered analagous to forms of discretion a 

police officer might use. 



The roles of police officers Vary within communities as weiI as cuItures. In Japan, police 

officers are highiy integrated with their communities, working out of "koban" (what we 

might consider urban store-hnt operations) (Kim 1987) and "chuzaishon (nnal 

combined police offices and residences) (Ames 1981 :17), while China uses its "patrol" 

personnel as a community check system, turning the police into enforcers of mord and 

legal order on a very restrictive basis (Fu 1990: 1 16). 

Policing is &O problernatic in those Eastern bloc countries establishg democratic 

systems; here we find police officers nained under formerly oppressive regimes who are 

now expected to be fiiendly street-comer police (O'Connor 199338). h the former East 

Germany, for example, the history of the police may work against them even in changed 

circumstances; lack of respect for the current police service means more civil problems 

when police cannot count on public support and cornpliance (Wolfe 1992:207). Rwia as 

well, with poor pay, lack of u p - t e e  technology, and rrluctance on the part of the 

public to help police, is expexïencing similar problems (Williams and Se& 1993), and 

part of this rests at the feet of the KGB who did not support the refonn policies arising in 

the Iate 1980's (Knight 1988:lOO). This c-y indicates that the power that police 

senrices wield am change when "material and organi7ational resources", that is, 

technology and ideoiogy, are not only accumdated but also Iost (Colson in Fogelson and 

Adams 1977386). 



It is diffIcult to establish whether there are any distinct 'models' of poIicin& particularly 

when looking at colonial Iegacies; while Irish and English models have been postulatcd 

(Hawkins in Anderson and Killingray 1991), in redity the t h  distinctions between 

them (whether they were armed and military organhtions, whether they lived in the 

commmîty or barrack, and whether they were controlled on a central national scale or 

not) are loose boundaries since d l  police forces operate on one or awther of these 

principles (Anderson and KiIlingray 1991:4). While the London Bobby seems to have 

been a role mode1 for policing for a long the  ( M e h  1985:8 l), and the British police 

structme in general has been seen as an ideai for a ninnber of other corntries, including 

Japan flipton 199O:8l; Brogden 1987: 199), the actual construction of a police force 

depends on the legal codes in place (Anderson and Killingray 1991:5), cultural impact, 

and hcoming and existing ideologies. UItimately, while English or Irish models may 

have laid the ground work for e>tistuig police structures, each country had to determine 

individually what was necessary to conduct appropriate policing mandates (Johnson in 

Anderson and Killingray 1 99 1 : 1 64). 

Public order has become an important political issue in Europe and polidg is one of the 

issues in the s e c e  debate (Roach and Thomaneck 1985:l). Policing in Germany, for 

example, faces a number of challenges that are in some ways unique to this country, but 

which have certain relevance to problems ali western police orpanizations are fcacing 

(Tupman 19895~). Germany has become a "testing groundtl for police/pubIic intexaction, 



striving to surmount the imposeci publidmediia/hstoricai legacy of an authoRtmian police 

m e  (Alderson in Roach and Thomaneck 1985:16). With reunification adding additional 

probIems to economic mession, occasional flaring violence against ethnic groups, and a 

right-wing rnovement playing on fuudamental aotions of Oational identity, the police are 

caught in the middle of a "law and order" stniggIe. How police officers are deaiing with 

these tensions can be useful to other police organizations which may face similar 

challenges in the fiinire. 

Police fortes have often been ignoreci in social science research as important carriers of 

cultural tradition and agencies of social and political mediation (Tipton 1990:6). Only 

recentiy are texts on poiicing acknowledging an anthropological approach which focuses 

on the cultural location, knowledge, and tradition that police savices embody and pass on 

(Gaines & Kappeler 1999302). As highiy visible symbols of the state (Dams 1982:2) 

poiice seMces become important through their roies in shaping the inequalities in the 

societies in which they work, through the power that they wieid (Nordstrom and M& 

19925). Police can affect poiiticai Me directly through monitoring certain goups and 

defending regimes h attack, but they dso do so in indirect ways, Wre upholding civic 

values and the legitimacy of the govemment, and being test cases for certain issues 

because of their visibility (Bayley 1985197)- Thmugh comparing police forces, things 

that we have often coosidered to be obvious or f d a r  about poücing are defiuniliarized, 

and become points of discussion (Becker 198020). 



Among the few policing ethnographies that d e m i i  the impact of politics and power on 

individual police officers rather than on the state at large, are Brewer's work on the Royal 

Vister Constabulary (1991), Fielding's study of the British police (1988), and Rubinstein's 

ethnography of the Philadelphia police (1973). Encson advocates a more contextual 

approach in order to compIetely understand how police officen do theV work (1982:13), 

as does Opolot (1992:98). In addition, a comparative approach can help us reevaiuate 

what becornes contextually important in police work (Shane 1980~). 

Police services tend to refiect the culture they operate in, and remain somewhat 

monolithic in their impenneabiiity (Tipton 1990:6), and their organizaîion will depend on 

the "tensions between local autonomy and national aspirations and power" (Shane 

1980:182). While police services have been created for several specific purposes (ie, 

social control, social integration, some interstitiai purposes), how police go about 

fulfilling those tasks can vary widely. Those variations rest in why the police force was 

historicalIy cteated, what particular cultural traditions affected the poiice mandate, what 

ideologies govern both state and police, and what partîcuiar views individual police 

officers hold regarding the work that they do. This last point in particdar has ofken been 

ignored by police researchers, who think that pohcing as an arm of the m e  operates ody 

on macro levels. 



Policing: L o d  Implications Reg- Power, Aiithority and Control 

The articulation of power, authority and control on a local level begias with the 

undalying assumption of legitimacy acquired h m  the 'state'. That is, police officers 

have the right, given by the state, to use coercive power in order to manipulate a situation 

towards deRving a solution (Seagrave 19972). Power, in essence, means that police 

officers can make people do something whether they wish to or not, and this power is 

given to them Iegitimately by the state. Attached to this is the idea of authority, a more 

'immediate' concept, which allows police officers, h u g h  both state and 

organizationaiiy mandatecl procedures, to establish control over a situation. Authority is 

something which is essentially allowed by the people, in recognition thsd in most confiicts 

in a cornplex society someoae m u t  take leadership in order to estabtish resolutioa 

Conml can refer to a morr ambiguous concept, reflectuig the d o n  of boundaries 

ammd actions and actîvities in order to ensure that a c-ce does not stray beyond 

whatever particular social n o m  or laws a society has deemed appropriate in the 

cirnimstaace. As such, it is dso the physical and organkttional structure of actions 

police officers *ui mdertake in order to maintain eqiiilibrium, dictate the bomds of 

authority they have, and estabIish the appropriate cïrcum~taxlce for the use of force (or 

c d v e  power) (Richter 199222-27). 



Individuai police services, therefore, gound the structure of control in specinc rules and 

techniques (Skolnick & Fyfe 199337-40). These may be f o d y  based in Iegal codes 

and organi7atiooal procedm and mission statements, and they may also reside in the 

' M e  of thumbn techniques that police officers amas thruughouî a lifetime of practical 

experience. Regardless, ali  of these d e s  and techniques provide a basis for the 

establishment of boundaries a .  solutions around a specinc problem a citizen might have. 

Control, then, is something that ends up king a direct manifestation of bureaucratic and 

political statements of power and authority, which police officen direct outward in 

distinct ways. Techniques of control are the praxis of power and authority, and as such, 

arr uniquely expressed activities when police officers carry them out 

It is the encounter between citizens and police, therefore, wwhich become a site for the 

expression of control. The activities police officers c m  engage in during these 

encoimtm, will vary depending on the occupational traditions handed down to offices 

individual officers' persoIlSilities, the cultural expectations at large inherent in 

poiice/citizen interactions, and the circumstantiai variables of the individual encounter. 

The variables of the encounter range from a controkd action on the part of citizens (such 

as a request by a citizen to reIay crime prevention strategies to an interested group), to a 

spontaneous action (Iike a driver suddeniy accelerating h m  a police car, which might 

initiate a hi& speed pinsuit). 



Very Iittle materid is available to an English spaking audience on the daily r d i t y  of 

doing policing in Germany. As is the case in many industrialized countries, there is a 

concem in Gemüiny with providing seMces that can ded faUIy and expeditiously with a 

population that hails from many cultures. Understanding how policing works in a culture 

other than the one we are familiar with may open up perspectives on policefcitizen 

interactions that may be of benefit to law enforcement agencies. 

The police subculture may also have an impact on the formulation of ongoing policing 

style; however, the subcdture, as it is constructed in North America, does not have an 

exact correlation with Gaman police officers. One of the reasons for this rests in how 

the organization itseIf fiinctions. While police services in Noah Ammica are largely 

centered on a "military" model the German police force has a stronger connection to a 

corporate rnodel. 

SymboIic interactionism has a lengthy history in sociology as a theoreticai fhmework for 

understanding interaction. It is, in some respects, a way of theoretidy contexhg some 

of the habinial practices anthropologists engage in when doing participantsbsmration. 

Gofbads approach to interaçtio~ while being large1y dramaturgid (Rus 1996:81), has 

also included work on how exchanges gain an essentiai "flavomn or impenis through the 



type of fkrnework engaged. Part of that W e y  of course7 also involves the 

communication practices that exist between public and police. Since verbal interaction is 

a fundamental aspect of doing police work, it m e t s  a closer look in order to understand 

the essential nature of daily policing. 

Finally, the nexus of poLicelpublic interaction is based on a cascade of state structure, 

commWUty ctiaractery mandated authonty and local techniques of control, subcuitural 

practices, individuai cornpetence, and cuittiral expectations surroundhg specincaliy 

M e d  encounters. Chapters Four and Five discuss many of these points with regard to 

certain events that amse while on patrol in Munich. Next, however, Chapter Two 

outlines the methodology and logistics of conducting fieldwork. 



CHAITER 2: METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the essentiai aspects of %hg there", in other words, the specific 

methods used to gather data, where the fieldwork took place and how access was 

obtaineà, the difficulties in gathering the type of data necessary for this type of project, 

and finsllly, the impact on the researcher as weli as the impact the researcher had on the 

field situation, 

This latter point is important in the context of understanding what ethicai concems need 

to be addressed when doing this type of fieldwork in genaal, and also where ethics had to 

take a back seat in order to ensure the safiety of individuals involved in the interaction. 

When doing the "participant" aspect of ethnographie research in this type of context, the 

researcher can becorne involved in activities that may seem to invade privacy or enmach 

on individuai rights. The concerns artached to that did make me uncornfortable at times, 

but 1 felt quite strongly that in order to understand the nature of the responsibility that 

police officers take on in the course of thek work, it was important to experience 

whatever was ailowed me fmm the perspective of the authority that police officers 

thernselves work h m -  And it is only through the method of participant-observation, that 

such experiences can be grasped. 



Participant Observation 

Participant observation has been an important field method in both sociology and 

anthropoIogy, and both disciphes have contributed to the establishment of this type of 

data-gathering. Regardles of which discipline has used it, the method requueS not just an 

observational stance (which was the characteristic of very eady antbropological efforts), 

but a wilüngness to engage with the group or community on their temis. In other words, 

it dso means the abiiity to participate on sorne level in the activities of the group. 

Engaging in the everyday activities of the group means dropping objectivity and 

understanding emotional involment (Bogdan 1972:45), without losing the ability to 

stand back at times to d y z e  what has been happening. AIthough anthropology's fint 

"official" ethnographer, Bronislaw MaIinowski, separatecl his personal feelings fiom the 

data he discussed in his writing, he certainly considered it to be of the m o a  importance 

that the researcher understand the native nom hidher own point of view (1960:Z). 

Thmefore, participant observation redy means doing, and faeling, and oanwt be leamed 

in a classroom or h m  a text It is the field that becomes the testing ground (Bogdan 

1972:71), and in this respect shares much with the context of policing Smce officers can 

fresuently be heard to say that you can't leam policing mywhere but on the Street, 



TraditionaUy, anthpology has tended to focus its energies on doing participant 

observation with populations and cultures with whom the researcher has most likeIy had 

no prior reIatiomhÏp. The concept of studying the "other" is, therefore, somewhat 

appropriate, in anthropologicai terms. In sociology however, researchers do participant 

observation in situations where the researcher and the participant technically have a basic 

knowledge about each other to work hm, although as Bogdan notes the researcher 

should have no "specïd alliances" that might sway the situation in any way (1972:21). 

Therefore, because of prior knowledge about each othet's coles, there are aiso certain 

expectations attached This means that there WU be a dinerence in the type of 

impression management opportunities presented to participants and researcher, although 

the g e n d  methodology will  not tend to change. 

Historically, the tension between the use of different methodologies has been much more 

intense in sociology than in anthropology. W e  anthropology senled quite solidly into 

the participant observation rnethodology, sociology has repeatedy relinquished and 

rediscovexed field research in an effort to maintain "scientinc" standards. Any tensions 

that exia within anthropology center on pmblemathhg and discoverhg solutions to 

reliability and vaiidity in producing accounts when the fieldwork phase is over. The 

actud process of doing participant observation however, has mt changed in any 

signiscant way since its inception. As Easthope states, the ethnographies produced in the 



eatly 1920's and those written today are s t i l l  using the same methodology where 

participant observation is concemed (1974:88). 

Sociology has a fme bistory of producing ethnographic accounts based in field methods 

which laid the groundwork for texts that later incorporated symbolic interactionism. 

These include the lengthy classic of Thomas and Znanïecki (1 9 18) on the Polish peasant, 

to Nels Anderson's 1923 text The Hobo, a 1929 study of an Amencan town by the Lynds 

d e d  Middletown, and the powerful matenal flowing fkom the Chicago school during 

the 1940's like Whyte's partïcipant-observer study of an Itaiian slum in Street Corner 

Societv (1 943), through Gof5nan's study of mental institutions (196 1 ), and the Becker et 

al analysis of students in medical school cailed The Boys in White (1961). The 1970's 

h u g h t  about a deeper use of field methods and symbolic interactionism particdarly in 

the m a  of deviance. Humphreys' Tauoom Trade (1970) was one of the most 

controversid of the group. Policing research has a h  made use of the ethnographic 

approach producing a seminai symbolic interactionist text on the Philadelphia police by 

Rubinstein in 1973. Later co~iiut ions to this tradition include several works by authors 

like Van Maanen who has written not only on the police and their practices (1978), but 

ais0 on doing ethnography in policiug conte- (1988), Vincent (1990) who spefically 

discusses syrnbolic interactionism and its use in research on police, and researchers Iike 

Brewer (1991)' Young (I991)? and most recently Glaeser (2000) who incorporate aspects 



of participant observation, and to some de- symbolic interactionism, into thek 

understandings of police in Ireland, England, and Berlin respectively. 

Although the eariiest tradition of sociological enquiry insisted on following natiwl 

science methods and even dabbled in early statistical rnethods, an alternate h e w o r k  

arising out of early ethnology centered on descriptive collections of facts of the people 

studied. Since the original mandate of sociology was to study social problems and human 

relations within a certain population, participant observation obviously became an ideal 

methodology to use. Park, for exampIe, greatiy favored the use of life history collection 

as a methodology (Matthews 1977:162), and considered that an "ethically-charged 

empathy" was the "nm requkement of any descriptive work in the fieldn (Matthews 

l977:48). 

Just as anthropologists were beginning to redise, following Mahowski's 
pioneer work, that to understand primitive societies meant living with 
hem, so the sociologists at Chicago came to the same conclusion 
(Easthope 1974:lS). 

It is interesthg to h d  that the initid impetus toward the gathering of data in sociology, 

which was most strongly picked up by the Chicago School, came out of pidosophical 

traditions ( h m  Dewey and James) which emphasized empathy with the "common" 

citizen and the necessity of explorhg the r i che s  of the lives of individuah rather than 

groups Wo- notions of the "peoplen (that coUectivity of common people temieci 



"VoW which stemmed h m  Gennan philosophy) had a great impact on early sociology 

in the sense that the common people possessed tmditions and personal traits that were 

worthwhiie not only to mulate, but to study (Matthews 1977: 17). 

WiIliam James, for example, considered that the individual Me of the actor was too rich 

to explain by m w  positivist categones; one should rem fkom abstracting in this 

manner and not only observe, but participate and empathlle (Matthews 1977:32-33). 

Becaw of this, early sociologists like Robert E. Park k a m e  convinced that it was 

necessary to be a part of the world and not just an observer of it, and certainly Park and 

Hughes were fiindamentid supporters of the symbolic interactionist approach that arose at 

Chicago, based on the grounding p ~ c i p l e  of empathy with the people. 

Some of the criticisms which have been made of participant observation concern the 

possiility of bias in the observer, particuiariy since the rescarcher is the "sole 

instrument" and may therefore have an effect on the vaLîdity of the data, in addition to the 

fact that the presence of the researcher will have some type of an effect on the situation 

she is observing (Bogda. 19725). Easthope considers that participant observation is 

Cb~n-scientific" since the researcher brings intuitive and subjective intapretations to 

what Srne is viewing and the method cmot be put under public s d y  (1974:88). 

It is oAen wt possiiIe to know how one acquired items of information, 
insights and hypotheses in a participant observation study, and it is 



catainy impossible to present them ai l  for others to examine @asthope 
197488). 

These critiques have been shown to be untrue, aithough validity has long been 

problematized in the academic commutlxty. As has been indicated aIready in Chapter 1, 

what is written h m  the data gathered using field methods st i l I  reflects experiences that 

were real to the actors involved, and at a fiuidamental level are not fictional. It is also 

precisely the more intuitive and interpretive aspects of participant observation that create 

such a resoonance in readers when they compare the written work with expencrice in their 

own lives. Field methods have been used with a great deaI of success in a variety of 

conte-, including industrial urbanized settings. In f a a  participant observation is the 

only way to get a reasonable understanding of a d  daily lived experience; alI other 

methods are iikely to intmduce bises of their own which may lead to false data. 

On top of ai i  that, the critiques of participant obmation can be just as valid for 

quantitative methods, and Bogdan (1972:6) ad& that too ofien q d t a t i v e  methods rely 

overly much on only one method of gathering data which many may consider to be 

infaliible but which opens the study up for achieving ulueliable end resuIts. As Whyte 

stated, irsmg a participant observer methodology may in fêct eliminate some of the 

discrepmcies that are evident m surveys since seif-reports are not always accurate 

(1 98MO8). 



It is reasonable, thexefore, that the more involved the researcher becornes in the Lives of 

the participants, the closer one cornes to a grasp of their reality. Field methods assumes 

that perhaps the only way to comprehend what is occurring in a complex situation 9s to 

immerse one& with others in that social arrangement" (Bogdan 1972:4). Because of 

this necessity to suspend judgement, and commit williiigly to understand the meaningful 

aspects of Mie of the participants, ethnographie approaches can be extremely demanding 

(Prus 1996:191). 

In effect, participant observation while long on t h e  and involvement may be more 

"econornicai" because it allows the researcher to graduaiiy becorne part of the group, 

thereby somewhat alleviating the effects the researcher has on the situation. It dso 

enables the researcher to gather an immense amount of detailed data which reveal not 

ody what participants think and say about their activities, but what they do (which may 

be something quite diffèrent h m  what they they do), and aiiows for unexpected 

discoveries and conclusions which m e y s  m o t  really accommodate (Whyte 1984-27). 

Additionally, the bias of the researcher, whÏIe king no Iess than the bias the quantitative 

tesearcher brings to a d y 9  may also provide usefiil data on the events that occur. 

F i d y ,  it has ceaainly been proven by anthropological field studies that industrid 

nations do not hold a monopoly on the complexity of their cultural institutions. 



Field methods qyke  a prolonged period of participation in the daily Me of the people 

involved in the study, dining which time the researcher utilues whatever means are most 

appropriate, in whatever role is most appropriate, to gather and record data Data can be 

gathered in a number of ways - 1iteratui.e search and formal interviewhg not king d e d  

out - but it most commonly occurs throt@ Iistening, observing and questionbg, and 

through direct participation in the activities in which the people engage (Becker and Geer 

in Fiistead 1970:322). The recording of data is usually in the form of fieldnotes, which 

can generate a We and literature of their own (Sanjek 1990). 

Spradley has dinerentiated between the types of participation that a researcher might 

engage in in the field, These range fiom what he technicaliy ternis "nonparticipation" 

(for example, watching television programs) which is a completely passive role, to 

cornpletc participation, whcn the researcher is aheady a regular member of the group or 

occupation but becornes self-aware enough to do a study of the situaiion. This latter role 

can also be seen as similar to the "covert" d e ,  in which none of the participants is 

idormeci of the tme purpose of the researcher's presence (Whyte 198430). In between 

corne ranges of passive, moderate and active participation, characterized essentidy by 

observrrrion of the people, balanced insider and outsider perspectives, and ûyhg to do 

what the peopIe do to understand the behavbr that is occtnrring (S@ey 19805841). h 

any of these variants, the mearcher still mintains awareness that Srne is engaged in 



resemch and gathering data, and thai aLl information arising muçt be recorded ( S p d e y  

1 98O:M). 

On a basic level, participant observation incorporates two things: the establishment of the 

researcher withïn the community as an observer of the daily events and interactions that 

occur around m e r ,  hplying that a certain "objectivity" or distance is brought to the 

research at band It also means that the marcher is involved within the community 

under study, whether as a general "hanger-011~' of a certain group, or to the other extreme 

as a fiinctioning member of that partidar group within some context 

A midy done in the early 1960's by Uliot Liebow. took field methods into the streets of 

Washington, D.C. to look at the dyriamics of a group of males in a black neighborhood. 

Liebow (a white Jewish male in his forties), spent about one and a half y«us based in a 

very d area of Washington, doing research largeiy on a particular street corner and the 

businesses and restaurants in the inmediate area. Liebow indicated that the participants 

were not pinposely selected, that he met them largely by accident (1967:14-15). He 

alGnitted that he did not at fint know how to go about doing research in the type of 

setting that he was facing (I967235), but succeeded in establishmg rapport wMe still 

king carefid about how he and the participants "exploiteci" each other (1962253). He 

refers to himself as a full participant, not just an observer, and his description of 

participation, which on one occasion m m t  aiding one of the men on Tdy's Corner with 



a court -ce, is Iargely denned as "han& ouf', in othcr words, behg wnsidered 

part of the crowd He comments at the end of his book that becoming a participant is as 

rnuch dependent on thinking of yourself as a participant as if is king hcluded by others 

in that role (Liebow 1967256). 

"Hanging oui" has no particular scientific name, but may be the most important part of 

doing fieldwork. Whyte, for example, writes that part of the field context was "hanging" 

with his infofmants on the Street corner (1993:299). Rimarily, hanging out estabiishes a 

pattern of listening aad observi& for the researcher which can reveal more about the 

activities and events going on than purposeIy asking someone to answer a question. As 

Whyte has writîen, asking people about their activities ofien only provides formai and 

fomuiaic responses, whereas sitting and listening WU usually reveal the answers to those 

questions anyway (198469). Additionally, the impressions bu* through this process 

provide a very thorough base of knowledge which can help in the interpretation of 

particular events (Becker and Geer in FiIstead 1970: 141). 

This process of "hanging out" also provides two other important benefits over time; nrSt, 

it dows the researcher to maintain an unobtninve and non-threatening presence which in 

essence lets the participants take the researcher's presence for granted (Bogdan 197221; 

also Malinowski I960:7), and second, it enables the researcher to gradually deveiop the 

cornpetence and confidence quired to engage in simple, but "insider", conversaton with 



the group. This latter point is also an extremeIy important methodological consideration, 

since informal and private conversations caa reveal much about the noms and values of 

the group, and the perceived fimctions of individuals within it. Becker and Gcer consider 

that pnvate conversations should be seen as more or Iess quivalent to interviewhg and 

are an integral part of participant obsnvation (in Filstead 1 970: 15 1 )  

With legard to participation, Bniyn insists that a researcher must becorne personally 

involved and let him/herself be changed by the situation, since without that elemental 

interest in the tives of the participants the researcher nms the possible ri& of distorthg 

hidher findings (Bruyn in Filstead 1970:306-307). M e n  the researcher becornes more 

persody involved, it is ody naturai that the participants will want to know more about 

the researcher and hider interests away h m  the field situation. It is through this type of 

idormal connection and exchange that trust is estabIished and dtimately acceptame 

w i t b  the p u p  is reached (Bogdan 1972:30)? Additionally, a deeper personal 

involvement lets the participants gauge the depth to which the resmher *shes to 

become involved with them and their lives, which can be crucial in answering the 

personal and subhnhd questions the participants may have regarding the acnial nature of 

the researcher's interest in them. Often it is fouad that participants are far more willing to 

share M e  experiences if the reseamher displays genuine interest in their Lives and 

thoughts (Rus 1996: 192). 



When a meanire of trust exists between the researcher and the group, it cm be expected 

that the researcher wili be asked to actually participate in the workùigs of the group in one 

form or another. This is often a mechanism by which the group indicates a degree of 

acceptance of the researcher (Bogdan 1972:27), and how the researcher handles this event 

wiU go a long way to estabbshing or diminishing rapport. This may not only be in tams 

of l e m  activities, or being entnt~ted with a s d  role in a ceremony, it may mean 

giving advice or taking certain types of actions that directly affects an individual or even 

the entire group. This may place demands on the researcher which are, ifnot unethicai in 

the immediate sense, at least coimterproductive to the researcher's role (Bogdan 

1972:31). To thïs end, the researcher m u t  bmherself decide what wiII be most 

appropriate within the context. Obviously, participation wîli be coI1StraiIled by the type 

of fieldwork king done (Bogdan 197227): a researcher who wiIlingIy places MerseIf  

in the role of apprentice can expect to participate in events in great detail and depth, 

whereas someone studying children in an institutional setting, for example, may be 

largely restricted to observation. 

Participant observation has long been c o n s i d d  an important mahod in terms of 

providing a detailed understanding of a group of people or a d cornmunity. This 

merhodology makes use of the fkgments of daiIy events to produce a pictrrre of those 

things that are not spoken of (Becker and Geer in Filstead 1970:137). In this way, 

participant observation not ody dows the researcher to understand the latent structures 



of behavior and interaction in a group or cornrntmity, but also to rnap out the processes 

and changes that occur over a period of the,  something that straight interviewhg m o t  

do adequately (Becker and Geer in Fistead 1970:141). As Whyte says, participant 

observation aliows the researcher to approximate more the moving picture than the 

photograph (1 993323). 

Implications of Wnting the Text 

The aiahority of any ethnography rests largely in the somewhat unscientific condition of 

"being theren; however, Geertz (1988:140) does make the point that the body of 

ahnographic literature does not possess any type of document that iacks ïefmnce to 

anything red". In other words, what is written concerns üfe and how it is lived, and 

incorporates r e c o ~ l e  signposts dong the way. If it is done in an ethical manner, we 

write with a-ness of our £iames and referentiality, and are accolmtable to the images 

and symbols we produce in the name of a 'tiuth" (Birth 1990:555-556). 

We go into the field to 'search after experience' (Abrahams in fumer and Bmer 

198650). The field experience then becornes a *tuai discussion* (Gudeman and 

Rivera 1989:268) as we seek to reffame and redisCover for the reader what was lived- 

Birth (1990552) understands ethnography as king a process which dom the reader to 

recreate alrredy tmderstood aspects of common knowledge in terms of how people Live 



and behave. A good ethnography is in essence, 'titaiity phrasedn (Geertz 1988:143), 

revealuig a particular knowledge which contains its own vaüdity through the anchoring in 

experience (Wikan 1991288). 

Since ail actions we do are part of cultural performances, the texts we Wnte also becorne 

performances. Schieffelin (1 98Wl3) considers that it is the audience's engagement with 

the performed subject that will determine whether the enactment becomes "reaiity" or 

not The level of engagement is determined by the a d  space that the performance 

takes place in. Only when the book is open and the reader engaged do the words Iive. As 

such the reader re-performs the re-description and the words become "reality" in one form 

or another. If this is the case, it is the qdi ty  of the words, their authority, their 

recognized structwing, and audience consemus which constructs certain "realities" as 

''more real'' than others. Schieffelin (1985721-722) speaks of the performance becoming 

üfe, and that the meaning embodied within it can oniy be discovered in the relationship 

between the @orna and other participants. Similady our texnial creations ody corne 

to He ifeugh the participants, both in the initiai conversations of our fieldwork and the 

lata involvement of the readers. And as Richardson (in Brady 199 1 :2O8) says, once the 

boundaries between daily event and text start to Iose definition, then the Yext becomes 

simply another way of speaking". 



Postmoddsm has made us realized though that there are multiple t ruh  (Eiutcheon in 

Perloff 1988:56,59), and thereby paves the way for more evocative accounts by instilling 

in the d e r  a greater responsibility for uncovering what is between the h e s  (Stnmon 

l990:32O). Biah malces it very explicit that there are multiple tmths within a text, and 

that these ûuths depend on the cornpetence of the d e r ,  commenting dm that the 

ultimate test of an ethography "would be how usefid a reader would h d  it if he or she 

were to travel to the society in question* (Birth lWO:552). 

The critical postmodernist Merature on the construction of field accoimts details possible 

refiexive stances which aiable the ethnographer to context and recontext the lived and 

&en experience in a way that challenges assumptions. However, even postmodernists 

must remember that what they think îhey know is really oniy "another version of the 

myth" (Prus 1996:217). 

Therefore, one of the problems with postmodernism is that it must, if it takes itself 

seriously, also imply that it has no clami to presenting any typt of ?ruthMn theoretical 

approach either. In essence, it d e s  us a m  of what dificulties may exia in choosing 

what we rcsearch and hence, represent, but it cannot make any more concrete clah on 

presentation of "tnith(s)" than any other theoretical approach. Utimately, d the 

m h e r  can state is that Srne was the one who undertook to actually 'go there' and see 

what was happening, which, no matter what culturally-biased baggage went dong, is stül 



doser to understanding the life-world as it is Iived by the infonnants, than the reader may 

arrive at If the reader cm then mdertake the same experience, a deeper shared 

understanding may then ensue. As Rus says (1996:255) thae can never be any other 

more viable way of doing ethaographic research and gathering the minutiae of daüy 

human We, other than by "being there". 

Working in Munich 

Between December 1994 and September 1995, I spent seven and a half months on pair01 

with the Munich police, doing participant observation of theV daily work, and also of 

some of their periods of leisure. In orda to gain access, 1 had to go through gatekeepers 

at the top of the rank stnicture, a cornmon process for fieId workers (Whyte 1984:62). 

That involved meeting with higher ranking police officers in both Duesseldorf and 

Munich to ultïmately estabiish the field site of Munich. Part of that ta& required me to 

seek permission h m  the Commissioner of the Munich police to d o w  me initial access, 

and then negotiate my role with each nibsequent level in rank. This meant meeting with 

the liaison officers to the Commissioner to estabiish what I would be dohg and receive 

advice h m  them on which area would be best to work in. Once that was established, 1 

met with the di* chief, who then introduced me to the two station chiefs 1 eventually 

worked with. They in tum recommended two partidar platoons to begin my work with, 

stating that I would be able to shift to other platoons in their stations as I saw nt As it 



tumed out, to gather the type of detailed data I wished, 1 remaineci with those two original 

platoons for the dination of my research the. 

Gaining acceptance and trust, in this context, was undoubtedly based in a few fortuitous 

circumstances, but was a fêr more subtle and ahost unnoticeable process than the 

expenaice I had in Ottawa. The fortuitous aspects relate to the fact that 1 spoke German 

weii enough to share in philosophicai and humourous discussions while on patrol, and 

that because most of my relatives still Live in Germany and I retain dual citizenship with 

that country, it was seen that 1 still had stmng ties. In addition, a testimonial from a Staff 

Inspecter with the Ottawa Police, who acted as a type of mentor, gave me the credentials 

with the highest ranking officers h m  the beginnuig. As weii, king an academic cames 

with it a certain prestige in Gemany which also helped with the Wal  entry process. 

On a more individual Ievei, 1 was told later by one platoon that when they were infonned 

that I would be spending some t h e  with hem, they were unnire what to expect and were 

womed about it Men 1 arrived, 1 had already decided that 1 would insist on asking them 

if we could address each otkr with the informai ÿou" ('du' instead of 'Sie'), and because 

this was standard practice between d of the platoon memben, 1 believe i't helped 

establish that 1 wanted to be associated with them rather than the hi* ranking officers 

who had placeci me among them. 



It also helped that I had certain types of knowledge about which they were curious, and 

this also set us on a more equal footing, with some officers asking me even more 

questions than I was asking of them. First of ail, because they knew that 1 had done 

research with the ûttawa police, 1 had knowledge of policing in another country which 

they liked to compare with their own experiences. Secondly, because I was Canadian, a 

representative of a country which has a place in Gemian music, folklore, and travel 

fcantasies, 1 was also seen as somewhat "exotic". This led to many discussions on Canada 

and its culture and had me requesting care packages which included rnaple synip among 

other things. 

As said, thÏs process was very gentle and 1 kept expeaing the other shoe to &op. So 

when one of the officers warned another to "watch out for me" one &yy 1 expected a 

replay of one of the experiences 1 had had with the ûttawa police. During my t h e  there, 

many m o u r s  had been circulated about who 1 "really" was. Specuiation extended dong 

the range of joumaüa to internai affair$ but it ail came under the heading of 'spy'. With 

the Munich police officers, however, there had never been a hint that such stories were 

going amund, so this warning to a feUow officer took me completely by surprise. 1 

decided to take up the opporhmityy and I asked the officer why he felt it necessary to tell 

his cokagw to watch out for me. 1 feIt a bit humbled when he e x p h e d  with a 

surpriseci look on his f'ace, that he just maint the other officer should be carefbi thax 



nothing happened to me. So the same temark that had bem made in both Ottawa and 

Mimich reflected my position in very différent ways. 

Participant observation was the only choice of field method that seemed viable for the 

type of detailed understanding 1 wished to accomplish. Certainly7 I twk participant 

obsemation to mean a combination of activities. That is, 1 did a certain amount of 

Iitenitrae research (mainstream books on policing in Gemiany, articles h m  local 

newspapers, as weli as accessing the document and periodical collection at police 

head~uarters)~ collected artifacts Qatches, badges and other d o m  pieces, reC]Niting 

pamphlets, various f0.m used in daily work, and brochures made avdable to the public), 

did f o d  and informal interviewhg (more formal interviewhg with satefite 

organizations like Psychologicai SeMces and the Cornplaints Division of Headquarters, 

and informal interviewhg with individual officers when I had questions about events or 

procedures), straight observation @articularly at large public events like soccer games 

and concerts, but also at certain meetings and cails where other stations were involved - 

in other words with officers 1 did not know - and to sorne degree in the early days of the 

fieldwotk when 1 had to ieam the d e s  of procedure), and of course participation Oargely 

c o d e d  to ndmg with officers and going on cab, but whîch did involve my active 

participation a -  times in doing searches7 etc.). 



Of the approximately 60 officers at two Mimich stations who infonned the fieldwork in 

any way, 27 of them were involved on a regular b i s ,  Ofthat 27, three were women, and 

25 of the 27 officers were between 21 and 33 years of age; none were ethnic minority 

officers as, at that the ,  no ethnic officers were employed in Munich, The generally 

young age of the officers involved is not an anomaly within my fieldwork context, since 

police officers in Munich are largely younger personnel due to patterns of hiring and 

posting witbin Bavaria Older officers tend to be posted to outlying towns after a number 

of years of service, while newly trained officers usually receive their nrst posting to a 

station in a large city. 

Actually doing fieldwork mermt attaching myself to a particular team of officea for the 

shift and going out on the road with them whenever we had a call, or they decided to do a 

round of patrolling. When we were in the station between calls, I would at &es look 

through some of the manuals that were available for the officers, and ask offices specinc 

questions about something that was p d g  me, but most often wodd just " h g  out". 

In general, 1 had contact with the officers on the platoon for a penod of 18 hours every 

four days (which equalied two out of üuee possible shifts). Additional contact time was 

spent doing occasional extra shifts at both stations, attending specid f'unctio~~~, and 

simply engeging in leisrne activities. In total, aImost 1000 hours were spent on patrol 

with approximately another 300 hours engaged in leinrre activities and @al fim~tions~ 



Since police tnivel in pairs in Munich, 1 was mostly positioned in the rear seat of the 

patrol car, except when we were d i  people who were considered to be 

potentidy difficdt Consequently, I got a very good impression of dynamics and 

teamwork within the platoon, but getthg to h o w  them as private individuals took 

somewhaî longer, although that was achieved with most of the core group who were 

involved, 

Essentially 1 went everywhere they went; officers had dtimate veto power if they felt 1 

shouldn't be involved on a particular dl, but that happened in oniy two situations. To 

some degree 1 became a ùiird member of the patrol team, and towards the end of my 

fieldwork the, was often doing miwr tasks for them, including doing searches of f e d e  

suspects on several occasions. 

Even very early on, though, 1 was somehes openly identified by my patrol partners as a 

"colleaguen (i.e. a police officer) to members of the public and occasionally to other 

police personnel. For certain reasons this was a necessity; because of the nature of 

polihg and the requUement of immediate action in many situations where people are in 

difEcuIty or distress, it wasn't possible to intenene as soon as we waiked in to teii them 

who I was and what my pinpose was in king there. If people did ask who 1 was and the 

cimmsmces were mch that the situation wouid not be made worse by establishg my 



research context, the citizen would be told of my status as doctorai candidate and the 

research 1 was dokg. 

Being identifiai as part of the group did sometimes create personal discornfort in temis of 

where the Iine was actually drawn with regard to my changing mles as either insider or 

outsider. A participant-observer shoddn't necessarily behave like other rnembea of the 

gmup being sRidied; the participants often have expectations of the researcher whkh may 

be other than what the researcher thinks she should be doing. Whyte was caught short on 

this when he w d  profanity to be like the participants, but they told him he was dinerent 

and shoulda't try to be iike them (1984:66). 1 was told something similar about half way 

h u g h  the field work, when I joined in the horsing around that was going on during one 

night shift, and one of the officers haif seriously commented that it was unexpected 

behavior for a doctoral candidate. 

Obviously, when the researcher allows hi.m/herseif to become fully engaged with the 

pup,  then is the risk of "over-rapport", which might cause the researcher to temporarily 

Iose the ability to switch back to an a m *  observational stance. Bogdan refiects that this 

too is dependent on the personality of the researcher, someone who is eager to be 

involved in everything may h d  it difficult to hold back at times (197228). Wh* has 

written that after acceptance into the cornmunïty he bemne wsentidy a 'bonobserving 

participant" who took those things for granted that the C o m d e  participants took for 



granted (1993:321). I certainly became intensely focused and connecteri to the Munich 

officers 1 worked with, tried to join in on as many leisure activities as possible and was 

included in the personal lives of a few of them. By the end of the fieldwork, 1 found at 

times 1 had to prod myself into awareness that there were moments happening where 1 

was so focussed on participating with the group that 1 was no longer observing what was 

going on. That implies an intensity of submersion in the field situation which was not 

made fully clear to me until my r e m  to Canada, when 1 had to deal with mon* of deep 

despondency after losbg such an intease and w o n d a  Life expaience. 

Validity and reliability are more often discussed in sociological accounts than 

anthropologicd. The validation of field accounts often rests in the researcher's stance of 

"being there", which has been discussed at length in postmodernist and critical analyses 

(e.g. ClifFord and Marcus 1986). W e  reliabtlity, in the theoretical sense, may be a 

weakness in the fieldwork situation, since fieldwork can never be exactly repeated, the 

strength lies in the ability of participant observation and the subsequent eethngraphy to 

deal with the muitifkious textures of Iived experience. 

One mechanism for muring there is some kind of accuracy, in a field account, is to 

provide the participants with an opportuaity to review the work in progres and make 

comments or requcst changes. In FebnraryMarch of 1998 1 retlimed to MuIlich for a 

couple of weeks to rneet with as many of the offices as I codd and ask their opinion on 



certain aspects of the dissertation. 1 was able to meet with four officers *O were or had 

been members of one platoon, and was able to discuss portions of the dissertation with 

most of the officers of the second platoon. 1 aiso asked one kqr officer h m  each platoon 

to go over the majority of the dissertation with me, to discuss elernents that were not 

M y  related to specific calls 1 had been on. These discussions were very productive; 

aside fkom correcthg some of the terminology 1 had been using, they also pointed out 

sections where I had expressed rnyseif in a way which was perceived to be problematic, 

and we came up with solutions to a few sections where officers might feel threatened or 

incur problems if somethiag was taken out of context. 

Gatherhg Interrctioit/Communieition Data 

There are a number of policing texts which deal with the behaviour of police, including 

theV communication strategies, located in North Amexican and British contexts. Texts 

written by authoa like Rubinstein, Fielding, Holdaway, Brewer* and Young revd details 

of the policing experience which are not found in quantitative accounts. HoIdaway 

(1983:15) comments that we can ody &y determine whaî police @ces are Eke on 

the pund through ernpmcal description, and "idealIy by an ehography". Young 

speaks of the "symbolic and qualitative nature of poiice culture* (1 991 : 17) and its 'ken- 

defineci but often inarticculted practices9 (1991:393), which are more adequateiy dedt 

with in au ethnopphic capacity. In a @tative accotmt the everyday face-to-face 



interactions are kept intact, while still providing materid which can be w d  in a more 

generai organizationd sense. 

The observations recorded in my field data will be used prirnarily for uncovering those 

connections between p~licing, culture and interaction I realized on my nrst shift in 

Munich that the structure of policing was quite different in G e m y ,  and that I needed to 

pay attention nrst to what was actually going on on a general level before I spent much 

t h e  focussing on specifïc verbd interaction. For example, the very iïrst c d  1 went on on 

the fkst &y involved a "blaulicht f M  (drive with lights and sireas), which is quite a 

rare event when on patrol in Canada In Mimich, lights and sirem are wd quite often, 

and becorne a necessity when one moves fiom multiple-lane streets and highways, to the 

very m w  side streets which usually have at least one, if not both, sides full of parked 

cars. Speed, then, becomes a relative thing. So my assumption that it was quite an event 

that on my very first &y I would get the full bells and whistIes was challenged over the 

next few &YS, when it became apparent that using lights and sirens was a common 

pmctice in Munich poiicing! 

Once the g e n d  structure was reiatively clear to me, the next portion of data gathered 

was on verbal communication within a general description of the imfoldllig event One of 

my early realizations was b t  some verbal patterns matched the communication utilued 

by officers in Ottawa based on field data collected in 1991 (Richter 1992). So while 



some general verbal material was recordeci at the beguining, what beurnie interesting 

were the points of divergence fiom the policing practice I had seen before. Consequently, 

it was those short verbal interactions that 1 began concentrathg on rather than recordhg 

Iengthy speech events. 

As 1 felt that using a tape recorder was too obtnisive, and would have involved some 

rather problematic ethical implications with respect to tape-recording members of the 

public, 1 opted to take fast point-form notes to lay d o m  the bare outhe of events as they 

were occiirring, and then while police officers were doing their paperwork in the miser 

or at the station, 1 wodd flesh out these notes with other pertinent details. A fidl account 

was then wrïtten out in j o d s  after the shifk was over. Mthough there was occasional 

curiosity about what 1 was writing (particuiarly if I seemed to be writing a lot), there was 

neva a request to hand over my notes for review. 

Later in the fieldwork experience, 1 begm Uicluding fat more descriptive detail of the 

structure of the entire event, rather than focushg largeiy on verbal interaction. This 

means that the emphasis of the dissertation is on the context of elements that inform and 

affect the entire interactive event between police and public, ratber than on verbal 

communication atone, although where the data are available, the verbal is certainIy 

considemi. As Ianguage is the most powerfirl mechaniSm we have for tnmsmission of 

cultmal information and action, it becornes reIevant in understanding how police use 



language in the course of the5 daily work to effect certain ends, in addition to revealing a 

lot about the boundaries of th& occupational culture. 

Techniques of language and communication research are varied, but the approach here 

concentrates on the production of meanings within a specinc social or culturai context It 

was not the intent of the research to record verbal discourse in d d  to discover all the 

pertinent inaection, tone and paralinguistics. What is important are the questions of 

culturai variables, subcultural cornpetence, and procedural strategies geared specificaüy 

for police use which sïmplify or complicate police/public interaction, 

Throughout the fieldwork, one of the interesting exercises 1 was involved in was simply 

learning how to f'unction in the larger cultrnal context. Although 1 have always been 

intensely interested in my German heritage, there are fimdarnentai diffaences between 

reading or taking about it, and actuaiiy Living within it. It was this experience that led me 

as weii to consider what effect being German and in Germany mi& have on how 

policing gets done, as opposed to king Canadian and in Canada This overail cultural 

impact has a great ded of relevance to how police officers do what they do, and has 

ended up king an integral pt of the dissertation, 



My role in this field situation, was at times a complex one. Aside h m  trying to balance 

my own emotional involvement with the need to remember why 1 was there, there was 

also the problem of how intense my participation should or could become. When 1 was 

first introduced to the m o l  officers by the station chief, he commented to them that 1 had 

aiready had pnor experience doing research Lüce this with another police service, and 

therefore "knew my way around", dthough they should still watch out for me a bit. It 

may have created some conflict for them, when they reaiized that 1 h e w  somethhg about 

policing in generai but not their system in particulm. 

This comment, however, may have facilitated theu inclusion of me in their work patterns. 

1 found, by the time 1 left, that 1 had done some of the basics of poiicing in Munich which 

I had had no opportunity to do in Ottawa Figuring Iargeiy among these tasks were 

searches of female suspects, and translation services, both of which 1 did numemus times 

and was occasiondy specincally volunteend for by other police officers. At least twice, 

1 was cited on the reports prepared as having engaged in these activities. 

It was very tempting at times to step in without thinking when an EngIish speaking citizen 

required some aid. Most of the t h e  1 waited until an ofncer quested me to do so, 

havhg had one experience with a male officer who seemed to be imhappy about the 



implication that he requkd help with his Engiish SUS. Mthough this was the ody t h e  

such an incident happened, I was very carefid aftenmrds to remain outside any English 

verbal interaction that was occiimng, and in fact many of the officers were very capable 

of commimicating in other languages. 

On very rare occasions though, the situation was such that 1 ended up king drawn into 

the interaction without waiting for an officer's reqwst. In June, an older wornan calhd to 

cornplain that her upstaus neighbors were makuig too much noise for that time of the 

ni@ The officers knocked on the door of the offending apartment, and several young 

males atl~wered A young black male came out on the landing and tried to speak a bit of 

Gennan to the officers, but then got angry and said he wasn't geaing anywhere. He 

commented that he ody spoke English, and muttered something to the e f f i  that he 

wodd only taik to an English-speaking officer, to which 1 then replied "1 can translate". 

He looked a bit surprised, but then rattled off his story in a very aggressive tone, saying 

he was a very successfùl musician and that he was having a paay to celebrate a gig, etc. 

He handed over some ID and Ben left to check it out at the car, while Bruno kept asking 

questions which I translate& The attitude of the male was largely that of a "cdebrity" 

who thought he had nghts to do what he pleased at aii hours of the day or ni& He also 

very agpssively asked where 1 lived, and i asked why he wanted to know. It then 

became apparent that he thought 1 was the complainânt, to which 1 replied with the 

standard phrase that 05cers tended to use - that 1 belonged to them. "Oh,'' he said, and 



after a while apologued for bis behavior. He then asked me who had complained, and I 

said that didn't reaUy matter, what was irnporîant was that someone in the building had 

done so. Bnmo and 1 said we were going do- to check on our coiIeague and he 

could wait in his apartment. We met Ben at the complainant's apartment where he had 

just nnished taking to her. Ben twk the ID back up, while she apdogized to Bnmo for 

having to c d  the police. Bruno reassured her that she was probably not the only one who 

had been disturbed. Ben reappeared and we headed down, with the young male sticking 

his head over the banister once more to apologize. On our way out Ben commented to 

me that I wouldn't be allowed to retum to Canada, because they needed me to translate 

for those who thought they could get away with things by claiming they could only speak 

Engiish. 

On another occasion the translation process was compIicated by having one event 

requiring English, and another requiring my more-or-las adequate French. This occurred 

at the very end of my fieldwork and represents some of the ways in which 1 was aiiowed 

to participate in the fimctioning of the platoon. 

One September evening, at about ten o'clock, both units out on the stmt brought in a 

couple of males. There had been a fight at the refugee camp, and several males w m  

subsequently brought in by other units as well - Paul was with one of them - and they 

kgan to proces them all. Shortiy der, AIbert and Philipp came m with two men, one of 



whom they asked to wait outside. Albert asked me, as he strolIed in, i f1  spoke French by 

any chance. 1 said that 1 had some knowledge of it, and Philipp irnrnediately said that I 

codd help him get some of the forms nIled out. So 1 did as much of the French 

translation as 1 could manage, asking the male for his driver's Licence, etc. 1 couldn't 

come up with the terms for "arree or "j", but a woman sitting at a nearby desk (who 

had come in to make a cornplaint about another matter) fÏlled in the missing words for 

me. Pbilipp and 1 proceeded through the paperwork, with ocCSiSioIlSil interruptions from 

the fiiend of the Frenchman, who had been waiting outside, but became rather insistent to 

be buped into the duty room. Both Frenchmen went through theH story with me - that 

they were only passing through Munich, they needed the car for work, the driver under 

arrest had only had one ber ,  d I y ,  so how could he blow that high, and so on. The 

fiend became very upset, and it nnally got to the point whm Alberi mggested 1 tell him 

to wait in the outer room again. The driver repeatedly went through his story, trying to 

fïnd wme way of getting off the charge, but I, of course, could only teil him that there 

was nothing I could do. 

Mer a good hoin of tbis, 1 went back to the platoon chiefs office to roll my eyeballs et 

Sonya, and on the way back up to the &nt, Paul yelled at me to come over. He had 

finaliy gotten to the point in his wntmg whexe he needed info firom one of the males 

bmught back fiom the fight in the refugee camp. This d e  only spoke English, so 1 was 

asked to heip out with getting the report together. 1 did the English rransIation of a good 



amount of the Ulfotmation questions, until PhiIipp Iooked back at me and asked me to 

translate something for our French driver again. The next Mf hour 1 kept switching 

between Engiish and French transIations. 

Sonya drifted h u g h  the duty mom a whüe later and aicked me down in the kitchen to 

teii me that the French driver wanted to tdk to me again (she told me a few days later that 

he made it very clear to her that he didn't want to tak to her, but only to me - this was 

very musing to ha). So I taiked to the driver again on the same theme as before. His 

fnend was told to go home, and they spent a considerable time sorting out which keys 

belonged to the car, dùections, cab money and cigarettes before he finally Iek The 

papemork continued. 

EvenWy we got to the stage where the French driver was ready to be taken to the chic 

at the Justice Mtute to draw blood. Albert had aIready discussed with me the 

possibility that 1 might have to go dong to translate between the intoxicaîed male and the 

doctor. Because he and PhiIipp had to take on a pre-detemiined patrol duty, they cded 

another unit in to transport the driver and me to the clinic. So 1 explaiwd to the 

Frenchman what wodd happen next, and when the 0 t h  unit showed up we found that 

one of the officers also spoke a bit of French, which helped coosiderably. 



At the 

Inside, 

institute, 1 rang the 

the doctor had me 

beiI to get us in, while the officers kept an eye on the male. 

translate the questions about alcohol and drug consumption. 

The male was weighed, measured, walked the h e ,  and did a rotation test to determine his 

level of intoxication. Then the doctor took a sampIe of his blood, wtiich the French 

driver didn't like very much, but submitted to without undue difficdty. 

Once outside again, 1 and the officer who knew a bit of French explaineci to the driver h t  

he would be taken into the holding cells at Headquarters where a French translater would 

be found for him. We dropped him off, and the patrol unit retumed me to the station, 

handing a l l  of the paperwork over to me to pass on to the arresting officers. 1 headed in to 

the duty room where 1 gave the papers to Albert and Philipp who were still nnishing off 

the last bits and pieces on this case. In the en4 1 had spent almoa three hours listening to 

the Frencbman try whatever he couid think of to get off the charge, dthough 1 must say 

his tactics remained largely in the realrn of flattery. 

My Nitus as an academic also meant 1 was asnrmed to have a specific type of knowledge 

on how to ded with people (it was consistently assumed by some officers that 1 was a 

psychologist) and on at least one occasion, on a July aftcnioon shift, 1 was formaly 

requested by officers and members of the public to enter into the resolution of a situation. 



The aghg parents of a 16 year old girl were having difficulties communirdtjllg with her, 

in a tantmm the daughter had throm a few things againsi the walls, hcluding food, but 

th= was no serious damage. While Andreas talked to the parents, Max spoke with the 

girl in a separate mom. He talked to her at great length, hardly ever stopping except to 

ask occasional questions about what was happening with her. He taiked to h a  about 

himselfand his youth and the kinds of situations his younger sister was experiencing that 

were similar to hers. When she had caimed down somewhat, he looked at me, and 1 said 1 

wodd stay with her for a while. He left to talk to the parents, who were with Andreas. 1 

spent several minutes speakuig with her about hm plans and expeziences. M e n  she was 

finally very calm, 1 went back to the kitchen to listen in on what was king said to the 

parents, and Max returaed to taik to the girl. The mother asked me what I thought about 

the situation, and 1 spoke to her for a while. Andreas chimed in throughout this 

conversation with thoughts, which, despite his youth, he did with extmne matmity and 

thoughtfiilness. Max retumed and told the parents he had given the girl his telephone 

number and she codd c d  him whenever she needed to talk, When we retumed to the 

car, Andreas gave the final report to the dispatcher, saying the fight had been resolved 

with the "he$ of a professionai coiicague on board". 

The above instance was dso morded in police £ïIes. In another volatile domestic 

situaiion, an officer asked a weeping woman whether she would like to talk to me @e 

refmed to me as his colleague), however, she deciined, 



More casually, 1 found myself at times heIping to confirm information for reports, helping 

citizens Wnte out some forms, d i s c e g  (very cautiously!) certain situations with 

citizens, info-g officers who had to step away h m  the d o  for a moment if they 

were king d e d ,  helping to measiire accident sites, recordhg information, assessing and 

then buPing people into the station and informing them an officer wouid be with them, 

watching children for officers, taking point position for officers doing trafic checks, 

holding police officers' personal belonpings (me watches and glasses) when we were in a 

situation where the necessity of physical intemention thteneci, and so on. I never 

answered the phone, filleci out reports (except for one parking ticket), or worked the 

radio, and the closest 1 came to carrying a weapon was when officers handed me their 

heavyduty flashlights if we were searching for somethg. 

1 never won a d o r m ,  although even dressed in civilian clothes, people often assumed 

that 1 was with some other branch of the police service. One officer did let me wau his 

leather jacket on one caii, but the cornplsinant in that instance didn't question my statu. 

Moa of the t h e  officers referred to me as their "coIIeaguen, particuldy if we were 

involved on a cal1 where the dyaamic was =Iy volatile. Because this form of reference 

was attached to me, 1 too began to refer to police officers when taking to members of the 

public, as my "coUeagues". 



Still my presence occasionally caused comment, particularly when it seemed that three 

police officers were arxiving on scene Mead of the usual two. One officer once joked 

with a citizen that it had become so dangernus to work as a police officer in Munich that 

they now had to p-1 in threes. He did then htroduce me as a mearcher fiom Canada, 

although later he apologized thinkuig that it bothered me to be identified in that way. 

Natlirally 1 told hun that he was absoluteiy correct in doing so ifa citizen inquired about 

my status. Sidarly, 1 was also referred to as "zidstreife" at times (plahclothes pair01 

officer). Some officers preferred to just state that 1 belonged with them. In very rare 

Uistances, officers even lefi me to deal with a member of the public, while they 

themselves observed the interaction. For example, in April we were cded to a domestic; 

a womau, her ex-husband and her new boyfriend were fighting over money. The new 

boyfriend was aiso intoxicated and spoiiing for a fight Everyone was separated and the 

woman and her new boyfiiend were escorted out. The womm apologized to the police 

officers present for having called them, and she was told that was not a problem because 

that was what they w m  there for, but that she had to Ralize there was nothing police 

officers could do in such situations. She spoke for a while longer with Horst, whiie the 

boyfiiend approached me. Earlier, he had asked in the apartment during the hostilities 

tbat were going on, whether 1 too was a police officer, and Horst responded simply that I 

beionged with theni, in order to prevent problems. Now the boyfkiend started to t& to 

me about wanting to push his ex off her fourth-aoor baicony. I told him that that 

woddn't solve anything. He then continued, saying that ifwe got a c d  h m  a particdar 



address that evening it was because he had dealt with i t  1 said again, that that wodd not 

resolve mything, and also mentioned that we wouldn't be working t h  evening anyway, 

so we wouldn't be answering any calls like that Horst grinneci at me, and we le% 

On one shift, my assumed identity almost landed a cornplaint against me. We had 

responded to a cal1 in one of the lowerîlass areas of Munich where a citizen had reported 

that a mother was k a h g  her chiIdren. We were also informed before arriving that she 

was a .  addin When she anmrered the door, she was quite pleasant and laughed about 

our king there. The officers looked the kids over very carefully and asked them whether 

they had been h i t  They said no, and there were no visible marks on them. 1 was 

completdy dent during this, as my usual strategy was to say rs linle as possible while on 

a d l .  Max tried to contact the station to get more informatioa but the portable radio 

didn't work in that location, so he lefi the building to make the report, leaving me and 

Andreas in the apartment The woman slowly started getthg upset and told the kids to go 

into another room untiI the "Bdlen" ('pigs') were gone. She then asked Andreas if he 

was going to search tkough her closets, and he said that that wasn't what we were there 

for. At that point Max returned saying he had given the report and we codd go. The 

womaa ~cfeamed abuse at us as we Iefi the apartment and slammed the door behind us. 

We thea spent a considerabIe period of time deahg with a traflnc accident and patrolling 

a good distance away fiom the station, when the acting platoon chief of the &y contacteci 



us over the car radio and asked whethex 1 was there. Max responded affirmativey and the 

platoon chief asked whether I had said anythuig to the woman accused of beating her kids 

when we were there earlier. 1 said no and Max relayed that Max asked what it was 

about and the platoon chief said that the woman was there wanting to make a cornplaint 

against me, claiming that 1 had said 1 was a "Jugendbeame" ( y o d  officer) and that 1 was 

going to take away her chiidrra Max again said that nothing had happened but that we 

would corne into the station. This took a while, because of our distance from the station, 

and by the the we got there the woman had le& The platwn chief told us thaî she also 

wanted to make a complaint against Andreas, alle& that he had searcheci her closets 

while we were there. Andreas looked at me and we shook our heads - we remembered 

her asking about the cupboards and related that to the platoon chief. Max also stated to 

hun thaî he already knew my strategy on calls, and when did 1 ever say anyUiing at a site 

unless asked to? 

Sometimes city officiah, likc bus inspectors, would obviously assume I was l#ut of the 

poiice service and ask me s m d  facts for their reports; for example, what station we were 

h m  and where the station was Iocatd This I was easily able to do, but became more 

uncomfortabIe when more indepth knowledge was requirrd and 1 had to choose whether 

to send the citizen over to a unifonned officer, or evduate whether 1 knew the drill weii 

enough to give them the basic idonnation they needed 



In one situation in Juw, a woman sideswiped a van as she was makllig a Iane change. 

Mer a bit of confusion regardhg who was at fault, E h d  told her she would get a 

ticket. The officers fillecl out the paperwork, but were constantly intemrpted by passersby 

who needed directions. The female driver then came to me and asked what would happen 

next, and 1 said they should exchange information and it wodd be de& with through 

thev inSunince. She went back to her vehicle to get her documents, and I immediately 

checked with Mons to make sure 1 had correctiy informed her of the procedure. Mons 

assured me I had said the right thing. 

I was occasionally also refemd to as a colleque to other potice officers, as happened the 

nrst t h e  1 was asked to search a f d e  shoplifter. She had been brought into the station 

for processing, but since the store detectives and everyone in the station that &y w m  

males, even the members of the platoon coming on duty for the next sh@ the ofncer 1 

was with informed the oncoming duty officer that the female shoplifter would be 

searched pnor to leaving her for the next piatoon to process (it was the end of our shift). 

And to this duty officer 1 was referred to as "the colleague" who wodd perfom the 

search, 

Over a pexiod of time, 1 achieved some f m t y  with the work of policing in Munich. I 

fotsnd tàat 1 began to remember the small details more easily, for example, &mg able to 

identify the names, licence plates, and cirçumstances of d s  we had been on earfier that 



sm or one or two shifts previously. On one occasion, 1 had attended a c d  where a 

vehicle had had to be towed becanse it was blocking a àriveway. Several hours later in 

the shift, a paaicked d e  entered the station saying his car had been stolen. Men he 

stated his name and address and the licence plate number, 1 recognized the location and 

the plate, and was able to teii the duty officer thai the vehicle had been towed, The 

officer 1 had been with entered the room at that point and confbmed my statement, and 

told the man where he could pick up his car. 

My f d i a n t y  with the work king done, also allowed me to monitor the radio for very 

brief periods oftirnt on nire occasions. For example, when the platoon chef had to leave 

the r o m  for a few minutes, I listened to the radio traffic on a couple of occasions, in 

order to identify ifa p-1 unit ~quired information, etc. So when one of our cded 

in on one shift, nquesthg some information h m  an officer in the station, 1 was able to 

inforni thaî person that a unit was calling for them and about which subject. 1 never, 

however, handed actpaf radio communication myself 

Officers also took advantage of my "anonymous" status on occasion; they sent me into a 

McDodd's once, to look for anyone matching the description of two youtbs who had 

robbed a convenience store in the area, before they entered and their uniformeci presence 

fiightened the youths away. The two youths were not on the premises. 



I also feil into the habit of helphg out at t d c  stops, sometimes just naturaUy taking the 

point position thaî one of the other officm technically shouid have ken doing in order to 

ensure the safety of the situation, and occasionally 1 volmteered to do this if a h f i c  stop 

was more cornplex. It was a nanwlly logical position for me to be able to see and 

overhear everything that was going on. Once 1 dso volunteered to take the safeîy position 

in the rear seat of a cruiser (right behind the officer driving), when we had to transport an 

addict &er the arrest of a number of buyers and dealers, and the officer had to drive solo 

for some unexplained reason. He later thanked me for driving with him. 

On one occasion, where 1 was initidy involved ody in doing a search of a female 

suspect, 1 became more intensely involved in the sense that 1 undentood how close one 

can come to making a mistake that might let a rriminal off the hook completely. It was a 

Jdy night shift and two plainclothes officers cded from a pub where a yormg female 

server had been accused of the theft of a considerable amount of money. The bar staff 

had discovered that a large nwnber of bills was missing as well as a wailet containing 

coins. Since the wailet was too large to be unnoticeably concealed on her person, the 

plainclothes officers concludeci that she mut have dumped it somewhere, but it was 

thought she still had the bills concealed in her clothuig. As thm wexe no female police 

officers available, 1 was asked XI could do a thomugh search of her. She was escorted to 

the kitchen, and the male officers stopped at the door leadmg into the nx>m. Phüipp told 

me thaî i f 1  needed a n . g  1 should just yeU. 1 nodded, and when I entend the kitchen, 



she was aiready removing her jacket, She fidded with it momentarilly, and I told her to 

just hand it to me. At that point 1 giimpsed the corner of a red bill in her han& but 

thinking that it might actually just be stickhg out of a pocket and that 1 would pull it out 

in due course7 1 said nothing. 1 focused rny attention on the jacket, lwking through the 

pockets and so on, wlde she removed the rest of her clothing. 1 seafched that jacket 

minutely and found nothing in there* so 1 thought she might have put the bill in her pants 

pocket I tumed away h m  her momentady to put the garment d o m  on a clean spot on 

the counter. When 1 tumed back, she had airnost completely removed her clothing and 

insisted on showing me that there was no way she codd be hiding any money in her 

undergarments, except for a 50 DM note (which is brown in colour) that she had taped 

inside her imderwear. This she said was her personal money, and she even tore this in 

half in her haste to fke it fiom the ceiluloid tape holding it in place. I searched through 

her garments one by OIE, and handed each piece back to her so that she could get dressed. 

Other than that 50 DM note, there was no other money to be found. 1 p d e d  over the 

red biil (which would have been a 200 DM note), and picked up h a  jacket and searched 

that again thiaking Pd missed something. 1 even asked her where the other note was, and 

she insisteci several times that the 50 wss all she had. I checked the jacket again saying 1 

had seai another note before but she again said that she ody had the 50 and nothing else. 

Completely sturnped, I had to go back to Phüipp and Brno  and teil them that 1 had only 

h d  a 50 on her. The restaurant staff who were waiting with the officers yelled at ha,  

asking where the money was, but Bruno and Philipp calmed them d o m  and began 



taking about what other possiilities there were for the disposition of the rnoney. 1 was 

standing in the doorway, with my back to the wornan who was still in the kitchen. At that 

moment, 1 heard an d d  sound behind me and 1 trrmed arouud to see her taking her han& 

out of a red bowl on the counter, pick up an ice cube tray and fiIl it with water. 1 thought 

it was an extraordinanly odd thing to be doing, and while the other officers were taiking 

to the bar staff, 1 went back into the kitchen to look into the red bowl. There was a nice 

thick layer of money lying in the bottom. I yelled for Bnmo to come to me - he 

immediately responded looking concemed and 1 silently held out the bowl to him. He 

looked compietely astonished and asked where the money had come h m .  1 responded 

that she must have dumped it in there either before 1 entered the kitchen, or when 1 turned 

away from her while searching the jacket. He asked if I'd seen her place it there and 1 

said 1 couldn't swear to it, but 1 did mention to km that 1 had thought that 1 had seen a red 

note in her hand prior to searching her, and then didn't h d  it, and there was a single red 

note lying on top of the pile. He took the bowl fiom me and started counting it while 

Philipp, the plainclothes officers, and the restaurant staff came in. The woman swore the 

money wasn't hers, but 1 said quite clearly to her that I had seen the 200 DM note in her 

hand before. I went over to one of the plahclothes officexs who asked me exady what 

had happened, whüe Philipp and Bnmo were momentady occuppied with preventing the 

obscenity-shoiItixig bar staff h m  physically attacking ha. She was questioned 

repeatedIy about where the m e t  had gone, and finally admitted that she had passed the 

d e t  of coins to an accomplice because she realized she woddn't be able to get out of 



the bar with a buky object like that She was escortecl to the station and prucessed, and 

Bnmo commented at one point that this time she didn't get away with it because of the 

attentiveness of their colleague. I, however, spent a long tirne after that thinking about 

the chain of events and my actions which almoa spelled the Ioss of a couple of thousand 

DM for a business that evening. 

Several times, king a female researcher also meant that some people taked to me before 

they m t e d  to talk to a d e  officer. In one such case, a h o a  d l  of the rrsponses to 

questions that male officers asked were addresseci to me, although 1 said almost nothing 

except heu0 and goodbye. In this case, otncers may purposely have allowed me to 

precede them into the building where the cail was located, because it was the nursing staff 

h m  a wornen's hospitd who had cded for help in trying to taIk a Jamaican patient who 

had just given birth a few days ago into staying longer at the hospital. The new mother, 

however, war irate at the idea she had to remain, and insisted on going home. One of the 

nrnsing staE said that this was probably just a post-natal symptom, but the woman had 

appamtly kÏcked and tried to bite one of the nurses, which was why we were cded  in. 

As stated, while 1 said airnost nothing, my nonverbal respo~lses seemed to encourage the 

nurses to talk aimost exc1usively to me, and when we left the hospitd, the nurse who was 

aîtacked squeezed my atm and thanked us for coming. The fimale patient was placed in 

a taxi, and we folIowed her home to make sure she didn't d e r  any medical 

complications on the way. We left when someone b d  her hto the building. 



A couple ofthe officers also cornmented on how cornplete strangers o h  offéred to buy 

me and the officers coffee or ice cream when we were out on a caii and had to wait for 

tow trucks or paperwork to be done. Onicm told me priMte1y that 1 didn't have to 

refùse on thek account, but 1 knew that they tended not to accept mch offers and felt it 

was better to develop the skül of thanking sudi citizens for their thoughtfiifness and 

decllliing with regret. 

The methodology of participant observation or field methods had a long history in 

sociology and mthropology. Its strengths lie in establishg close relationships 

both 

with 

mal1 groups of people, and in uncovering the details of local pracîices that may escape 

researchers doing short-term m e y  projects. 

Participant-obsenration was the rnethodology of choice for this study of the Munich 

police. It ailowed me the time to understand some of the aspects of developing cultural 

and commuI1icative cornpetence within this particuiar police commrmity. Gathering the 

data was dependent on my king mobtrusive and observant, and recordhg each 

event by hand in p t  detail as soon as possible after the event 



Being completely unobtnisive or remaining a complete observer was of course, not 

possibIe, and I was quickly d r a .  into a participative mode. This occasionally caused 

some discornfort when I was reqUiRd to paform in a police-like manner and essentially 

drop my role as researcher for a the. In the end though, these situations were extremely 

important in teaching me about the lived experience these officers go through. 

An important element of the entire work is to situate the rwearcher both as a rnember of 

the public and as a participant within the police organization. A reflexive examination of 

how I came to leam the culture is incorporated throughout the text and is designeci to 

provide a deeper understanding of what constitutes cultural cornpetence within a Gemm 

police organization. This type of situateci reaexivity is also wcessary to establish the 

impact of my presence upon events I obmed and paaicipated in. 



CHAPTER 3: ETHNOGWHTC BACKGROUND 

Introduction 

This chapter is primroiy concemed with giving a thorough outhe of the structure and 

fimctioas of the Munich police organhation, as it pertains prticdarly to police patrol. 

Therefore, the subsections discuss only those aspects pertinent to understanding what the 

experience of a uniformed officer is, and does not spend much tirne incorporating aspects 

of the greater organkational structure, or a gromding in legal fouz1dations of police work. 

In order to situate the ethnographie details of the Mimich stations 1 spent the with, 1 have 

also ùicluded a short discussion of some of the pertinent historicai idormation regarding 

police in Gerrnany, but particularly in Bavaria and Munich. A bmader cultural 

perspective of Bavarian culture Is undertaken in Chapter 4. 

Eisto y of Poüchg in Germany 

Since 1945, Gamany has been a "sont-linen state between East and West ideologicd 

powers, and this legacy has had its impact on po1itical and policing conscio~~ness 

Oomaneck in Roach and Thomaneck 1985: 145; Liang 19925). The legacy of WW?I 

le& Gemiany with a poiïcing system pulling ÏtseIf out of an authoritanan/totalitarian 



"police staten system, and strugglllig to coordinate a mix of systems from France* 

Engiand, the United States and the Soviet Union (Romig 1977452). 

Mer WWII, Germany was divideci hto four zones, each of which had a different 

approach to policing. Bavaria, dong with three other Laender (lands or states), carne 

mder American control. At that tirne, al1 comrnunities under 5,000 inhabitants couid 

choose to irnplement their own police service, or would be policed by a state 

organization. Those commUIUlties over the 5,000 mark had to organke an independent 

communal police force. Bavaria also had the respomiility for a border police (Staatliche 

Grrnzpolizei) (Hamischmacher and Sernerak 1986: 12 1- 122). 

Today* each m e  (now numbering 16 with reunification) conmls its own @ce, 

dthough the standards and laws under which the poiice operate are generally unified 

across Gemiany (Watson 1994:209; Alderson and Tupman 1989:8). 

Whiie there are a number of policing 'Mes' in the services that exist cross-CUIturaily, 

none can neatiy be fit h o  one particula. box. Bayley points out that "tradition" is one of 

the determining factors on type of police force, but is not the only one (198554). 

Germany, following WWII, was an example of how the occupying forces structrired 

policïng on particular lines - Russia utilized a centdi& authoritarian regime, whiie the 

Americans khd on decentraüzed, individuai commun@ units (Romig 1977:452; 

Liang 1992916; BayIey I985:65). This has catainly had an e f f i  on the basic 



organizatonal structure in Germany: in the former East Germany the police hierarchy was 

based on a single cent&& point of authority, whüe in West Germany each town and 

city had its own police senrice. 

Centrahtion and decentrakation can be an important style hdicator, the stronger the 

hpetus toward centrakation, the more authontarian and oppressive the regirne, although 

authoritarianism does not n e c e s d y  produce a cenîraüzed police structure (Bayley 

1985:66). Tipton echoes this, saying centralisation may more easily bring scaîtered 

organizatons under the conml of one person, however, it does not necessarily mean this 

organizaîion will  become more efficient in dealhg with unstable politicai situations 

(1 990: 136). 

The police in Switzerland, for example, have a different political history than many of 

their European counterparts; not haWig to deal with the same types of revolutionary 

changes m the modem era, they have developed a highly poiiced country which 

nevertheles d l  relies on community bonding and a strong tradition of semice with the 

militia to d u c e  crime (Liang 1992:35-36). In c o n .  the former East Germany which 

was ais0 highiy policeci (ten times that of the Gennan FederaI Republic before the 

collapse of the Berün Wall), relied f8r more on the StaatssicherheitsdierrsYs (Stasi) ability 

to command through brutality and fear, stopping short of mass executions (Liang 

1992321). Evert the VoIkspolizei (Vopo), the ordinary police in East Gamany, were not 

tnisted due to government hardline tactics in not only enforcing the laws, bat aiso in 



tenns of politicai indoctrination during recniitment and connection with Soviet troops 

(Liang 1992321-322). Once redcation occurxed, the self-image of the police was 

damaged as they became more unceriah about their mandate; this Ied to more and more 

reiuctance to enforce laws, even to the point of ignoring certain violations (Wolfe 

1992: 170-17 L), and obviously d d  their legitimacy if they could no longer deliver 

the service they had promised (Reiner 1992:263). 

Parkin in his discussion on public safety messages put out by the police states that police 

actions may indicate to the public that certain illegal acts will be tolerated (in Riches 

1986209-210). Untii fecently, Gemiany was caught in the musuai situation of not 

wanting to acknowledge existing elernents of its extremis past, while having to deal with 

the effects of it as right-wiag organhtions clashed with refugees (Schmidt 1993:160, 

179). This led to confusion and tension as police officers seemed to become increasingly 

wn-interventionist because of bath lack of public respect, and ambiguous policy and 

judicid messages h m  the government (Schmidt 1993: 163-1 70; OtConnor 1993:42). 

IncreasingIy, though, police and public have been rmined in ref'using to toleme the 

splinter groups of Neo-Nazis that still exist While citizens by the thousands demonmate 

peacefiilIy at candlelight marches to indicate support for ethnic and minority groups, the 

police are engaged in a no-tolaance campaign for larger pabiic gatherings of e x t d s t  

groups, as weil as the pmpaganda they lave behind them, pastcd on w d s  and üght 

standards. In BaVana, as in many of the westem Gemum states, these grogroups tend to have 



M e  forma1 leadership (Ardagh 1995505). Therefore, whiIe they are dzmgerous in a 

poteatially spontaneous way, they have M e  influence in a more organized manner. 

Ardagh writes that the German police, in the early part of this century, had a "reputation 

for bnital authorit~anid (1995539) which, since WWII, they have been avidly taking 

steps to alter. Part of their diffculty, over the last 30 years* has been leamhg to deai with 

the growing awareness of citizens themselves, that they are capable of protesthg the 

Nitus quo and altering their environment aml politid structure for the good. So the late 

1960's and early ~ O ' S ,  in paaicular, were problematic times for the police, who had to 

leam to deal efficiently wîth large scaie public demo~l~trations, without the authontarian 

exasses they had been accused of in previous decaries. At the beginning, they were 

poorly trained for th& and tended to over-react, with many banles taking place between 

police and protesters (Ardagh 1995539). 

Incidents like these, however, as well as those clumsy attempts to deal with terrorists on a 

rmmwer base, are growing mer. The police are keeping a "much Iowa profile" and 

have spent several years now engaging in efforts to improve their relationship with the 

ordinary citizen (Ardagh 1995541). In general, the trust between police and public is 

much stronger than it was over the major portîon of this century. 

In June 1945, the initial orders were given to organize a new police structure in Bavaria, 

whose officers were aüowed to be in d o n n ,  as long as that d o m  did not have a 



ndïtary look or have any comection to those wom by the previous dictatorship 

(Bayerisches Staa tsministexium des Innern 1996:7). According to the wishes of the 

Americatl militay, policing was uiitially undertaken in a state-wide context ody in those 

communities under 5,000 inhabitants, but already beginnirig in 1951 more and more of 

the larger communities attacheci themselves to the state m orgmhtion with the city of 

* .  Munich king the last large community joining in 1975 (Bayerisches S-6um 

des h e m  1996:9). 

Munich itseIf, bving over 5,000 citizens in 1945, had to put its own ci@ police in place 

under American influence. This was not easy to accompli& since many of the police 

personne1 in place prior to 1945 were corsidered to be too potitidy influenced by the 

formet regime (FaIter 199588; Bayerisches Staatsministerium des h e m  199628). As a 

resuIt, the Munich police began their six-anddaahal€ day work week in the fim few 

months at one-tenth the strength of their original numbers (Falter 199589). 

The 1950's were yean of rebuitding the bombed out areas of Munich, and one of the tasks 

that feu to police was handIing unexpiodeci bombs and other military devices (Falter 

1995:121). hrring this time, demo~l~trations were also coming into vogue, with the most 

d o u s  cent- on the business community with sometimes violent nots regarding store 

ciosing times (Falter 1995:119). By the end of 1957, Munich had over one million 

inhabitants, with u 7 5  regular police personne1 in place (Falter 1995: 129). 



The 1960's saw a concerteci effort to attract males into policïng, and concern that was also 

rai& the Munich police be professional in their interaction with members of the public 

(Falter 1995:157-158). By 1965, job applications were being accepted fiom women for 

enûy into the t d i c  division of the organjzation (Falter 19%: 163). 

Conflicts between police and students had its significant beginning in the early 1960ts, 

whai some 27000 University students who had gathered for a jazz concert, b e p  

vandalinng buildings in the area of the University. The police restored ordu with great 

diffi.culty, but this set the scene for fiirther violent gatherings over the month of June 1962 

(Falter 1995: 142-1 44), and characterized the prevalait relationship between many 

citizens and police throughout G e m y  during the decade. 

The violence that police dealt with continued in more organized form durhg the early 

19701s, when terrorism imported h m  the Midde East found its way into Munich through 

the bombing of an Inaeli plane @alter 1995:195). This was only the beginaing of what 

has m e d  mto several d d e s  of terrorism by foreiper against foreigner on Ge- 

mil. The messacrr of Isracli atbletes at the Olympie games held in Munich in 1972, was 

only the most ÎnteniationaIiy visible of the many bombings and hostage-takings that 

began in this dede.  

The Iate 1980's and early 19901s, brought about the fidl of the iron curtain, the 

reunification of East and West Germany, and heavy media focus on neo-Nazi groups- 



Attached to the anxieties about the cost of reudication, was a corresponding rise in 

crime as the movement across the German border of not only bona fide refbgees, but dso 

criminals, increased significantiy (Bayerisc hes StaatPministrrium des h e m  1996: 15). 

The 1990's have also seen repeated terrorism between Kurds and Turks (Bayerisches 

StaatsmXnisteritm des h e m  1996:Z). 

In March of 1990, the fhst women were &aed to the Bmitschaftspolizei (explanation 

in the section on "Training" below) in Bavaria, and in 1993 the first CYoreign" (although 

not necessarily ethaic minority) police officers were hired (Bayerisches Staatsmuiisterium 

des Innem 1996:30). In addition, a revamped organizational structure mw made it far 

casier for police officers hired at one service level to advance into a higher one 

(Bayerisches Staatsministerium des h e m  1 W6:3 O). 

Ethnographie De- of Two Munich Stations 

The Iarger portion of this chapter supplies details on a numôer of themes pertahhg to the 

two Mimich poüce stations at which fieldwork was done. This organhtion of themes 

rdects on the tradition of sorting data into discrete unis utiiized by other poIice 

researchers Lüre Vincent (1990) and Rubinstein (1973). Such s t n i d  detail supports 

the more fltùd narratives both of these authors incorporaies into their work, which &O 

becornes an integral part ofthe fouowing two chaptm in this text. In order to situate an 

interpretaîion of my field eXpenence, it is necessay to give a sigoiscant amount of 



background information to the d e r  to enable better understanding of the events that 

o c c d  

The experiences that led to this text are in many ways "tempody finiten (Hutnyk 

1987:59), and are cast into a Iinear mode within the writing (Jackson 1989: 10). Through 

ethnography we do create the illusion that thne stands still and that these experiences may 

be rediscovered by anyone. The reality, of course* is that a visit to the stations today 

wouid reveal some significant changes, the most obvious of which is the absence of the 

majority of the officers who have been eansferred to othcr stations. 

What is important wiwithin the context of this section is that the details of the physical 

environment and work practices aliow a generai picture to be formed of conditions at a 

particular point in tirne* which wiIl stilI cany forward a certain f d a r i t y  to fiiture 

scholars working in the same environment Therefore, while the fotIowing exphnation of 

minrrtiae may seem lengthy, it is thruugh explication of the mundane that this world cm 

be made fimiiiar and recognizabIe. As Reed (1992:40) states, it is our attention to those 

details that wilI let the reader "envision what we metely see aII the time". 

nie Munich Police Organisation 

Munich is a city of about 13 miilion inhabitants located in the south-eastern portion of 

the Gerxnan statt of Bavaria (Watson 1994:64). As with most large cities, Munich has a 



PoLizeipraesidium (PP), which is the headquarters of the police semice. The city itself is 

divided into four zones, each of which also have a zona1 headquarters cailed a 

Polizeidireldon (PD), which is fiirther designated as PD West, North, South or East. 

The zones atx roughly even in tdtory, not quite correspondkg to the wedges of a pie as 

the zones do not a i I  rneet at a central point, but they do all extend fairly close to the 

cenid core of Munich. The train station is a key point that roughly designates the anchor 

location of t h .  zones. Each zone therefore shares a certain amount of cenûaily located 

shops, businesses and other venues, and corresponding residential areas and parkiand. 

E x t e d y  located industrial areas are also a factor for each zone. Therefore, as zones go, 

the areas of the city show a rdatively even division of public and private activity h m  its 

Citizem. 

Wlthin the PD are a number of stations, ranging to about five, and these individual 

stations are di known as Poiizeiinspektion (PI) and have a two-dit number atiached (for 

example, PI 00). Each station is under the direction of a station chief known as a 

Polizeiinspektiortsieiter, and has a particuiar area of the zone under its jurisdiction? 

Units may occasionally be assigned work in awther station's area, and officers do -der 

across boundaries to some degree although "discovered" Înhctions are reported to the 

dispatcher for assignment to the appropriate PI (ifit is not an emergency situation). 



The major differences exist here, between the particuiar paûol areas assigned to stations. 

These d e r  patrol zones quite often have specific focal points in terms of human use 

and habitation. For example, one of the stations in the southeni zone has responsiiility 

for the exhibition groimds where Oktoberfest is held, among other things, so dealing with 

t r a c  and large numbers of people at certain times of the ymt wili f a o r  into this 

station's working character. Another station is primarily focused on the downtown core 

which f#ihirrs a long pedestrian d l ,  and the shoppers and business people who 

congregate here most days of the week create a requirement for more foot patrol activity 

than other stations contend with. Some stations are located predominantly in areas of 

residential use (these may be both within the inner COR or close to the ouîskirts); others 

may have responsibility predominantly over industxial and heavy business sectors of the 

City, or large areas of parkland. 

Basad on these profiles, 1 eventually focused my research on a station that was more 

centraliy locateâ in a largely residentiai part of the downtown core. This area touched on 

one side of the train station, and included one of the more popular beer gardens and a 

major toiiristic site, as well as a few of the more '@iïtidy" sensitive buildings 

(including a refugee camp) in Munich, At times, I also mtated to another station that 

concentrated largely on policing industnal and parkland areas, with the Olympic stadium 

k i n g  an important component. This mernt that while patrohg residentid ineas was 

still a -or, an ongoing characteristic of this zone was to coordinate police preseace at 

the stadiimi for everythhg h m  soccer games to rock concerts. 



Recnncnntment and Training 

The motivations to enta policing are varied; young people may get aiüacted b u s e  of 

images of policing on the media, while fecxuits who are somewhat older may opt for the 

career because otha opportunities did not corne to fnition (Hildebrandt 1990:77). 

Joinmg the police service may also offer males a way to avoid mandatory senrice with the 

armed forces (Kninaann 1993:141). Several officers I spoke to indicated that policing 

was not a first choice profession but something that presented itself as an option whm 

other attempts at estabiishing careers did wt work out. 

Even with time spent working toward other careers h t ,  recruits are usually in their early 

twenties, with some already choosing the policing stream in their twns. Several officers I 

met were police recruits at age sixteen or seventeen. Officm are usually older when 

entrring the other savice levels, although still tend to be under thiay. Even a specidy 

instituted program to entice "older" applicants, is still addressed to those primarily in 

their late twenties. 

Recruitment advertking is aiso beiig targeted toward women; the numbers of women 

choosing pohcing as a career is increashg and it is common to have a c d  attended by a 

female officer. Women are also king encouraged to enter the second service level 

(Gehobener)? and it is increasingly the case that the second-in-commmd of a plaoon is a 

w o m  Representation at highex levels, however, is sparse to non-existent 



Those aspiring to a police career mut  be of good characta with no record, German 

citizens, hdthy, and physicdy and emotionally capabIe of doing the job. They must 

&O be a minimum of 16 years old. Approximately 75% of the hopefuls applying for 

police trainhg fd (Busch et al 1985: 152). This is largely due to medical unfitness, and 

up untii m t l y ,  failure to complete the physicai testing. Today, however, a greater 

emphasis is being placed on possessing good communication skills (both verbal and 

written), and a Iack in this area is also a potential mechanism for stnaming someone out 

of contention (Busch et al 1985: 153). 

Entq into sentice levels is dependent on level of education, although it is possible for 

sorneone with a good service record and a desire to re-educate to advance into the next 

service level. Most officers know, however. that there is a ceiluig to their possibiiities of 

advancement; in otha words, rmlike North America where everyone pirrportedly has an 

equal chance to rise h u g h  the r d ,  Gemm popce officen know there wiIl be a Limit 

to what they will achieve in their careers. 

As mentioned previousIy, because of the conservative character of Bavaria and its 

politicians, women have been working as imiformed paîr01 officers for l e s  than a decade. 

Even in other areas of Germany, women have been working in d o m  ody since the 

beginning of the 1980's. The Kriminalpolizei has a much longer history of emp1oyi.g 

womea Female officers undergo the same training, carry weapons and are d y  given 

the same dutïes as men. In general, the presence of women is seen as beneficial shce 



they taid to be a calrning influence and resolve situations with much l e s  aggression and 

force (Busch et al 1985: 153). 

RecNits essentidy receive two-and-a-half years of training at the patro1 level (Busch 

1985:155). During their nrst year of training they concentrate on learning legal and 

poiiticai p~p~esses~ the nghts of citizens, criminal law, basic investigation techniques, and 

the pracfical things Iike using the radio? defensive dnWlg and fhî aid (Busch 1 985: 1 57). 

KnowIedge of psychoIogy and socioiogy is minimal. Although there is no specific 

training in communication, the use of role playing is becoming more popuiar. An 

emphasis on German laoguage study and typing has been decreased in favor of 

experience with cornputers. Weapons training is an integrai part of the proces, although a 

major component of trainllig is devoted to generai physid  fitness. 

Once this classroorn training is done, they spend a year doing some type of pract id  

training as support personnel (at the level of Praktikant), u s d y  in larger groups. F W y ,  

they receive another balf year in classrooms, working in more daaileci ways with 

practical and theoretical appücations to policing. 

When they have s u c c e s ~ y  completai this training, they rcceive their first postings. 

UsualIy this means an additional year or two wîth the Bereitschaftspoiizei (Bep for 

shoa) which is a @da Mit of police officers in training. Here they work in large 

groups on Speanc types of aSggnments (me crowd control), and have an opportunity to 



practice some of the bafics of policing paperwork (when they do trdl'ic stops en masse, 

for example). Some officers indicated that time spent in the Bepo can be rather boring - 
because groups of officers, rather than individds are being given pracfical training, they 

may only get an opportunity to do one aspect of a t d f i c  stop, and never completely 

understand alI of the dimensions of this action). At this stage, their work u d y  still 

shows a certain amount of indecision and hesitation. 

Mer Bepo, they go to the Einsatzhmdertschaft where they again work in groups to gain 

more experience while they wait for an assignment to a specific station in Munich. Tirne 

in the EH is usually about half-a-year, although it can take longer depending on how 

many other officers are waiting for postïng to a station Once they are assigned, they 

begin working in a regular platoon or with a unit called the Verfuegungsgnrppe (VG for 

short) which is a pool of officers who can be assigned to different piatoons or duties on 

an at need basis. Actuai assignment to a station can therefore take several years - one 

officer told me that it was five years before he finally began to do regular patrol work 

with a partner. Officers taking their fÏrst assignment in a station, are usualiy paked for 

several weeks (and sometimes up to a couple of months depending on the preparedness of 

the new officer) with a member of the platoon who is specificalIy designated to train 

incoming officers (Euiweinmgsbeamer)). This is d y  an officer who has spent several 

years on the street, and who dso meives a short period of trainmg on how to be most 

e f f d v e  in imparting the tasks of the platoon to the new member. 



III 

hrring the reguiar work assigrment, in-houe training is provided on a regular basïs for a 

minimum of four hours a month. This can consist of members of the public presenting 

saninars about specifïc problems within the community, or the station chief or other 

hi@-ranking officer discussiag matters of importance to the platoons.6 Regularly 

scheduled athletic activity is also considered part of their trahhg, and officers must re- 

train with their fkeams at least once a year (every three years for machine pistols). 

Officers caa also take special courses (Lehrgaenge) lasting h m  one &y to a week on a 

variety of subjects (e.g. recognizing fdsified identification) which are intended to 

enhrmce their understanding on subjects specifically related to their duties. 

Due to the lengthy period of t h e  taken for training, offices seem to be much more 

confident when deaihg with citizens, even in the d y  days of their first station 

assigrment. This may also be one of the contributing factors for a more relaxed approach 

within the stations, even when senior officers are around. 

Officers have discussed the fact that while the theoretical emphasis of the classroom is 

important, policing is something that you have to learn as you go. It is praxis-oriented, or 

as one of the officers told me, an "Erfcahrungsberuf' (practicai knowledge or experience 

occupation). Another officer who began o r i ~ y  with the Bundesgrenzschutz 

(essentidy, the border police, which has a very rnÏlitary training) and laterally W d  

into the police, said that the short amount of %medial" training he receîved before 

begirming pIrtrol was of no rd use, and thought he was a classic example of the adage 



that you cm only luim policing on the street, because that was where he ultirnately did 

leam the job. 

When individuals decide to become police officers, they essentially apply to the state they 

live in, The state trains them, and for most &ts, they end up serving in one of the 

large cities in the state, rather than in a town closer to home. This initial posting can 1s t  

for five years before an officer becomes eligiible to receive a posting closer to home, or 

ideaiiy within their home t o m  For rnany young recruits, a posting away h m  home a n  

be a difncult thing to do. Quite often they maintain theV prllnary residence in their home 

town, and commute to Munich or another large city for the d d o n  of the tour of duty. 

This can mean a drive of one or two hmdred kilometres between each foin day rotation 

(in other words, one round trip every four days) if they wish to remain close to f d y  and 

fiends during the ht five to ten years of their careers. Many officers rent a m m  in 

Munich where they can sleep during those penods they have to be in the city to work, 

while a few officers are accommodated ki police facilities. 

When enough years of &ce have been achieved, and when an opening becomes 

avaüable, officers are posted to stations in their hometowns, or at least as close to them as 

possible. The majority of officers 1 worked with in 1995 have transferred to such stations 

m- 



The Miatich Police Subculttue 

German police officers enter the profession for much the same reason that North 

Americans do. Some chwse policing because it pays reasonably weiî and offers some 

type of job security, some enter because fiends or f d y  members were also officm, 

and other enter because of a desire to make their commmïty a better place. Particularly 

in the latter instance, officen may end up becoming cynicaI or pessimistic about their 

work, although actud evidence of those attitudes was not as common among the Munich 

police as it was in Canada 

Police officers are trained to be suspicious, even in Germany; one of the first things 

stated in a smail training handbook for German police is that it is better to have a healtby 

suspicion of people rather than be too casuai in encounters (Redemsky 19913). 

However, the practice of this is quite sharpiy differentiated between Gerrnan and 

Canadian police, and can be seen most clearly in the non-verbd intetactions between 

them as welt as in proxemic practices. C d a n  police generaUy keep a very distinct 

distance between themselves and citizeas, while German police offica accept that they 

will have much closer contact with citizms. This mges fmm allowhg them into their 

personal space to physically touchmg or king touched by them in d W.S. 

Therefore, the overaII cuIturaI context of interaction is stüI overriding the subcultural 

training in many ways. 



Isolation and solidarity in the North Anmïcan context meam that police officers tend to 

dûtance themselves h m  relationships with people ouiside the police community, and 

therefore are seen as 'sticking together' by outsiders. Whiie solidarity is also an 

important part of policing in Germany (for example, a couple of officers indicated that 

feIlow officers anywhere in Gemany would give them a break if they were caught 

speeding), again the overd nature of German culture with its emphasis on family and 

fiiendships means that most officm do not give up relationships outside of the police 

community when they finish their training, and in fact actively seek to maintain those ties 

by behg posted to thei. hometowns at some point in their careers. ' 

The traditionai subculhuai police characteristics of conservatism, pragmatism and racial 

prejudice go hand in hand in some ways. There are some resonances with poiice officers 

in Germany, but by and large none of these can be considered to be specific 

characteristics of German officers. Among the young officers 1 knew, many participated 

in some of the more off-beat activities that other people their age engaged in; German 

officers, whiie insisting that police work is a practid business, dso did not tend to be 

overly dogmatic about that approach which may be due to their expectations and 

experiences of longer police college training. Racial prejudice as a definhg characteristic 

is problematic anyway; obviously it may be a comection to conservatism, but without 

that as a rnitigating fiictor among German poiice, it must be considered that officers in 

G e m y  are no more or Iess prejudiced than any other group of citizens. They have 

distinct vie- about the nature of G e m  sociw, by and large this tends not to be a 



racist discourse, but simply the specinc types of labeling that people use to define 

thmiselves and ccotherst' (Pnis 1 996:8S). 

Machismo is also not reaily relevant in discussing the German police. M e  thm are 

distinct attniutes that are attached to king male and f d e  police officers, with an 

accompanying rhetoric, and a recognition by women that the profession is male 

dominateci and therefore perhaps more chauvinistic than Noah Amerïcan feminists would 

R e  to see, t k  is no "cuit" of the male that is truiy oppressive in any sense. 1 spoke to 

male officers about the characteristic of machisrno in the subcuiture, and the biggest 

reaction 1 nceived was "WeU, maybe the guys up at X station are, but we certainly m 7 t  

dom hem". Machismo doesn't seem to be a completely recognizable concept when 

applied to German culture in generai, so again the larger cultural context has supplanted 

any tendency toward such an effect 

In looking at the German police, one thing that struck me almost irnmediately was the 

lack of emphasis on things military within patrol services. The connecting coroiiary is 

that Gennan policing is not heavily imrolved in establishing programs and philosophies 

about community poticing, because the essentid natue of the organhtion is already 

W e d  with aspects of uiis ided. The amount of ordhary contact with citizens is already 

quite intense, ranghg h m  simple interactions with citizens even d e n  patrohg in cars, 

to o f f i  open house days, when the public can tour fâciIities and engage in 

conversation and games with police persomel. And wÏth Iess military type training in 



place for police officers, as weil as a non-macho (although still masculine) image, the 

nature of the orgaaizaton at large aligns much more closely with a corporate structure 

than with a military unit (Hasenfeld 1992). This is in some ways particularly criticd in 

Germany, where regda. police patrol senrice is teclmically among the least paxamilitary 

in the world (Fairchild 198857-93), and where interaction with the public is contexted 

more obviously to the services provided by organizations. 

Using Herbert's mode1 (1998) makes the subcultrnal variations within the Gemian police 

more understandab1e. It indicates why policing in Gemany looks nlatively similar to the 

policing done in Canada because it too is based in law. Even the bureaucratic structure is 

f d a r  because the nature of bureacracies is to ensure proper hctioning of masses of 

workers. However, within the bureaucracy, there will obviously be Merences in how 

the work gets processed, and therefore, in Germany the bureaucracy changes slightly and 

begins to look more like a business burearracy than a miIitary one. This reflects the 

histoncal context of the current German police systern in place, as ha3 already been 

discussed. Herbert's subcultural orders aiso d o w  for the flexibility and shifts within the 

organization itseK For example, one of the bureaucratic reqtkments for d o n n e d  

officers is that they Wear their hats whenever they are out of their vehicles. For higher 

ranking officers this has a specinc rationale attached and is a d e  that carries certain 

pudunents if it is broken. Among uniformed officers, however, wearing a haî is 

generally seen as a bother and moa tend to fl out the requkment whenever they can. 1 

have evai heard a eaining off?cer tell a new rnember of the pl-n who had asked 



whether he shouldn't be wearing his haî, that it was up to hun to weigh whether the 

consequences of getting caught were acceptable to him at thaî point in his career and do 

whatever he felt most comfortabIe with. The new officn never again wore his hat. 

Among midde-management officers, the hat d e  is dealt with in a practical mamer. 

Platoon chiefs are M y  aware that their officers tend not to Wear their hats in public, but 

they themselves are always diligent in doing so. They obviously display their adherence 

to upper management des? but in recognition of the tide of feeling among the officers 

they have authority over on a daily basis, the wearing of hats never becornes an issue 

unless they know that higher raaking officers wiIl be out on the sûeet that &y. Then they 

let it be known tbat officers need to keep their hats on. I was involved in this scenario 

once, when the platoon chief approached me to p a s  on the waming to my partners, who 

hadn't yet arrived for the beginning of shift, that hats had to be worn that day because the 

topbnwwasord. , 

Again, the idea of cornpetence and mordity are easily tranSferrabIe to the German system. 

Cornpetence, in particular, is an integral part of all organizations who demand that theg 

workers achieve both stability and innovation in their performances. As in ail police 

departments, the types of competence expected Eom d o m e d  officers will vary, for 

example, fiom narcotics officers- In the Geman police, some of the plaindothes 

imits have duties similar to detective units m Canada, therefore the type of cornpetence 

expected of these two units wi.U be more similm than the competence expected of Gaman 

uniformed imits as opposed to Gemÿui plaincIothes patrol- 



Morality is also a key element here; officers also expressed s i d a  ranges of 

understa.uding of good/bad and what they were there to do. It wasn't as cyniCcai as the 

opinions that were expressed in Canada, perhaps because they were as a group, much 

younger on average and hadn't the time to develop stronger divisions between the two. 

Perhaps it was also because isolation is not a signiscant aspect of their p r o f e o n  and 

this may keep them more closely c o ~ e f t e d  to not ody their communities but to enduring 

fiiendships that cast the goodhad split into a more ambiguous light 

Herbert's construction of adventure/machimo is also more pdatabie in this form than in 

the traditional subcdtural structure (1998:356). WhiIe police officers themselves did not 

tend to identify with the idea of machisrno, there is a definite sense of adventure that 

permeates not only the officers' working Iives, but also their private pursuits. This is tme 

of both genders. Many officers, both fernale and male, engage in motorcycling, long- 

distance bicyding, hiking and climbing in the mountains, sküng (either with civilian 

friends, or in police outuigs), and tend to do a lot of tzaveling aU ovei the world. 

Therefore, this can not be seen as a hyper-masculinixed trait, but is in fact closer to the 

amaction of adventmous or risk-taking personalities into the occupation itself. 

Finally, the idea of dety is aiso ubiquitous in this situation. Ger= police officers also 

operate under the mmdate of protecting the üves of others, and to do so in a way that 

restricts the potentid of personal harm as rnuch as posstile. Like Canadian police 

officers, German poiiœ are traùied in defeosive techniques and are issued buiIet proof 



vcsts. And Iüce many Canadian poüce officers (before the shifk to extedy-worn body 

arrnow), vests get laid aside when they becorne too warm or unwieldy. Also like 

Canadian police officers, they must battie against the inevitabie complacency that occurs 

when thmgs have gone all right for laigthy pcriods of the .  Unlike the Canadian police, 

however, the Munich s e ~ c e  was at a différent stage of complacency, and ceaainly didn't 

have the wune cuiniral expectations of poEce/citùen interaction where safety issues were 

concemed. These issues are discussed in greater depth in Chapten Three and Four. 

Sunice to say that some of these safety issues are important nexus points of interaction 

with the German public that have had, and wiil continue to have, profound impact on the 

image of the German police. 

As such, the image the Geman police have with the public is very important to them, 

beginaing with their long-time motto "The police - your niend and helper" (Fairchild 

1988:8), to instilling personnel with the desire to display qualities Iike honesty, honorn, 

tnistworthiness, teamwork, collegiality and responsiboityC Even chivalry is espouseci as a 

worthy character trait (Hildebrandt l990:86,l36). The service provided to the public, 

however, may very much depend on how police categorize and stereotype citizens 

(En'cson 1982), which is partly a common human &on of any person involved in an 

interaction, and p d y  a specinc type of police enculturation enabhg fast response to 

situations based on very iittle data 



AU calls that are telephoned in on the centrai police exchange or thmugh the emagency 

numk, go through the Communications Centre or Einsatzzentrale 0. Whüe 

emergency d s  are automatically recordecl, they do not yet possess the ability to extract 

addresses h m  a compuier as soon as the telephone line is engageci, unies the caii is 

coming h m  a public phone booth. The system is cumntiy in the process of king 

automated. In Gemany, however, ali residents must register their addresses and keep 

that registration current whenever they move to a new location. Therefore, police have an 

easier time locating residents than oficers rnay have in Canada and the States. 

Amoag its responsibilities, the EZ rnonitors a direct alam Luik to several important 

buildings including major banks. As weU, they monitor several of the major intersections 

in Munich through the use of video cameras. The basic work of the communications 

centre is of course, to answer calls tiom citizens, locate a unit in the area that is fke to 

take the cd1, pass the idormation on and record the action taken by the unit when the 

event is over. Each PD has its own dispatcher, dthough another EZ deparûnat is 

responsiile for dealing with support requests, such as dispatch of tow trucks or 

ambulances, or cal1 backs if the citizen can't be f o d  

What to tell the dispatcher is occasiondy an issue. Like anyone else, officers at times 

need to fïnd ways through paperwork and red tape m order to deal with matters as 



expeditiously as possible. As one of the officers once told me, the theory has to fit the 

practicai nature of a cd and sometimes it is necessary to do things so that everyone is 

happy, regardes of whaî theore t idy should be done. 

Dispatch is no doubt aware of the exigencies of policing, and recoghe the need for 

discretion in certain cases. They an ceitainly also capable, however, of telling officers to 

deal with something themselves if there arentt any other UILits to handle a situation, as 

happened once where an argument between two citizens technicaüy o c c d  outside our 

ptml zone, but everyone else was tied up. The dispatcher seemed sornewhat miffed that 

a unit on scene, even though it was b m  another zone, wouid want to leave the cal1 to 

sorneone else. 

Therefore, it can make officers rather gleeful when they manage to surprise a dispatcher. 

One instance of that occurred when we had received a cal1 to look for an elderly woman 

who had wandered off h m  her ninsllig home. My two partuers that shi8, Brno and 

Ben, went h u g h  the u d  drill of miog out paperwork, and about halfway through, the 

administnitor of the nlnnng home pulled Ben aside and told him that they had received a 

nispicious package that &y. The usual pmtocoI is to lave it undisnirbed and wait for an 

explosives unit to deal with it In this case, the package ccnainly had to be taken 

seriody, but everyone mvolved recognked the incongruity of potential mail bombs 

arriving at this I d o n ,  Ben had to grin when the dispatcher incredulously asked him to 



repeat his request for a bomb dog at a niilsing home. Dog and hander ddy arriveci and 

the package m e d  out to be a document 

The communications center has access to a regktry which Lists the m e s  and addresses 

of everyone living in Mimich and in surroundiug areas. During my visit to the center, 

they entered my Nune in the cornputer to see where I was registered, and my name had 

been quite promptly added into the system £kom the council hall of the outlying town in 

which I was living. This system &es it easier for police to reeieve current addresses 

for anyone they may need to do an identity check on, and as citizens are req& by law 

to register changes in address withui days of moving, the system is usually up-to-date. 

Spatial Structure 

When a citizen wishes to go to a police station in Munich, f i e  is fint faced with au entry 

door to the building which is n o d y  kept locked In order to gain access to the 

building, one must press a buner which is dso comected to an intercom, much as North 

American apaament buildings are s e c d  This is used in Gemiany for many buildings, 

both public and private, and it is not musual to be faced with this system not ody when 

dealhg with apartment buildings, but also in private homes, d e r  museums, private 

pracfices, and many business offices, to name just a few. Most of the time the intercorn is 

not used, and people just wait until the buner indicates the locking mechanism has been 

rdeased and push the door open. 



Upon entering most stations in Munich, one must then p a s  a large window before gening 

to the next locked door. This window d o m  officers to have a good look at who has 

entered the building before decicihg whether to allow the person access to the duty room 

itself. Theoretidy, ,this aows the officers to ciinorily check persons for weapom, 

injuries and general demeanou. to get a prelimimy angle on how to deal with the citizen. 

In aU my time in Munich however, 1 only know of one instance where a pemn was 

denieci access and this was a weU-known "cray" woman who also had a tendency to get 

aggresive and corne to the station for no relevant purpose. It was also the early moming 

hours and not many offices were in the station, and since she appeared heaithy she was 

waved away. She fimiiy lefi the entryway after the duty officer tumed off al1 of the 

station iights. 

If access is allowed, the second door is buned open and the citizen entas the duty area 

proper. H m  they are confrontai with a counter area that separates them h m  the r d  

working space of the duty m m  itself. The cormter also has a swing gate built in to d o w  

access to the rest of the room, but this too is Iocked and rnust be released by a buzzer. 

Each station positions its burzer controls slightly differently so that ody those who truly 

belong in the birilding atn gain access. At the cotmter a police officm wiII nrst inquïre 

what the nature of their business is before deciding whether to deaI with it there, or invite 

the citizen into the rest of the duty m m  ares to sit at a desk with a cornputer temunal or 

typewriter so that reports can be nIled out 



The duty m m  itselfat a minimum contains the cornter, under which are many shelves 

housing the foms that police officers may need to fill out; a seating area which may be in 

h n t  of or behind the cornter dependhg on station space requirements; several desks 

with either computer tenninals or typewriters upon them; bookshelves that contain 

reference te- police officers may need to fïli out forms; and chairs, telephones, and the 

communication panel that allows operation of the door locks. Many stations also have an 

officially sanctioned radio in the duty room to allow officers to Men to music wMe they 

are working. 

Although space is set up differently in every station, there are certain similarïties to what 

rypes of roorns are available for use. Aside fiom the duty room which is technically a 

public ara, there are! also rooms set aside for takuig statements fiom citizens or 

conducting searches of suspects and these are equipped with telephones, desks and chairs, 

and may have typewriters or computer termids in them as weli. One of these rooms 

usually houses the photocopy machine as weli as the "mailboxes" of individual police 

officers. Mailboxes are where new paperwork is placed, matdds they are currentiy 

workhg on are stored, and personal items iike novels and c i g ~ e s  are kept. Space is 

also set aside in this ruom to store imiform caps and nightsticks, and the ubiquitous police 

briefcase which carries the numemus crimuial and legai codes police officers use, forms, 

ticket books, flashlights, protective plastic covers for parking tickets, and other items of 

use. 



One of the most important moms is the DGL office. The DGL (Dienstgruppaiieita) is 

the platoon chief, who is essentialiy responsible for ensuring the smooth working of the 

platoon for that s h i R  As such dhe &O has responsibility for mon i to~g  the radio tratnc. 

The focal point of this office is the large console where telephones and speakers are 

iocated, as weli as shift schedules and notes of importance for the &y. Somewhere in the 

office is also a large bookshelf that contains reference texts, procedurd manuais, 

mailboxes for paperwork going to other departrnents within and outside the poiice station 

(these mailboxes are sometimes located within the duty room), and more sensitive 

procedural material. A computer is also located in or near this office to d o w  the DGL to 

assist officers in the m e t  should they have a computer request, as are ail of the hand- 

held radio units with battery rechargers, keys for automobiles (and s p m  dthough in 

some stations one set of keys was kept in the duty room), and extra weapons (machine 

pistols) . 

An extremely vital a r a  of the station is the kitchen, or "social room". The appohtments 

L\f this area can Vary widely h m  station to station, but at a minimum contains 

renigerator, sink, cupboards to store tableware, coffeemakers (which platoons purchase 

themselves), and table and chairs (more normally an "eckbank" which is a uniqueIy 

Emopean dining set comprising benches afnxed to the w d s  in a corner of the m m ,  with 

a table and a number of chairs - this allows for extremely efficient use of space and has 

the added vimie of accommodating varying numbers of peopie on any given occasion). 

Some stations wiIl also have a stove, others a miaowave, and a few a television, AU 



kitchais possess a telephone and a speaker tie-in to the police radio to allow monitoring 

of events wbile officers eat. 

There is also a room set aside for typists who work nomal daythe hom. They are there 

to provide support for police officers by typing out forms that are sent on for filing or to 

legal representatives. Mer normal hours this room may be used to take staternents from 

citizens, or as quiet areas to conclude paperwork or make private telephone calls. 

Every station also contains other offices for the use of other police units' and higher 

ranking officers including the station chief (Poliekat). These are u d l y  located on 

other noors of the building. The cella is given over to changing rooms for officers, and 

tend to have a number of cells as well for detainees who only need to be kept overnight. 

Washrooms are located throughout the building, although some are segregated to either 

personnel or to %sitors", and 1 have had it happen that access to women's washrooms 

has been almoa impossible in some stations after hours. In one station 1 visited, they had 

no women officers wodang on their platoon at the time 1 was there and the faciIities 

nomalIy used by the typists was locked &er hours; in d e r  station during a platoon 

gathering, the women on the platoon informed the men that they would be ushg the 

men's washroorn because access to the womm's involved travelling d o m  several floors 

and negotiating locked doors. 



Only the duty room itself is to some degree a public space; other rooms are accessl%le to 

citizens only when a police officer is present, The DGL office, the typist's room, and the 

kitchen are essentiaiiy off-limits to c i h ;  only once have I seen the kitchen used to 

question a suspect briefly when too many opposing factions were already present in the 

station, and officen did that reluctantly. This indicated to me that there were gradations 

in what officers considered private or "backstage" space, with interview rooms usually 

Elled up in a preferential order before citizens were ailowed into more private spaces. On 

the other han& the duty room also became a type of "private" space at times. When there 

were no citwns to deal with and particuiariy in the early moming hours of a night shifi, 

officers wouid read newspapers or do crosmrord puzzles in the duty nom, sometimes the 

volume of the radio would be turned up if a popuiar song was playllig, and officers would 

gather to taik and drink coffee there rather than in the kitchen. 

The DGL office was unially seen as a central control point and tended not to be a place 

for c d  meetings since it was rare that officm spent long periods of time there. 

However, depending on the ckcumstances, officers might occasioiially gaîher there to 

discuss a point of police procedure and then end up engaghg in more cantal chat. 

Officers cenainly felt free to enter and leave the DGL's office, since many important 

rnanuaIs were stored there, and while using them tended to get side-tracked in 

conversation with the DGL and 0th- officers. 



The kitchen was the space where shifts really began. People stopped in there at least once 

at the begianing of shift to &op food or wate in the refngerator, or to get a cup of coffee 

and just say hello to everyone. Before or afker shift the kitchen might be used by an 

officer to have a quick meal, or s e v d  officers might congregate there to have a beer 

when the shift was over, although plaîoons tended to evacuate the station fairy quickly 

when work was over. The kitchen, therefore, was largeIy the territory of the platwn 

officidy on duty. hiring the shift, officers gathered there to eat, drink coEee, smoke, 

read the newspaper and exchange stories, jokes and gossip. Occasiondly offica wodd 

use the kitchen to cook a meal for themselves, or, in some cases, for the entire platoon 

(this was of course dependent on the equipment available in the kitchen). 

The kîtchen was also where officers felt they codd relax to a certain degree and where 

most of the "backstage" tales and humour occurred. Dependent on the physical location 

ofthe kitchen though, some of this pnvate t ak  might actuaUy be overheard by members 

of the public. In one station that I visiteci, the kitchen was in the basement, weli away 

fiom the public, but in several others, including the stations 1 worked in, this m m  was 

very close to pubIic areas of the station. 

It was always of interest to me that offices did not often make a serious attempt to hide 

fiom citizens the5 humour about policing and the public with which they dealt This 

never seemed to lead to difficulties in the fom of officiai cornplaints against an officer. 

In fa4 the b d e r  Bavarian d t u r e  seems to d u e  h d c  speech, and ifa citizen felt put 



out by something an officer said they wodd react to it irnmediately to the officer's face. 

So whiie actual use of space was divided into areas that became more or less private, the 

conversations that o c c m d  were not always c o n ~ i e  in such a way, because of the 

location of rooms in proximity to the most public of spaces, and open doors in an often 

very compact area. 

Stations may also Vary in what appears on the w d s  of kitchen and duty rooms. Most will 

have maps of the city in some easily accessible place, and a variety of lists will be posted 

in convenient spots (Le. station telephone numbers by desks, names of offices by rank 

and platoon by the DGL or near the officers' mailboxes, etc.). In some stations there wii i  

be posters of Munich or police recmitment posters, sornetimes caiendars published by the 

police union are present (which contain upliffing messages about setting gwd examples: 

"Das eigene Beispiel wirkt am besten" -essentially 'your own good example is most 

effective'), and in one station there was a series of colour photographs of Munich which 

all contained a policing theme that a resident officer had taken. 

Some stations also maintain a m m  with sleeping fdties,  largely for officers who want 

to nap for a few hours bmmen shifts and who do not have a room rented somewhere else 

in the City. These beds are sometimes used by officers who miss the last buses and 

subway trains after a night out, and on one occasion 1 spent a night sleeping in one of 

these "bedrooms" myself. Sometimes officers also use a bed if a night shift is very slow 

and they are dnving a car pool home in the rnoming. 



There are three senrice levels within the German police senrice, and each semice (Dienst) 

level contains a number of ranks within it. The service Ievel comprising regular patrol 

officers is caiIed the "Mittlerer Dienst' (equivalent to the 'tank and file') and is 

demarcated on the d o n n  largely by green stars on epaulettes. The next level 

incorporates what might be termed middle management, those officers who are in charge 

of platoons and individual offices and departments within a station. Cailed the 

"Gehobener Dienst", it is Uidicated on the d o m  by silvet stars. The highea level, 

appropriately r e f d  to as "Hoeherer Dieust", is show by gold stars on the uniform and 

tends to include most station chiefs and aii  personnel at the "executive" management 

IeveI (see Appendix A). 

Within these three service levels are a number of raaks to which an officer cm aspire. 

Enay position at the "Minlerd level, for example, is the rank of "Poiizeimeistei" which 

wodd be indicated by two stars on the epaulettes. AAer a certain period of service, an 

officer can move up to "Polizeiobermeister" (three stars), and "Poiizeihauptmeister" (four 

stars). Similar ranks operate at the "Gehobener" level although the designation is 

" K o m m i d  rather than "Meister" (Le. P o l i z e i k o d ) .  Once the "Hoeheref' level 

is attained, rank designations change somewhat, to "PokeKat" ( d y  station chief), 

"Polizeioberrat»* "Polizeidiretor, "Leitender Polizeidirektor", and "Polizeipraesident". 



Entry to a specifk &ce level is dependent on what type of schooling has been attained, 

In other words, it is most often the case that entry is obtained latedy, with University 

graduates who opt for specific types of training being assigned straight into the 

"Hoehaa" level, although many rise into this level h m  the manageriai strata. The 

"PolUeipraesidenf' (Commissioner), for example, is n o d y  a civiiian. The bene& of 

this system is that education is takm into account when appticants indicate an interest in 

entering poiicing; the drawback is that many of the upper ranking officers do not have 

much experience dealing with the type of patrol work that reguiar d o r m e d  personnel 

must hancile. An additional difficulty is that for most officm the s e ~ c e  level they enter 

will normally be the one they remah in, dthough there are possiiiIities of rising into the 

next service level d e r  five yean of work and a good performance evaluation (which dso 

notes grades received in training). Moving into îhe next service level aIso u d y  

requires a nurnber of years of fùrther training in the classroom and a variety of practical 

situations. 

Movement into most ranks within a service level is largely dependent on Iength of time 

served; in other words, at sorne point in time every officer who attains the rank of Meister 

will move up to Obermeister, and those at Kommissar will eventually move to the wxt 

level of Oberk~mmissar~ Therefore, this kind of upward movement h u g h  the ranks cm 

in some ways be Cnticized for being essentially a pay-raise based on t h e  serveci withm 

the orga&ation and which is Ioosely âisguised as an automatic rd-upgrade which 

'implies' an achievernent in @ormance, d e r  than a promotion based on actual ment 



As an uonIookef I must admit that in at least one we rny impression was that officers 

who handled themselves Mer on the street wem not promoted into the next rank, while 

another officer who did not always display the best judgment was promoted simply 

because enough t h e  had been served on the job. 

The relationship between the ranks and the service levels is interesting. At times certain 

boundaries are maintaineci, and in other contexts they are removed While the training 

that police officers receive does contain a military structure (me drilling),8 the ovenidhg 

presentation of the Gman police is of a non-mrlitary character. Therefore, many of the 

more militmy aspects of relatioaships between the ranks in other democraîic police 

senrices do not exist in this organization. For example, ifa Politeimeister flowest service 

Ievel) wish to taik to the station chief, there is no need for the officer to go through the 

chah of command which is so often present in more para-military systems; Sme only has 

to make an appointwnt and cm have duect access. The working relatioaship between 

Minlerer and Gehobener is ais0 fairy casuai with no overt deference to ranks, and Ieiwe 

activities and cerrainly fnendships are ofien shared between people at Merent ranks in 

the Mittlerer and Gehobener levels. 

This is all  part of the push toward a "Kooperatives Fuehrungssystemn (cwperative 

leadership system or 'ECFS') whereby officers at all ranks shodd feel able to access each 

other to fsacilitate working conditions and decinon-making capabilities. This is an 

attempt to again d u c e  the military chain ofcommcmd structure which has been criticized 



for not allowing junior officers direct mess to the knowledge and experience of higher 

&g officers (Seagave 1 997AI2). It has k e n  observed however, that access between 

the two lower s e ~ c e  Ievels and the top service level cm still be constrained at times. 

Much is dependent upon the pmodty of those at the Hoeherer Ievel, and there may 

always be a resïdual formality at that juncture, simply because of the structure of the 

Gamaa language and the requirements of using formal versus i n f o d  fomis of address. 

Despite this easier access, and therefore perfiaps more fiendlines between the mks, 

officers are stiIl expected to be respecthl within the station, and to set a good example 

out on the Street. If a higher ranking onicer spies someone on patrol not wearing a 

d o m  hat, or not having a seatbelt buckled (as happened to one officer 1 rode with): 

that officer can expect to be reprimanded for not maintahhg proper standards in h n t  of 

members of the public. As one station chief commented, the police won? get a lot of 

respect out of a &ver they are ticketing for not wearing a seatbelt, if the officer 

him/herseIf is not wearhg one. Many officers mentioned that they were cautious about 

this, and on a couple of occasions 1 heard thern decide not to pdI over an imbelted driver 

because they themselves weren't buckled up and felt they coddo't apply a diffant 

standard, 

As with aII organkations, there are différences in dynarnics between officers. Patrol 

officers were o h  heard discussing their actions on a particuiar case with the platoon 

chief, to see whetha ail options had been considered. There are n d y  also differing 



views regarding higher ranking officefs. Higher ranking officers were seen as not always 

pmviding adeqyate information on a varïety of fronts. ûne of the most common 

cornplaints h m  the rank-and-fiIe regarduig senior officm were that they sometimes did 

not understand what motivated people and were unabIe to engender g w d  morde within a 

station. The ody female officer of senior rank that 1 had contact with, was given 

favorable reports in this atea, with ofncers of both genders saying that if you went to her 

with a problem she made the effort to get it resolved. 

The subcultural structure here basicaliy reflects an overail attitude of access, although 

there is still a fiindamental difference between the executive Ievel and the two lower 

service levels. In addition, those ofncen who stnve to move out of the rank and file and 

hto the management levels may fïnd themselves king shouldered out of the closely knit 

structure of the platoons they work with. As weli, Werent units within a station will also 

develop their own group focus, but the elementai valws that govem policing in general 

tend to resonete as cornmon goals with ail of the subcuiturai groupings in evidence. 

Reguiar police work is conducted largely by d o r m e d  officers in patrol cars. These 

officers respond to a variety of c a b  either phoned in directly to the station by citizens, or 

to calls transmitted nom the Einsatzzentrale (EZ) over the radio dinctly to a m o l  car. 

Types of calls wili be dedt with in another chapter, and a deeper explanation of rrgular 



patrol unïts appears belows in the section entitled "Patrols". Basic support for specinc 

situations are suppfied by a n u m k  of other n i t s ,  and are discussed below. 

Although police officers are responsible for trafic control including the writing of 

parking tickets, this latter finiction is also performed by a group of women callexi 

"Politessen" or "Hostessen*. Another group of officers respousibie for more community- 

oriented work are "Kontaktbeamter", who spend t h e  on fwt p ~ l  in a very d l  area 

of rheir zone (sometimes ody one stceet) and who establish personal contact with the 

business people and inhabitants of the area. These officers are u d y  older experienced 

perso~~nel, who have an interest in doing some of the longer-tenn problem solving work 

that regular uniformed police officers normally don? have the opportunity or time for. 

Zeglers (Zivile Einsatzgruppe) are technically patrol officers who work in civilian 

clothing rather than uniform. They are not plainclothes detectives, although they spend a 

portion of their time "staking out" areas like parking garages and bicycle lock-ups around 

subway and cornmuter train stations. They ais0 check out the local drug M e  and make 

nafnc stops when vehicles are suspected of king stolen. They in essence do the 

bonomline observational work that Canadian detective n i t s  would do, but also openite 

from the mandate that uniformed police officers have and act in conjunction with patrol 

units. Patrol rmits certaidy bring activities and places requiring observation to the 

attention of zeg Mits &er they have received an initial call by a citizen. Similady, 

zeglers may request a patro1 car to aid them h doing transportation to the station for 



ptocessing, or any other tasks rrquirrd. Zeglers are also swift in responding to aid when 

police officers are encomtering difficulties. 

Zeg units seem to be f&ly autonomous7 independent, and seem to attract the "characters" 

within the station, They tend to form their own subcuhe within the subculture7 with 

officers often being known only by their nicknames even among uniformed patrol 

officers. They also tend to assemble away f?om the station, so while uniformed officm 

use the station as a base to socialize and communicate with their colleagues, the zeglm 

tend to assemble at various places in the city (like ail oight gas stations). 

Their shift schedules are also different h m  the regular platoons, so they tend to build 

their cohort among dl of the zeg officers worbg  within a zow. This may contriiute to 

the animosity that sometimes exists between zeg and uniformed officers. One of the more 

common calls zeg unis respond to, is an alam of some sort. On an August night sh@ an 

optical house alarm was set off and we arrived on scene dong with a team of zeglen. No 

one was at home so the houe could ody be checked over h m  the outside. This was 

done fairly carefùliy, but there were no signs of a break-ia It was decided to muse one of 

the neighbors, who said that the homeornas were away and woulàn't return for another 

week Since it was only an opticai and not acoustic d a m ,  and diclnt seem to be 

kathering anyone, one of the officers infomed dispatch that there might be firrther calIs 

for this address, but that th- shodd be ignored At the end of this c d  one of the zeg 

officers accused the Ufiiformed officers of not doing their &are of the work.'O 



ZegIers were often seen exhibithg behavior that a d o r m e d  police officer would think 

twice about, king sometimes more aggressive and certainly verbally more abusive. Part 

of the reason may be because of  their plaindothes activities; dressed to fit in 6th the 

street scene and speuding t h e  in prob1em areas, leaves them far more inconspicuous than 

a d o m e c i  officer, and therefore exposed to more of the spontaneous trouble that may 

occur than a UlUfomied officer would ever walk into. It certainly was the case while I was 

in Mimich that an intoxicated member of the public physically attacked an on-duty zegler 

who had stopped to buy a coffee because he was wearing a patch on his jacket h m  a 

local soccer club. Fights break out fkquently between fans regarding club affiliation, so 

this event was not an abnormal occurrence, but in this case the zegiers present certainly 

USBd their authority as police officers to indicate their disapproval of the youth's actions. 

The person with ovenidhg responsibility each shift is the ADL (Aussendienstleiter) who 

spends the shift on the street monitoring the activities of each patrol car, and coordinating 

patrol uni& in the zone if something larger occurred. She might aIso make visits to ail of 

the stations in the zone to touch base and see what was going on that shift The ADL car 

is equipped with a scanner that picks up the coded statu of each unit as they either 

receive their assignmentr h m  dispatch or m e r  d i s  autonomously. Each of the four 

rotations has its own ADL, with a pool as weil of support officers who can act as ADL 

d e n  necessary. 



The Verfbegungsgnippe (hereafter VG) is the branch that provides a pool of trained 

police officers for use in any area where police personnel is lacking. They can be d e d  

in as support for large-scaie gatherbgs, handIing things lüce trafic control for special 

events, and wiU also j m p  in as reguiar shift officers when platoons are short-staffed. 

They have their own hours of regula. work, which nomaKy do not include cornplete 

night shifts unless an officer is specincaily assignecl to a regular platoon. With some 

stations the zegiers may be a branch of the VG, aithough Merentiation regarding the 

direction of zeg units is dependent on the i n t d  persomel structure. 

The Einsatzhundertschaft (hereafter EH) are comprised of young, swom police officers, 

who have yet to finish a certain amount of practicai training on the street before they get 

assignments to police stations. This time can take up to one-anda-haif years depending 

on availability of assignrnents. They largely travel in groups or units under the command 

of police officers who have already aaained a certain level of experience. A couple of the 

ofncers with whom 1 worked were later oEered the assignment of unit leaders with the 

EH. These wits provide support when large numbm of people are needed for a 

particda c d ,  for example when searching for children, or securing areas that need to be 

searched for either evidence or suspects. 

The Unterstuetnmgskommando (or USK) are speciaüy tmïned police officers who serve 

in four platoons in Munich. They are avdab1e for more serious occurrences and are 

considered to be more the physical "enforcement" arm of dormeci poIic* They are 



not to be confused with the Sondereinsatzkommando (or SEK) who are the equivalent of 

a S.WA.T. unit, 

On certain d i s ,  the criminal investigation branch of the Schutrpolizei, called the 

~ d a u e r d i e n s t  (KDD), must be caiied in and they are available 24 hours a &y to 

take over the criminal investigation duties. In situations üke break-and-enter, or 

suspicious d e a h ,  the KDD dways attend to secure forensic evidence and do more 

detailed work regarding gathering of evidence. Ail of the information that the KDD 

gather is then written up and p d  on to the crimùial investigation bureau of the 

Grrman police, cded the Kriminalpolizei (or Kripo for short), which is a separate 

organkation sornewhat analagous to the FBI in the States. 

AU police officm are given a basic clothing dowance out of which they rnust purchase a 

uniform. The d o m  is standardized for a l l  of Gennany, with ody smaU detaüs 

indicating the state and city aitiiiation of an officer. Police officers also wear no name 

tags and cerry no identifying number on their uniform, which occasionally disconcerts 

some citizens when they wish to identify a specifïc officer. It has been suggested several 

times in the past that officers shouid begin weaniig name tags, but this has been 

vehernentiy fought against. A citizen, shodd she wish to identify an officer must 

persody ask for hi* m e .  One officer suggested the reason was twofold: fkt,  that 



it wodd lessen the number of cornplaints made against officers, if citizens were required 

to evaiuate whether a situation was serious enough to wamint asking for an officer's 

name, and second, because "it isdt anyone's business what my name is". It was found 

though, that when officers were asked for their names for legitimate rasons (whether to 

foilow-up on a case, or to enable cm irate citizen to make a cornplaint), they were w i b g  

to do so; it was ody  in situations where onicers did not cleariy see a need to provide 

citizens with their namcs that they refiised to do so. 

Basically an officer wears tan coloured trousers and socks with black shoes, a paie yeiiow 

shirt (short or long-sleeved depending on the season), green tie (when a jacket is wom, or 

with the long-sleeved shirt done), and a green cap. Officers workùig in trafic division 

Wear a white cap with green brim. A green blazer is worn to ceremonid fiinctions. For 

outside Wear officers have a black leather bomber style jacket, or a g r e a  quilted jacket 

for cold weather. In winter, a green or tan sweater cm a h  be worn, with a tan knitted 

sd Motorcycle units Wear a complete suit of green leather. As is the case with many 

police services employing women, there is an ongoing attempt to try to fit women with 

d o m  designed specifïcaUy for hem, rather than issuhg them with the standard men's 

clothing. 

A black leather belt holds the pistol, handds, spare magazine, and whatever eise an 

officer feels dhe n& (e.g. ring for nightstick or flashiight, pocket W e  or similar tool, 

etc.). Leather @oves are quite ofien slipped through the bek at the back, Altùough 



officers are equipped with a stick, 1 dont recaII ever seeing an officer crirry one with 

himmer. Most buy heavy flashiights, and tend to carry that when necessary. Part of the 

&onaie is that a nightstick d e s  them look too aggressive, whereas a flashlight has 

another primary fiuiction. AU officm are issued a 9mm Heckier and Koch pistol. One of 

the similarities between German and Canadian police officers is the ubiquitous briefcase, 

which holds all of the f o m  they req* as weii as volumes of a few of the Iegd codes 

most often used- 

W e  heavy bdet-proof vests are in the trunk of every car, they are unpopular with 

officers because of their bulk and weight. 1 never saw a poiice officer put one on while I 

was there. Mead, many of them wish for the lighter vests that many Noah American 

officers Wear, but these are not issued as part of necessary equiprnent as they are in North 

Ameriaui departments. Since officers m u t  buy them themseives, and clothuig 

dowances are not u s d y  large enough to budget for such an expensive item, moa 

ofncers do without the extra protection. During the summer of 1995, the police union 

pushed for subsidies that would help officers buy vests if they wished thern, md they 

were successflll to a limited degree. Since then, several officers whom 1 worked with 

have ordered Iightweight bullet-pof vests, and are making use of them. 

The ody way of differentiating between state and city of ongin of a poiice officer is 

through a number of ssnalI inngnia and badges on the uniform. AU States in Gemiany 

have their own CRS which is wom on a patch on the upper left ami of the tm8ionn shUt 



and jacket. This immediately identifies an officer as Bavarian, or fiom another state. A 

s m d  shield on the cap also contains the basic m e  symbol. A shield wom on the right 

pocket of the d o m  shirt or jacket indicates essentidy which city an officer belongs to 

(although this cm also define a particular large mit, like the Bepo). M e r  branches of 

s e ~ c e  personnel in the city also Wear this city shield on the d o m  pocket, including 

some mimicipal workers like tram operators, and military personnel. 

Rank is identifîed in two ways, fus, the band that c m e s  around the h n t  of the uniform 

cap just above the visor, carries either a largely green, dver or gold stripe in i t  This 

means that the W e a r  is a mmber of one of the three s e ~ c e  groups of LimittIerer", 

"gehobenef or "hoeherer die&. Shoulder insignia, wom on ai i  unSom shirts and 

jackets, sport stars which are also either green, silver or gold (again indicating service 

group). The number of stars present indicates which rank an offica is at: therefore, thne 

green stars is "Poliaiobermeister" (or POM), one silver star is uPolizeikornmissai' (or 

PK), one gold star is 'TolùeW, and so on. 

The o v e d  effect of the unSom seems to be a generaiiy cpieting one. Police officers 

don? look very aggressive on the street, and in fact, with the leather jackets on, tend to 

blend into the crowd to a large degree. Thus th= is a great emphasis by higher ranking 

officers to encourage the wearing of UIUlform caps to ensiae easier identification, but 

officers tend to try to avoid doing so whenever possible. 



Onicers are expected to be neat and tidy in their appemce. Male officers cm have 

bearàs and mustaches, and women are dowed to wear their haïr long and loose, aIthough 

they are technidy supposeci to tie their hair back and limit the size of their emings 

while on patrol. There is a tendency for wornen to sport long hair, which in some ways is 

still tied to cultural attributes of fernininity, therefo~ vay few yomger women Wear th& 

haU short In 1995, upper management indicated concem over the safety of that practice, 

but when the majority of women indicated they were unwilling to have their hak 

regulated, the debate was aband~ned.~' Males, on the other han& are considered to be 

unkempt if their hair is below the collar, although extremeiy short b u t s  are also 

discouraged because of the v i d  connectioa to skinheads. It is also not ununial to see 

officers wearing glasses. 

One of the station chiefs spoke to me about the appeanuice of some officers, d e p i o ~ g  

that some of his men felt they codd present themselves to the public in an untidy d o m  

with stubble on th& chins, while anyone in the country who waiked into a bank would 

automatidy be served by someone with a neat and tidy appeanince. h g  my sojoum 

there, I did hear about a few conversations he had with officers about their las-than- 

sterling appeanince. It must be admitted that a few officers did seem to have trouble 

conforming to standards of personal presentation, but on the whole officers did endeavour 

to maintain a good appearance regardless of what circumstzulces they were involved in on 

the street. 



Police vehicles in Germany art white with a green stnpe, although some vehicles can be 

completely green. Cars used for patrol are d y  of Audi or BMW make, with vans 

king used for transporthg larger contingents of officers, or canylig police dogs. 

Although each car has the requisite flashing blue üght, and some possess a digital board 

allowing brief instructional messages to be flashed, no car has yet been equipped with 

spotlight capability which d e s  night patrols sornewhat difficult if light is requïred, It is 

not u n d  for an officer who is seeking an address Iate at ni& to have to use a hand- 

held flashlight fiom the car. No car has a safety barrier, or "cage", between the h n t  and 

rear seats, although rear-view mirrors are designed to afEord a complete view of the back 

seat The rem doors are ail equipped with a security lock. 

At this point, computers are nonsxistent in patml cars, although there are increasingly 

more and more in the stations. The computers in stations have gone through software 

upgrades, and shortly after 1 nnished my fieldwork, the daily log-book was conveaed 

h m  hand-written entries to a computerized version at both of the stations where I 

worked. The cornputer system does go d o m  at times, which may result in a lengthy wait 

for important information, as happened in one cese when an address was required for an 

elderly f d e  Alzheimer's patient who hed gotten lost 



Cars and stations are equipped however with two radio systemsy one of which is the 

official airwave that gets picked up and logged at the Einsatzzentrde, and the other used 

as the immediate contact point between patrol car and station, The technology is fairiy 

old, and doesn't always work welI. Portable radios tend to be carrieci by haad and it has 

happened that an officer realizes upon reaching the station that the radio has been 

forgotten at the Iast call. On a display board aitacheci to the dash of the car is a series of 

buttons which offices press to indicate theu statw, e.g. pressing "1" would indicate to 

the EZ that you are available for cails. A special digital rmit in the car of the ADL, lets 

that officer know by number the current status of every patrol car within that zone. 

IdealIyy each car is equipped with heavy bullet proof vests, emergency madside kit, first 

aid kit, brwm, meaniruig tape or aparatus, hand-held stop sign, camera and a locked case 

containhg a machine pistol. 'IdeaIly' is the operative word, since it was quite common 

for vehicles to be rnissing most of the equipmcnt Listeci, leaving officers to make do with 

the most important items, a %O, a weapon, and something to write with" Weld 

1992:58). 

The nate of repair of equipment was sometunes a burden to officers; it becomes dinicuit 

to efficiently use time when alcotest units are not equipped with paper, or vehicles have 

non-hctioning sirens and Iights, and certainly becomes dangerous when radios don't 

work in CnticaI situations. ûfficm have also been deIayed in gettmg out on shift whm 

there is a shortfi of &g and fWy ftmctional vehic1es.I2 



Otncers must work a minùnum 40 hour week, averaging 7-8 shifts a month. Each month 

requks a certain number of working days, based on the possible aumber of SM? days 

available in a particular month. If an officer works more hours than required over the 

course of the month, dhe receives a shift off (cded a DA - Dienstausgleich). Hours of 

work can be built up in a number of ways: 1) straight shifk work; 2) overtïxne; 3) officially 

designatecl hours of sport or in-house training; and, 4) accepting assignments, like guard 

dtity of a consulate, which requires officers to arrive before the start of theu shift, or leave 

&er the end of shifi to ensure continuous coverage. 

Officm also get a higher rate of pay for night shifts, aftemoon shifts that occur on a 

Saturday, ai l  Sundays, and ail holidays. This payment is called a DU2 (Dienst zu 

unguenstigen Zeiten), and is intended to be recornpense for working hours that most 

c i h m  are not reqiiired to work 

One complete shift occurs every four days, that is the four station platoons rotate over a 

period of four &YS. The complete shift or rour  of du@' to be more procise, begins with 

an aftemoon shift which usudy starts at arotmd noon and nnis to about seven o'clock in 

the evening (tunes are! approximate because some stations vary start times slightly). 

Officers begin again the next monllng at six and work tiU noon. They then have men 

hours to sleep and gather themseIves for the night shift which begins that evening mund 



seven. They are relieved the next moming (Le. on the third &y of a foin day rotation) ai 

six o'clock The rest of thaî &y and the next are fke the. Then the rotation begins 

again- 

Due to certain logistical considerations, I rarely worked a complete tour of duty, but did 

do both the aftemoon and night shifts every four days, Contact time in essence was 18 

hours every rotation, with occasional extra shifts if1 decided to work with both stations at 

one the.  Hereafter 1 will refer to individuai aftemoon, morning or night shifts as a 

"shift", and a set of shifts over a four &y rotation as a "tour of duty". 

Within a @en zone the number of patrols can vary depending on the availability of 

personnel and cars for the s h i k  Othcr factors would also be the need for special 

assignments lüre protection of various buildings considered targets for terrorist attack 

which might rnean assigning a patrol car to drive by a series of buildings on an hourly 

b i s  (officially called "Objektschutz" and referred to by police officers as "Rallye"), or 

assigning a team of officers essentidy to guard duty on site. One station 1 worked at had 

both types of guard assignments on a permanent basis, while the other station only put on 

an hourly patrol when secrnity meanrres needed to be tightened in Munich in general. 



Patrol cars are each assigned a paticular number reflectùig îhe station they are h m  and 

indicating which unit they are. Unit numbers are assigned by fimction, for example, "1" 

might be the unit responsiible for taking on emergency calls (and had to try and keep 

theniselves available for that), 'T' might be available for more general cds, "3" might be 

rallye, "4" might be dedicated just for trafic duty, and so on. These numbers never 

changeci so officers would know h m  the n u m k  on their shift schedule which unit they 

wouid be working that day.'3 Obviously, if the pace was very hectic on a particular &if& 

some of these Mits couid take on calls normally intmded for other units, except for the 

rallye unit which can ody help out in an emergency and then only if there is a team in the 

car rather than a solo driver. 

Shift schedules were worked out one tour of duty in advance, so officers always knew 

what assignments were coming up. They were always assigned a variety of tasks over a 

tour of duty, for exampie, an officer who worked "1" on the afternoon shifk, might be 

assigned guard duty and 5" the moniing shift, and have inside duty on the watch for the 

first half of the night shift and end up with "2" in the early morning hours. Unfortunately, 

sometimes events occur that keep one unit tied up for a whole shift, and although rare, it 

did happen that officers rnight md up spending aImost the entire shifi doing guard duty at 

a consulate rather than having a chance to d e r  to more active duty during the shift. 

0.f16,cers also work in pairs, although diniog the &y an officer can work solo in a cruiser 

Ï f  they wodr 'rallye', or foot pain& or if an extra person is available dirring the &y it is 



possible to assign them to solo car patrol. Oftlcers Who work solo are not allowed to take 

on any d s  that might be considered dangerou. Policy dictates that just about every 

type of cali requires the presence of two officers, and no officer is dowed to work solo 

between stmdown and sunrise. It is ako sti l l  poiicy that two women m o t  be partnered; 

a woman mut  always have a male m e r ,  although during the &y she can drive solo 

'rallye', or solo patrol (obviously adhering to the same restrictions regarding d s  that any 

male patrolling alow would face). Conceivably, this restriction on women could lead to 

situations whae fewer patrols can be assigned on some shifts becam of illnesses and 

vacation days among male officers on platoons where there is a low male to female ratio. 

At worst, it couid mean that wornen are shunted into non-patrol fimctions to 

accommodate the logistics of setting up patrols, or that women might be targeted for 

t d e r  out of platoons to the VG where they might more eady be deployed, if the 

workable l im. has been reached for a specinc platoon. In order to avoid these difficulties 

in the near funne, upper management will be forced to revise their approach toward 

allowing women to pawl in pairs. 

There is no official "paraden or "roll Cali" before a shift begins. If the DGL feels that 

something must be passed on before officers head out, it is done i n f o d y  and pri.mady 

to those who need to know for that s h i k  It is always possïbIe that somethmg specific 



needs to be reported and for that the DGL will c d  a i i  people together at some point 

durhg the shift to pass on the news. 

urability to work for a shift p tour of duty is normally reported to the DGL the &y 

before. On those infiequent occasions where it is impossible to do so, the platoon either 

works one person short, or gets a replacement officer for that tour fiom the VG. 

Someone is always absent from any tour because of the assigrnent of DA (the shift off), 

so the platoon is never at its fidl strength. 

On ce& &ys of the month, and depmding on how each station structures their time, 

platoons wiU meet a few hours before an afiemoon shift (Le. in moming) for a few hours 

of exercise. Usually this is a team effort involving playing soccer, but it is possible for 

individual officers to go ruaning or work out in a gym. One of the officea on the platoon 

may have done a course offered by the police establishment on facilitating proper sports 

trallillig, and dhe wiII take charge of organizing exercise events for the platoon. Once a 

month, again before or &ter one of the SB (depending on the preference of the 

Polizeirat), platoons meet for in-house training on a variety of topics. This is designed to 

make officers aware of important issues and facilitate the reiatiomhip betmxm the ranks. 

When they are not doing sport or in-house training, officers arrive approximately haIf an 

hour before the beginning of shift to change out of street clothes and put on unifoms 

(that is, if they are not stuck in tranic jams on the keways, wbch happened a few times 



while L was there). During that tune they update each other on personal news, particularly 

if it is the beginning of the aRemwn shift since they usually haven't seen each other for a 

coupie of days. They will gradually drift up to the kitchen and duty m m  where they will 

seek out their coiintaparts h m  the off-going shift and officially relieve thm. Ifthere is 

nothing pressing, they wilI gather in the kitchen to drink coffée, discuss pemnal events 

and possibly eat lunch. AU patrol uni% are given a handwritten form, a patrol sheet 

(Streifenzettel), detailhg what particular things they must look out for whüe on the street, 

and also what jobs they are to concentrate on (for example, checks for stolen bicycles, 

checks on the beer gardens in summer, controls for trafnc light hûactions, etc.).I4 

Ofncm also use the t h e  at the beginning of shift to finish paperwork, and to check the 

logbook for what has o c c d  on previous shifts. The duty officer prepares the platoon's 

section of the logbook by stamping it and noting pertinent information. Officers can be 

cded out at any time, but moa leave the station for an initiai tour of their area within an 

horn of the beginning of shiff Those officers who do 'rallye' or guard duty will already 

be gone since their schedules Vary somewhat 

The dymnic in the station varies to some degree* dependhg on which SM is underway. 

A morning shifi is more formal, even in the more relaxed amosphere o fa  Gemum police 

statioa Many senior officers are around, catching up on thek paperwork Officers tend 

to spend the fist few hours, before the city gets busy, typing out reports, and then try to 

have breakfast together. The d s  are typidy related to offices - break-ins or fdse 

damis. Mernoon shifts can be very senrice oriented, with a lot of interaction with 



citizens who encornter problems dining the supper hour. Parking cornplaints are aIso 

common diiring this shiR Night shifts concentrate more on noise complauits, dnmk 

driving charges and trafnc stops in general (and seem to be the tirnes when encotmters are 

more common with disturbed persans). 

When officers leave, they load the vehicle with their briefcases, hats, and leather uniform 

jackets, check that the machine pistol is in place and record the details of tbat weapon 

into a special logbook kept in the car (if a weapon is not in the car, they si@ it out at the 

beginning of shifi), and sometimes check to see what extra equipment is available in the 

car, for exampIe, a canera, meamhg tape, or a hand-held stop sign &elle). If there is no 

spec5c caü to attend, offices will pmceed to areas where r e c d g  parking probiems 

will ailow hem to write tickets or check something out, or they foiiow up on work h m  

other shifts (i.e. r e m  to a citizen's home to conclude some paperwork), proceed on 

work listed on the patml sheet, or arbitrady cruise an area just to set what's new. 

When officm feel they've spent mough time on patrol (and of CO-, if they are not 

required elsewhere), they r e m  to the station to continue any outstanding papawork, 

a d o r  have some cof f i  and refksh themselves. This cycle may repeat itself several 

t h e s  over the course of a shift Obviousiy there are shifts where so much occurs that 

officers may not get a break between calls. Uniïke patrolling in Canada, no officers ever 

request when they might come in for iunch break; aithough they do sometimes monitor 

what 0 t h  mits are doing to gauge when it might be best to retum to the station for a 



meai break. Sometimes 'hidden' messages went out to units on the road that food had 

arriveci at the station and they should come in to eat As the area they patrol is quite 

compact, they are IikeIy to get to a cal1 just as quickly ftom the station as h m  a location 

on the mad, therefore the timing of meals or breaks was normally not problematic. 

Suppers were dso usuaüy a communal &air, with most, if not ail patroi officers in the 

station at one time for the meal. 

Each station Mers slightiy, of come, in its approach to shift "habits". The station 

attached to a larger population in the middle of business and residentid sections of the 

city, was out on the road more sporadically, and dealt with a Iarger number of people 

actually coming to the station. The area they had to patrol was also considerab$ d e r  

than that of the second station 1 was farniliar with. The second station, which was located 

in the more industrial end of the city and incorporated several large parks, spent more 

time on the road, and were more inched to go into the station only briefly for meals and 

to do paperwork. 

In the station, the officer(s) on the watch primarily aaswer the telephone and deal with the 

public through that medium, and help citizens who come into the station for a varieîy of 

problems. Watch officers ais0 help out pair01 units when they have so many cails they 

cannot catch up on the paperwork that is king generated. Pan01 uaits will, in tirm, take 

over waich duties for short @O& of the, particulariy when a shift is so busy that the 

watch officer has not had t h e  to eat. The dynamic within the duty m m  can change 



rapidy fkom periods of seemingiy chaotic actvity involving noisy suspects, officers 

typing firanticaliy, and mits h m  other stations needhg to do additional papenvork, to 

sudden peace and calm whm everyone has cleared out and ody a couple of officers 

remain who are silently filling out forms. 

AU officers, when doing paperwork, make a handwritîen or typewritten entry into a 

logbook This entry is cross-referenced to another logbook by last name of the penons 

involveci, and to a M log by the file number assigned to it. This file number is given 

out in sequentiai orda and passed on to mernbers of the public if they need to taik to 

insurance companies or refer back to the police on the matter. It is therefore common to 

be on a cail and have a poüce officer use the telephone in the victim/complahnt's h o w  

to procure a file number for them. Actuai reports are prepared on either a typewriter or 

cornputer. Cornputers also provide access to a number of information nets, for example, 

the registration of German citizens by address, and the previous record of convictions for 

citizem. 

If someone is brought in to be placed in a cell, a regular check must be made on th& 

well-king and noted in a logbook. Thar is also a breathalyzer located at each station, 

and citizens are regulady bmught in to check alcohol levels. If they approach the limit a 

blood test may be ordered; if they over the M t  they must be taken to a medical unit 

of the judicial branch for a blood alcohol test. Citizens continually corne in and out of the 

station for a varïety of reasons. Both v i b  and the arrested mingle on the watch, some 



for short periods of time and others sornetimes for many hours depending on the 

circumstances. 

During the shift the DGL watches over the platoon in a number of ways. S/he rnonitors 

the radio t d f ï c  to aid uni& in any way possible, checks over paperwork to determine 

what errors musi be corrected before it can be sent on for M e r  processing, assigns units 

to specific calls that come into the station rather than through the EZ, provides procedural 

support as officer in charge, and generally maintains a loose supe~sory hand over the 

events that occur while dealing with normai paperwork (i.e. creating the next shift 

schedule, checking and signing off on the logbook, etc.). 

Toward the end of the shiît, one of the duty officers washes dishes that have k e n  use& 

and tidies the kitchen and duty m m .  As officers r e m  nom the last nia, they settie 

down to finish up papmvork for th shift, help the watch answer phones, and staa to 

rmwind from the events of the &y. If it is the end of a night shift, one of the Mits might 

drive to a local baker to procure breakfast for the platoon. Should a cd come in in the 

last 10 minutes of the sh& it is weighed as to degree of importance and if it is an 

emergency, one of the patrol units will attend. h o t ,  it is noted and passecl on to the next 

shiff Sorne of the dispatchers wilI also telI units to pass certain caUs on to the next shift 

if it is close to quining time. Officers will generally clean out the car (Le. remove their 

briefcases, etc.) sometime in the last 15-20 minutes of the shift, depending on their 

speculations as to whether it wiIl stay quiet Everyone tends to wait in the duty room 



mtil the incoming shift shows up and relieves them, aftet which they drift out to the 

changing moms. 

What occurs afterwaTd depends on which shift has just been completed FolIowing an 

afternoon shift, many of the officen wili spend the evenïng together having dinner 

somewhere or sharing a few beers. Since t h e  is quite short between the moming shift 

and night shift, officers might take care of personal business, engage in exercise, and get 

some sleep. Some stations schedule in-house trainhg sessions during this tirne. Once the 

night shift is over, and depending on state of fatigue, officers will either get some sleep 

immediately, or if they are cornmuters and particularly if they belong to a car pool, will 

make the drive home. The state of fatigue was dways a concem to me, since some of 

these people had to drive over 200 km to get to theu home towns. 1 was always told not 

to worry, that they knew their limits, but ûagically, one of the officers I worked with was 

indeed killed in a car crash several months after 1 had left the field, when he apparently 

feu asleep at the wheel driving home d e r  a night shift 

Close quarters in a city means that people use the police to react to &or annoyauces. 

Noise cornplaints are cornmon whether in Germany or Canada, and 1 have artended as 

many as seven calls in one night related to this alone. AAer one of the cails when a 

woman yelied d o m  to us that there d y  was a party going on, but it was over now, and 

she wouldnr have d e d  for nothing (Ich ruf nicht an umsonst), Gisela mutterd to me 



undex her breath that most of the h e  they do come for nothing (Wi kommen meistens 

umsom). 

One of the more compticated noise cornplaints o c c d  in Iuly when officers were calleci 

to a place that 1 had been to before. A couple living in an older building complained 

repeatedly about the noise a child was making in the apartment over them. The officers 

spoke bnefiy to them, but their reaction seemed to be a bit strange. Paul decided to move 

things dong a bit and told the male complainant to come up to the epartment and tdk to 

the people upstain himself He was reluctant at fim, but Paul kept pushing, saying that it 

was his chance to try and sort it out So he nnally accompanied us upstairs. The couple 

a p p d  at the door and they tried to hold a rational conversation with the d e ,  saying 

they had a normal active child who could not be restrained all day, but the male just kept 

reiterating the question of when the disturbance was going to stop. The man's wife came 

upstairs and joined his Iitany. A next door neighbor Iwked out, and accused the male of 

throwing a baby cmiage out for garbage pick up. Paul and Ben made no attempt to 

intemene, but let everyone argue for a while. In the end, the cornplainant got increasingly 

unpleasant and began to giggle, so Paul told them to go back d o m  to their apartment 

because nothing was being accomplished. They le& and we went into the upstairs 

apartment to talk to the couple with the child - the mother greeted me, remembering that 

1 had been there before with another unit - and Ben and Paul advised them to initiate 

some sort of legd action otherwise they would never have any peace. They said that they 

were alrerPdy intending to do that and we lefi them and tetumeci to the complainants' 



apartment Paul asked them what they wanted the police to do. They had no idea, and 

Paui patiently explained again that the police really can't do anything in such a situation. 

ïhe male began to get upset again, and Paul said we were needed elsewhere on another 

caIl and we would have to go. 1 tumed around and headed out the door, and in that 

moment the male made some comment about 'getting the people upstairs' and apparently 

mimicked nring a pistol. Paul immediately asked whether he owned any weapons and 

then wamed hirn about making threats, telhg him to be carefiii what he did. We finally 

got to head out into the pourhg min* The entire framing of this noise cornplaint was 

unusuai in that the officers attempted to resolve the problem by b ~ g i n g  the two 

disputhg parties together in face-to-fwe discussion, withouî success. 

Responding to break-ins is an important aspect of police service, yet can also be 

austrating in the limitations of what can be done. Citizens have different ways of deaiing 

with this type of violation of space and loss of belongings mging fiom calmness to 

hysteri*a Being able to stabilize a situation and restrain citizens h m  the first impulse to 

''cciean q", and thereby nlln whatever clues might be le& is crucial to reduchg the 

firustration component of nich cdls. Obviously, at times this is impossible, as o c c d  in 

a ratha curious incident in M y ,  where nothing had actually been taken The inhabitant 

woke up at night to see someone Ieaving her apament and found some half-eatten cheese 

and an open bottie of champagne on her kitchen c k  Because she was a doctor and had 

to work a shift she deIayed calling the police m?iI Iater in the afternooa When we 

arriveci, the locksmith was there installing new locks for ha. Edmund calleci the KDD to 



explain the situation, and informed the c o m p l ~ t  that the locksmith should a c W y  

stop working mtil the Knpo had had a chance to take a look a r o d  The woman stated 

rather sharpiy that she had a shift in an hour and couldo't stop the locksmith now, 

particularly since she paid him by the hour. Edmund said fine, but it would make it di 

that much more di£ficult for the Kripo to do their work and subsequently d e  a 

satisfkctory report. 

Much of police work is aiso b e d  on having citizens becorne actively involved in 

i d e n t w g  probiems and nispects. With break-ins this is usually an after-the-fact 

situation, when neighbours fïnai1y notice something is wrong. These situations tend to be 

based largely on c o n d u c ~ g  a simple routine sequence of viewing the site and asking 

questions for reports, but occasionally have their more dramatic eiements. In March, a 

couple k g  in an apartment building cailed to q o r t  that there had been a b d - i n  in an 

apartment one flwr up, and they also had descriptions of two suspicious males in the 

area The Knpo were cded, but we took a quick look at the apartment before they 

arriveci. The door had been kicked in, and the floors were littered with garbage and 

hypodennic needles* Paul and the do- neighbor walked straight in to the back of 

the apartment, whiIe 1 hung back a bit with Edmund. As I watched Paul proceed in, 1 

heard the sound of metd on leather, and turning around found that Edmund had Qawn hÏs 

weapon and was entering another room m a crouch. He very carrfully checked that m m  

and the one beyond and fotmd nothing, although he told me later that he drew his weapon 

because he thought he heard a sound in there. The entire apartment was empty tho* 



We all  rehrmed to the couple's apartment and waited for the Knpo to show up. A team 

of zegiers d e d  in a few minutes later, saying they had two possible suspects in view, 

and wanted the man to corne aromd and see if he could ID them. The zeglers showed up 

themselves to drive him by the suspects who were now behg detained by a d o r m e d  

patrol. While he was gone, the two officers conversed with the woman, who offered us 

coffi. It was intensting to watch the officers walk around and look at pictures and 

souvenirs that were displayed. They asked the woman about the subject of the photos and 

pictrires, and then conversed with her about the building and the tenants, and 

commiserated on the tem%le state of the apartment upstain. Then the conversation 

moved to the previous difficulties the couple had with the upstairs tenant and his fiiends, 

and concluded W l y  with the generai state of crime today and how it's gettuig worse di 

the the. Having gone full circle from personal to global themes, the conversation began 

again on personal matters, but in a more humorou vein; Paul joked that the woman could 

have a ride on the helicopter that was circIing in the area, and by this time the woman was 

so comfortab1e with the officers there, that when the zeglen retumed with her husband 

(who codd not positively ID the two suspects) and asked for some plestic wrap to secure 

a piece of evidence, the wornan laughingly bossed dl of the officers mtmd who codd 

not manage to get a piece of plastic tom off of the roli. Shortly afker this, the Knpo 

arrivai m take over the investigation 



The paperwork burden on police officas is quite heavy, somethtig they have in common 

with officers in Canada as weii (Ericson and Haggerty 1997:296). As each platwn is 

orgmked to have one officer on duty withui the station each shïft, it is not uncornmon for 

patrol officers responding to minor calls to inform members of the public that they will 

have to go to the station to have a report made. This happens, for example, in cases of 

thefi h m  vehicles. 

As in Canada, the dissemination of information to bystanders is done on a need to know 

basis; this can sometimes cause irritation on the part of those observing an arrest with 

rrsistance on the part of the suspect. Citizens may end up being toid quite bluntly that it 

is none of their business- Sometimes membm of the public who cail police for a minor 

evemt, may take frustrations out on the police, and if thk becomes serious enough to 

hinder a police officer in doing his or ha duty, a verbai waming or caution (Platmerweis) 

may be given. This informs the citizen that if they do not desist h m  theK behavior they 

cm be taken into the station and be charged with obstruction. 

Searches are usually conducted with carefiiI adherence to people's rights; but at h e s  

seemed to be undertaken with ody a minimal amount of explmation to the person 

ïnvolved. In one situation, a woman had been robbed by a young male who had 

subsequently escaped into the subway system, Severai yolmg males matching the 



description were stopped and their pockets and knapsacks searched, usually with the 

minimal explanation that they matched the description of someone involved in a robbery. 

In one case, no explanation was given at dl, and the youth was just asked whether the 

officers could have a look in his knapsack He complied without question. Legally, 

police must have a reason for a search but are not required to state why a search is 

underway - it could be for safety when someone is amsted - but even in the above case, 

a police officer must be able to produce probable grounds for the m o n  for a search 

(Gaiiwas l993:92). 

SimilarIy? when doing t r a c  stops, police are also not legally able to scarch a person's 

car or trwk without a reason. By law, however, drivers must carry a roadside emergency 

kit Since rnost people tend to carry such an item in their tnmk, and police officers can 

legally request to see the kit while conducting a trafnc stop, access to the tnink of a 

vehicle is subsequentiy gained. 

Police regularly set up eaffic controls on the hways,  when b o a  every vehicle that 

cornes by is waved down for a quick licence check and particularly to gauge if any 

alcohol has been consumed, These controls me! usualiy done by EH or Bepo personnel, 

but o c c a s i o ~ y  reguiar patrol ULUts do them as well. Ifa person is ~spected of dnnking, 

they are taken back to the station for an alcotest Whüe coordination of this transport is 

u d y  smwth, on one occasion an oficer made the decision to drive a rnotorist to the 

station done, while his partner drove m the male's vehicle. This is technidy agaht the 



police regulation stipdating thai officers may not drive solo at night, and ceaainly not 

with someone in the back seat. Even in these situations though, officers must often d e  

a personal judgement on what is the best action to take, and tend to try and favor the 

citizen, 

At t r a c  accidents, sites are usually measured and diagrammed as part of the report, 

More serious accidents, or those involving potential disputes, may warraat the taking of 

photographs. Mon minor accidents, ifthey are wmplicated events, are d d t  with very 

simpiy, by having people move their vehicles out of the trafIic flow, and exchanging 

cards with basic information regarding the identities of d r i v a  and the addresses of 

insurance companies. Officers encourage motorists, whenever possible, to go this route 

rather than having the poüce write up reports, because that usually leads to the necessity 

of having to write a ticket for someone. It is aiso less expensive for motorists to admit to 

cornmithg a WC violation; if the officer feels a charge must be laid in the case of 

motorists who do not accept the respom'bility of their actions, the price of the 

corresponding ticket goes up. 

Once the motorists are underway with the exchange of information, poüce officm can 

leave on other caIls, and this was occasionaily done even when there were obviously 

negative feeiings between the driva.  If officers are dispatched outside of their area to an 

accident, they must go to the area d o n  to make an enûy in their logbook, as weli as 

nohg it in their own. Some accidents wiU aiso rrquirr that a special ûaEc unit be 



dispatched, for example, when a child has been sûuck by a car, or when the driver at faut 

does not have a local residence, and certainiy if diplornatic staff= involved 

If an accident involves a transport truck, or even if a truck is simply checked at a 

convenient stop, d r iva  must show their automatecl record (tachoscheibe) of their 

miieage and speeds; this disc also mords how long they took for rest stops. Onicers can 

give dnvers a ticket and pressure them into taking a rest stop if their record shows that 

they haven't been sleeping enough on long hauls. 

Police procedure also means, at times, approachiag things in the most direct way 

possible. Onicea  will ceaainly take a hand in clearing the street of debris &er a trafnc 

accident - a broom is a standard piece of equiprnent found in the trunk of every cnllser - 
and officers ceaainly do their &are of pushing vehicles off of roads if they are blocking 

hafnc. In one instance, a vehicle was blocking a streetcar by only a few centimeters, and 

one of the police officers on site actuaUy requested a few bystanders to give us a hand in 

lifting the car over a few inches so the tram could get by. In that situation, it was 

impossible to get hold of the owna of the vehicle, and bec- a streetcar was involved, 

which nms on fked tracks? it was necessary to apply an immediate solution. 

OEcers must dso somehes take a direct hand in enswing that citizens act with some 

r~sponsibility t o d  their neighbors, if they seem to be incapable of courteous and 

thoughtful behavior on theH own. One caII hvolved a very dnmk Party goer who had 



vornited over the side of a balcony, onto the rear steps of the kitchen of a rather busy 

restauratlt, The restaurant owner cornplaineci to the police, who went over and 

determined who had done the deed and escorted a d e  in the apartment downstairs so 

that he could dean up the rness. 

For some officers, getting there fast is a challenge, and there is occasionally a danger that 

they wiU overdo it. This may mean that the officer who is not driving that &y, may try to 

instill some type of catm into the dnving partner. For example, in May we got a cal1 that 

there was a car on fire at a parking garage, and Fritz tore over there at such a speed, that 

Amu felt compelled to say, "You know, there's no one dying there, o.k.". Not too long 

after, he added, There's no panic, Fritz, don't panic". We arrived to find a lot of fire 

trucks and a very smoky second level of the garage. A parked vehicle had burned oust 

the intenor, not the rnotor) and it seemed a bit suspiciou. The fïrefighters said someone 

must have set the interior aiight, aad that the building nistained a smali amount of 

damage. 

Since Munich possesses a superb subway and train system, it aiso attracts those who are 

looking for a quick way to commit suicide. A television documentary on the raiI system 

estirnatecl that statistically every Germtm train conductor would get at least one suicide 

over their workîng lives. One of the days when I was heading up to Station B (which I 

needed to get to by subway), 1 was deiayed for the first hou of the shift wwhi a anricide 

victim was puDeci off the track farther down the Iine. Some of these atternpted suicides 



wodd have to spend time in the station before they codd be h t a n s f d  to Haar, the 

psychiatrie hospitai. 

In March 1 had spent a few horns at the liirary in the Pohipraesidium at the beginning 

of shift, and therefore missed my two partners dealing with a disnirbed male who had 

tried to commit suicide in one of the subway stations. They brought him into the station 

to wait for transport to Haar, while they did paperwork. The male was placed in one of 

the interview rooms which had windows to the duty room and the radio room, so that 

people codd keep an eye on him. And maybe it was jwt as weiI that I wasntt dong when 

they picked him up, for he was very agitated, occasiody shouting at people in the 

station, threatenhg to kiil them (this was also addressed to me at one point). He a b  

managed, despite king handded to the chair he was sittùig on, to throw an ashtniy 

across the duty m m ,  and shortiy thereafter eied to walk out, cd%, chair and all. Albert 

and Fritz manhsinded him back into the interview room, and Paul, who was duty officer 

that night, beraîed him for throwing the ashtray and told him he'd better behave himself. 

It took almoa three hours before an ambulance came to transport him to the psychiatnc 

i n s t i ~ o n *  

Domestic dûputes were among the most cornmon calls 1 attende& both in dohg research 

with Canadian police as well as  in Munich. These d s  take a lot ofpsycho10gical energy 

and are extmmely "anticipat~ry"~ that is, officers neva &y know what they wilI 

encounta in these situations. In both corntries, 1 have attendecl calls where women have 



physically attacked thek male partuers, but the more prevalent event is the opposite 

scenario. Obviously, not aU domestic disputes are physicaliy violent; they may simply 

involve two or more parties in verbal disagreements that upset citizens in the immeciiate 

vicinity as well. The unial procedure is to try and separate the parties primarily to collect 

the stories without inciting fiuther inûammatory exchmges, but also to establish some 

peace in the neighbourhood for othcr inconvenienced citizens. 

In one instance, just &et midnight in April, two men at the top floor lmding of a 

building began arguing over whom the womm wouid stay with (she was the girIfnend of 

one male and had had a relationship with the other). When the two officers arrived and 

asked what the story was, both men began sboving each other. Robert and Gustav 

stepped between them and separateci them. We ail started back down the stairs so that the 

officers could get the argument out of the building, but didn't get very far because both 

males were st i l i  yelling at each other. As their body language was fairly aggressive, one 

oflcicer took one male a few flights lower, while the other officer remained with the 

second male to try and caIm him d o m  1 remaineci one flight above all of them with the 

woman involved Both officers tried to get the males to caim down, and the male on the 

Ianding just below me (who was with Robert) was particdarly aggressive. Since the 

hallways of apartrnents in Germany are generdy operatecl by iighting systems which 

switch off d e r  a few minutes, the lights kept turning off during the alterdon and had to 

be switched back on several times. FinaUy, because we were all  sepanited out, too many 

people reached for the light &ch at the m e  tirne, and the entire StainireU light system 



shorted out. Both officers were fortunateIy carrying fiashfights and switched them on, to 

continue the dîscwion, although Gustav who was much fjirther down, finished getting 

the particulars fkom bis party first and told him to leave the building. Meanwhile, the 

male with Robert became more vocal, and Gustav had to teil him a couple of times that 

he couldn't ded with anythiag the d e  was teihg him at that point, because bis fust 

priori@ was to try to keep him quiet since other people in the building were crying to 

sleep. When Gustav checked the stairweI1 and said his party had left the building, we 

headed back dom to the cruiser, this time with the man and woman arguing all the way. 

At the car the d e  was asked for his ID, and the woman nnally stormed off. She 

reappeared at her window (on the f i f i  floor), and the two begcm yeiling at each other 

again. Gustav and Robert told them both to be quiet and let people in the building sleep. 

Once she had disappeared from the window, the male was asked whether he wodd leave 

quietly, and he said he wouidn't. Gustav inunediately said that he could then accompany 

us to the station. The male was searched and cuffed and put into the back seat of the car. 

At that point, a Eend of his happened by and asked whaî was going on. He was asked 

by the officers if he could take him home and the fiiend agreed to do that, saying thme 

was no point in taking hirn into the station, Gustav agreed and released him. W e  he 

was ~moving the CU.€&, the male asked for his Gustav's name, saying that he had just had 

an operation on his wrist and that the police wodd be h e a ~ g  h m  hun if his hand was 

damaged by the cuffs- Gustav didn't respond, and as the male started wallcing off with his 

i?iend, he turned and shouted that police weren't welcome in Hasenber& (the area of t o m  

we were in). Gustav responded that if he had to corne back that night because of him..-. 



The male was far enough away at that pin& so his next comment was UninteUgible; 

Gustav caiied back "Hasenbergier." 

Obviously, the volatility of these situations can draw in the officers involved, particdarly 

if they are young, male officers (Dantzker and Mitchell l998: 17él75), and they are 

wearied by deaiing with s X a r  events on an ongoing basis with linle to show for their 

efforts. In the above case, the impmtidity that officers are supposed to aiways display, 

breaks down and Gustav floods out the encornter by resortïng to the same name-calling 

that the detained male utilizes, 

As dcohol plays such an important role in Bavarian culture? it is inevitable that police 

must deal with theü share of fights. During my the there, however, the majonty of 

fights tended to be over long before police arrived, so officm reaiiy only needed to 

verbally rnop up the situation. For instance, in Juiy dispatch sent out several units to one 

of the beer halls where there was apparently a large fight going on. When we amved, two 

heavily intoxicated males were staggering out, one with a cut lip. Apparently the injured 

male started a fight and his best Eend popped him one to &ut him up. The aggressive 

male mis still angry about something and yeIied several tirnes, his Eend trying to calm 

h d o m  They both headed back into the beer hall, and we were close behind. Paul 

and several other otFcers from another station separateci everyone and conml was 

estabfished, PauI got the information he needed for the report and evennially both 

intoxicated males were reieased and totîered out ïhis situation was resolved fairy easily 



with the heIp of enhanced police presence and a citizen who, although employing 

somewhat clrastic measures, still had emugh presence of mind to try and control his 

fiend. 

Sometimes though, intoxicated or panicked people do damage not ody to themselves but 

to physical objects, me windows and doors. One night shift in July we &ove by a man 

standing beside a phone booth with battered han& and blood dripping on the sidewaik. 

He told the officers who approached him that he was locked into a pub afker closing the,  

and felt a desperate need to get out, so he smashed his way through some glass. Walter 

called for an ambulance and asked that a zeg unit be sent to the pub to take a look at the 

actual damage. When the ambulance arrived the man was driven away, and we went over 

to the pub. The dsmage was considerable; the male had smashed his way through three 

glass doors. T'hm was glas ail over the sidewaik and a chair was lying by the fiont door 

with blood on it The zeglers left and Walter Uied to reach the owner of the pub without 

any niccess. Meanwhile, the £ire department had k v e d  and they sealed the place with 

two new sheets of g l a s  (they have a unit that carries panes of glas). Walter wmte a note 

to the owner and left it inside the door. 

This incident was procedinally interesthg in terms of how police, ambulance and fïre- 

fighters cooperated to quickly resolve a problem that we had essentially discovered by 

accident These zigencies, similar to those in Canada, will occasionally employ 

disparaging rhetonc about each others' capabilities to do the job pmperly. On the whole, 



though, they do estabiish a soüd, 

performance in critical situations. 

cohesive working relationship that ensures a smooth 

The refugee camps in the Munich area provide their own set of challenges. Aside Eom 

the fiict that the dnig trade is moving into the camps, and various political groups 

establish organized bases h m  hem, they also becorne the site for interpersonal conflict 

and ethnic aggression. This is largely because people seeking asylum are placed in these 

camps without giving thought to the various warring political ideologies that rnay exist 

between peoples h m  dinerent ~ormtnes.'~ Free t h e  for a lot of the male refiigees also 

means that they get involved in games of chance, which can carry their own volatiIity. 

One case involved a biack male who had had his face slashed with a bottie over a dice 

game. The use of broken bonles as weapons is a recurring theme in these fights, leading 

to varying levels of damage that officas rnust deal with on an immediate basis, and 

longer-texm effects of fear that refugees d i x  which officers may ody be able to deal 

with in a Limited way. 

For example in July, two males got into a fight near a bus stop in the area of the Olympic 

pz& #en we arrived one male was still clutching the neck of a broken bottle, of which 

Gustav immediate1y relieved him. Neither of the d e s  was interested in discussing their 

argument with police, and the d e r  male (who was appmntly the victim) was toId to 

corne to the station the next day to press assault charges. As he seemed visibly afkaid that 

he wodd be attacked again when we le& the officers drove h h  ta a refuge camp north 



of the city where he was sîaying. On the way he broke d o m  and cried, and although the 

officers tried to talk to him, he didn't offer any other information. Gustav's final response 

was to say to him that it was al1 over and to take it Iike a man. Obviously, when trainùig 

and procedure reach their limits, the natiwl cultural and veriwl abilities of the individuai 

officer take over, in i n s  case Gustav, as a young, and somewhat inexperienced male 

officer, ~sponded frorn his own cultural perception of what appropriate male behaviom 

was in such situations. 

Checkhg the identity of persons is a fundamental part of police work. As in a number of 

other countries, citizens are required by law to identifj themlves to police officers when 

requested Choosing not to do so can mate unpleasuit situations. For example, in May, 

as we were approaching a traEc lïght, one of the officers saw three older, shabbily 

dressed men who were standing in a doorway drinking alcohol. Both officers asked for 

identification h m  d three. One male offered his documents, and another said he didn't 

have it with him, but offeml his name and ad* which were duly noted The third 

male, who was seriously dnink, r e k d  to identify himself. An officer searched him and 

found a wallet which contained several documents all with different names on them. Leo 

asked him what his real name was, and the male reflised to respond, so Leo informed him 

they would be going back to the station to clear up the matter. The d e  began yellïng 

and swearing at Leo, who gabbed ben by the am and propelIed him towards the van. 

The male feli to his kxlees, and Le0 told hun not to start that (falling dom) and to stand 

up. He was packed mto the van and asked again whether he would identa himseif, and 



whm he again refitsed, we drove to the station. Along the way he suddenly stated ttiat he 

would teii the officers his name, but Lm said that since we were hast there, we wouId 

go in and sort it out inside. 

Once inside, the male was hostile again for a while, trying to get up and walk out, and 

Le0 and Aridreas spent some minutes struggling with him to keep h;m sitting. Evenhially 

the male calmeci d o m  and gave Leo his name, which was nia through the computer and 

aune back negative. Leo told the male that he thought he had stolen the wallet, but the 

man insisteci it was his. M e r  additional checks had been made and came back negative, 

Leo showed the male that his money was still in the waüet before handing it back to him. 

It was explainecl to hirn that he had to identify hunself when stopped, and then he was 

released. 

Peson checks with zeglers can take on additional undertones regardhg they types of 

information gathered. In April, we foilowed a young male for quite a wide as he tottmd 

dong the streets. When he was finaily stopped for an identification check, he admitted he 

had just gotten high on drugs. The zeglers rolled up the sleeves of his jacket, and foimd 

n d e  tracks on his arms, aithough he insisteci they were old. He was then searched for 

drugs, and questioned at Iength about his habits. When his ID check came back and they 

had an establishwl name on him, he was also asked about the habits of his brother and 

sister, and other acquahtances, and where his fiends weze going curzently to buy dmgs 

or hot items, 



One of the facts of Life that the Munich police rnust deai with, is that the city itself can be 

a politicai hotbed at times, and the police must therefore be able to deal with terrorist acts, 

including the planting of bombs. Thexefore, any call that reports a suspicious package or 

suitcase is deait with vexy seriously. 

In February, a citizen called in to repurt a suitcase standing by a parking garage with no 

one in sight to daim it We looked around the area first to try and get a context for why a 

bomb might be lefi there, but there was no obvious reason. Johann and Heinz approached 

carefully, and looked the suitcase over before touching i t  Further examination didn't 

rcveai anything out of the ordinary, so they decided to open it There were some old 

vacuum cleaner parts inside. The man who called it in came up to look at what we had 

fotmd, and felt a Iittie sheepish for calling the police over nothing. Johann told hun that 

he did exactiy the right thing. The officers noted the man's name and other information, 

and packed the suitcase in the trunk to take it into the station. 

Likewise, in June there was a c d  that a suspicious package had ken found outside the 

offices of an innnance fhn, which dm contained, on a lower floor, the offices of one of 

the local poIitid parties. We went over to have a cautious look at it. Afkr checking it 

out h m  the StairweII, Johann and Bnmo decided to c d  in an officer who handes an 

expIosives dog. We waited downstairs until the hander and his dog drove q. We went 

up to where the box was iying in the hall, and the offica told us to wait on the h r  

below, while the dog did his stdE The dog was commandeci to look for explosives. 



Afkr a short pend  of the,  we heard a &es of rattles and the handler told us we could 

corne up. We cümbed the stairs and saw the dog lying nearby, happily chewing on a 

rubber bone, and the officer began to carefhlly pry the lid off the box. Inside were just 

p ~ t e d  forms. Once o h d e ,  the dog was dowed to play for a while before hopping in 

the back of the police van. 

Dealing with terrorist acts bas its impact on police practice. AU stations in the city 

receive directives when ethnic violence flares, to prepare for possibilities of tension 

directed at them. At one point, a note added to the daily work sheet asked that al1 officers 

to be câtefbi on patrol, particularly when we were stopped at tratnc lights, because there 

had ken some firebombings of police vehicles in other areas of Germany that June. 

Relatiomhips with partners 

Part of the attraction of becoming a police officer lies in the fact that officers do tend to 

support each other through tough thes. This lies at the mot of their comection with 

each other and is what helps keep the work relationship and the work 0rgani;ration so 

strong. 

While women on the platoons I worked with seemed to be treated with respect and 

camaraderie by their d e  coUeagues, I did hear stories h m  some women of prob1ems 

with male officers at other stations due to sexual harrassment, The rhetoric about f a d e  



officers that seems to be so common in North Americafl police departments is dso 

presmt here; several male officers told me that white the women they worked with at the 

station were good officers, in general they believed that women were not suited for police 

work and could not do a s  good a job as a male officer. In practice, the officers 1 observed 

at work created a cohesive unit regardles of gender with no particular dinerentiation in 

assigmnent of tasks or expectation of performance. 

Onicers, because of th& training* leam to rely on the help they can give each other, and 

cm be quite proud when their c'teamwork" extends throughout the city and beyond in 

coordinated efforts to find crimiaals. On the level of being partners, they also support 

each other in many mial1 ways, for exampie, in discussing and j u s t w g  why tickets were 

tom up, or why certain actions were taken. OAm they cited personal experience in some 

previous event with another partner for why they should be carefiil in dealing with a 

cirrrent dl. They are also able to idenw the point where it may be expedient to let one 

member of the team take over at a particular call. 1 have certainly seen skillful verbal 

i n t d o n s ,  where one officer wiI l  ûy to reason with an illogical and recdcitrant ci* 

until the point where hi* partner sees that officer begin to get a bit impatient, and then 

there wiiI be a smooth interruption by the partner who wiH assume the e x p l d o n  duties 

untü dhe bepins to get impatient, and so forth. 

S o m h e s ,  though, partners get impatient with each other, and as one office said, they 

tend to féel fairy fke to teII each other when they dont Iike something. One of the 



o5cers on the platoon, Fritz, was somethuig of a charactex who told it Iike it was, but had 

to deai with the consequences of that as weL 

In June we were called to a gas station where two Turkish males had apparently broken 

beer bottles agaiost the wail of the gas station, vandalised a couple of bicycles, and then 

got into a fight with four young men (two of whom were the owners of the da.rnaged 

bicycles). The two Turkish males then ran off with the four males in pursuit, and when 

we arrived the zeglen were in the process of bringing them ail back. Fntz was rather 

irritable that night, and made a comment about citizens who had to cal1 police about every 

iittle thing. We drove one of the complainants in to the station to give a statement (the 

zeglers brought the others), and Fritz rolled down his window and complained bitterly 

about the heavy smell of garlic ema~ating fiom our passenger. At the station, Edmund 

took Fritz aside and asked him if he really had to cornplain so much about the gariic mei l  

in fkont of the cornplainant Fritz retorted that it ahost made him sick They began the 

paperwork with the zeglers; both antagonists had imbibed a lot of alcohol. Fritz looked 

gium and gnrmbled throughout the process. Two hom d e r  the initiai c d ,  the zeglen 

took the Turkish males away for biwd samples, but Fritz and Edmund stül had half an 

horn of paperwork to do before we couid head out again. 

Ofncers may aiso publicly chew each other out, as happened in a case where one officer 

made it clear how irritateci he was that one c d  attracted so rnany police units, when it 

was quite obviously not that important U d y  though, disapproval of actious is kept to 



more private c h e i s ,  which can sometimes mean a quick and humorous piece of advice 

that what an officer is contemplating might land him with a cornplaint if he gets the 

~ m n g  person, or to chewing p-ers out in a joking fashion regarding their driving 

sk.üls. Sometimes, those attempts can be spumed 

On a March night shift, a citizen d e d  regarding a dog barking in a car. The dog had 

apparently been in there for about two hours. The dwrs were tried and the car was found 

to be imlocked. With the cornputer dowu, it was not possible to match the plate with a 

driver and address. The dog was altemately barking and showing its teeth in fear. The 

citizen opened the dwr completely then, and the dog leapt out He circled the car warily 

fkom a distance and never came close to us despite the various coaxing tactics used. Both 

officers were upset with the citizen's ill-considered action because they wodd be at fault 

if the dog got hit by a car. Meanwhile, the citizen had departed. Ben complained Ioudly 

and bitterly about the citizen who released the dog; Fritz cornmented to him quietly that 

he thought the citizen was stilI hovering in the shadows across the street, Wass ist mir 

Wurst," Ben yeIled (I couid care les). Fritz hunted through the car for p a p ,  while Ben 

trieci to coax the dog back Fritz found an envelope 6 t h  a name, and a radio request to 

the commIII1ications centre reveded that the woman had no telephone. 1 accornpanied 

Fritz on the drive over to her aparûnent wMe Ben waited with the unlocked car. A 

younger woman answered the door when Fritz knocked, and she told us that it was her 

mother who borrowed the car to visit =ends. After phoning a few people h m  a 

neighboring phone booth, the woman decided to get a second set of keys fiom her brother 



and told us she would rneet us back at the location of the car. Fritz and 1 ~tumed to fhd  

Ben talking to the mother, and the dog trotîed obediently aromd her feet The woman 

received a ticket for leaving her car ~nlocked.'~ 

Quiet cornplaints were &O made to me; on one occasion, both officers of the team came 

to me separaîely during a shift to discuss the shortcomings of their partner (one was too 

"by the book" and the 0 t h  played too fast and lwse). Occasionally, only the application 

of a nonverbal cue is required for an officer to perceive something is not appropriate. 

This happened during a domestic dispute where we met a woman who was waiting 

outside her apartment. She was barely able to explain what had happened because she 

was weeping so hard. Appmently her husband had been drinking steadily for three days. 

We went up to her apartment and fond him sitting on the sofa During their earlier 

argument he had thrown a bonle against the glas doors of a cabi.net, smashing botk The 

woman stated he was aiming the bottie at her, and that he had also thrown a chair. Their 

baby was Mharmed, but a five-year-old daughter had fled the apartment, Both Edmund 

and Ben talked at length to discover what was going on and tried to resolve the situation. 

The couple had ody recently rnarried after living together for a number of years. Taikuig 

got the situation nowhere, and it was understood that one of them wouid have to Ieave for 

at least the night in order to let the situaiion calm dom. At nrst the woman was asked if 

she had anywhere to go, but she cried so intensely that they tried to persuade the male to 

Ieave. He telephoned a couple of peopie, but no one would take him in. He slumped 

back on the couch again saying that he tried, and the woman began Screaming at him 



because it was obvious that she would have to be the one to leave for the night. Ben told 

her to go and find their daughter and corne back to pack a few things. While we waited, 

Edmimd asked why they even got marrieci if they had already been fighting over the years 

they'd been living together. The male didn't amver, and Ben rolled his eyes at Edmimd 

Edmund commented to the male thet he didn't have to aumer that question. He added 

though t h  people tended to get married because they love each other. At this point, the 

woman retumed with her daughter and packed up some clothes. Edmund stayed to 

monitor the situation and chat a bit, while Ben went into the haiiway to radio the station 

for a computer check on the male. When he came in again, he paused in the doorway and 

wavd me over, whispering that the male had 17 hits for violence and that we needed to 

get this situation finished before Edrnund ïmbui1t9* everythllig. We moved back into the 

living room and when the woman had finally packed, we left with her and the children. 

As we exited, Edmund commented that the male should sleep on it and spend some t h e  

the next momllig really thinking about what he was doing to his famiy and himself. 

Individual styles of officers rnay not dways mesh weU. In the above situation, while one 

officer was concenieci about the outcome of the incident because of his partnefs 

mediaiion style, in the end, the resolution was undoubtedly the ody real option posnbe 

and was not signiscantly stressed due to individuai personalities. Extremely volatile 

situations, on the other han& might be negatively affécted by a problematic personal 

style. Most officers, therefore, will devote sorne tîme to uudef~bnding each otherts 



interaction styles, ideally to utilïze them in sophisticated ways, or at worst try to find 

ways a r m d  them. 

It is not uncornmon, before a "notification" dl, for officers to discuss their capabilities 

with regard to handling or taking about de& One officer wiilingiy admitted on the ride 

over to a notification of de& due to a traffic accident, that he prefemd his partner do the 

taiking because he h y s  started laughing. His partner told him she wouid leave him in 

the car. Threats to leave officers in the car are part of the subcuiture, particuiarly when 

you get officers who are "diamonds-in-the-mugh" and tend to have a more brusque way 

of commUX3icatiag. 

A case in point: it was just after 4:00 am. on a June night shift, and we were in the 

nation. Another station had cded to say that people Living in our precinct would have to 

be notifid that a relative of theirs had been killed on a highway a few hours earIicr. 

E b u n d ,  mindful of the lousy mood that Fritz was in that night, asked him in a müdly 

amused tone whether he was going to be of any use in the task Fritz, who was getting Es 

jacket on, told hUn that if he liked he couid just take me dong and leave him in the 

station to finish bis papmvork Edmund paused at the door and &ed again if he was 

going to approach the task proper1y. Fritz gIared at h i .  and said thaî he would probably 

stül have to knock Edmundts glasses off his face before the end of shüt WhiIe they 

looked each other up and down, 1 glanced back ùito the duty room where a number of 

onicers were avidly waîching this exchange, and 1 commented that they shodd stay dose 



to the radio because 1 would probably be calling for backup soon. Evqone laughed and 

Edmund and Fritz broke  the^ stare and left the station, We &ove over to the address. As 

we got close, Edmimd agah asked semi-serÏously how Fritz felt and what he was going to 

say to these bereaved people. Fritz said he had no probiem if E h d  wanted to go in 

alone wïth me. Edmund looked at him in silence for a long time. Men we arrive& Fritz 

did corne with us, but in the end, no one was at home and we left with a certain amount of 

relief 

Long shifts, particuiarly the wee hours of a aight shift, are times when police officers try 

to find ways of amusing themselves to stay awake, keep sharp and deviate the boredom 

of non-active &es. In the station, officers wilI often fîll out crossword puples in the 

eariy moming hours of a night shift. Out on the road it is not u n d  to start tellhg 

jokes, or even to sing (during my fieldwork we mged from Beatles' songs to excerpts 

from "Figaro" and "Carmina Bufana?). The German equivalent of the stereotypical North 

Amaican doughnut shop, is the ice cream parlorn, and during the summer months 

officers ofien pick up a cone during a shift, and head to gas stations and McDonald's 

dining the late night h m  when everythiag else is closed. 

In pair01 units, ofncers do not work reguiarly with only one partner, and *fore do not 

develop the long-term connections to ody one person that mi@ be evident within other 

units. However, d e  piitrol units in the ûttawa police, Munich onicm do work with 

someone fiom theu platoon evexy shift This means that the platon as a whole becornes 



more cohesive, and more communal in many ways. Whïie there wilI s a  be particula. 

groups within a platoon who wiil tend to spend more offduty tirne together, dining work 

hours the greater understanding of each other's wealmesses and strengths gives them 

better opportunities to observe, commend or censure their activities based on more 

personal perceptions. 

Germany has had an interesthg history with regard to its policing seNices. The current 

police service owes some of its founding structure to Amencan influence irnmediately 

following World War II. The process of rest~~cturing policing at that time was concerned 

essentially with demilitarizhg and decentraking. 

The organi;rirrtion of the police senrice ciiffers h m  Cansdian police on a number of Ievels, 

pRmarily in its less paamilitary structure- As welI, 05cers can enter l a t d y  into 

specific service levels depeading upon schooling attained, rather than working their way 

up through the ranks. In addition, the shifi structure rotates over a very short period of 

the, with officers tending not to live anywhere near Mimich. The length of eaining tirne 

is fa,  longa than the typical North Amaican training- And the &om style is also quite 

different, wiih tan, green and pale yeIiow bemg the standard colours across Gennany; this 

helps maintain a relatively non-threatening image for police officm on the street. 



As with many cities in Gennanyy Munich bas its share oftem,rist and exttemist acts to 

deal with. An ongoing conflict exists between the Turks and the Kimls, which has Ied to 

violence. Several Turkish businesses were targeted by Kurdish nRbornbs during my *yy 

and a few visits to the refügee camp within our jurisdiction had to do with seeking out 

and srrestuig Kurdish suspects, as well as sea~~hing their mms and belongings for illegai 

partisan materials As the Turkish c o d a t e  was also w i t h  the jurisdictional boundaries 

of one of the stations, and there was an inf?lîration and hostage situation in the embassy in 

1993 (Bayerisches Staatsmin.isterium des Inneni 1996:23), officers who had guard dtrîy 

there were sometimes very quick to raise the alam if any suspicious activity was seen in 

the area. 

A close eye is also kept on any activities and materials that relate to the Nazi era Two 

youths were arrested, for example, at a soccer game for possessing fan patches displayhg 

a slogan common to that tirne. And when a large influx of skinheads was imminent, on 

the anniversary of Rudolf Hess' death, the Munich police combined forces to arrange that 

none of the skinhead members arriving en masse by train were dowed to disernbark. 

The trains eventuaUy puiled out with all skinheads still aboard. AU posters t h  

commemorated this amïversary w m  pded off of waUs by police units as  soon as they 

were fomd. In an isolated incident, a woman pressed charges not oniy of assault against 

a neighbor, but also reported him for political agitation, because he had documents and 

other merials that indicated he was hvolved m the otpsnization of Bght-wing activities. 



Accountability, in the nature of the cornplaints process, is dealt with through civilian 

members of the police s e ~ c e  in Gemmy. At the tirne 1 spoke with members of this 

division, no f o d  type of andysis or study was done on cornplaints received. There are 

approximately 500 complaints a ycar for 6,500 police persorne1 (dthough this may not be 

only mrom police officers). Of those complaints about 90% are either dismissed or are 

d d t  with on a f&ly informal disciplinary Ievel, through unofficial reprimands by 

superior officers, or through in-houe training. The remaining more serious IO%? go 

through one of two possible avenues: they may be dealt with f o d y  through the 

department and may include the payrnent of a fhe or a f o d  reprimand placed on the 

officer's record; or, it may go More a judge who can lower an officer's pay or rank, or 

dismiss h i d e r  ftom service. The preference is for in-house methods, as the more 

formal and public route may take 4-5 years to resolve. If an officer breaks the law, of 

couf~e, they are deait with as any rnember of the public would be. 

Cornplaints h m  the public tend to be about minor things: an officer wasn't wearing a 

hat, lwked untidy, spoke in too loud a tone, "looked anpry", or said something 

inappropriate. Very few complaints are received by ethnic minorities. There were, at the 

the  1 was in Munich, no known complaints against any feIrn.de officers. 

The structure of policing discussed above is relevant to &es. Differences exist in 

connection to policing in d i e r  towns and Mal areas. Although no fieldwork was done 

in such a se- several police officers iadicated that some of the differences included 



occasional lack of personnel if several d s  came in at once, closing of staîions in very 

small towns on some holidays, and the absence of an a d  night shB in places. In the 

latter situation, an officer rnight actudy be at the station, but allowed to sleep during the 

night with a phone n e d y  in case a caIl did corne in. 

The next two chapters deai with specinc categories of patrol work, couched in a basic 

anaiytical fkmework originated by Go*. M e  this allows for a particulrn 

delineation and telescophg of events, the important consideration for each of the 

narratives discussed is either the mediating effects of culture on the encounter (Chapter 

4), or the communication strategy employed within the interaction (Chapter 5). 



CHAPTER 4: CULTURE AND POLICE 

Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the mediating aspect of culture and subculture on the interaction 

between police and public. Afta a look at some of  the generalizations that have ken 

made of G m a n  and Bavarian culture, specifIc narratives of police wotk are discussed. 

These range h m  taking cornplaints about "insults", to dealing with trafEc accidents, and 

reactions to death, arnong a few othen. Finally, 1 reflect on the culturai structure as it 

affects women and ethnic minodies in their roles as police officers and citizens. 

The IInfiuence of Bavarian Cuiture 

The literature on culture, and specincaily the relationship of sociali;ration and 

encuituration to development of persodty and self in the individual, indicate that there 

can be certain concepts, traditions, and even attitudes that a large group of people pass on 

to one another. in this sense, those concepts and attitudes are shared; they are concepts 

that aH of the people within a national boundary wodd be aware of and react to in certain 

ways, which sets them apart h m  people Iocated in another national boundary. In other 

words, at least some of what people are exposed to regarding generaiized sociocdturai 

concepts, becornes part of individual personality during the enculturation process 

(D'Andrade 1990: 1 53). 



As an example, one could consida the debae on national uaity that has ken  occrimng 

for decades in Canada Although, there may be very individual responses to the question, 

the point is that this is a fundamental national question which engendea thought and 

opinion in everyone within Canadian borders. As such, the question of national unity 

becornes an integral part of the 'Canadian psyche', something for which we are culturally 

recognized in other countries as a defnhg p ~ c i p l e  of what it is to be Canadian today.17 

The stereotypes of the German b'character" tend to be based in a mix of the more recent 

concept of "barbarian", and fiom romanticized visions of Nordic myths (von See 

1994:38). The essential message given by not only many eatly te- on the Germans, birt 

aiso reiterated through many later cultural works, is the idea of the warrior, of the ecstatic 

na- of a warlike folk, intense connection to women as the center of family and men as 

the originators of higher social life, and the notion of "prnity" as an integrai chat.acteristic 

of those who belong to the G m a a  'mi' (von See 1994:16.24,36,62,105,321). 

Obviously, these are stereotypes based on particular hinorical events for some Gaman 

people at specific periods in tune. As with ail nations, there are many things that 

contn'bute to the cfeation of broad nationaI concenis and individual attitudes* And 

dthough many Germans rnight hurnourously attach the label of "serious" to northern 

Germans, and "extroverted" to southem Germans, particularly Bavarians, (Ar- 

1995- 29, I88), this is painted with a broad brush and doesn't adequateIy expose the 

undedying individuality of people. There are, however, a few generd cultural aspects 



that remai. important in German society, WW ultimately have an effect on the 

panmeters of the policing fùnction. 

There is still a relatively formal aspect to Ge- society, and even yomg people tend to 

display a certain poiiteness (Ardagh 1995:186). This formality cm be most commody 

expexienced through forms of address. Not oniy is the language structured with both a 

formal and informal "you" (sie and du), but the use of any type of titie is greatly valued, 

and people can become upset if those titks are not respected (Ardagh 1995:181-182). 

Therefore, anyone holding a doctoral degree can expect to be addressed not only f o d y  

6 t h  the ubiquitous 'Mr.' or 'Mrs.' (adult women are no longer differentiated by marital 

statu), but aiso with the titie 'Doctor' immediately afterward. This is behg relaxed 

somewhat by the younger generation, but police officers stiU tend to adhere to the most 

formal modes of address possible when dealing with members of the public. Ardagh 

(1995:187) also comments that it is common for people who have worked together for 

rnany years never to use fint names (the c d  use of fint names by strangers which we 

find so common in Canada, is not encoiiraged; even shopkeepers who know you for years 

will still address you as Mr. or Mrs.). This was not completely mie for the police context, 

where most officers of the lower nvo service levels, address each other by fïrst names, 

while interactions with higher ranking officas were more formal. 

As with all industrial societies, Gamany is also a sbratifTed class society. Many of the 

ethnic minorities entering the country are taking over meniai jobs, and the German 



working-class are upgrading their status (Ardagh 1995:174). Just as formal modes of 

address are Unportant, so too do occupations indicaîe general statu among the populace. 

Among Germans, the stratification towards occupations already occurs while they art 

children, when they are strramed into specific school systems designed to prepare them 

for academic or professionai or ûade careea. Therefore, occupational status and the 

possession of titles generate more formal types of interactive strate@ between police 

and public. 

In conjunction with formality and stanis is a general tendency for rigorous attachment to 

des and laws in Gemany. Ardagh (1995518) illustrates this through the following 

quote: 

'In Germany', so the old saying goes, 'everything is forbidden except what 
is specifically dlowed. In Britain, everything is dowed except what is 
specifically forbidden. In France, everything is dowed, even what is 
forbidden. In the Soviet Union, evrrything is forbidden, even what is 
alIowed.' 

Laws and regdations became extnmely important immediately following the war years, 

when the d t a n t  chaos needed to be put into some kind of order. Because the system 

had ken so badly distorted by Hitler, a very weîi reguiated society was numired &er 

1945, and the laws put into place w m  obviousiy well intentioned Part of the problern 

today, though, is that there are so many des and reguiations that the str~cture has 



becorne increasingly burdemome, and the popdar feeling is one of disillusionment 

(Ardagh 1995:519), which was expressed to me by several police officem. 

Bavaria is known for a rather consexvative and traditional approach - it remains largeiy 

Catholic (Rovan 1998541) - but is ofien seen by many non-ûemans as the quintessence 

of what it is to be " G e ~ "  (Ardagh 1995:29). Munich, which Lies in the southeastern 

coma of the state, is often considend to be Germany's "unofficial" or "secret" capital, 

and is a dynarnic city whidi attracts large numbers of people each yea. (Watson l994:56; 

Ardagh 199564). Among those who arrive in Mimich are Germans themselves, who 

have indicated in polls that it is the city they would prefer to Iive in if they lefi th& own 

(Ardagh 1995:65), as well as refugees h m  eastem and southem Europe, who see this 

city, if not as their new home, as a through-station on their way to other destinations. 

Munich's roots indicate its early religious nature!. The name of the city itselfrefers to the 

Benedictine rnonks who h d  aiready established a church in the area by 1050 (Fe& 

199432). n e  childlie monk that appears on the shield wom by Mimich city employees, 

inciuding police officm, stems h m  a design in use in the early 1300's (Fentl 1994:19). 

Munich was recognized as a city in 1 158 (Fenzl 1994:21), and is stiU m some ways 

perceived as a village with over a miIIion inhabitants (Ardagh 1995:35). The old b e r  

city is compressed into a vace l e s  tbaa a mile amss and contains many museums, 

hotels and cosmopotitan shops, as weU as a world-class opera house (Ardagh 1995:65). It 

is no wonder then, that Munich has been describeci as opulent, exuberant and the most 



"Paris-&en of all the German cities (Ardagh 1995:64). In addition to this, the city also 

attracts large industries like automotive and aerospace fimis, and a booming electronics 

indu~try (Ardagh 1995:97). 

While Munich is cosmopotitan in the area of high art and culturet it also cultivates a more 

dom-to-earth brand of leinne found only in the beer halls. McCormack (1991A88) 

comments that lüce ancient Egypt where the hierogiyph for bread and beer was one and 

the same, so one can understand the Bavarian relationship to what they jokingly consider 

their 'fundamental nutrition'. Many of the important festivties center on public 

occasions that have alcohol as a grounding elemenf fiom the 'Volksfea' held in even the 

smaiIest towns, to the Iargest gathering of the beer-consumhg public at Oktoberfest 

(Ardagh 1995225). The fht wam days of spring are heralded with f d y  cycling tours 

out to the neamt beer garden. It is undisputed that the relationship between alcohol and 

leisure is powerfid in Germany, and panicdarly in Bavaria And even though drinking 

and dnvïng is not treated lightly by police, rnany citizens still drive d e r  several beers, 

and get away with 4 perhaps due to a higher personal tolerance to alcohol on top of the 

-ter public acceptance of cirinking. 

It is interesthg to note that while Bavaria is quite conservative, there seems to be 

relatively üttie overt trouble regardhg extreniist actîon against refugees m the state. This 

might be because it is remembered that it was in Bavaria that the fiedgling growth of 

Nazïsm was nurtured (McCormack 1991:24)." Today's neo-NaP movement, while 



potent on a snd-scale, has no major charismatic leaders* and is heartily opposed by the 

majority of Germans (Ardagh 1995:497). This abhorrence is dso gmunded in a 

coktive feeling of guilt regardhg the legacy of the Second World War, even among 

relatively young Germans. In recent y e m  the media and schools have been adept at 

b ~ g i n g  this national guilt into the open (Ardagh 1995:498), and discussion of it is 

starhg to lifk some of the heaviest buden fiom the shoulders of the young. Obviously 

part of the lessening of guilt is simply because the generation who participated is slowly 

dying out (Ardagh 1995501). But this legacy still resonates with most Germacls* many of 

whom dislike discussing concepts like "nationalism", and a good number of whom are 

not proud to be German (Ardagh l995:507), Only 2 1 % of the population indiate pride 

in king Geman, whereas 80% of Arnericans display pride in their nationality (Ardagh 

1995577). 

Despite this Iack of national pride, many of the poiice oficers aad other Bavariam 1 

spoke with did not understand why anyone wouid want to Ieave their homeland to settle 

ekwhere (McComiack 1991 :46). 1 saw this very clearly in the desire of police offices 

to be transferred back to stations in or near their hometowns once their requkd s e ~ c e  

t h e  in Munich had ken completed This theme of the g e n d  German attitude toward 

"Heimat", the homeland (Watson 199456) has k e n  picked up by many Wfiters. ES 

attitude was expressed by some people in the context of a more specifîc wish tbat 

"outsiders*' should also have that same feeling of 'homeland' for theV native country and 

not choose Gemiany as a place to settle (McCormack 1991:46). This discourse reflects 



the reality that Germany has become an "immigration country" like the United States 

(Hohendahl in Habermas 1994:xv) and that the inam of immigrants is chmging the face 

of German Society. 

Con- to ideas that Gmans have toward settling elsewhere, they are great travellers; 

toinism bas become a national obsession (Ardagh 199591 8). While many Germaus take 

trips to destinations around the world, and in fact this type of travelling has been cited as 

one of the key fwtoa for increasing the acceptance of ethnic workers (Gastarbeiter) and 

theV cultures within the country, many consider that tme leisure is about gethg back to 

nature. Germaay's parlcs and fotests are! an integral part of modem tourisrn (Ardagh 

1995:149), and therefore more distant destinations like Canada have always ken 

important in the sense of promoting that comection to mountains and woodlands. 

It is not a simple or fair task to generdize the culture and personality of Bavarians 

(McCormack 1 Wl:266). Again, while there are ceaainly Bavarians who are less formai 

than others, and defkitely some Bavarians who do not drink beer, they are st i i I  

encompassexi by some cdturally significant symbols which are brought hto their 

awareness h m  the &y they are hm, and to which they must, at some point in the, 

evince some sort of reaction. These things certainly have an impact on the parameters of 

policing on a national and regionai d e .  



W e v e r  type of police subcuiture is in place, it is always mediated to some degree by 

the culture at large. Thmfore, the police in Germany, wMe having a simiiar 

occupational mandate as police services in other democratic corntries, are sti i l  not quite 

like any of those other police cultures. 

A number of ktors contriiute to this, ranging from gendered enculturation to police 

training to the type of physicai space officers occupy in the station. It is culturai practice 

and expectation in general that sets the tone for who these police officers are within 

specific contexts. 

Police officers are trained to incorporate a healthy dose of suspicion into their daily 

activities. How that suspicion plays out is interesthg in a comparative sense: while 

Ottawa officers tended to conduct themselves as if ail citizens had the potential to 

physically hann them, Mimich police officers operated more on the nispicion that citizens 

were eying to con thnn. This had interesîing ramifications for the issue of officer safety. 

When 1 first went on paol in Munich, I d e d  my experiaices with the Ottawa police 

and attempted to react according to what 1 h d  learned h m  them. Upon entering 

buildings where it was known there was a domestic dispute (which has an extremely high 

potential for having things go wmng) I wuuid proceed catrtiously up staircases, kept my 



eye on doors and hdways, and always tried to keep a wall at my back. This was a 

common pattern of action among the Ottawa officers with whom 1 had worked. 1 was 

thmefore quite startied when Munich officers paid no real attention to any of these things, 

and concentrated only on wading into the thick of whatever the situation was and p u b g  

apart the disputants as quickiy as possible. This method seemed to work for them since 

nothing ever went wrong. 

Simiiarly, while on patrol with ûttawa officers 1 had occasionally been told to remain in 

the miser when we were doing traffic stops (again, a situation with a hi& "danger" 

level) because my partner thought something didn't look right. In Munich I ofien found 

myself on the passenger side of the vehicle keeping watch over what was going on in the 

vehicle, while both other onicers were with the driver. 1 never took that role IightIy 

knowing that i &ght very we1I be the ht pmon who saw trouble coming, but it 

interested me that the Munich officers obviouçly didn't have the wime kind of cultural 

experience, or didntt process their experience in the same way rhat North Amencan 

oficers do regarding traffc stops. 

This rdects again on the issue of personal space. Only once in my time with the Ottawa 

police did 1 observe a citizen rest his hand on a police officer's ami. In Munich it was 

almost a d d y  occurrence that wme type of *isual physicai contact wouid be made 

between ci& and police officer. It is obviously not that police officers are trained to 

d o w  this, it is because the culturd nomis r e g d g  body and space are incorporated into 



daily police practice, regardless of what official police policy might wish regardhg police 

safety . 

Personal space and police safety are only two areas in which there are considerable 

cultural Merences in police and public activity in Gemany, as opposed to another 

country. Mer cultural considerations are more subtle, reflecting broader concepts of 

appropriate hhimuui contact, and may at times not vary at al1 fiom the Canadian context 

For example, service-oriented activities demand a cornmon Ievel of interactive 

performance. When citizens or truck drivers ask for directions, common courtesy 

prrvails and directions are given. On one occasion when the directions had been given 

and the cruiser was a distance away fkom the truck, one of the offices suddedy 

remembered a railroad underpass the truck would have to get through, and wondered 

whether the truck would have the clearance. He knew what the height of the underpas 

was and he and Johann had a quick conversaton regardhg their estimations of the truck's 

height. They decided that he wouldn't make it, and Heinz slowed d o m  until he saw the 

truck approaching in the rearview rnirror and m e d  on the blue Iights. Johann rolled 

d o m  his window and waved the truck driver d o m  and asked if he was over the height of 

the underpass. The driver nodded and Johann told hlln he woddn't make it through, 

suggesting an alternate route he codd take. The decision to take this action was also 

bas& on ensirring that accidents do not occur, and in Germany it is not an uncommon 

occurrence to have a truck cnrmple while trying to get through a Low underpass. 



The plight of children is h y s  a matter of concem for police officers regardles of 

country. This ranges fkom finding parents of lost children to dealing with toddlers left 

locked in cars durhg the heat of summer. In July, a passerby called to report that a child 

had been Ieft for far t w  long in a locked car. By the t h e  we arrived, the rnother had 

alrrady shown up and was holding the crying child The child seemed to be di right but 

was red in the face and had been sweating aromd the neck. The passerby who called said 

the child had been in the car for about half an hom. Edmund told the mother that if she 

hadn't corne, he would have been forced to open the car at her expense. He was also very 

clear in telling her that it was too hot for a child to be ieft in a closed car, and that he 

hoped it was a lesson for hm. PhiIip said that as  a mother she should know this. The 

mother and passerby began to exchange heated words, and Edmrmd cut in saying there 

was no point in arguing and they shouid be happy nothing had happened to the child. 

Officers also get involved when the possibility of danger to children exists. In such cases 

the degree of the problem is considered and suitable discretion is applied. On the way 

back in to the station for dinner one night shifL, a cabriolet went by with the roof down 

beaurse it was so hot that eve- and in the back seat were four girls. We pulled up 

beside them at a red light, and Mons (who was driving) spoke to the adult couple in the 

hnt ,  saying that with regard to the weather it was ceaainly fun to be dohg what they 

were doing, but he would like to know if they codd explain how the foin girls in the back 

were secirred The mother explaincd that they were just going around the corner and 

Mons nodded and said "Bauen se mir ja keÎn UnfkH'' (do not create an accident on me). 



Brno shook his finger at them, but grime& The cabriolet pulled away, and as we 

continueci on our way to the station, the two officers praised themseIves for their 

fnendliness on such a hot day. In reality, they dtered their language and nonverbal 

behaviour in such a way as to smooth out their "authoritarian" status to preserve some 

dignity for the addts in this situation, 

Concem for citizens is not ody expressed regarding the children that police officers corne 

across. O h  their interest in the lives of citizens is expressed in s m d  acts, simple 

interactions that indicate their recognition of each 0 t h  as human bemgs involveci in the 

same community. This can be something as simple as bantering with a driver at a red 

light. In one case, we stopped beside a car loaded with a variety of household goods and 

otha items that they'd obviously just picked up h m  the flea market nearby. Philipp 

stuck his head out the window and asked the people in the car whether their day at the 

flea market had been worth it. They gruined and answered in the affirmative, adding that 

they were now on their way to go swimming* and mved as they puiled away. 

It could also mean o f f i  a smaII service, like one aftenioon when we were in the 

station, and a couple of officers noticed that a driver across the street seemed to be having 

problems getting up a very steep ramp entering a parking garage. A couple of the officers 

conferred wÎth each other after watching the drivds increasingiy precarious attempts, 

and they went out to give a hand After organinng a rope and giving some instructions, 

they used one ofthe cniisers to get him off the ramp and into the street. 



Sometimes their concem leads them to do things they should not normally do, like very 

occasionally offering a ride to a hitchhiker. This happened one night shift, when a 

hitchhiker was found up on the k w a y ,  and both oficers were saying that he was going 

to get hit He was cded over to the window, and the male explaùied in English ùiat he 

had been dropped at that point by his ride and he didn't h o w  how to get home h m  

there. Both officers looked at me and asked what he was saying. 1 trimslated, and the 

officers asked where he was going, which wasn't very far, but they thought it might be 

best if they drove him there instead of risking an accident on nich a busy thoroughfare. 

So they put his pack in the tnink and we &ove him to where he was staying. When they 

dropped him off he commented that both officm were reaily nice to offer him a ride and 

shook han& with them. This type of activity becornes very important when considering 

the visihility of the poiice and the speed with which people corne to generalize and 

stereotype groups of people. Police often becorne the targets for dislike and contempt as  

a whole based solely on the experience of one contact or exposure to negative media 

(Reiner 1992: 171-1 73). Ensuring that "humanizing* contacts are common gives a more 

personable and approachable face to police organimtions. 

The concern for, or the presence of, animals are another way officers ain comect or 

distance themselves h m  the public. Certaidy, mounted patrols in both Canada and 

Germany find that horses can attract members of the public into makiag contact wÏth 

officers. More often, police are the agency that citkens thmk of fïrst when it cornes to 

dealing with dead, lost or stray animais. Dogs would occasiody appear in the station to 



be watered and piayed with until the owner who had lost the animal could be located. 

The most ~11uSuai animal event that occurred while 1 was th=, involved a d e .  

We had just come back h m  patrolling the lakes on a JuIy affemoon, when a c d  came in 

that sent us up there again. A citizen had complained about the presence of a snake at one 

of the nude beaches. The cornplainant thought it was not a good idea to have a make 

then with al1 of the kids around and wanted police to come and remove it We arrived to 

s e  a couple lying on a blanket, the make beside thern, and a group of fascinated kids 

around them. Walter really didn't like d e s ,  so it was left to Traudl to do anyuüng that 

involved approaching the niake. Walter ended up inte~ewing the owner of the make, a 

woman, who was topless at that moment, and though he disliked d e s  he was very 

calm. Meanwhile, Traudl held a Iengthy conversation with Oskar back at the station, who 

in twn confered with the district patrol supervisor, trying to find out what permis were 

required to own a d e .  The woman got dressed and put the make in a basket and sat in 

the car. Walter also got in and started checking through various manuals regarding 

regdations that codd possiibly be construed to govcm d e s  at the lakeside. Oskar 

finaUy called back and said that this particuiar make seemed to be on the endangerrd 

species list and that we had to bring it and its owner to the station. Oskar spent the rest of 

that shift trykg to clear up what the d e ' s  status was and where it shodd go. 

EvenWy it was passed on to someone who had experience in handling these creatures. 



Just as they show conceni for those not able to care for themselves (like children), they 

also are concemed for each others' weli-beiing. They do not seem to fée1 any l o s  of face 

if they request help in dealing with a situation, and look out for each other even in the 

most innocuous of situations. They are proud of their teamwork, and enjoy each others 

company between shifts. By the same token, they are dso quick to point out mistakes, 

dthough this tends to be done in a more humorous vein. Quite ofien officers would fend 

o n  king told about mistakes by recognizing the problem themselves and joking about it 

in a self-deprecating manner. Phrases lüce "I'm crazy" or "am 1 ever stupid" were 

common prefaces for moments when officers brought out their foibles when they were 

together* Although this behavior didn't occur in public, officers also did not have 

problems indicating to a citizen that they had made an error and apologizhg when 

appropriate. 

Cornparison of Events 

In this section, as in the complementary section in Chapter 5, some specinc types of d l s  

and police practice am discussed which demonstrate partïcdar issues of culture (in this 

chapter) and communication (b the foliowing chapter). in the spint of Goffriianys "name 

anaiysis", the particula. categories of cds that have been selected represent the prirnary 

fkameworks in which police officers frame their respo~lses~ Therefore, when the 

dispatcher or plaîoon chief relays a message that a unit must attend a cal1 involving a 



death, or a confused person, police onicers already have a basic interpretive W e ,  in 

other words, a pfimary framework, h m  which to initiate interaction. 

It is the Mtizens themselves, who may alter the primary framework through unexpected 

rekeyings or breaks in fiame. Therefore, it is sornetimes difncult to separate out discrete 

events, because in the doing of policing it is often the case that a c d  of one type tums 

into another type, or the cal1 tums into a complicated interaction involving varying issues 

and events occilmng in a consecutive and sornetimes even simuitaneous mariner. 

The events chosen tend to be cases where either specifïc aspects of cultural expectation 

are displayed, a d o r  w h e ~  examples of rekeying have occumd in the interaction 

between police and public. The five -es of interaction that have been chosen are 

' t d i c  accidents'. 'hit-andIrun', 'confûsed persons', 'death', and 'beleidigung7. T r a c  

accidents were chosen specincdy because of their ubiquitous nature; ai l  police services 

deai with accidents, and this particular category provides a chance to solidly establish a 

comparative link between culhnal as weil as communicative expectations in both Canada 

and Geraiany. Hit-and-nms are events that both countries deal with, and are particular 

types of traffic related situations, but in Germany they become a featured part of police 

work due to the spatial design of chies. As such, German police focus signiscant 

pomons of interaction time on deaihg with hit-and-runs? wherwis Canadian police do not 

encorntex this to the same degree. Responding to caüs that ded with confused persons is 

also a common aspect of policing in both Gernümy and Canada; however, wnile there rne 



interactive similarities between both coimtnes, this particular type of interaction begùis to 

display a few subtle alterations couched predomimntly in cultural expectations. Death is 

the fointh category, and although police services in both countries must reguiarly deai 

with this event, my exposure to death rests almost exclusively with the German context 

Therefore, this section begins to relate encounters between police and public that are not 

placed in a comparative structure, and fkom which only templates of interactive patterns 

on the part of German police may be extrapolated. Finally, the category of beleidigrcng, 

which can literdy be translated as "insult", is something that is unique to the German 

context The cultural expectations within this type of hime are moa clear, although it is 

not possible to place this in a comparative structure* These five fiames are designecl, 

therefore, to d o w  for a progressive discussion of encounters and expectations, moving 

h m  events that alIow a high level of cornparison to those for which there are no 

comparable structures in Canada, and shiffing from events that are more general in tenns 

of human contact, to those that become increasingly personal. 

Tr@c Accidents 

The procedures at trafnc accidents in Germany tend to be largely similar to the 

procedures followed in Caoada The entire con- of an accident is depmdmt on the 

information which needs to be gathered, ascertaining whether people have been 

ph*caIIy injured and what damage has been done to vehicles, and clearing the site. 



Responding to a typical Canadian tranic accident wodd be as foilows: police receive a 

call indicating an accident bas occurred and proceed to the site. A preliminary look at the 

vehicles determines the severity of the event, what types of immediate evidence mut be 

gathered (Le. measurements7 photographs), and vehicles are moved as quiddy as possible 

to the side of the road to eiisure traffic rnay flow with a minimum of hindrance. Onicers, 

either during this process or hed ia te ly  after, question both drivers to ascertain when 

the incidm o c c d  and what precisely happened in order to determine f d t .  Basic 

questions are then asked in connection with the documents that cirivers produce, ensuring 

addresses, phone numbers, licence plate numbers, expiry dates, and other conditions for 

dnving are correct (like having seatbelts buckIed, or wearing corrective lenses), and 

discrepancies are noted Driver's licence, Ilisurance papers and vehicle registration will 

be checked by the officer. If the accident is severe enough, statements are made by the 

drivem, and tickets are issued. At any tirne? the interaction rnay be intermpted by the 

arrivai and immediate needs of the tow mick or ambulance (Richter 1992:96100). 

In Munich, this basic pattern is exactly the same, aithough the parties only produce their 

ficence and registration papers. Insunuice companies don't issue documents which 

cirivers carry, dthough Qivers must exchange information for insurance purposes.'g The 

forms that officers must fil1 out require names, adcireses, telephone numbers, the licence 

plate numbers of aii parties, what damage was incurred, w h e k  there were any injurÎes, 

and a generd statement of events. 



Citizens' expectations center on effective management of the situation which means 

essentially receiving clear information and instructions on how to resolve their 

predicament. The greater the confidence and clarity that officers king to the event, the 

more successful the interaction, aithough hearing negative staternents or information of 

any kind may leave citizens feeling Iess than satisfied. The age of citizens did not have as 

much impact on general interaction, although it did genentte occasional shifts fkom more 

formal to informal modes of address. Gender precipitated no overt changes in approach, 

although male citizens were, in generai, more demanding when asking for information 

and more focused on displaying knowledge (whether accurate or not) about procedures, 

whereas female citizens were initially more caught up in dealing with the consequences 

of the situation and only gradually, if at all, manoeuvered themselves into the position of 

displayhg kwwledge. For some citizens, the situation they formd themselves in seemed 

critical enough that repeated flooding out activities, like crying, becorne an inteprai part 

of the firame. 

In Apd, we arrivai on scene to fïnd four young people gathered aromd a car with f d y  

hefty damage on the rear fenders. A young woman was very distraught - she had ken 

driving. Under questioning it came out that she was only 17, and had no driver's Licence, 

but thought she could drive home from a fiiend's place because it wasn't that fiu. They 

were alI tramportecl into the station, The fernale driver was asked to do an alcotest, but 

on two attempts to blow into the machine she coulddt get the machine to register. 

Gustav said they'd try again in ten minutes. She turned away and Gustav said very loudly 



T h i s  is crap!" as he bent over the machule. 1 couid see that he meant the technology 

because they obviously thought something was wrong with the machine. They yomg 

woman looked startled thoug4 and began to cry again, and Gustav and Andnas looked at 

her with some concem realuing that she must have thought the comment about the 

machine was directed at her. There was momentary confiision on their faces, and then 

someone else in the room jumped in and told her she codd sit down and wait and they 

began to ask her questions again, and the moment was over. She was d l  very distraught 

though, and while they were asking her questions one of the officers said quite kindly that 

she didn't have to be so upset anymore, that everything had happened already and it was 

over now. She trîed to blow into the machine a third tune and still couldn't get a register, 

so they had to take her for a blood test. 

The above narrative is interesting because of Gustav's i n t e d  bracketing around the 

mahnctioning of the machine, which the young woman miskeyed (thinking that the 

comment was about her), and which she maaaged to rekey into the original @e again 

by crying, which is a flooding out activity. Similarly in the following d v e ,  Paul ends 

up engagïng in a momentary intemal bracketug, that is stopping the normal activity for a 

moment, by upkeying when he interacts with an odooker. 

A problem that officers deal with both in Canada and in Gemiany at accidents is the 

ïubber-necking" that goes on. Citizens are naturally curious, and in both countnes the 

tendency ta want to slow down and have a look Ieads to traflïc slow downs with no real 
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contact b e e n  cituens and police. In both places7 there are always citizens who wiU 

stop to offér help and then move on Ïfaid is not required. In Bavaria, however, it is not 

uncornmon to have citizens also offer unsolicited advice. In one instance, on a March 

aftemoon, a male driver accused a f e d e  driver of backing into him and d e n a  his 

Licence plate. The damage was Whially unnoticeable. The femde driver, however, had 

nfused to give her name and a d k  to the male driver, so police were called. Paul and 

Johann checked the damage and told everyone to hand over their papers. They got out the 

paperwork, and filied out the c d ,  and basically did everythhg that these people could 

have and shouid have done on their owa. Paul was somewhat Uritated by this, seeing it as 

an unnecessary waste of his tirne, and finally lost his temper at one of the neighbors who 

kept yelling advice fimm a third floor window, among which was an offer to lend a 

camera so everything could be photographed. Unfortunately, this citizen's advice kept 

coming just at those intervals when the officers were achieving some consensus between 

the two disputing parties and kept throwing the discussion into upheavd again. Paul 

f W y  asked the neighbour what business it was of his, and if it was absolutdy necessary 

to shout so the whole oeighborhood had to know what was going on. 

This kind of interactive context between odookers, police and the citizens acnially 

involved in tranc accidents, was somethhg that occurred quite often in Gennany. This 

acthity mis not just the helpfiilness within the context, as rnight occur in Canada, but 

inciuded as weU discussion of the event and offering of adMfe to anybody actualIy 



affected by the accident Of course, police officers themselves can engage in this type of 

banta, dependhg on the context 

In both corntries, officen wi l l  at times not just offer advice, but make rnoralistic 

comments regarding citizens' activities. This gets toned down somewhat in Canada 

(Richter 1992:73), where the ability to display non-judgmental attitudes in fiontstage 

settings is a culturally expected aspect of police intervention. However, in Gemiany the 

opinions that police officers hold uui ofien be an important part of a social control 

mechaaisn that may soften the police intervention, although they can take on 

patenialistic tones with Ml details about what might have happened to citizens if the 

situation had been worse. Once again, things that would be considered backstage 

behaviour in Canada tend to shiA into h n t  regions; as has previously been discussed, 

this is aiready evident in the spatial context of a police station, where complainants, 

suspects and v i c h  mingle in the same room while officers deal with them. 

A scenario that led to a typid display of this kind of commentary occrnred on a ni& 

shift in Jtme d e n  we were called to an accident scene where a dnmk driver Iost control 

of his vehicle and rather spectacularly wrapped the fiont end of his car around a tree. He 

came out of that accident with a gashed forehead and possible broken nose. Since a biwd 

test was required, we followed the ambulance to the hospital. The doctor wanted to clean 

him op before drawing blood for the t e s  so we watched while the driver was stitched. 

Paul providecl the bIood sample kit and the doctor drew the biood, and the officers 



watched that it was properiy signed and seaieci. After a mass of paperwork was done, 

Paul told the man that he hoped he'd learned a lesson for the futlne and that he was very 

lucky tbat nothing worse had happened. The male agreed and we left to drop off the 

blood sample. 

Sometimes it was not just discussion, but practicai help that officers wodd give to aid 

citizens in need While officers did this in Ottawa, they were more conscious of d e s  to 

absolve them of this kind of service than officers in Munich were, and were arrned with 

lists of aiternate agencies that citizens could cal1 for more common complaints. The less 

common acts beyond their duty were things that officers in Munich dealt with quite 

readily. It was a clear and sunny day in May. A courier pulied out of a laneway bordered 

by a high hedge and hit a bicyclist The cyciïst was an older woman and had been slightly 

inj- so an ambulance was cded to transport her to hospital. The courier driver was 

very shaken and crieci throughout the statement she gave to Fntz After Gisela taiked to 

the victim, she measured the accident site for the sketch. Since the victim didn't Eve too 

far away h m  the accident scene, Gisela and 1 loaded the bicycle into the tnmk of the 

cruiser and tmsported it to the victim's home, w h m  Gisela ùIfonned her relatives that 

the w o m  had been in a minor accident, 

The courier in the above narrative can not be considered to have flooded out, since crying 

was part of the ongohg interaction for ha. Expectations of what women wiu do in 

tmffic accidents was never overtly discussed; there were no implications thaî women 



wouid be more emotional or try to get out of accepting respo~l~liility for events that 

occrmed The ody tune that officers seemed to think women dealt with hhgs differently 

was an accident that o c c d  on a m y  August aftemoon, when two wornen clipped 

each other as one tumeci into a side street, The damage was so minor that Johaun and 

PhiLipp expIained the police really didn't need to be involved. One of the officers got out 

the yellow cards so that the women couid exchange information for insurance purposes. 

Both women discussed the situation wide the two officers listened d o u t  cornmen& and 

the women very quickly reported that they had agreed on how they wodd deai with the 

situation, so the officers were not reqirired anymore. The incident took less than five 

minutes. Both officers commented on how they thought it was great to deal with these 

women drivers, since they were so logicai and decisive about the situation, 

The following narrative contains a less umal structure for a trafic accident with a couple 

of intemal brackets, as well as a cornpiete break in fmne for one officer when he had to 

take part in an event that had no connection to the primary h e w o r k  whatsoever. 

Two male drivers were waiting for the police with their fairiy sexious1y darnaged vehicles. 

One driver went through a red Iight, hit another car and then los  control of his vehicle, 

ending up on the median. With a linle more speed he would have gone over the m e r  

and piunged ont0 the b w a y  underpass below, which could have had serious 

co~l~eqtrences with the traffic on that laîe Jime afternoox~ Horst took photographs and 

measured the site- Andreas did the papemork, and city workers arxïved to fix the light 



standard thaî was &O damageci. Meanwhile people drifted by, and as usual, several of 

them asked dilections. Eventually 1 ended up in the driver% seat of the cruiser7 iïstening 

to Andreas ask the routine questions for the papenvork. 1 was also, at that point, the one 

positioned to answer the quests for directions. Andrwis finished with his driver and let 

him go, continuhg to work on the accident forms. One of the city workers then noticed 

that someone was pasting posters onto an eiectricai box, which is not dowed, and 

Andreas dropped the paperwork and ran across the street with the worker to check it out. 

Horst came back to the cnii*ser to cal1 for a tow truck and asked me what was going on. 1 

johgly told him that Andreas had an "Einsatf (a caU) and explained what had 

happened, Horst just grimaced and shook his head, He got into the car beside me to 

finish his papemork, and 1 took Andreas' clipboard and Iooked over the forms. 

Eventually Andreas retumed saying there was no point in charghg the poster-hanger 

because there was too much other sniffalready pasted onto the box, making it ciifficuit for 

a charge to hold up in court Horst went back to the car on the median to take some more 

photographs and the tow truck finally d v e d .  

The internai brackets, in other words the momentary stopping of activity within the 

primary fhmework, occurred when the city workers came to repair the light standards and 

an officer had to tdk to them, and when citizens themselves stopped activity because of a 

need to ask directions. Andreas7 of course, broke h e  and compietely shifted his 

primary fhmework d e n  a city worker asked him to deal wa6 the male hanging posters. 



As the above example shows, police attending t r a c  accidents are highly visible and 

d y  staîionary for signiscant periods of tirne. Access to an officer, then, is d l y  

quite easy for citizens. In Canada, as in Germany, this mems that quite ofim other 

citizens will approach an officer who is deahg with a ûafEc accident to ask a question. 

Moa of the time this wiii be a request for directions, or the nearest location for a gas 

station, etc. Activities that actuaily take an officer away h m  an accident are not as 

cornmon, but in both countries someone would be expected to deal with it In Canada, a 

citizen would more Iürely be directed to another agency, or told to contact the station if it 

involveci a more protracteci request because only one offica might be present at the scene. 

In Germany, because two officers are partnered, it is more iikely that one of them wili 

take a look at a perîpheral request in order to assess the action that needs to be taken 

It was always interesting when 1 became not just an observer of the fitame in place, but 

became a participant whether thmugh inclusion by a police officer or because a citizen 

cast me in that role. It was then my respotlSibi1ity to decide whether to carry out an 

appropriate response within the existing firime* or whether to exclude myseIf and try to 

direct the citizen back into the fiame, as in the following example. 

In Juiy, a unit h m  another nation was detaining a young woman who was very dnmk, 

tmtil a car firom the patrol zone 1 was working in could anive. She was Iisted on the 

police cornputer network for possession of dnigs. Apparentlly, she had nm full tilt into a 

parked car with her bicyck, and aithough the car was not seriousiy darnaged (just a 



couple of dents), a couple of witnesses in apartments above street level saw the accident 

and insisted that she remah until the police could get there. Brno and AEons 

ascertained that she Lived a couple of doors dom and told her to take her bicycIe to her 

basement lockup so that she could go to the station with the other unit She stored her 

bicycle and came oui agah looking somewhat anxious. The officers of the other unit told 

her to go with them, but she approached me (1 was the only fernale present) and asked if 

there wasi't any other way to deal with al l  of this. 1 just told ha to go dong with tht 

colleagues. They coaxed her into the car and &ove off while Alfions took a statement 

fiom the male who owned the damaged car. 

In this case, for a M i e  1 became the commrmicative focal point for the young womaa 

My enûy into the fnune on the coattails of the police provided me with a certain validity 

in the eyes of this citizen; king femde and in civilian clothes structured me as more 

approachable and potentialiy holding some type of autbority which she beiieved could 

provide a way out of the situation. It was certainly not uncornmon that memben of the 

public addressed me in the initial stages of an encoimteq or when the attention of 

dormed officers was involved in other activities and they could not Listen to the 

ongoing taie citizens tend to engage in. In this sense, the expectations of citizens with 

regard to my role was based either on my gender, or on my presence as the "anomaious" 

plaidothes figure who potentiaily had enough authority, in their eyes, to step in if other 

avenues cIosed, 



'Fiucht' is the term for bit-and-run involving vehicles that get sideswiped or damaged 

with no one taking fespomibility. These incidents usuaiiy involve a great deal of 

paperwork (which mems a lot of swearing h m  officers when one cornes in shortly 

before the end of shift), and they are common incidents in a small country with high 

automobile density and towns that have an abundance of very narrow streets. A typical 

event, and hence a primary fnunework, that police officers deal with in this type of cd, 

would involve a citizen reporting a vehicle that had hit one or more cars and fled the 

scene. If citizens acnially see the hit-and-nin they might note some of the chruacters on 

the licence plate, ancilor the type of vehicle involveci. Partial pIates involve a certain 

amount of detective work in trying ?O match them with potential suspect vehicles, and 

occasionally officers do get lucky in matchhg t h g s  up. Most of the time there are too 

many permutations to provide a good possibility. While one officer sen& as much 

iafonnation in to the dispatcher as possible, the other oEcer takes a statement fÎom 

witnesses, or the owner of the damaged vehicle. As soon as one officer is fke of those 

basic duties, other evidence cm be gathered, the scene wiii be m e d  and a diagram 

sketched for the report, If other cars have been affêcted but the owners are not present or 

can't be located, notices are left on their windshields asking them to contact police andfor 

to k g  their vehicles in for trace andysis. The flow of events in this type of h n e  is 

also similar in Cansda, but occurs Less 6requently. The spatial con~t~ct ion of streets and 



the availablity of parking in gened in Gemiany, meam that on most shifts the platoon 

wilI be dealing with at least one hit-and-nm. 

Police officers often have to do foliow-up work for previous shifts or other stations on 

Et-and-nms that have occurred, in essence continuhg a primary hmework with a 

change in personnel. W s  cm Iead to a number of scenarios, quite ofien meaning that 

police have to make repeat visits to get sornething cleared up. One of these follow-up 

d i s  netted no r d t s  as far as the dnver was concerned, but brought out other problems. 

This is a good example of a citizen rekeying the frame to address something which is of 

great relevance for her, and which is something that offices themselves were not sent 

then to deal with. 

In Jme, a unit is sent to an apartment to see if a d e  can be found who was wanted for 

dnmk driving and MO hit-and-runs that he committed that &y. A woman answered the 

door - she was his wife - and let us in. We sat d o m  in the living room and she 

explained that her husband didn't live then rmymore,that he was an alcoholic who was 

prone to violence, and that she was womed if she said anything and he heard of it, he 

wodd try to retaiiate. ALthough there was a male and a female officer presenb it was ody 

the male officer who spoke to her. 

Albert told her that as his wife she didn't have to tell us anything about where her 

husband was, and that our presence didn't have anything to do with her but only with her 



husband She explained again about his alcoholism and her fear of violence and Albert 

looked d o m  at his hmds and stated regretfidly and rhetorically, "Yes, what can we do." 

She then said she wouid be happy if her husband could be locked up for his alcohoiïsm, 

and Albert told her that was not possible unless he was dangerous to himseif. The 

conversation returned to where he might be located, but Albert stopped b I f  in mid- 

sentence with the resigned comment, "Yes, weli, you don? wish to say anything about 

that". She repeated that it wasn't that she dida't want to say anything, she was just afhid 

of what might happen to her if she did. Albert stood up, and as we headed for the door, 

told her that the police wodd probably be coming by again to look for him and she 

shouid be prepared for that. 

This interaction displayed expectatioas coming h m  disassociated viewpoints. The 

fiame is one that is originally constructed by police, namely the need to locate a male who 

has been involved in a hit-and-rune The wife constructs her interactive hune 6om the 

perspective that she is deaiing with an alcohotic and abusive husband and ne& to fhd a 

way to resolve that, or minimaily to protect herseif h m  problerns associated with this 

man. Since offices cannot remove the problem, her oniy choice then is to protect herseif 

by not revealing anything. This is precisely what the officers do not want, and therefore 

the verbal interaction reflects not only rhetorical regret that this woman will not comply, 

but also warns her that what she leart desires, the continuing presence of police, may keep 

occtimng tmtil they have located him. This is not a satisfying interaction for either Party, 

although police may feel they have re-established some of the initial fiame by infonning 



her of their intent to keep looking for her h u s b d  This tactic of returning to the initial 

fhme they enter with, remess of what else occurs during the interaction, easures that 

police officers aui continue with otha calls for service in a timely fashon. If they began 

to alter their fiame depending on citizens' desires, it wouid change the face of policing 

h m  quick and discrete responses for service, to a more time-coosuming (albeit more 

satïdymg) pmblemoriented approach. 

On a night shift in August, we turned onto a Street to do a slow patrol, when the 

dispatcher reported there had been a hit and nm a couple of corners behind us on the same 

street. So we tlnned around and found a white van whose driver had supposedly damaged 

a car nearby. The owner of the van seemed somewhat confused by what was going on (he 

was a member of an ethnic minority), and stood off to one side while a zegler unif which 

had dso responded to the c d ,  took a look inside the van. The d e  was Polish, and the 

zeglers had been working for some time on cases involving bicycle theh done by a few 

Polish rings working in the a r a  Similar vans are ofien w d  to transport bicycles to 

secure areas before moving them out of Germany. 

The owwr of this van tned to explain what happened and was very insistent that he didn't 

hit the car. Wilheh called back to the station and got the addresses of the witness and 

the orner of the car. He Ieft to talk to both of them. Fritz got out the papork ,  and the 

Mers departed, satisfied that thir van was not one that they were looking for. Fritz 

asked the van driver a few questions and worked on the p a p a .  WiIhelm showed up 



again and told Fritz to forget it ail and r e m  the ID and licence to the driver. Wmeh 

Metly told Fritz that the damage to the car was old and the witness was a "self- 

important" type who hadn't really seen anything. 

In this instance, the motivation for how the primary fiamework was keyed by the citizen 

doesn't seem to ren on a situation that actually requires police, but on some other kind of 

quick and personal judgment made by a citizen. In this case, it was an out of h e  

activity that Wilhelm engaged in, that eventually resolved the situation for Fritz and the 

van driver. 

This reference to the b'self-important'' witness, reflects on ideas of labeling which we dl 

employ, but is refined in the occupationai culture of the police. h o n g  many police 

cultures specific labels are employed to refer to difTerent strata of criminals; "bad guys" is 

a generic term used in many places, van Maancn wrote of the "asshole" (Crank 1998: 15% 

16O), Ericson noted the tem "pukers" (1 982:66), and among Ottawa police the bad guys 

are classined as "lowlifes'", "shitheadsn7 or '$ukes'* (Richter 1992:83). These are 

obviously negative labels desmiing largely those who contravene the law. This very 

overt type of labehg of criminals eithex does not exist in German policing, or was not 

displayed to me (and is therefore subculturalIy maintaineci as tme back region behaviour). 

LabeIing of this sort, whether rightly or wrongly, is a police short-hand focusing attention 

on certain gmups or individuah within a police officerYs territory who are most likeIy to 

cause them trouble. 01i the other hanci, not only criminals but ordinary &kens may be 



labeled, which has been noted by Ericson (1982:66), and is used as a way of re-Eraming 

certain experiences by Gemüui police as well. In the above event, the original firame of 

the kt-and-run was treated as a typical c d  mtil it becomes obvious that the witness has 

no concrete story to tell, and then the h e  is rekeyed on the basis of a classification that 

the witness fails into, narnely king a 'self-important' type who wanted some attention. 

One of the tasks that police are often called for is to deai with people who are disturbed or 

confused. While in Germany it always irnpressed me how willing passersby or neighbors 

were to be involved with people who did not seern to be able to orient themselves or take 

care of themselves. Quite often members of the public ensrned that persons were 

cornfortable and kept an eye on them until police arrived, and were paticularly solicitous 

of the elderly. 

The types of confused persons that police are called to cope with ranges from elderly 

dizens who are suffering fiom Alzheimer's, to those who become aggrrssive when 

under the innuence of drugs or alcohol. Schizophrenics or psychotics provide their own 

b e l  of challenge, king sometimes fsUrly quiet but extremely nervous, and at other times 

lashing out at everything around them. The primary Mework then, reflects the fact that 

whm police receive a c d  for a confused person, they begui fiom the basis that they will 

be de- with someone whose feality and actions will not reilect the consensus r- 



most people are dealing witk In these situations, officers are extremely aware of the 

unpredictability of the situation, and the fact that there may be a limit to the extent they 

can maintain the upper hand over someone's behaviour. Crank refers to this as "edge 

control", the ability to recognize when the edge of predictable versus turbulent action has 

been reached, and how to construct appropriate responses to it (l998:124-125). 

Late one aflemoon in Match, a citizen d e d  police after hearing her femde neighbor 

shouîhg and smashhg things for most of the aftemoon in an apartment next door. The 

neighbor was waiting outnde the woman's apartment for us, but was told that due to the 

unpdctability of the woman, it might be better to wait in her own apartment. After the 

neighbor had retreated, the officers knocked and the distw:bed woman let us in. The 

apartment was da& but h m  the light in the hallway, we saw tumbled fiinniture and 

coffee grounds strewn everywhere. Alfons turned on some lights; the woman screamed 

that they hurt her eyes and yeiled at us to leave. She shouied that we were giving off rays 

like her television and rhat Mons was a mutant who wanted to get inside her. Paul Ieft to 

contact a doctor, and Mons and I stayed in the apartment At one point she mhed 

Mons, who attempted to calm her but she hit out at him when he grasped her arm to 

stabike ber, and then retreated to a corner when he released her. Paul crime back at that 

point and Mons  told him that he wouidn't stay in the apartment any longer with her. 

Paui, who sometimes has a sornewhat malicious sense of humour, asked if he was ahid  

of her. Mons very calmly stated he wasn't, and explained that she seemed to be getcing 

worse with us in the aparbnent and that we shodd leave her alone imtü the doctor 



arrived Paul nodded and with a wry mile said he wodd actudy be anaid to =y with 

hér. He removed the keys henging by the dwr, and surreptitiously tried them in the lock 

on the way out to make sure one would actuaiiy open her door. Out in the comdor we 

waited for the doctor, Iistening at the door occasiody to make sure she was still moving 

around and hadn't injured herseIf, A psychiatric assistant finally arrived and she was let 

into the apartment to talle to the woman. On her detenhtion, the womm was sdmitted 

to hospital for psychiatric observation. 

These types of calls cm therefore go through a number of rekeyings when they turn fiom 

make-believe, into fribncations, and sometunes even contests. An interesthg aspect 

though, is that becaw the fiame itseif must t a i e  into account all of the behaviors that 

may potentially break the h e  in a normal reaction, things Iike flooding out, and 

downkeying become an integrai part of the primary fhmework a police officer must cope 

with. The break in frame essentidy ody occurs when someone else who shares normal 

co~lsensus d t y  with an officer enters the picture me a psychiatrist or rnedic), who cari 

then initiate a ciiffirent Wework which may break the fiame or at least be part of the 

out of hune activity. 

Obviously, if people seem to be injuring themselves, or if they are king a nuisance, 

regardes of which country one is in, citizens will be quick to call the police to redve 

the metter. Riere are no cultural differences between Germany? or Canada, or probably 

Britain or the States in this regard. Paaicularly when the disturbance fds into the realm 



of a noise cornplaint laîe at ni& citizens just about anywhere becorne irrïtated and waflt 

the matter resolved immediately. 

At foin in the moming, dining April, we got a cd1 to go to a buiiding where several 

people were cornplainhg of a "klingel termrist" - a doorbeii termrist - who was going 

arolmd ringhg their doorbells and nmning away. On adval, the officers had to deal with 

a lot of upset people who had discovered that the perpetrator was one of their neighbors. 

He was an 85 year oid man who seemed somewhat confused and stated that he had heard 

noises in the building and that the nrst thing he could think of was to ring all of his 

neighbors' doorbells to ask for heip. Although he didn't M y  stay to talk to any of the 

neighbors, they caught sight of him and were womed enough to c d  poüce. A quick look 

through the building didn't r e v d  any cause for dam, and just to reassure hïm, the 

officers checked his aparhnent briefly to make sure there were no intruders in there. 

Robert and Gustav told him in as  clear a manner as  they couid that if he heard noises 

again he should caii the police fîrst because that was what they were there for, and not to 

ring d of the doorbeils in the building at four in the morning. 

This kind of event shows ciearly that in democratic societies crosdturauy, one of the 

tasks that police are required to deal with are the kind that Bittner (Klockars 1985:16) has 

identified as the "something-0ught-not-t0-be-happening-and-a~~-~ch-mme~- 

ought-to-be-done-NOW!" situation. It is c h  for the citizen that if it is an immediate 

event over which they have no control, that the police 'ought' to be the ones to do 



something. Even if the situation is not so pressingt police are seen as ha* the access to 

tmls and infionnation that might help resolve a problem more quickIy than a citizen might 

be able to deal with it. 

In Gefmatly, as in Canada, police are often d e d  when elderly citizens, who are der ing  

h m  Alzheimer's or who confused in some way, seem to be in trouble. This type of cal1 

exemplines the service fiinction of the police and is one of the areas where knowledge of 

the community and a strong comection to it aui be extremely valuable in establishing a 

positive presence. One April afkemoon, an elderly woman was found crying on a stmt 

coma and a passerby brought her to a nearby kindergarten to await the police. She lmew 

her namt and her son's name, and said she wanted to go and see him. At fint she said he 

was in Karlsruhe (a city quite a distance away), and it was explained to h a  that it was too 

far io go there right now and that the officen would take her home. Meanwhile a 

cornputer search was king done on her name, and aIthough it took quite a while for the 

dispatcher to get back to us, they found no address for her. Leo asked her if she knew 

anyone in this are% and she looked confiised, but when he mention& the name of a local 

pries she said she recognized the name. Leo suggested that we dnve over to the prïest, 

and at first she agreed, but on the way out of the kindergarten she decided it wasn't a 

good idea and savted to wak off. Leo ran after her and took her hand and M y  

p e d e d  her to corne with us. We drove to the priest, who immediately recognized her 

and greetd her by name. He told Leo that her son worked at a nearby commUIiity -tert 

and we drove her over to d e k  her into his are. Her son wesi't dI that pleased to find 



out she had been wandering around in a confused m e ,  but eventuaily drove her home. 

As we le& we p& the kitchen of the center where they were just organizing coffee and 

cake for a meeting, and when Leo stuck his head in the doorway and jovially inquired 

what kind of cake they were serving, the ladies laughed and gave him a slice. 

Sometimesy though, citizens are faced wiîh a dilemma which they believe requins an 

immediate solution, and yet is something that officers cannot help them with, except to 

offer sympathetic words. It seemed to me that Germans were less discriminating 

regarding the w o n s  for which they would cal1 police when it concmed one of these 

types of borderline caiIs, and quite o h  the nature of poiicing in Germany connects with 

the service aspect of policing in ensurhg 'peace of mind' for its citizens. This ties into 

one of their more recent advertising slogans: 'If it doesn't seem right, cal1 your police'. 

The slogan nui also be seen as an effort to encourage the public to see their environment 

in the same way that police are trained to do, in other words to recognke incongruityy the 

unusual, and those things that are out of place (Crank 19%: 176). 

For exarnpley in May, a doctor cailed us because an elderly patient of his was confused 

and was refusing treatment, and none of her famiy couid corninue watching over her 24 

hom a day. He did not openly say that she was endangering her He, which was the ody 

thing the officers r e d y  needed to know in order to take her to Haar (the psychiatnc 

hospital). The doctor insisted that the officers should see her anyway. So we &ove there 

and her niece talked to us for a M e  about the tit~tion, saying that it was getring very 



difficuit to watch over her, that she wouldn't take her medication and wandered about in a 

confused state, and that she coddn't be there to watch over her alI the tirne. The officers 

then spoke with the elderly lady who didn't scem to be a danger to herself but simply 

somewhat connised Johann channed her by saying that the police were womed about 

her and wanted her to live for a long tirne, and that she was a sennile lady and wouidn't 

she please take her medicine. Both Amri and Johann told the niece that they didn't think 

she should be admitted to Haar, and advised her to go through another social service 

agency to get a daily visiting nurse. 

About one week later, sorneone found an older woman eying to get into an aparûnent 

building, but who didn't seem to really know where 'home' was. She looked very 

familiar to me, but it only came to me after we arrived at the address we found in her 

purse that she was the woman who was not takuig her medication. The superintendent 

lived in the apartment next dwr to her and Let her into the place. Paul took a stem and 

somewhat patronizing tone with her, t e h g  her to take off her jacket and shoes so that 

she would stay inside and not wander off anymore. She looked at him in a coafllsed way 

and Alfous reiterated in a more gentle tone that she had to stay at home now, that it was 

t h  in the morning and she shouid go to bed She sat there and Iwked at us, making no 

move, so nnaliy Paul helped her off with her jacket and shoes and told her again to go to 

bed, 



Cdturd expectation dictates respect for the elderly, which was how the above call began. 

Only whm it appeared that the eldaly woman did not understand did the verbal technique 

contravene interactive expectation and Paul treated her more like a child. When this 

muisure did not have effect, Paul chose a more immediate and personal fesponse, which 

stiU lies withùl cultural permissability, and that was to physidy connect with her in 

removing her jacket and shoes. Closure of similar situations in Ottawa involved 

remaining with the person until a third party couid arrive, or visually checking on the 

address and neighborhood more fi=equentlyt but never utilized this type of physical contact 

(Richter, fieldnotes, 1 99 1). 

The above narrative is but one example of primary h e w o r k s  that c m  get constructeci 

around one particula. individuai. Officers in my one zone quiDciciy come to know those 

citizens who tend to wander off repeatedly, and aithough the system is not well designeci 

to keep track of these repeat 'wandererst (paperwork m u t  k fîiled out completely h m  

scratch evey time an event Like this happens, evm though officers may already lmow 

them welI enough to ask whether it is Mr. or Mrs. So-and-so when they arrive at a 

location), the officers themselves become cognbmt after a time of repeathg a similar 

primary fhme each thne they come in contact with these individuais. 

Sometirnes officers rekey the primary hmework once they understand that the most 

efficient way to deaI with the situation is to "go dong" with the sory that the citizen is 



reporting; in other words, officers incorporate a certain amount of benign fhbrication in 

the fiame. 

For example, in July an elderly woman calied poiice because she thought her neighbor 

kept entering her apartment while she was out to steal and break things and slash h a  

ftmiture. She showed us where the carpet fringes were supposedly cut off, but it was 

obvious they had just wom off with age. We Iistened to her complaints for several 

minutes, mtil Paul changed the flow of her thoughts and taiked to her about riding, as he 

owns a horse himseK He pointed to me and stated that 1 was a rider tw, and lied that 1 

owned my own pony. The elderly woman immediately asked me if 1 could use a hat and 

a pair of ndhg bmches. 1 smiled and thanked her but said that she should keep them. 

She retumed to the nason for ha* the police there and began to iist what her neighbor 

had stolen and damaged, and Paui toid Bruno to write it ail down, wiiile winking slightly 

at him. Bruno played dong and srnibled a bit as she ralked. She showed us various 

things in the apartment that she thought had been damaged, but there was reaily nothhg 

there to indicate her version of events was correct. FinaNy Paui said that the neighbor 

would be punished for what she had done, but that we had to leave because other people 

needed our help as welI. 

Sirnilarly, in August a woman caIled to report that an unknown person had broken into 

her aptment. She knew this because the bathmom door was hanging a bit cmked, an 

electronic p e  console had been moved away from the waU slightly, a bathroom cabinet 



was now standing in her living room, and the casters on an office chair had beea 

damaged. Fritz and Mons wandered arouad and repeatedly examined these things; a 

couple of times they rnoved into another room or the hdway to t a k  things over, and 1 

stayed with the woman to essentially give the officers some privacy to confer. It was 

obvious to me that something was rather strange about the situation. The o5cers asked 

her several times if anything of value had ken  taken, and she always said no, until Fritz 

mentioned her jewellery. She thought for a moment and went to get her jewel box. Mer 

rootbg mund in it she stated that a couple of tfimgs were missing, but she was not very 

definite about what was gone. Fritz told her to son out her jewellery methodically, but 

she didn't Iisten. Both officers then informeci her that they needed to get some paperwork 

and after Iooking at me, headed out into the hall. 1 waited with ber, but she didn't pay any 

attention to me, mmly spent the time looking through her jewelIery box. When M o n s  

and Fritz r e m &  Mons told her point-blank that h a  story didn't seem to make much 

sense and there was nothing to indicate that a break-in had a c W y  occmd. She was 

somewhat flustered and worried that Alfins had checked her out on the cornputer, but in 

the end was moa concemed that her locks be changed One of the officers advised her to 

M c  to the manager of the building, which she was reluctant to do, saying that the officers 

shouid give her a nle number or something to satisfy the manager that there was a reason 

to change her locks. The offices agreed to do this and we le& 

Back at the station we taiked about the case7 and agreed th= was something strange 

gohg on, despite her complete calmness and seeming ratiodty when relating her story. 



Mons raised the question of how one codd know when something had occurted for red 

when you were dealing with a person who obviously occupied a different reality. We 

discussed possibilities like what the scene would have looked like if there had been a real 

break-in, and pondered why someone wodd pick through a jewellery box to take only a 

couple of items and carefbiiy close al1 of the üttle boxes in her jewel case if it was a real 

theft. Mons figured, as he went out the door, that we would hear h m  her again (and 

she did c d  on a mbsequent shift with a nmilar story). 

Stories told about cases, and the discussion of possibilities attached to particdar events is 

common to ail police cultures. Where these nones are allowed to be told can vary; often 

these tales are aired during down time d e r  a shift (Crank lW8:lS, 166-167), although 

they do appear during shi. as weiI. In Canada, officers are expected to leave the station 

after roll call and remain on patrol for the duration of their shifts unies  they bring 

sorneone into the station for processing. For them, the narration of tales occurs in 

matched meetings in parking lots over a quick cup of take-out coffee. ïhese tales are 

constructed for the rd-and-file oniy, and may carry back region expressions and reveal 

knowledge of occupatiod competence and subcultural values. In Germany, officers are 

fiecluentiy in the station between bouts of preventive patrol, having coffee in the kitchen 

or t a h g  in the duty mm. This places the t e b g  of tales Înto a more ambiguous space 

r e g h g  back and h n t  stage behaviourUT Not oniy do middle management ofncers have 

an opportmif~ to Esten in on stories, members of the public may also be exposed In this 

sense, the tales told are pointedIy about competence and strategy and general moraiity. 



Narratives that reflect aspects of subcdnual values may be halted mtiI doors can be 

closed, or the make up of the audience can be ascertaine& 

AU police officers must deai with death. While cikens expect gentle and caring officers 

to impart the news that a loved one has die4 cornpetence in such a situation will Vary 

dependhg on the individual officer. While 1 never had the opporninity to see Ottawa 

police deal with this, logically officers in both colmtnes will face similar diff?cuities 

associated with notifications of death and dealing with the dead on scene. A death is 

often encountered when a neighbor notices that someone in an adjoining home has not 

been seen for severai days, and tries to find ways of checking out the status of that person. 

Sometimes it is only the police who can be called to do this. While a number of these 

types of cails I attended ninied out well, and the person had merely had a fd and was 

incapable of gening up, occasionally we were not so fortmate. This is one of the few 

types of calls that have police officers essentidly casting the primary fÎamework of 

tcsponse to death in a preliminary key of a "techical redoing", siace more often for this 

call than any other, officers discuss who wiil hande things Iike viewing the body or 

taking to relatives, and sometimes commenting on the nature of the caü in either a 

serious or joking manner. In essence, they go through a practice session of sorts to ensure 

that they wîii be able to deal with the initiai trauxna. 



On one aftenioon &ift in May, that type of t a h g  through centered on a previous contact 

with an elderly gentleman, who didn't seem to have answered his door for several days. 

Paul and Edmund had been there the week before when he had had sorne dificuky, and 

they got a key delivered to a local aid organization so that meals could be delivered to 

him. He appatently had not wanted to go in to a hospital at that point. 

On the landhg outîide his door, we found three days worth of foi1 wrapped m a l s  stacked 

one on top of each other. Edmund flipped up the letter box but couldn't see anything 

inside. Paul cornmenteci that since the meais were still there, it didn't look very good. 

After repeated efforts to attract the elderly man's attention a locksmith was cailed. 

Dmhg the wait, Paul angrily commented on the social workers who would accept a key 

and then leaw three days worth of meais outside the man's door without checking on 

him. 

The locksmith anived and opened the door. Unfoinuiately the male inhabitant was 

already dead, and had probably died in difficulty; there was biood and excrement all over 

the kitchen floor. We Ieft and sealed the dwr. At the car the officers fïlIed out 

pqenvork wMe we waited for the coroner. When she arrive& Edxnund twk her up to 

the apartment to view the body. She codd not determine the cause of death so the KDD 

(Kriminal Dauer Dienst) was c&ed. 



When there is a death, officers ofien must rekey activity when the cirrious hover, when 

dealhg with medical personnel, when Krïpo or KDD officers show up in the event of an 

indeterminate cause of death, and again when relatives show up who are in distress. AU 

of these components occurred on my last moming of patrol in Munich, 

A citizen called reporting the death of a woman in her home. We arrived to find the 

apaament swarming with medicai personnel. The woman had supposedly died of a heart 

attack, but the medical people codd not swear to that as cause of death so they cailed 

police and the Knpo in. We discussed this at the fiont door, out of sight of the body 

which was arotmd a corner of her apartment corridor. Therefore, the fkst moments of 

engagement with the situation had nothing to do with the dead woman but only with the 

initid professional h e w o r k  of the medical personnel on site. Wiîh al1 of the medical 

people walking in and out and the offices tallcing to them to establish particdars, 1 

elected to stay near the fiont door to stay out of the way and watch the proceedings. Most 

of the medical people nnally left and both officen headed to the back of the apartment to 

taik to the rernaining medic and fiII out forms. 1 stayed near the h n t  door to await the 

Kripo. When 1 finished my notes and decided to look into the kitchen to see how fiu the 

officers had proceeded, 1 tumed the corner and finally came face to face with the body. 

For the £k t  time 1 felt a sudden shock at seemg deak As it had not been possible to 

detamine the cause of death nothing could be di- in the immediate iuea e r o ~ d  the 

woman, and her nude body was snll lyùig in the hall ouade  her b h o m .  It stopped me 

short and 1 remained war the h n t  dwr, since I would have had to step over her body in 



order to get to the kitchen where Mons and Fritz were sitting. The door to the apartment 

had been left slightly open to d o w  the Knpo access, and as 1 was waiting there a woman 

showed up saying she was the cousin of the dead person. She asked If she could come in 

and see the body. 1 asked her to wait a mornenk and went back to the hallway leading to 

the kitchen where the body was, and calleci to Alfions to come over. 1 explained the dead 

woman's cousin was at the door and wanted to see the body. Mons approached her and 

told her it was not a good idea to view the body yet - that he wouldn't do it if he were her 

- and suggested that she might want to sit d o m  in the neighbor's apartment and rest a bit 

as she seemed to be in a bit of shock, The woman and U o n s  knocked on the door of the 

neighboring aparmient and the older woman who answered was immediately solicitous of 

the cousin, lening both she and Alfions in to do some telephoning. Fritz stayed with the 

medic in the kitchen, although he came to the front occasiody to confer with Mons, 

and M y  Mons left the cousin in the neighbor's apartment to rem to the paperwork 

that Fritz was completing. Once the medic left, however, Mons rehimed to the 

neighbor's apartment and had a long talk with the cousin, explaining exactly what had 

and would happen in this case. Fritz finished up the paperwork, rushing by me a couple 

of times to get some fksh air whenever he caught a "whiff' of the dead body. 1 hadn't 

noticed any reai odor, but this could dso be because 1 stayed near the door of the 

apartment. 1 was still waiting to let the Kripo in, when Mons returned and he waited 

with me. We made s m d  taik about the case in serious tones, but occasiody lapsed into 

more humornus commentS. The Knpo finally arrived and the papers and case were 

transferred to them. 



The use of humour is an important subcultural attnie;  similar to other professions that 

ded with emergency and trauma situations, police officers resolve incongruity, tension 

and distress through humorous banter. This is back region behaviour in dl police 

senrices, and is not designed for display outside of the group that understands its purpose. 

In the above case, ody when al l  of the necessary procedures are dealt with, and only 

when police officers are present, can the impact of the event be acknowledged and deait 

with. A more detailed discussion of humour appears in the next chapter. 

This is one of the peculiarities of the German legal system, and reflects what Ardagh 

(1995520) descr i i  as the "extremely Iitigious" nature of the Gemans. Beleidigung 

trans1ate-s literaUy as "insult", and what it means in a legal context is that a citizen has the 

option to charge someone with 'beleidigrmg' if s/he feels that they have been insulted in 

any way. In the North Amencan context we might imagine it as if a citizen could charge 

someone with slander or libel through the police raîher than treating it as a civil matter in 

the courts. While citums seem to cherish this partidar option, police officers tend not 

to use 4 knowing that it usually becornes a rather hollow action with no real results. 

Citizens, however, Iitüue this as a mechanism for establishing control over social 

behaviour which is seen as inappropriate. Therefore, citizens expect poiice to take hem 

seri~u~ly whm they initiate this charge. Police officers acknowledge their concem~, but 

sub~equently try to rationalize or coax citizens into withdrawing h m  this action. 



To offer one of the more extreme examples, when 1 arrived at the station on one aftenioon 

shift in Au- a couple of the officers said I had to read one of the entries in the log 

book because it was one of the most bipare examples of beleidigung they'd ever seen. 1 

read in the log book that someone made a charge of beleidigung against a waitress in a 

restaurant because he had to wait 15 minutes for his beer and a menu, and he felt insulted 

by that 

Difnculties between police and citizens with regard to "beleidigung are certaidy 

possible, and one of the most interesthg occurred on an aftenioon shift in March. We 

were told to meet one of the parking control officers who wss having difncuity with a 

passerby. We found a very k t e  Polizeihostesse (politesse) and an angry male passerby. 

His fernale cornpanion was waiting farther up the street and crying. Apparentiy the 

woman had bimiped the bag of the politesse, who in r e m  commented "muss dass sein" 

('is that necessary') and the female passerby had apologized. The male then responded 

with an obscenity. The politesse replied that she did not have to accept nich insuits and 

was going to caU her coUeagues, which the male invited her to do. 

The officen told the politesse tbat they would take care of the papemork, as  she had 

informecl them that she wanted to charge the two passersby with "beleidigung". The 

politesse left to continue workuig and the ofncers asked the two passesby for thei. story. 

They indicated that the politesse had ken verMy provocative fbt  and they had just 

reacted. The fanale passerby was aYmg steadily throughout this and explained to the 



poiicewoman present that she had appIied for landed immigrant rights and was 

technidy on probation and could not aEod to be in trouble with th'e police. Soaya kept 

reasniring her that this diddt really even concern her and that she shouldn't worry about 

it. 

When the officers had finished the paperwork we retumed to ? . e  station. Ben thought 

this was a situation where a littie racism (Fremdenfeindlichkeit) was involved, since the 

politesse was aot known for her love of immigrants?o The officers, however, aiso gave 

her a Little benefit of the doubt, saying she had to listen to a lot of cornplaints and abuse as 

a parking control officer, and she probably had had enough that &y. Neither officer 

thought her case would come to anything though. 

In the above case, the bracketing for the fiamework in which the police acnially became 

involved, occurred when the politesse decided to c d  a unit in. While she was present, 

the key of the finune involved a particular problern (the insult itself) seen h m  two 

different motivationai sides: the passenby, who insisteci that the politesse had initiated 

the conflict, and the politesse herseif, who seemed to have an underiying motivation 

regardhg the presence of foreigners. Once she left, the frame was broken not only by her 

absence, but by the flooding out of the fernale passerby? who rnanaged to rekey the 

interaction to one that no longer reflected the problem of "beleidigimg", but now focussed 

on her stanis and how trouble with the police wodd her personally. 



This case, however, also exemplifies the problem areas that police organizaîions in 

general must deal with. Reactions by police personnel that push the envelope of expected 

interactive patterns, cm eady fall hto the area of abuse of authority and certaidy do 

nothing to improve their image on a local level. Police nibcultures, however, do maintain 

an element of collegial support or solidarity, which often leads to giving officers the 

benefit of the doubt. Complicating the situation in Germaoy is the fact that officers can 

counteract personaily offensive action on the part of citizens through a charge of 

'beleidigung ' . 

Usually, though, when insults are trained at police officers they tend to tuni the other 

cheek As pnvate citizem, the p i c m  may change for certain individuals, but once in 

d o r m  officers largely display a tolerant attitude. in M y ,  for example, we were al1 in 

the kitchen at the station eating lunch. Ben noticed that the gate to the back parking lot 

was standing open, and because the station had i n s t i~ed  specid sec* measures due to 

fkbombings at two other stations (one meanne king that all  gates into station parking 

lots had to be kept closed), Ben went oiit to shut it. WhÏle he was outside, the manager of 

the building in which the station is located mhed out to him, and started yelling at him to 

keep the gate open. Everyone in the kitchen piled to the windows to watch the event 

imfold Ben stayed very cool while he shut the gate, glancing up at the thKd floor where 

the offices of the station chief were located, while the bdding manapet (who is a 

civilian) swore at him. As Ben stroiIed badc into the building, the manager dropped a 

few insulting nameses 



Sonya, who was acting platoon ctiief, entered the kitchen and discovered what was going 

on, and she went out to the yard to explain to the manager why the gate had to be s e c d  

In the kitchen, Bruno raged about the insults, and when Ben retumed, advised hlln to 
7 

charge the manager with "be1eidigungn which the other officers agreed with. &n 

shrugged it off, aithough it obviously bothered him because a few days later he met with 

the station chief to discuss the incident. 

So police do tend to avoid reacting to insuits, probably because they are exposed to the 

paperwork process ofien enough to feel it isn't worth the hassle. In the above situation, 

despite the fact that Bnmo was essmtially encoumghg a b d  in the fhne through 

downkeying, Ben didn't take any specific action util much later, and even then it was a 

fairly muted response. 

It is important to note that Ben did discuss the events that had occumd with the station 

chief, who is an officer at the executive level. This esîablishes an organhional 

difference between German and Canadian policing in that the organization does not 

adhere to a rigid chainsf-command structure. W e  the easiest and m o a  Iogical person 

to appmach with an issue wodd be the next highest officer in the command hierarchy, in 

Gemiany officers feel k to contact any supcrior up into the Iower ranking executive 

IeveI without having to pass concems t b u g h  intermediary officers. 



Police also develop simple ways of dealing with irate citizens who might be inched to 

insult them simply because of their presence, and that is to non-verbaily, and only later 

verbdly let a citizen receive the full impact of the police "gazeyy or full scrutiny, 

accompanied sometimes by a stock phrase me, "do you have a problem". The followùig 

is an interesting example of a M e  that hcIudes a type of fabrication (uniformed police 

in an unmarked car) to which citWns may react in one way, and m u t  then rekey in order 

to avoid the potential of having "beeidigung" tumed back on them. 

On one afkmwn shift in Apd, there was really nothing much happening on the m e t ,  so 

1 transferred to a civilian vehicle with two imiformed cops, Gustav and Horst. We went 

out with the hopes of doing some traffic control, but the weather got very bad (snow, etc) 

and the citizens were driving very care£idly. The officm made one stop and drove up on 

the sidewaik in order not to block the slippery meet While the stop itself wasn't 

remarkable (other than that each occupant had some type of previous charge iisted on the 

police cornputer), it was interesting that a bicyclist came by swearing at aIi of us because 

we were blocking the bike path. He went first to the car the ofncers had stopped and 

yekd  a bit at those occupants. They must have told him to check at our vehicle because 

he tumed back to us. At that point Horst stafted to get out of the vehicle and asked if the 

bicyciist had a problern. The male took a look at Horst's d o m ,  asked if they were 

redy police officers and rode off. 



In a simil& vein, on a July aftemoon, officers were d e d  to provide bac@ for a couple 

ofzegim who were watchùig a Roma coupIe selling carpets. At their request we were to 

park close by but out of sight to await their c d ,  because we were in a marked cruiser and 

might have s d  the suspects off if they were aware of police presence. It was bmtdy 

hot, and there were cars in every parking spot in the immediate area, so Edmund parked 

in the shade on the sidewalk bicycle path, leaving only enough m m  for pedesüiw to 

walk by single file dong the hedge beside us. We waited for the zeglers to calI, 

occasionaily commenthg on somethhg, but mostly we passed the time in tethargic 

silence. People hinned by us; a few Iooked at us curiously, but no one stopped, mtil an 

older man happened by and asked in a very ktated and rhetorical manner if it was really 

necessary to park so close to the hedge. Edmund shouted that we were on a c d  and Ben 

added that we had to work too. 

It is u s d y  oIda citizens who query or make remarks about police behaviorrr, yoouths 

may mutter comments but are usually not as overt in chailenging the social implications 

of police activity. In Canada, poIice cars parked across sidewalks might get aitical Iooks 

but verbal responses were not urilized (Richter, fieldnotes, 1991). Again, in Ottawa, 

citizens and officers maintainecl a physid distance that was rarely breached; therefore, 

unless a citizen has a specific question to ask an officer, they tend not to approach a 

parked police vehicle. [n Germany, bypassers added two other general interactive 

strategies to padced police cars, either making complamts about vehicles 



"inappropriateIf' parkeà, or offers to buy officers coffee or ice cream (which is the 

stereotyped German eevalent of the doughnut). 

This notion of beleidigung is sornething that citizens obviously like to play with; on the 

one band, they are very quick to threaten to call the police when they are the targets of iIi- 

chosen words, but on the other han& they certainly have no real compunction about 

speaking theîr min& ifsomething doesn't suit them, and apologies are rare. It seemed, at 

thes, that the high standard of fomality, with its supposed r d t i n g  courtesy, bogged 

down in the heat of the moment. in fact, when an apology did occur, it was usually by a 

non-German, 

In August, 1 arrived at Station B one &y, a couple of hours &er the afternoon shifi had 

started (having completed the night shift at Station A ody a few hours before, 1 needed 

some sleep in between), and the platwn chief, Oskar, immediately asked me to do some 

translating for a young American male who needed some help. He had ken arrested a 

day or two earlier for using a motorized skateboard on the pedestrïan mal1 downtown. 

His skateboard was conf i scd  and he was released For some reason the paperwork had 

corne to Station B (noah of the downtown ara) and as he was returning to the States in 

two &YS, he wanted to have his skateboard back. He was having difficulty obtaining it, 

and in a caIm but irate tone infionneci me the police had lied to him and that they soie his 

skateboard, He apologUed to me for his anger, and commented t h  the "guysn at the 

station seemed to be doing their best, but he wanted to make a cornplaint agaiast the 



officers who arrested hlln (who were not membcrs of this platoon). 1 went back to Oskar 

and told him the story, and he provided me with the file numba of the case and the 

telephone number and address of the district attorney, where he assumed the skateboard 

had to be. Oskar also made commented to me that he would be cornplainhg as weii if he 

were in the young man's shoes, and cded over to me as 1 walked back to the fiont desk 

with the idionnation, that I shouid aiso p d  the names of the officers who did the onginai 

paperwork (since they were the ones who "lost" the skateboard) and give them to the 

male as weU The young man was still upset about the situation, but thanked us for the 

he$ as he le& 

In this case, the situation ended up king refiamed to some degree because this young 

man and I could conduct police business in English and connect on some common points 

of similarly s h e d  culture. Oskar, despite his open and quick response with information, 

removed hirnseif h m  the interaction, leaving me to deai with it Therefore, this was one 

of the more anomalou situations that occurred with regard to the overail cultural impact, 

even though the interaction went smoothly and the young man received precisely the 

information he re~uested with no difnculty. 

Impact of Geader and Ethnicity 

In the previous chapter, it was mentioned that while women do still have a W e  in terms 

of gainhg political and professionai access to some ùiings, and whüe stereotyped joking 



behavior and rhetonc exists mund both sexes, by and large women do tend to be 

respected. 

The conservative character of Bavaria can be seen in the traditions mounding women. 

While women are entering public arenas much more easily now, they are d l  under- 

represented in many of the higher-ranking positions (Ardagh 1995:172). Even though 

there semis to be a lot less 'machisrno' among G m a n  d e s  than in some of the latin 

counûies, and men genuhely enjoy the company of women (Ardagh 1995: 190)' the great 

downturn of women's emancipation that occurred under Hitler due to his idealization of 

women as mothers only, dll reverberates in professional and public Ise. This can be 

seen in the area of polichg. While women have been involved in plalliclothes with the 

Krirninalpolizei (that service which deals with operations nomaily involving detectives, 

as weli as specinc crpes of scientific and lab support) for a long period of the ,  women 

had only been doing unifomed patrol work in Bavaria for appmximately five years at the 

time 1 did my fieldwork in 1995. This means that actuai time patrolling the streets was 

even Iess, since the training time for officers in Germany is quite Iengthy. 

The rhetoric amund women in policing is similm to the typical discussion among male 

officers in Canada EssentialIy it is the srnail amount of physicai work that captures the 

attention and which f e d e s  mpposediy cannot hande as weii. In one station the j o b g  

reference to the "Maedchenstreife'?' (girl's patrol) defines a shift composed of station duty, 

guard duty and raliye, whîch means that you're not out on the road doing 'reai' police 



work All of these comments though are usuaiiy followed up with the revelation that the 

fernale officers working with them are in fact good officers, and the selfdeprecating 

observâtions by a couple of male officers that they were probably a bit old-fashioned. 

Held also discusses the impact of gender on her work. One of the things 1 had once 

speculated on with some of the male officers was that perhaps femde officers had more 

difncdty learning the non-verbal signals indicating someone was d y  to fight. I 

suggested that this was due to gendered upbringing, and some of the males thought that 

k t  was a plausible comection. Held (1992:60) makes a similar statement, reflecting 

that males are more intuitive when it cornes to making that decision about physical 

intervention. 

One of the arguments is dso still about training women who then becorne pregnant and 

leave work for either a short-tem period or pemanentiy. I must admit that on hearing 

that argument 1 reflected that a study on the mount of tirne many male officers spend off 

of work due to sports related injuries might actually level out that consideration- But 

again, this type of work anitude seems to be dependent on whether individuals cm rise 

above the rhetoric because one senior ranking male officer was quite adamaat that there 

were more uian enough officers available to cover empty positions while a woman was on 

maternity Leave, and therefore that argument was illogid. 



The few f d e  officers I came into contact with said that they never experienced any 

ovcrt hwassment, akhough one of them did say that when she nrst started one or two 

officers did act inappropriately (dthough she did indicate tbat this was perhaps due more 

to individual personaiities rather than king attacheci to the police cuittue). Policing in 

Germany, as in most c o m ~ e s ,  is stiU a maledomhated profession, and the ovedl 

occupational environment obviously reflects the n o m  and valws of the majority. As 

Kerbo and Strasser (200059) point out, Gemany has a faVLy high level of gender 

inequaIity with relation to wages and the "glas ceiling", and mderIying this is a fairly 

traditional viewpoint of gender des .  However, the impact of the feminist movmient in 

North America and England has created a fiamework which may perhaps allow for a 

smoother process of change. 

Whether it was done consciously or not, there was certainiy a cultural expectation of 

when it might be more efficient to let a woman take the lead on a c d .  Those situations 

involving sexual assault were obvious cîrcumstances, and in the one event where we were 

d e d  in to deal with a woman who had just given birth and, in indicating an aggressive 

desire to leave, had kicked one of the nurses. Since most of the night staff were fernale, 

the two male officm 1 was with let me enter the hospital firsS and in fact aU of the verbal 

interaction taking place was addressed to me, even though it was ody the male officers 

asking questions. 



When it carne to children, both male and female officers tended to work in conjunction. 

ChiIdren were often asked whom they wished to remain with diiring a call, and when they 

needed to be watched whiie an interaction was taking place, the officer who was not as 

imrnediately involved, whether male or faale, took over. Obviously when 1 was present, 

that task sometimes feu to me, but 1 certainly remember a situation where a d e  offica 

wandered off to taik to a couple of kids practicing piano while I remained with the 0 t h  

d e  officer while he inte~ewed their mother, 

With regard to diniculties with ethnic minoiities and foreignen (Aulaender), the cultural 

problem that police are increasingiy dealing with, is related to the f d  of the borders. One 

DGL that 1 spoke with said that obviously police were the first to dislike those foreigners 

who stole h m  banks and comrnitted assadts and kiii& and pointed out that Germans 

who did those things were dso disliked but that you coddn't throw the Germans out. 

As a resdt, some officers tend to be more aggressive regarding identification checks of 

visible minorities. Most officers 1 spoke with agreed that visible minorities were stopped 

more for the simple logisticai reason that it was some of those people who wodd be in 

the country illegaUy, One officer did mention that an obvious offkhoot is that German 

citizens who lwked iike rnembers of an ethnic rninority wodd probably also be stopped 

more, m e r  officen also commented that appearances had much to do with i t  a visrile 

minority male with his M y  would likeIy not be targeteâ, whïie a suspicious young 

Gerxnan male might be stopped more than a member of a visible ethnic group. Severai 



officers did comment however, on the prevalence of foreiga m e s  on the arrest sheets 

that are dso increasingly associated with violent crimes. One officer stated that ifit were 

statistically possible to prove to him today that Germans w m  the "dangerous" group 

rather than some of the ethnic minorities he dealt with, he would be very happy to react 

more strongly towards them. It is therefore, a amewhat subjective, and certainly a 

complex situation, although in gened officers are aware that they can't start believing 

that aiI ethnic minorities are representative of one negative strata of society. 

The citizens themselves, tend to be of the same mind, and welcome people firom other 

coutries who are willuig to work hard and be gooà neighbors, but there are occasionaiIy 

flare-ups. When citizens becorne angry about something and one of the interactants is a 

mernber of an ethnic minority or a foreigner, it was sometimes the case that the rendtant 

shouting between them took on racist overtones. 

One example that sticks out as a blatant respolw by an angry Gemian over a trivial 

matter occurred one August evening. A citizen had cdled to say his apartment was king 

flooded by something h m  the apartment upstairs. It is one of the peculiarities of 

Gaman culture that the police ofien get called when a washer ovefflows, and this was the 

case h a .  While we were waiting for the fire departmet to mop up the mess, the 

upstairs inhabitant retumed h m  grocery shopping. He docked his door explai'g that 

he had started a Ioad of washing before he le& and that was probably the cause of the 

problem. Sure enough, the Qdinage hose had slipped out and released water aU over his 



bathroom. He was quite shocked at the mess, and was very quiet and apologetic. He 

explained that he had no insurance to cover such an event The people from the 

downstairs apartment came up a couple of times to cornplain bitterly, and one male çodd 

be heard throughout the stainvell as he referred to his upstaks neighbor as the '"foreigner 

artist" who shouid go back to where he came nom. 

W e  this was not a common response, it might be seen as indicative of the concem 

regarding new types of criminality entering Gemiany, and, as mentioned before, the 

increasing prevdence of violent crime associated with ethnic m e s .  It led one DGL to 

comment that the citizens of Germany might have to dter their culturaI expectations of 

how police should interact with hem in the future, to accommodate the growing risk of 

encounters with some citizens and visitors. It is still possible today for a police officer to 

be cded on the carpet to explah his/her action is f i e  approaches a higher class citizen 

with a fïream drawn; part of the cultural expectation still seems to i . s t  that an officer 

should err on the side of courtesy rather than on the side of personal safety. With the 

cotmtqr having to deal with U i d g l y  violent crimes though, the style of poiicing may 

have to start shifting to a more cautious one in order to protect not only its ofncers, but its 

citizens. 



The cultural expectations that both police and public operate under can be very important 

in detamining what kind of a police service is in place. in Germany, the essential 

character is of access to police, whether in king able to get into a station to talk to an 

officer, or feeling able to speak to an officer on the Street and even connect with them in 

ways that would be perceived as a violation of personal space in Canada. 

Cikens and police have an underlying cultural expectation that they cm speak their 

min& with each o k ,  although when the interaction between two citizens becornes 

insulting, legai mn5cations may ennie. Citizens and police also take a rnuch more 

active role in being the service agency that tries to help out as much as possible when 

citizens reqiiire aid, particularly those elderly people who are disoriented or who are 

suffering h m  Alzheimer's. Even though some cynicism creeps in when officers deal 

with a few aggressive and disturbed citizens on a repeat basis, in general the strong 

Gennan ernphasis on family and personal responsiiility for each other cornes to the 

forhnt  and is the fundamental friimework fiom which officers and citizens engage. 

The nexf and final chapter, revisits the same h e s  of police activity discussed here, but 

adds the component of communication strate@ to cultural expectations. 



CHAPTER 5: COMMUNICATiON AMI POLICE 

Introduction 

This chapter deals with the same categories of interaction as the Iast chapter dici, therefore 

the primary fkmeworks in place are exactly the same. What is added to the grounding in 

cultural expectations and responses are relevant communicative aspects of interaction. 

F i r ~  a few particular elements of the German language and its impact on police 

communication in generd are considered 

Statements and Strategies 

In terms of producing effective or pemiasive speech, the audience must link up what they 

know of the speaker's stance and interests, the o v d  performance, and the explicit and 

impiicit meanings of the words (Brenneis 1978: 166; Borgstrom 19823 15). Effective 

speech works when the hearer begins to identify with the position of the speaker 

(Borgstmrn 1982321). Added to this, if a recogkabie fiame has been entered, the 

efficacy of the speech carries more weight due to the expectation of certain types of 

speaking; therefore, words WU carry more weight depending on which h m e  we are in 

(GofIGman lgS9:9-l3; Tamen lW3:35,4l). 



The type of speaking that police officers do needs to be effective am d is fiinhentally 

persuasive. It is also the cultural recognition of the officer's role and position that adds 

support to the words that are spoken, and if the W e  has already been dictated by a 

citizen in the sense that they have requested police to be there, officers are in a position to 

fiinction solely h u g h  the use of verbal interaction. Skolnick and Fyfe (1993:38-39) 

discuss the range of 'force' that officers employ in order to ensure cornpliance, moving 

h m  simple presence which is the most common method o f  affeaing the behaviour of 

citizens, to the most serious use of force, namely lethal or deady force. In Skoinick and 

Fyfé's hierarchy, the next most common method officers use, after presence, is that of 

verbalkation. This can take a couple of forms: that of persuasion, which they designate 

as an "adult-adult interactionn? and that of the 'command' voice. Persuasion is designed 

to engage citizens m a reasonable, non-authontarian dialogue that clearly explains what 

the problem is and the steps required to resolve i t  As long as citizens reciprocate in the 

same vein, no other options need to be considered. Should citizens become 

uncooperative, the command voice is employed, which means thaî officers become 

increasingiy reliant on their Iegal and bureaucratic positions to teil people in an 

unequivOcalIy authoritative mamer that their cornpliance is required, 

Speaking to members of the public in Munich foilows many of the same formulae that 

Ottawa police utilize (Richter 1992). The overriding b&s of communication is couched 

in the law and the requirements surromcihg Uiat In general though, Gaman police 

officers are aiso mcolrraged to be cautious about beiig overly "military" in their speaking 



patterxl~ and to remernber that their uniform is wt suffiCient to estabiish control in 

situations (Zenûder Psychologischer Dienst 1988:17). The authority that they bring to 

interactions has to be found in the knowledge that they possess of their craft and the law, 

and must always be tempered with empathy and the ability to be reflexive about personal 

performance (Schmalstich 1993: 1-2). This emphasis on empathy is an aspect that is ody 

beginning to appear in tcaining for comrnunity-oriented police officers in North America, 

a radical depamue f?om the normaiized stance ofneutrality which ofien has the eEéct of 

making officers appear unintemsted and/or distant (Kidd & BrazieI 1999:39-40). 

A particular aspect of the German language creates a necessity for certain types of stances 

which are not the case in North America Gerrnan, as with several other European 

languages, has both a formal and uiformal version of 'you" (sie and du). Part of the 

assessrnent of a situation that officers must make before they start speaking? is what type 

of statu the suspect or complainant might hoId that w d d  necessitate using the f o d  

"you". Genaally, any penon who Iooks as if f i e  has attrrined the age of majorityy is 

addressed fomdy. In certain cases this becomes more problematic, for example, in one 

instance where a male driver involved in an accident Iooked like he was in his teens, one 

officer addressed him forrnalIyy while another officer iater used X o d  address. Held 

refers to this nifficuity several thes (199221,43). 

This has interesting ramifications within the internai police hierarchy, where people who 

know each o h  weil and have worked together for a timey tend to lapse into the informal 



mode of address within the fbst two savice levels, regardlas of rank. Officers at the 

highest service level (Hoeherediensî) are however, always addresseci with the formal 

'you'. This serves to maintain a type of bomdary between these s e ~ c e  levels which will 

not be surpassed despite efforts to facilitate interaction between officers of a l l  ranks. 1 

remember one meeting 1 attended between myself, the piatoon chief and the station chie£ 

with the platmn chicf and 1 operating on an idormal basis and the need to address the 

station chief on a formal basis, it continually threatened to throw the meeting into 

c o ~ o n .  

One hdamentai ciifference between German and North American policing is the lack of 

radio codes. We are f d a r  with the fact that North American services use "lkodes" 

as a shorthand for requests and the type of calis they are on (10-4 for example stands for 

'acknowledged'). German police do not make use of mch a system, therefore, everything 

that is said on the police radio is open and not coded in any way. Normally, this works 

quite weil, aithough the press does tend to monitor the police bands and sometimes arrive 

at big events before the police show up. 

Occasionally, this open type of communication Ieaves m m  for the persoaal 

idiosyncracies of police officers and dispatchers alike to make it over the airwaves. AU 

officers get to know which dispatcher wiH d o w  some verbal Irirties, and which ones 

demand a strict professionalism. ûver the course of the night shift radio discipline cm 

sometimes becorne quite lax (Held 1992:75). Certainly, the dispatcher or a tanbng 



officer on the wt will humorously intavene to put a stop to uiis behavior, but most of 

the tirne individuals remain f d y  attentive to what they say and when they might be close 

to crossing the Iine. 

People who are not in control, whether t h u g h  alcohol and dnigs, or due to anger in 

interpersonai conflicts, offer particular challenges for both verbal and non-verbal 

communication. Dealing with street people, some of whom are also alcoholics, is part of 

the naturai course of events for police. Some encounters can be troublesome, and 

sometirnes officers respond with concem. In one instance, a citizen had cded that there 

was someone lying in the bushes outside an office building. It was late on a March 

evening and gening fairy cold. Johaan sponed a male, heavily intoxicated, who was 

sleeping it off on the ground under some bushes. The male seerned fairly groggy and 

incoherent so rather dian spend time asking about indentincation Johann simply told him 

that he should go to the train station where it was m e r  and he could sleep more 

comfortably . 

Sometimes it is just revefers who cause problems, or create disturbances, when they 

become intoxicated. For example, one Febniary night shift, the officers were dealing 

with a minor t d E c  accident when a dnmk male came up to us and asked each officer 

"Men Sie eine Zigarette?" (Do you have a cigarette?). Both oficers said they didn't 

"Ich habe auch keine", the drunk male replied (1 don't have one either). 



"Dass ist klar, sonst haetten Sie nicht gefragt," responded Bnmo (That's clear, 

othexwise you wouldn't have asked). 

"Was machen Sie da, Strafkttel aufschre~h?" the dnmk continwd (What are 

you doing there, writing up a ticket?). 

"Ja, aber das interessiert Sie doch nicht", Bruno answered (Yes, but that shouldn't 

interest you - it's not your concern). 

"Dass interessiert mich ueberhaupt nicht!" yelled the dru& (That doesn't concern 

me at d) and he waiked off muttering about the habits of the police. 

Dining this exchange officers kept working on filling out forms and communicating with 

the citians invoîved in the accident, wbile casually cespondhg to the dnink. Only when 

he idsingeci on their work was full attention directed to the inebriated male as he was told 

it wam't enything that concemed him. Throughout the interaction with the dnmk male, 

both he and the officers addressed cach other with the formal 'you?. 

Domestic disputes have  the^ own pomts of combustion, and in Germany communicating 

with your police officer may involve not ody verbal interaction but physical contact of a 

persuasive nature. On a night shift in Jdy, the station received a caU that an ex-husband 

was making threats against his fornier Me. They were both waiting for us on the meet 

She explainecl that he had been threatening her with physical violence and shraak back 

suddeniy when he raised hk hand to intemrpt her. He was quite loud and aggressive and 

admitteci to drinkhg dcohol. The officers taIked to him at some lm@ to d e t d e  what 



the exact nature of the problem was; appmtly he had been told to stay away from the 

apartment, but he insisteci that some of the fimitme and applimces in the place were his, 

and he wanted them imrnediately @articularly the television). The woman eventualiy 

said she would corne to the station to press charges in the morning, and went back into 

the building. Edmimd then talked to the male, t e h g  him that everythg would look 

diffaent in the moming and he should go home and get some sleep. The male agreed and 

started to ta& again, continuaily patting E h d  on the shodder and then tried to shake 

my hand. 1 did not reciprocate and Edmund stepped in saying that I, too, wished him a 

good evening. By this tirne a couple of neighbors had appeared at the windows a few 

times to shout d o m  their outrage at being kept awake. It nnally appeared that he wouid 

go - we watched him totter off - and then he m g  back «, the apartment building, 

saying he wanted to get his TV right now instead of in the morning. Edmund and Heinz 

decided to take him in. He was transported to the station with no difficulty and was put 

in the cells because he refbsed to stay seated in the duty room. Once his name war nm 

through the cornputer they discovered about 15 hits on him for assault bodily h m .  

Keeping people physicdy away h m  each other is obviously a necessity when deaiing 

with physicai confrontahon, but tryllig to make them understand the big pictrrre may also 

be a strategy. It was interesthg to hear Edmmd trot out the same phrase on a number of 

occasions to get citkeas to put enough time between thanselves and the event so that 

they cotdd think cleady about it. For example, in JuIy we headed to an S-bahn station2' 

where two of the railway police were waiting with a complainant. The male c o m p l h t  



was upset because another man had damaged his bicycle and then left. Artur and 

Edmund talked to him briefiy, during which time the other male rehrnied and insisted on 

t e h g  his side of the story. Both men began to get angry and started moving in on each 

other. Amri and Edmmd told them to remain apart and then moved between them when 

the accused asked Edrnund to hold the c o m p I ~ t  so he couid punch him out. Both 

males were told that they should lave the situation alone for the moment, think over 

what they were doing and if they were dl upset they could press charges the next &y. 

As there was no signifiant damage to the bicycle, the cornplainant was told to take the 

bike and leave, which he did fairly quickly. Edmund told the antagonist thaî everything 

wodd look merent in the mornhg and he shodd just go home and sleep on it. 

Physical contact has long been utilized as a way of communicating through non-verbal 

means, and police officers certainly have the right to touch people in very direct, coercive, 

and even intimate ways (Kidd & Braziel l999:17). Citizens making physical contact with 

police officers though, is far more cornmon in Germany than in North America The 

contact that citizens make consists of either tapping, patting or grasping the a m ,  or les 

commody the shoulder, of a police onicer. Tapping someone on the arm or shoulder is a 

request for attention; patting on the ami is an attempt to sway or convince someone to see 

your side, and in some cases to convey sympathy; and &rasping the arm, while 

occasiody conveying regret, is most like1y in the policing situation to be a mechanism 

for tryîng to gain contrd. One of the more interestÏng citizen-initiated physid contacts 

occiirred close to midsiight in Juiy, when police had been cded to a physical assault 



which left a male more seriously i n j d  than the police Ralized. We anived to fmd a 

dnmk Turkish male waiting for us who stated he was hit over the head with a heavy 

mbber implement by a white male who was still at the scene. The sons of the Twkish 

male comborated the story. The officers spoke with the other male and he said hie 

Turkish man attacked him with a knife which he then supposedly threw into a busb The 

two boys said they didn't see a M e .  A search was initiateci; another unit and a couple of 

zegiers k v e d  on the scene to help. The Turkish male moved toward the white male as if 

to push him, and Bruno stepped between them to separate them. Bruno tried to talk to the 

white male* while the Tiirkish male tned to get Bruno to feel the lumps on his head. 

B r n o  ignored him. The Turkish male grabbed Bruno's hand, but only when Bruno's 

fingers came into contact with the male's hait did he seem to nalize what was going on, 

and he jerked away. The males began arguing again about what actually happened, with 

the police officers trying to get a single version of the story whik keeping order. At one 

point the Turkish male came over to me and m t e d  me to feel the lumps on his head. 

Finally, he was handded because he was just too uncontroiIab1e and taken to the nation 

for an alcotest. WMe there, he collapsed and was transfemd to a hospital where doaon 

discovered he had a concussion. In this case, the Turkish male, dbeit intoxicated, opted 

to try direct physical contact with officers to persuade them ofhis story. W e  this might 

be attrriuted to different cultural standards of communication, the relevance Lies in the 

response of the police offices. In Cauada the male would have been contained in some 

way much sooner, perhaps simply by t e h g  him to remain in a ceaaui spot without 



moving or by king placed in a police car. In the Gaman scenarïo, this male was left to 

m d e r  fiom person to person for a considerable t h e  before king spatially controlled 

Part of a calming strategy that I have heard several police officm use is to put the 

respomiility for resolution of a situation in the han& of the antagonia This tends to be 

a very simple verbal tactic of asking people to -est how they would handle the 

situation themselves. For example, in Febniary neighbors reporteci that a divorcing 

couple were arguing about the presence of the man's girIfEiend in the apartrnent. The 

soon to be ex-wife apparently hit the man over the head with a beer glas; he stiU had 

traces of blood on his face when offices arrived. She kept screaming at him mtiI Artur 

and Ben shouted at her O be quiet and let the male teii his side of the story. When he was 

finished, the wornan was iavited to speak regarding her version of the event "la, was 

machen wir dann, machen Sie mir e h  Vorschlagf)' Ama nnally said (WelI, what are we 

going to do here; what wouid you ntggest). The man responded that he wanted his ex- 

wife out of the apartment. 

Artur then asked who was responsible for the rent on the apartment, but both said they 

shared it and they both reiterated that neither one was going to Ieave. Amn then asked 

the man if he was responding that way because of his pride, and the male immediately 

agreed that he was. Artur commented then that this situâtion could not go on as it was 

and that one person would have to give way or the problem could not be resolved He 

Iooked at the girfiend and suggested that she Ieave before anything e k  was decideci, 



and appeaied to her common sense in seeing that this siaiaton could not be dowed to 

continue in nich a volatile vein. She agreed, and after a bnef discussion with the man, 

both of them and the officers left the apartment 

Ais0 potentiaiiy serious are those occasions where commUDication links between citizen 

to dispatcherfstation to police mi t s  develops an emr along the way. While some of these 

cases are low key and can be fairly &y rectifie4 there were certainty times where 

ofncers believed they had to act quickly resulting in a biue Iight nui that is unnecessary. 

For example, in April a man came into the station to say that some garden sheds had been 

broken into. He reportecl that the fïrst instance had occurred about 14 days before, and 

sorneone had just done another breakgin about an hour previoudy. The man in charge of 

the radio that night heard a few words and took immediate action - the remit king that 

everyone thought the break-in was happening at that moment - and several male onicm 

went ming out without clarifying the details fmt. 'Ihe female duty officer attempted to 

intervene without success, and she and 1 looked at each other helplessly. My partners also 

headed out the door and 1 went d e r  them. Several units tore off with lights and sirens 

poing. At the garden allotmen& a number of units (including zeglers) puilcd up with 

absolutely nothing in sight and no idea of where these break-ins were supposed to be. 

GraduaiIy it came out over the radio that they had aiready o c c d  an hour ago. The 

zeglers were disgusteci and made comments over the radio that that could have been 

clarifïed before we lefi the station. The dormed units were disappointed and imtaed 

with the zeglers because they felt the @ers gave the impression that they knew 



everythïng bettn. A discussion on this call resurfiaced rqeatedly ova the course of the 

eve- Max stating at one point that everyone reacts but no one reaily knows what is 

going on. In the end the blame was laid equally at the feet of the cornpiainant who had 

given inaccurate directions, and the radio officer who shodd have taken a few seconds to 

cl- the situation. One unit &ove the cornplainant back out to the gardens so they 

could have a look around, and before leaving the station the cornplainant contributed a bit 

of cash to the platoon's coffee fund by way of apology. 

This incident regarding the break-ins at the garden dotment illustrates police offices' 

frustration at having to act on incomplete or even entirely wrong information. The fault 

can occur anywhere dong the communicatioa chain, wheîher it is a citizen who is 

panicked or too brie& a dispatcher who has mismdeistood, or the police officer 

him(herseifwho is at the tail end of a reai-Iife version of that old party game involvhg a 

whispmd comment that gets passed dong mtil it evolves into something completely 

different at the end. Sometimes misinformation can mean putting themselves into 

potentially dangerou situations, WIe the shift in May when a dispatcher reported that a 

citizen had seen suspicious persons tqhg to break into an equipment trailer behind a 

house. Not only did we rush over there, but both officers approached the site with 

weapons drawn, ody to find out a short while later that the whole event had o c c d  

over an hour earlier. 



Most often misinformation means havhg to shift the primary fnunework of interaction 

very quickly to accommodate a quite different type of event For exampie, one night shift 

in June the dispatcher sent us to a location where a fight was apparently occurring over a 

car. At the address the officers found û man and a woman who desperately needed to get 

their car out of a parking lot that had been locked up for the night They were business 

partners and still had tu use the vehicle that night for a pressing engagement. Ben, 

Philipp and the man managed to manoeuver the gate off its hinges so that the car could be 

retrieved, and then the gate was rehung. At the end, Philipp called the dispatcher and just 

said that the parties had resolved thek difficulties before we arrived. 

One of the more serious events involved a number of problematic elements, inclrtdkig an 

erroneous identification of the type of caiI officers were responding to, and 

malfimctioning equipment. This situation had the potentiai to tum into a very ugiy event, 

and becaw of that Edmund and 1 were the center of 'W stones for a few days after 

th&, since we were the two who had initially f b d  the volatile part essentidy alone. 

It was early in the evening in Jme. We drove over to the refugee camp with ail the beUs 

and wtiistles going; the cal1 was regarding a fire that was nipposedly raging there. When 

we aLzived, the fire department had trucks al l  over the place, so we had to park a 

considerable distance away h m  the gate leadïng into the compound. Artur shnigged as 

we jogged dong, saying that it was more important anyway for the fîre department to get 

through than for us to be close to the action. We nnally mtered the compound and 



headed toward the buildings to which a fire onicial directed us. We walked between a 

couple of the long buildings toward a large crowd of people at the fm end, who were 

gazbg at somethuig beyond our Luie of vision. When we turned the corner of the 

building and threaded our way through clumps of odookers, we found a group of 

hfighters with their medicai kits open. At this point, we were the only police unit 

present, dthough 1 heard sirem in the distance and assumed that more police UtUts were 

on the way. 

In the middle of this group of firefighters was a h o t  of young black males, all y e b g  at 

each other, one of whom had several bandages on him. Al1 of them were makùig 

m v e  gestures at each other, the bandaged d e  at one point pulliag out his genitals, 

to show a bleeding wound The fkfighters looked at the two police officers and 

essentidy said 'do something'. Artur tried to cail for back up on the portable radio but it 

wasntt workhg, so he disappeared around the corner of the building to ûy for a betîer 

location, and most of the firefighters went with him, 1 debated whetha to go with him, 

but at that point three of the males began fightùig again and a coupIe of others circled 

them looking for opportunities to get involved. When 1 saw Edmund step towards them, I 

felt that I shouid remain with hirn. Edmund stepped forward again and shouted at them to 

quit, but had to retreat when the fighting escalate& wth oniy one poIice officer there, 

five very angry males fighting (possibly with knives since th- was a lot of bleeding 

going on), and a crowd of about thirty odookers who might have intere~f~ in representing 

one f&on or another, there was no realistic way to conml the situation. The fight 



W y  made its m y  aromd the corner of the building, where Artur was eventually 

sighted again. E h d  waved hun over and Amri said he stiU hadn't been able to raise 

anyone on the radio; by this time there was a lulI in the fighting and the combatants had 

moved apart. Amn, king a much larger man thaa Edmund, was able to place himself 

between the antagonists and kept shoving them apart when they started moving in; 

meanwhile, Edmund raced off to the car to try that radio. We actuaily waited ody a short 

time before dormed officers and zeglers h m  several surroundhg stations poured ont0 

the scene. Artur and one of the zeglers pulled dom the leading antagonist and c s e d  

him, while other officers subdued the other combatants, several of them dkr ing  h m  

wounds that we Ieamed later had been inflicted with knives and broken bottles. We 

headed back to the station with the less seriousiy injured males, while a couple were 

taken to hospital, and a few officers remained behind to search for the weapons. Mer 

translating the English statements that the males gave the officers, we discovered that the 

whole thing occinred because one party insuited another's manhwd. 

Cornparison of Events 

As in Chapter 4, the fiames here are the sune, and are intended to continw the cultural 

narrative that bas already ken constructed [n addition though, particular aspects of 

verbai cornmimication are disfusseci that contribute to cuInirally/mbcuinirally mediated 

expc*ations of action and interaction. Particulariy relevant are those verbaficmtions that 



reflect on some of Herbert's normative orders of the subculture, like the discourse aromd 

safety, bureaumatic control and the law. 

ûpening and closing strategies that police officers use, tend to be f&ly mifiorm 

regardiess of society and regardes of social occasion. Phrases like, "Hello, whaî 

happened hm?", "Do you have some identification?", "Where do you Live?", are 

standard for establishing who exactly police officers are dealing with. Obviously, when a 

person is arrested, or is required to give a blood sample, there are specific ways of stating 

this that WU satisfy any requirernent the courts may rnake. 

There are standard forms of speech that are important eiements of communication 

between police and public. For example, an inquisitive or imperative %alIo" is often 

used by officers to catch people's attention or as an intemptive statement when ûying to 

regain control over an argument. Held (199255) refers to this, and it was certainly used 

commonly by police officers in my experience. ûther typical aspects of communicative 

competcnce have aiready been üsted above. The foilowing sectionst however, contain a 

few more unique examples of communication as they occur within the Gennan context of 

police/public interaction. 



T d c  Accidents 

The typical vaba1i;rations that get attached to a tianic accident in Ottawa include 

questions Be: "about what time did it happen'', "can 1 see your documents", "are you stiIi 

living on - streetny "can 1 have your home telephone number", "is there a business 

n u m W ,  "approximately what speed were you travelling at", "how old are you", "did 

you have your seatbeIt on", and then a subsequent request for statement of events (Richter 

1992:102-103). Mer this the officer determines who was at fadf and what the charge 

on the ticket will be. 

One of the very firn c d s  on my f h t  &y of patrol aiiowed me to understand what an 

ordinary trafnc accident was like in Munich, and let me establish an understanding of the 

primary h e w o r k  by which police operate, which included the basic verbal interactions 

concemed, 

The fernale driver of a car los control of her vehicle and slid into the rear of a car stopped 

at an intersection. H a  car was damaged by the impact, although the car of the male in 

b n t  of her sustained no r d  damage. Mer the cars were moved into a side street, 

Edrnund and Artur took down information to write out a ticket for the fernale driver and a 

waming for the male driver who had forgotten his licence. The questions asked were for 

basic information, and sometimes consisted ofonly one-word questions: 

"Wo wohaen Sie?" (Where do you live?) 



"Postieitzahl?' (Postal code?) 

YB&" (Occupation?) 

"Wer ist der Halter von dem Fahrzeug?" (Who is the owner of the vehicle?) 

Once the paperwork was filled out, Artur spoke to the male drivm and said that if they 

were being thorough he would also have received a ticket for fdure to produce a licence, 

but he had the discretion to let him off with a h g .  

As has aiready been indicated in a previous chapter, verbal interaction between officer 

and citizen can sometimes be in the nature of offering advice, or at the very least 

presenting the pi- h m  the officer's point of view. On an &exnoon shift in February, 

a male driver took a c w e  with too great a speed, and practidy drove head on into 

another car. Photographs were taken as won as we arrived. Bruno asked me to heIp him 

measure the scme for a diagram wMe Albert taiked to the dnvers. When some quick 

basic measurements had been taken and recorde& Bruno got into one of the cars with the 

driver at fault to do the paperwork. He noted the basic information, while the driver 

insisted it redy wasn't his fault Bnmo commented that in uiat case, they probably 

shouldn't be taking any photographs because with that evidence it redy didn't look good 

for his case. The driver shrugged, and Bnmo recorded a lengthy verbal statement h m  

the driver, explaining to him when they began that he was not there to decide on gdt, but 

just to take d o m  the W. 



Similady, on a Jme dernoon, an elderly woman drove into a van as she trrmed into an 

intersection where the trafic Light was not working. Visibility was excellent that day, so 

she assumed that everyone else would watch out for her and that she didn't really need to 

do a lot of checking before proceeding into the intersection. She did not want to admit 

that she was at faut. Edmund told her not to say that she had the right of way in fiont of 

anyone else, otherwise she might h d  herseIf in a driver's education course again, and she 

could lose her licence. He told her that he was giving her gwd advice in telling her that 

she shoddn't repeat her comments. M e r  he mentioned that he wouid be a bit lenient 

with her today, she received a ticket, and was told to exchange information with the other 

driver for insurance purposes. 

In both of the above cases there is a prrrposeful intermingling of the requirements of law 

and bureaucratie control with the individual disaetion of each police officer. This is 

typical of the ûttawa police as weU, however, the advisory aspect of the communication 

is much more pronounced in Munich as weil a s  the more conversatiod pattern in which 

these interactions are structuredd This reflects again on the idea that police in North 

America have been much more concemed with af5ecting ne- in their interactions, 

rather t h  incoqmrating a more overt pattern of empathy. 

This presentation of the big picture fiom the police officer's point of view can inc1ude 

making comments that are intended to be humornus, but which also have a h g  to them. 

At one v a y  minor accident in Apd, which n o d y  shouldn't have involved the police, 



a driver insistai that officers needed to be called and the other party evenhialy caved in. 

This was a rnistake because the driver who insisted on police presence, was actually the 

one at fault, Horst smiled at the driver at fault, to take the bite out of his words, but 

informed him that he was now the fool. Since the driver had insisted so strongly that 

police corne to the accident, the officers were forced to declare a party to be at fault, and 

he wotdd now be the recipient of a 75 DM ticket, which he could have avoided if he had 

just agreed to exchaage information with the other driver. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, humour plays an important part in the police 

subcul~ne. It remains largely a back region activity, utilized as a coping mechanism for 

trauma, and to ded with events that are incongmous, ambiguou, and even threatening to 

a police officer. This latter aspect cm be seen in jokes made about organizational 

changes, for example, how police officers deal with the command hierarchy, as weU as  

community demands that the organïzation must incorporate like afknative action 

prognuns. in addition, it can be used to pass on cultinal knowledge about dealing with 

dangerous situations or which areas of town are l e s  d e  than others. In Ottawa, for 

example, an officer once joked that in a partinilarly tough area of t o m  there was a bylaw 

that you had to have been charged before you were allowed to reside there (Richter 

1992:69). In Munich, the humour about the o r g ~ t i o ~  hierarchy is not as obvious; 

more common are jokes or hmorous articles about the expectations of citizens and how 

they ded with officers. So one of the documents that made it oato a Munich police 

bulletin board was a piece that originated in the United States, but was pessed on to 



German police colIeagues through the Saskatoon Police. The article focussed on the 

contradictions in police work, for example, that a citizen might be quick to complain 

about how Iax police are in dealing with jwenile dehquency until it is that citizen's 

child police have in custody; or how citizens complain that police race through thek 

neighborhoods, but are up in arms if it takes longer than ten seconds to respond to their 

c d ;  and certainly, that cikens expea police to be beaten in their wodc, b m  if a poüce 

officer has to control a citizen by hitting them with a batoa it is immediately considerd 

police brutality, etc. 

The back region humour aiso reflects on police practice. One of the examples that 

appeared in an interd police publication was a cartoon depicting an officer at the 

station's radio console, contacting a unit on patrol with a f&e cd1 using coded words for 

the oumber of pretzels and sausages that the unit needed to brhg in to the station for 

lunch, and a quick mninder, still in code, not to forget the mustard." 

Front stage use of humour is designed to alter the dymnics of an encounter for dI kinds 

of feas0ns7 or simply to aUow citizens to relax in the presence of a police officer. in 

M c  accidents, therefore, mediating a SatiSfactory settlernent between drives, and 

managing to keep the exchange Iight, is the prefmd way of organinng citizens involved 

in an accident For example, in March we got a call for a three-car accident The fïrst car 

braked suddeniy to make a last minute tum and the third car was following the middle cm 

too closely and rear-ended it AU three dnven offeted their documents and their stories, 



but the damage was d y  minimal. The 

she obviously hadn't maintained a proper 

tbyd driver was told she was at fault because 

braking distance, but Paul and Edmimd asked 

al l  the drives if they wanted to just exchange information and deal with their insurance 

companies. That way the police woddn't have to do any papenvork on it, and the third 

driver would avoid getting a 75 DM ticket. The driva dI agreed to do this and laughed 

when Paul suggested that the thUd driver could put the 75 DM she had saved on the ticket 

toward the cost of repairs. 

Practical jokes, gallows humour, and just having fun when routine sets in are al1 

important ways of establishing connections between people who may end up rrlying on 

each 0 t h  in Mie and death situatiom. Pmctical jokes pdcularly, can become a way of 

breaking in newer recru& and are therefore, in some ways, a teaching tool. For example, 

on one aftemoon in May, I was paired with two male officers, Max and Andreas, towards 

the end of the shiR Andreas had done station duty eulier, and had spent most of his time 

writing up an accident report for a man who had corne into the station regarding a pole he 

had run into. Andreas, who had not k e n  a patd  officer for very long, was told by Max 

that the acting platoon chief thought they should swing by the accident scene to take a 

look Ancireas looked a Little doubtful, but the acting platoon chief (who was an 

invetenue practicai joker), told him that he would have to do a sketch of the pole. 

An- laughed and said he would do no such thing, but once on the road Max 

convinced him that a sketch of the accident scene was requin& and nnally Andreas got 

out some paper and began drawing. Andreas took it very weII when both Max and I 



began laughing, and Max then explaineci what the actual procedure was in such 

situations, and told Andreas not to be embarrassed because they aü had to go through 

practical jokes Like that when they started working on the street, 

Of course, some jokes that start innocently, end up f f i g  flat. Like the t h e  we pulled 

into one of the poüce gas pumps to fil1 up, and Edmund and I conversed about various 

things, whiie Albert got out to clean wuidshields, etc. Edmund also got out then, and in 

order to keep the conversation going, I rolled down my window, but stayed in the car. As 

a joke, Albert stuck the gas n o d e  through rny window before he began to fiil up the 

tank, but he didnlt ~a i ize  that there was a bit of gesoline still in the hose, and he ended up 

pouring it alI over me. 1 thought it was pretty -y, and so did a lot of other peopk back 

at the station who kept nonchalantly pulling out their matchbooks and lighten whenever 1 

was around, but Albert kept apologkhg profusely for the short remainder of the shZL 1 

m u t  admit though that 1 felt sony for the people on the train who had to sit near me on 

my joumey home that night. 

Humour is used sometimes in ~e~deprecating ways, like Mons, who is a tall sturdy man 

and who once referred to himseifas "a man who was as t d l  and stmng as a tree - they 

cailed him 'Mr. Bonsai'". Activities are also taiked about humomusly, like Heinz who 

once had to wnte up a report about some drugs fomd in a particdar part of a toilet, and 

after asking severaI people about technical terms, reflected in his dry way how diff?cult it 

was to wnte about a "shit ho-". Similady, Iogical actions, like physically shifting a car 



or a M e r  a few feet so that it won't bblock a driveway anymore - instead of c a h g  a tow 

truck - leads to self-congratulatory commentary about how the report shodd read: 

%ou& courageous and dutifid physical effort, supervised by Karen, the traiIer was 

shifked three meters to the rear". . . and so on- 

One of the fhniest things 1 saw, also refiected on the status of ranking officers. One 

night SM in March we weie all in the station, and Albert was just working on a 

problematic report regarding multiple witnesses to a fight. Albert had turned arolmd to 

ask Herbert, the platoon chief, how to document seven or eight witnesses because he had 

never had that many before at one incident Herbert was standing toward the rear of the 

duty room. Seated in fiont of Herbert, but with his back to him, was Otto. He m u t  have 

assumeci that the question was addresseci to him, because he immediately began giving 

Albert advice, leaving Herbert standing there without being able to utter what he, as 

ranking officer wouid have recommended in the situation. Herbert then lwked at me and 

made a gesture indicating ûtto had a big mouth. and then shrugged. 1 started laughing- 

Edmund then said to Herbert that he &y didn't have to bother coming in to work 

anymore. Herbert looked d o m  and with great resignation, slowly removed his gun fiom 

his holster and laid it on the shelf behind him. Edmund started laughing with me and 

other officers in the duty room started to look up to see what was going on. Otto, 

meanme, was stilI offering advice. Herbert looked at me and shnigged again, and then 

ripped off one of his epaulettes and threw it m s s  the mm. With officers Starting to 

wander in 60m the kitchen tu see why everyone was maring with laughter, ûtto nnrilly 



figrned out that sornething was going on behind his back. He turned to face Herbert just 

as the second epaulette flew by him. He looked at Herbert and seemed beddefed for a 

few seconds, while Herbert rnerely Iooked back at him very qyiedy with a sphinx-rie 

srnile on his face. Ono then got up and picked up the two epaulettes, brought them back 

to Herbert and bowed deeply to his ranking officer while he handed them back. 

Someone yeiled that Otto should bow even deeper, but Otto railied and retorted that that 

had been deep enough. 

Humour, therefore, is a profoundly important way of dealing with aspects of the job. As 

just one component of the overail commrmicaiive package of strategies that police 

officers muster, it becomes obvious that there is an ethnographie nchness to grappling 

with not only non-verbal activity, but also what is king said. Both things together 

provide an ineicate layering of the multiple realities that officers contend with on a d d y  

basis. 

Somctimes the primary framework changes in order to accommodate a completely 

unrrlated activity, as in the following case. The initial call was not a aafnc accident, but 

before we left the scene, officers had to rekey their fhme to deai with an accident. In this 

case, it was also one of the most pointed examples of what a well-aimed stare can do in 

place of a lot of verbal manoeuve~g. 



The original call, which occurred in March, was to deal with cars that were blocking an 

entryvay where a truck wanted to unload. Tow trucks cm only be called though when a 

vehicle can't get out of a private residence or business, not the other way around. Paul 

and Mons ticketed a number of the cars and then Paul spent a short while taking to the 

business people affected. Alfions returned to the police car to sort out his ticket book. 

Meanwhile, the truck driver attempted to manoeuver his vehicle into a better position for 

unloading, and managed to smash the headlight of one of the vehicles blocking his path. 

Alfons winced and Paul retumed to the car to get out hk ticket book. The driver received 

a 75 DM ticket, wfiich he complained about bitterly, considering that the cars biocking 

his way had only received 20 DM tickets. Paul explained that he had to give him a ticket; 

he couldn't just ticket one driver on a laser infiaction and ignore the more serious one. 

The driver complained again, and Paul stared at him and asked what he was supposed to 

do. The driver s h g g e d  and looked away. Paul continwd staring at him until the silence 

became too long, and then reiterated that there was no other way he could do it. The 

driver made no M e r  comment and accepted the ticket. 

Eye contact can be an extremely effective way of establishùig control in situations, 

partidariy when coupled with stem facial expressions and a confident body stance (Kidd 

& Braziel 1999:17). Because police officers finiction on an observational basis when 

Iooking for t b g s  that don3 fit the pattern, they develop an ease with ushg what can best 

be descriid as 'scnitiny'. While this gets toned d o m  when dealing with citizens in 

most encounters, it can be t&& to great e f f i  in a one-on-one interaction to establish 



authority. This style of 'scnrtiny' was relatively common among Onawa officers, but 

was used l e s  obviously by Munich police in general, and was associated more with 

individd styles that officers cultivated Paul was one of these officers who relied on 

using 'the gaze' to control interactions of ail kinds. 

On one occasion in Jue, a van hit a car in a parking lot but there was no major damage. 

While Mons began the papenvork, Edmund disappeared around the side of the van to 

take a look at the plates, and shody t h d e r ,  Alfons looked around and asked me where 

Edmund was. This interesteci me because even in seemingiy innocuous situations they 

keep ûack of each others' whereabuts. 

The driver of the car was obviously irate; he kept trying to interrupt E h d  while he 

was asking the van driver a number of questions. Edmund M y  said that it wasn't 

poiite to interrupt him, that he was tall<ing to the other driver and when he was finished he 

would let him t a k  The car driver agreed but shortly thereafter internrpted again and 

kept doing so repeatedy until Mons M y  yeiled at hun to stand on the other side of the 

van because it was diBicuit to listen to two people speaking at the same time, and surely 

he could understand that He told hirn again that he would have his turn to speak mon. 

Edmund finished talking to the van driver, and both drivers began to argue again, The 

van driver was deemed to be at fauIt, and he tried to talk his way out of if but Alf011s 

told him he really couldn't see how the car driver cotdd have had the speed the van driver 

claimed he did going through the parking lot, so it must have been the van driver who 



over1mked the car. Despite this, both drivm still argued and explaine& Aifions then 

told them they had to exchange their idormation and handed out the yeilow car& on 

which they could record admesses and insunince companies. He and Edrnund then 

discussed what they still needed to do regarding the report. The car driver returned and 

was upset tint he had to give his iiisurance numkr to the other driver when he was not at 

fa&; he said he had had thousands of accidents and never had to do that before. Alfons 

tried to explain several times, with great patience, that W g  out the car& had nothing to 

do with who was at fa& it was purely to do with the insurance. The car driver didn't 

seem to get it though, and Alfors nnally got impatient. He stated that if the car driver 

knew better than the police what he was supposed to do then he should just go ahead and 

do it. He then shwk his head and said to the car driver: "So was hab ich noch nie erlebt." 

(In essence: I've never experienced such a thing before in my Me.) 

The above narrative is full of out of h e  activity and intemal bracketing and 

downkeyiag. Both officers induiged in an interlude where they discussed pfocedwes that 

still awaited them without havhg to attend to the cirivers. There was a continual process 

of internai bracketing, when an interview was repeatedly intermpted by the driver of the 

car, and a final downkeying when Alfions broke his normal behavioral pattern to indicate 

to the driver his impatience at king told by a civilian what the procedures were, and 

essentiaüy devolved into his taking on a 'parental' role when the authoriy of 'police 

officer' was rejected. 



This ail also reflected on the idea of dety for police officers; both Mons and Edmund 

kept carefid track of each other's whereabouts, which occurred on other c d s  as weH. 

Police are obviously trained IO conduct their work in safe wys, however, how that plays 

out in different cultural contexts can also vary considerably. In Ottawa there is an 

expectation that police will approach members of the public much more cautiously, and 

therefore during a trafEc stop citizens know uiat they must main  in their vehicles mtil 

officers approach, and ideally shodd not move around too much inside their vehicles 

mtil police understand that they arr searching for required documents. In Munich, the 

expectations of citîzens were diffèrent; they do not begin such interactions by thinking 

themselves under nispicion of anything. Therefore, citizens commonly exited their 

vehicles and approached police officas d l  in the cruiser, or searched back seats or even 

the tmnk of their cars for documents before police officen had even made any contact 

These movements were never contained in any way, although they could have been 

extremey dangerous for officm. So while officers keep track of each other on cab, 

thek interaction with citizens is Iargely much more relaxed with regard to considerations 

of danger. It is also important to note that this never seemed to be a problcm, and reflects 

agah on the cultural expectations citizens have of nich interactions. As one station chief 

pohted out during a discussion on this theme, you can give officers all kinds of training 

on safety issues, but how do you =train the citknry at large to accept that the actions 

police officers may take during encounters are in fa& d e t y  oriented. 



Impatience occurs often on the part of citizens, and poIice officm achialy have the 

tendency not to downltey to a citizen's face, but to save that type of gnunbling for 

backstage discussion. On an August aftemoon shift, we had to get to an accident scene 

which was right next to some road construction. Gisela, who was driving that &y, had to 

stay in the car because the tranic m g  by was so heavy on the n m w  street that it 

blocked her exit. The accident tirmed out to be relatively minor and Ben talked to both 

dnvers whïie Gisela filled out paperwork W e  she was writing, a construction worker 

came over to her window and was irate because people kept parking in a no-stopping 

zone next to the constni~*on site. He told Gisela that she should be ticketing and towhg, 

not just sitthg there. He then le& Gisela continued writing, but soon &a said that 

people Like that, who try to tell her how to do her job, get on her nerves. This reworking 

of ha authority in a back region discussion is very common arnong police in both Ottawa 

and Munich. 

The internai brackets that citizens themselves consmict within a primary fhmework, may 

cause problems for officers. The foliowÿig scene is interesthg because it is one of the 

few tirnes officers chose diffierent modes of address based on the ages of the citizens 

involveci, 

Late in the evening in August, two cars crashed practidy head on at an intersection one 

block away fiom the station. There were no injuries to drive= and passengers, but the 

am sustained considerable damage. A lot of people were hanghg around to gawk, and 



Johann finally told them that he only needed the parties there who were driving the cars 

and that the rest couid leave. A woman got very upset, saying that she was a witness, but 

if he was going to have that h d  of attitude she had better things to do than hang around. 

She starteci crossing the sûeet against the red light and Johann called after her as calmly 

as  possible that she didn't have to cause another accident and to be careful. Albert and 

J o b  talked to the parties involved; the driver at faut had three male companions with 

him, and the other male driver was in a leased vehicle. Albert did a sketch and 1 wrote 

d o m  the measurements for him. When this was done, one car was pushed up onto a 

sidewalk They tried to move the second car but it was so damaged it couldn't be shifted. 

J o b  asked the driver of the leased vehicle, an older male* who was not deemed to be at 

fauit, to sit in the cruiser whiie he took a statement. Albert used the hood of the cnllser as 

a desk to take a statement h m  the very young male driver who was at fault Albert told 

the young man it would be in his best interest not to say anything that could be used 

against him. He asked a lot of general questions for the fum and finally requested the 

driver at fault to read the statement over and sign it if he was in agreement Meanwhile, 

Johann had finished his statement, and asked the group of younger males travelling in one 

of the cars, to help hLn try to SM the second car even a bit so thrit tratnc could flow 

more easily (not that it was very heavy after midnight). They did manage to rnove it 

farther toward the sidewalk, and Johann called a tow truck. While we waited for it to 

appear* Johann swept g l a s  off the street. AIbert got both drivers to fiII out the yellow 

information cards for insurance, addressing the older male f o d y  (with uSie") and the 

younga male, who was probably not much older than 16, informally (Ud~"). Joharm used 



the f o d  mode with both. Two tow tmcks amved and both cars were hauled away, 

after which the fh department arrived to c l an  up liquid fiom the street. This cal1 twk 

about one and a half hours to process. 

The différentia1 use of pronoms is interesting in this case. Shifts between pronominal 

honoritkation reflects not only a power relationship, in other words who is controiiing 

the intemction, but also how the individuai officea are reading the variables contained 

w i t .  the situation (Agha 1994:278-280). J o b  was dealiag with the older male who 

was not at faut in the interaction and therefore extending the formai pronoun to the 

teenaged male was a naturai transference. In addition, since Johann had dealt with an 

irate onlwker earlier, he may have felt an overail forinai response was required in order 

to maintain a general atmosphere of authority. Albert, on the other hand, dedt almost 

exclusively with the young male and his fkiends; utilking the infonnal pronoun in this 

case estabüshes his own statu as the controllhg element on scene. 

The following is a f d y  standard cd1 for a hit-and-nia, invoIving a s h g  sequences of 

questions which are designed to fiII out paperwork and determine what M e r  types of 

action need to be taken. Hence, there are questions about passengers and possible 

injuries, and whether the bus needs to undergo trace anaiysis. Asking as many detaïied 



questions as possible saves tirne later in the station when officers begiu the immense 

amount of paperwork this type of incident genenites. 

It was early on a May night shift when a driver sideswiped a bus and didn't stop. Since a 

large scrape was folmd on the fender of the bus, it was assumed the damage to the car 

must be considerable. The basic information was taken and radioed to dispatch so that a 

search could be initiated. Then both officers settled on seats in the bus and filled out 

forms, asking questions of the driver in random syncopation. 

Philipp: Verletae haben wir keine im Bus? (No one injuredon the bus?) 

Philipp: Was hat der Bus fuer ein Kenozeichen? (What's the Licence nimiber on 

the bus?) 

Philipp: Wo ist denn der Unfd passiert? Gleich da vorn in der N-strasse? 

(Where did the accident happa? Just up there on N-street?) 

At this point Philipp was interrupted by a bus inspecter who asked whether the bus would 

have to be kept for forensic analysis. Philipp replied that that would probably be the case. 

Gisela: Wie viele Personen waren mit Ihnen im Bus - viere oder? (How many 

people were with you on the bus - foin wasn't it?) 

Philipp: Wann war der Unfi?  (When did the accident occur?) 



When these basic questions had been answered, the driver gave a statement f i c h  was 

recorded and read back to him. Phiiipp then took photos of the damage and we returned 

to the station for over an hour of papemork on this item. 

This call occurred on the very f%t &y I went out on patrol, and what struck me 

immediately was the casual m e r  in which the male officer made physical contact with 

a citizen. This bit of non-verbal communication seemed to be an integral part of the 

interaction with the citizen, who seemed to be in shock over the accident. As has aheady 

been stated, police officers utilke physïcal contact in many ways during the course of 

theù work, but our image tends to be of the use of coercive force, not this very simple 

gestine of human comection. 

It was a clear &y in February, and a young man was cut off by another driver. In 

attempting to get out of the way, he swerved, lost control, and hit a high sidewalk with 

the lefi front wheel, sustainhg a broken d e .  The young man was able to give a partid 

pIate, which Edmund asked about a couple of times to ascertaùi how sure the man was 

regardhg the plate. Both officers made eye contact when the subject of the partial plate 

was discussed and bath wondered later? at a distance fiom the driver, whether it was 

worth it to caU in only a partial plate, and decided to note it in the log-book only for 

follow-up. Later when the tow truck had anived and the man was watching the 

procedure, Edmund laid his hand on the driver's shodder to direct his attention again to 

Albert who needed him in the car again to £iIl out some forms. 



Once again, the above narrative shows a mornentary out of fhme activity where officers 

essentidy ignore the immediate reality whiie determining how best to engage the 

procedd  aspect of poiicing. 

The following narrative is an example of what originally should have been a simple d 

which tiimed out somewhat differently than expected. Although the primary hnework 

is set as a hit-and-run, another citizen enters later on and breaks the frame for all of the 

other interactants That h e  break must then be dealt with fht before the primary 

h e  can be engaged again and the encounter brought to a conclusion. 

It happened on a May evening when the officers did a back-up c d  on a hit and m. We 

went to the home of the driver who was bewildered about what had happened earlier in 

the day. While driving home with a coUeague he had corne into close contact with 

another automobile. He knew he had had a narrow miss but didn't think he'd hit anyone, 

and this was apparently conoborated by the coIIeague with hh. The complainant, 

howeva, had cailed in to the station to say she was now injured. So it was necessary to 

get the fidl details down on papa. 

Fritz spent considerabie t h e  making sure he had all of the details mai@ even to the 

point of drawing diagrams on scraps of paper to ensure he understwd propa~y? We aU 

went down to the street to look a? the car and did take some photos, but because there was 

no darnage to the complainant's car, there was no need to tow this vehicle. 



Just as the officers were finishing, a dnmk male who was acquainted with the driver came 

by and talked to him for a while about the accident He then started to become verbaily 

apgressive, chastkiig the driver for wasting taxpayer time by calling police (which the 

driver did not do). As he was beginning to create quite a bit of noise and it was getting 

rather Iate in the evening, Paul summarily told him it wasn't any of his business and 

asked him to leave. The maie started to move toward him, but Paul was quicker and 

stepped in his path. They eyed each other for a while, Paul t e h g  him again to leave and 

tapping him on the chest with a flashlight The man began backing away and when he 

m e c i  to go, Paul pushed hirn slightiy in the back to move him dong. The maie tumed 

around quickly and they eyed each other again, Paul rnoving in on hlln wtil the male 

backed away. During this last ruaneuvering, Paul repeatedly told him to get lost, and to 

be quick about it The male wandered a bit farther down the Street and seemed to 

hesitate, and Paul said in a very decisive tone to Fritz that they should just take him in to 

the station and be done with it. At thaf the male disappeared rather quickly. The officers 

concluded the rest of the business with the driver and told him what wodd be happening 

with his case, and left. 

Later that shift, we discussed what had happened. Fritz said that he thought there wodd 

be a fight and I had to agree. Paul cornmented that he thought so at nrst too, but then 

realized that the male was a bit afkîd, so he wam't womed that the guy wouid reaIIy 

challenge him. Mer that, both officers told a couple of stories where physid 

altercations had occurred on calls they were on. The longest narrative concemed a sùnilar 



situation both officers had attended but where the roles were reversed, and one of the 

officers had been hit before the situation was controlied. These taies ùacorporated 

comments by the officen on the good or bad use of body and space and why the fim 

instance failed while the one they had just nnished was successful. This might explain 

why Paul chose to react in the way he dici, building on experiential knowledge of what 

had not worked before, and again emphasizes their abilities and understanding in 

maintainhg 'edge control' (Crank 1998A24). 

Police can control the participants in a fiame by using a physicai space to parse the h e ?  

or bracket it, into usefiil segments. Most commonly in t r a c  situations the space utilized 

is the police car itself The German police car is an interesthg space; it doesn't contain 

any physical barrier between the fiont and back seats that wodd create a d e  space for 

officers while transporthg suspects. However, this lack of barrier ensures that the inside 

of a police car is more amenable for use as  a quasi-office space with al1 members of the 

public. The foilowing narrative illustrates this usage, as weii as king a significant 

communicative event for me- 

Late on a March night, an rmknown driver hit a parked car, which was in tum impeiied 

forward with such force that two cars ahead of it were &O damaged. The driver fied but 

Iefi some trace evidence which was gaîhered, The owners of the car were al1 waiting and 

theH information was taken by Albert and Ono. While this was bemg done, a couple who 

had whessed the accident *Me d m  h m  their aparcnient and stated they had a 



complete plate number of the vehicle at faut. This was immediately reiayed to the 

dispatcher. The owner of one car sat in the cruiser where Albert £il..led out a fom - 1 sat 

with him to Listm - and when she le& Otto got in the back seat to chat about the 

situation (it was a very cold night). When they had sorted a few things out, Albert asked 

me if 1 w d d  invite the other driver to get in the car so that they could nnalize some of 

his paperwork, and 1 got out and asked the male if he could go and see the "koiiege" 

(colleague). This was the first time 1 refet~ed to police officers in public as "coiieagues", 

although that terrn had been used to refer to me in fiont of citizens and other police 

officers before. 

men citizens just walking by while officers were engaged in a hit-and-nui report wodd 

stop not ody to chat, but to offer to buy coffet or ice cream. This occurred in the 

following instance, which dso illutrates how two onicers on a cal1 may also need to 

rekey the events taking place dependhg on which citizen's perspective they are operating 

fiom. 

In August, a witness saw a car backing into a parked vehicle, leaving a decmt dent, and 

then driving off. Gisela asked the wimess to sit with her in the miser and got the 

description of the car and a plate number, and other @cdars. Albert requested an 

address for the plate number, and the dispatcher got back to him with a nearby address for 

the hit-and-nm driver. He headed off to k d  her, reappearhg after several minutes and 

&er Albert gestured somethlng, he and the driver at f d t  walked off down the Street 



togethet. Gisela continwd with her paperwork, and asked at one point where Albat was. 

1 told her that he and the other driver went d o m  the street togethei, and that 1 picked up 

fÎom his gesturuig that they were probably going off to look at the car that did the 

damage. Gisela kept askuig questions of the witness? and whiie she was writing 

information down a man a p p d  at her window, accompanied by bis wife, and asked 

whether he could buy the three of us each an espresso. Gisela looked at me and the 

witness, and then tumeci back to him thanking him for his kindness, but saying that we 

would pass this time. He and his wife waved and walked off. Albert returned with the 

hit-and-nm driver and I heard her say that she had been parked down the stmt for an 

hour and a haK Albert asked the witness if she could pick the car out and whether she 

was sure about the plate. The witness replied that she gave an approximate description of 

the car already and that she was not quite certain about the 1st number of the plate, but 

that that was ail she couid Say. She read and signed the paperwork that Gisela had 

prepared, and lefi. At this point another woman showed up - a fnend of the hit-and-run 

driver who had been there at the time of the accident - and they discussed the actuai 

position of the cars dirring the incident with the officers. Gisela then twk a statement 

fkom the driver at fault, while Albert began other paperwork. Albert told both women 

that the car would have to be towed; they argued and pleaded with him to try to find a 

way out of having it towed, but Albert said it couldn't be done any other way. The driver 

at f d t  was very upset about this and said she wodd talk to a lawyer. The fiend of the 

woman began to chat with me in a congenial way, making it one of the rare circ-ces 

where a citizen asked about rny stanis. When the papemork was doae on the driver, she 



got out of the cruiser, and wondered what would happen if she just got her car and &ove 

off. Albert said he would have to follow her to prevent her from doing that This 

e x c h g e  didn't contain any significant tension, but since both women headed toward the 

car before GiseIa was hished with her work, Albert eIected to wak with them. The car 

was ultimately towed, the women went on their way, and the officea spent some more 

tirne getting measurernents for the sketch that would be appended to the report 

In this encounter, citizens tested the boundaries of their options to ascertain what the 

potential police response might be. AIthough this was done in a congenial mammy it did 

rekey the interaction for the officer, who then had to proceed through the rest of the 

encounter with a sense of nispicion tegulating his actions. 

The verbal interactions used with those not sharing consensus reaiity can ofien be very 

important in calming down a situation. In the case of the elderly quite ofien the non- 

verbal interaction in a gentle touch can make them a lot tess amiou, particularfy if they 

are ody momentarily disorienteci. Using too much verbal communication, particdarly if 

it demands a rapid change of theme, may make an eldaiy person more confuse6 

In Apd, an eIderly woman had corne into the srarion to report the theft of some bank 

passbooks at her home. The problem was that she hadn't re-registered her address and 





For example, in May an elderly woman was sitting in fkont of a nearby hospitd with a 

couple of the nurses. They had d e d  because the woman was lost and couldn't get 

around very weil, and needed to be taken home. She had obvious difncuity rnoving, and 

Alfors practidy Med her into the car. She had her address with her, so we drove her 

back to the old age home she currently resided in. On the way she and Paul discussed her 

hometown and family, and whether her children came to visit, as welI as the secret to a 

happy old age. She was obviousIy concerned about k ing  forgetful and a burden, but Paul 

kept saying that they were there to heIp her and steered her into amiable chatter to ease 

her mind, 

As was discussed in the last chapter, the ncmiework surrotmding a confused person may 

be constructed in instalhents, rather than as a one time ody event. In other wor&, 

officers fkquently deal with the same people over and over again, and quite often in the 

same context as weU. This means that not only are police called back to the same place 

repetitively, but engage in the same verbal interaction as wel1. As an example, in April an 

elderly womm knom to the platoon called once again (officers responding said they had 

been there before) to say a neighbor below her was dnlling and pounding with a hamrner. 

His apartment was completely dark when we arrived at the building. She was waiting for 

us at the top of the staixs in great distress, tears streaming down her face as  she taiked to 

us. Eduard spoke with her, asking if the noise had stopped for now - we hadn't heard a 

thhg as we came in - and she said yes, but that it would start agah as mon as we le& 

and it had been going on this way for nine yean now. He told her she shodd try and go 



back to sleep now, since the banging had stopped and that we would go and take a look 

On our way downstairs we paused at the neighbor's doot; Eduard even Med the fiap on 

the letterbox to Esten but we heard nothing. As we left, Eduard commented that it was 

too bad, but he d y  couidn't do anything for her. 

On April22, the same woman called to say her downstairs neighbor had pushed her and 

threatened her when she went to speak to him about the noise. Again, she was in tears. 

She showeri the officers a letter from an attorney, stating that she was pressing charges 

aga& the dowristairs neighbor, but she couldn't go any farther with it because she didn't 

have enough money. The officers told her that she codd get legal help for fkee and said 

they would locate the address for her and drop it in her mailbox. We then went 

downstairs to tak to the neighbor, who was quite aggressive and upset; he even pushed 

Gerhard on the shodder to indicate how he had shoved the woman out. He was 

vehement in stating that he hadn't done anything, that none of his neighbors had ever 

heard "drilling" noises coming nom his apartment, and that he was at the end of his rope. 

The officers üstened to him, but told him he didn't have a right to push the woman no 

matter how much she irritated him. He beoune more upset and the officers told him 

loudly and f i d y  that he could not handIe the woman in that way, and if they had to corne 

back for that he would go to the station with them. They idormed him that he was lucky 

that she was not pressing assault charges. In cases Like this officers themselves don? 

always know how to in- what is going on; ail they can rely on in the end are the 

actions that &ge on the law. As long as the elderIy woman relates her story of "noise" 



which m o t  be corroùorateâ, the verbal interaction can only explore the areas of 

reassurance that officers will check things out. Once the neighbour acts, howevcr, the 

verbal techniques can get more specific. 

One of the things that o h  happens on a c d ,  is that officers have moments where they 

disattend the h e .  III other words, when they take t h e  to discuss appropriate procedure 

between therrwlves before engaging or re-engaging with members of the public they are 

conduckg an out of frame activity. This is particularly important for police officers in 

order to determine how each partner interprets the idea of discretion and its application in 

a particutar situation. 

ui one situation a woman called to indicate concem about her deeply psychotic mother 

who was not anmiering her door. On arrival, the woman explained that her mother had 

had a psychotic episode the night before during which the door to her aparmient had to be 

broken down. Unfortunately, the same night the woman's father suffered a minor cardiac 

complication and had to be taken to hospital. The woman had spent the night there and 

was now retrrmmg to her parents' apartment to procure some clothes and other items for 

her father, but her rnother would not open the door. We went up to the apartment and 

heard the television going. The officers üied a number of things to get the mother to 

open the door - knocking, pormding, ringing the doorbel, calling out that the police were 

there - but nothhg worked. An attempt was made to reach the manager of the building 

to see if thae was an extra key, but she was not at home. Fritz even climbed haIf way out 



of a hallway window to see if the apartment was accessliIe h m  outside, but aithough a 

window was open he coddn't rrach i t  Johann reluctantly caiied for the fire department 

to come and open the door and went downstairs to await their arrivd, while Fritz took 

d o m  alî of the pertinent information fiom the daughter. Eventually the fire department 

arrived and they got to work on the door. While they were doing that, Johann and Fritz 

spent a signiscant amount of time discussing how they should write up the report on this 

d; both were concemed with how to j e  breaking dom the door. When entry was 

achieved, the older woman was discovered sitting comfortably on the sofa watching TV, 

completely unconcerneci with the chaos going on around her. J o b  &ed to her for a 

while, gently adrnonishing her for not opening the door and sayiag that the fire 

department had better thiogs to do than break down her door every t h e  she didu't 

answer. He aiso said that we had been womed about her, and if she was able to answer 

the door she should. 

In this situation, the discussion the two officers had regardhg the report reflects on their 

neeâ to decide how to manipulate the circlrmstances of an event that are somewhat 

uncontrolIable (Crank 1998:130). Here officers had to coordinate discretion on how to 

handle the situation., the vie- that others might have of their cornpetence in manipulating 

options, and the bureaumatic requirements that need to be W e d .  Therefore, the 

primary focus of this interaction is in fact not even the encornter with the citizen, since 

her concenis did not mesh at all with the respomïiiities of everyone eIse on scene, but 



with the two officers who were dealing with the control and outcome of a 'disorderly' 

event. 

Among the possibilities for rekeying a hime in the German context, is the aiteration of 

f o m  of address. Police officers, almost without exception, address everyone regardes 

of the circum~taaces with the f o d  ÿou". m e  some officers will occasionally 

approach certain citizem with an informal mode of address, members of the public 

themselves can dso take the initiative to try and alter the fiame they are operating in. 

For example, late one oight in July we &ved at an apartment where the pyjama-clad 

resident was rather gwd-naturedly preventing a older male h m  gaining access The 

male was rather insistent that he acnially iived in that apartment. It quickly became 

obvious that the male was thoroughly htoxicated. He tried to shake the officers7 han& 

and repeatedly patted them on the shoulder or arm while they were discussing the 

pmblem with the apartment resident The &dent didn't know much more than that the 

man kept pouding on the door and believed that he üved there. Whüe they tried to get 

more information out of the older man he beamie very insistent that the officers address 

him with "du" (the informal 'you'), but Bnmo and Affons both responded that they 

coulda't do that, that they would a b  to the more formal mode of address. F i d y  the 

man dropped a due as to his identity and where he belonged and Mons asked the 

apartment Rsident if he could use the telephone. It tunieci out that he lived in the next 

street, and after a protracted and almost comedic episode of trying to keep this man on hÏs 



feet Iong enough to get him into his building, his apartment dwr was M y  opened with 

the aid of a long-dering neighbotr who said she would ensure he was aIl ri& 

Occasionaily, the primary Wework  cm be constructed around interactions which only 

occur on the telephone. Telephone c d s  are, of course, the common initial contact point 

between citizens and the police organilation, and the teiephoned request for aid is 

primarily the mechanism for creating the fiame to which police officers will respond. 

When the telephone cal1 becornes a conversation, f&ly precise bracketing and out of 

fkne acîivities can occur, 

In one episode, at five in the moming, Albert, Philipp, Gisela, Sonya and 1 were draped 

over the chairs passing the time until the end of shifi. The phone rang and Philipp 

answered, It was another station cdlkig to say they'd had a report h m  a concerned 

citizen who stated a woman named Juliana had cdled thcm (the citizen was stightly 

acqiiainted with her) and that she sounded like she was a bit depressed. The apartment 

building where Juliana lived was known to the d e r ,  but not Juliana's last name, so 

Philipp said he would do Mme checking and let them know. A bit of discwion then 

ensued with Sonya as to the necessary lengths they needed to go to, but Sonya thought it 

shouid be checked out just in case something was wrong. So Philipp got ont0 the 

cornputer and did some searches and M y  iocated Juliana's telephone number. He 

dided and we waited, His fint words were, - Ruebeiioase" (saying essentially "tumip 

nose", as if that were his name), and then he got into a very curious chat with Juliana 



about bathwaîer, and what was new. Eventualiy Philipp hung up and phoned the other 

station to explain that Juliana sounded "wohlauf" (in good humour) and that she was just 

dialling numbers al1 over Germany to chat with people. When he =shed that cal1 he 

explained to us that she had answered the phone with URumpelstiltskin" so he thought his 

response was appmpriate. 

The competence dispiayed by this officer is an example of the "effective control" officers 

must assume in uncertain situations (Herbert l998:358). By a simple use of an u n d  

greeting or opening statement, Philipp gained access to the young woman's frame of 

redit. and was able to reach a positive conclusion. The entire fiam8 m m d i n g  this 

event was bracketed several times when Philipp had to discw strategy with his 

supervisor, Iocate the young woman, telephone her and talk to her, and then repos back to 

the station that had passed on the initial request 

Death 

This was the fim death I attended in Munich , and it reveaied a number of considerations 

regarding behaviors appropriate to this type of event. Difficult deaths like this also mean 

that the ofncers technically engage in some intemal bracketing of events, when they, and 

not the citizens, must go and view the body. This intenial bracketing also allows officers 

to engage in some backstage verbai behavior that is not designeci for the ears of  citizens. 



In March we went to an apartment building where a citizen found the body of a 

roommate. He and another fiend, who was staying in the same apartment for the last few 

days, had noticed a bad smell, but thought it was just the pipes. Since the dead roomrnste 

had just moved in at the beginning of the month and said he worked late shiftsy they 

didn't thuik much about why they hadn't seen him IateIy. The roommate who hsd found 

him was suiTering h m  severe d o n ,  shaking and clutchhg at his chest. Over the 

telephone to the station, Paul found out the deceased was 25 and had a few hits for drugs. 

The ofncers filIed out a number of forms and then went down to view the body. Another 

roommate waiting in the apartment was gentiy asked to go upstairs to stay with the young 

man; when the apartment was clear, the officers looked at each other. Paul and Gisela 

had alrrady had congenial words in the car on the way to this c d  regarding who was 

going to have to see the room with the body f h .  They continued the discussion here. 

Paul went to the window a few times to get k s h  air. Finaily he said he was going to 

open the door just long enough to get a good look and then we'd Ieave, stating that we 

women didn't need to look. We did anyway. Holding our noses we al l  stood in the 

doorway and twked arotind, then shut the door and trooped up to the other apartment 

where the roommates were waiting. 

The coroner was cailed and she arrived shortly afier, and the officers went d o m  to the 

apartrnent with her. Paul storxned back and foah fiom the door to the window because he 

coddn't stand the srneII, while GiseIa and I stood in the doorway and watched the coroner 

take a good look The deceased male was dressed, dl on his knees but slumped forward 



onto his shouiders and face, which was tumed away fiom the door. The doctor said the 

ffesh was dekying. We al1 went upstairs again and called the KDD (Krimind Dauer 

Dienst) to send someone over since cause of death couldn't be satisfactorily detennine6 

The coroner sat at the kitchen table and finished her papennrork. Friends of the male who 

discovered the body fusxd over him, while we three sat and looked at each other. 

Throughout this interaction, the discussion between officers on who would look at the 

body and when, and how the condition of the body codd be deScnbed was back stage 

behaviour. Front region verbdizations were xestricted to the circunistances regarding the 

discovery of the bodyt and gathering basic information on the background of the 

deceased. 

The verbal interactions surrounding death can be very interesting, and sometimes 

humorous, and are u s d y  strenuously kept away h m  public ears. It was interesting 

though, that some of that grisly verbal humour did make its way over the airwaves at 

times, and this was facilitated by the fact that there were no descriptive codes availabie 

which would couch police communications in more presentable terms in case the 

"publicn was listening. 

1 very quickiy developed the habit of listerhg to the radio t r a c  while waiting for things 

to happen either in the station or in the cruiser when the officers were finishing their 

paperwork. Toward the end of the Mdwork period, I occasionally stayed in the cruiser 



while the officers were 6nishing infionnation gathering at "standardn accidents, and there 

were some everings where the radio communications spoke volumes. One August 

evening was an especidly mixed bag, when 1 heard the resuits of an earlier c d  where 

uni& had been sent out en masse to capture some nispicious persons in a locked building 

after hours (they found no one after dl their trouble), a c d  that a woman had just 

retunied home fkom the airport and that her suitcase was making strange noises, and that 

someone had jumped in nont of a nain and units were needed to search and secure sites 

up and d o m  the track because body parts were scaîtered at separate locations. Later 

conversations confinneci that although the foot was attached to the locomotive, they were 

still having trouble finding the head. 

The notion of insult is never really discussed when it applies to citizens dealing with 

police, yet officers must often mutely accept the verbal abuse that citizens heap on them. 

Aside h m  the rnany rimes that police are challenged with respect to what they can and 

camot do, something that Held (1 992: 1 19) k t e s  about ratber e l ~ ~ u e n t l ~ : ~  there are all 

too often occasions where police become targets for generai anger. This occm because 

citùens tend to see the uniform surromding a person fbst, rather than the person in the 

d o m i  (Kidd and Brazie1 l999:16). 



This anger towards police codd be seen as gromds to lay charges of 'beleidigmg', but 

this rarely happem. What may occur is that police mpond in kind, which dthough 

potentially cause for a cornplaint that might be lodged officially with the platoon 

commander, station chief, or higher ranking police official, is largely accepted by 

Bavarians as an appropriate reaction to a difficult situation. The situation might also 

change rapidly nom acceptance to anger if the citizen's expectations of what police 

'ought' to be doing for them cannot be done. 

For example, Iate in June, a woman called police because her elderly mother didn't want 

to get out of the bath tub and go to the doctor. Ben asked a few questions to ensure there 

was w emergency, and explained that unfortunately the police couid not do anything 

because they weren't dowed to just handle someone like that if it was not an emergency 

situation. This was patiently explainecl several times, occasiody with the corollary that 

her mother was a grown-up and would have to make up her own mind what she wanted to 

do. The woman asked how she was supposed to cope with this situation and couldn't 

understand why three people codd show up and not help out. Both male ofiTcers again 

stated that they were not dowed to touch anyone in such a circum~fance, and that she 

should c d  her doctor or a mediml organi;ration to send some type of a home care worker. 

She diddt think they w d d  send anyone. She then asked again if we coddn't just corne 

in and do it quickly, stating that the police were very quick to hande people in other 

situations ("Sie greBen aber schneiI ni ..."), and commented knowingly that she watches 

TV dex ail. Ben responded that she watches too much TV and said she had a neme 



saying that to us. Bnmo dso added that it was redy great that she wanted us to help out 

and in the next breath complained about us. 

The conversation circled again over the p m d  covered, that she shouid c d  a medical 

org&tion. She then mentioned that she had cailed the ambulance once before, and that 

those medics had helped her out in a similar situation. Ben told her she should do exactly 

the same thing again because the police were not able to do anything in this case. She got 

upset again, reiterating how quick the police were to handie people in other situations and 

that she wouïd have to think about what to do regarding our lack of help. This was a 

dinicult situation because the male officers were put in an awkward position of having to 

weigh the c u l d  expectation of service agaiast bursting in on an elderIy woman in her 

bath for a non-emergency situation. When the verbai stnttegies designed to resolve the 

situation failed, it quickly degenerated into insults levied by both parties, Leaving 

everyone dissatisfied. 

In the folIowing two narratives, the beleidigung occurred as an out of h e  activity, 

which very quickly rekeyed the h e  the officers were engaged in at the the .  Both 

cases involved citizem calling police derogatory names, when they thought they were in a 

position not to get caught, 

In August, two of officers, Ben and Philipp, &ove me to the Olympic Stadium, where I 

was to spend the evening watching officers direct security for the R o h g  Stones concm 



We drove in through the back gate of the park and made our way slowly towards the 

stadium, There were hundreds of people waiking in the same direction. Whenever we hit 

a pocket of space, the miser accelerated until people appeared ahead of us  again. It was 

a very warm evening, and the officers had the windows rolled d o m  We were discussing 

the upcomuig concert when Ben slammed on the brakes and leapt out His startled 

partner yelled at him to wait, asking what was going on as he also sprang out of the car. 1 

got out too, but elected to stay with the car because both officers had dashed off without 

locking up. Ben was speaking to two women, but he was too far away for me to overhear 

the conversation. When he came back it was evident that he was very angry. We aiI got 

back into the car and 1 inquired what was going on. Ben indicated that he had heard one 

of the women say "Scheiss Bullen" (translated colIoquially as 'damned pigs'), and he 

wasn't going to let that pass without chalienging it. 

This was only one example of the reactions to such direct verbal insults that 1 had asked 

about earlier in April. On one shift, 1 asked Max and Andreas whether it bothered them 

to be called "Builen" and they said normaily it didn't, because you usually can't take it 

seriously when some of the people they deai with let Ioose. UsuaIIy you try to take into 

account the level of intoxication, the non-verbal behaviour going on, and the grnerd 

situation. Max said it would bother him most drniiig those times when he's in the process 

of doing a n o r d  police finiction (Le. a trafnc stop) and he tned to approach someone 

courteously and they began to swear at him. Theoreticall~~ he codd charge them with 



'%e1eidigungy' which wodd cost someone a couple of thousand Deutschmark, ifit made it 

through the courts. 

A couple of months later, 1 was on patrol with Max and Andreas on a night shift. Shortly 

after one in the moming, the officers decided to swing by McDodd's since they were 

hungry. As we drove into the parking lot both officers heard a young woman shout 

"Bulien!", as she and another woman were hacihg toward a car. Max puiled up behind 

their car and both officers got out to do an ID check on the young women. While they 

were getting information, they commenteci on the derogatory name that the young woman 

shouted at them, and indicated their displeanne on hearing the tena A d e  citizen 

wandered over, questionhg what the officers were do* and he was told to go about his 

business. He infonned the officers that he was going to hang mund to make sure the 

two women wexe ail right. The two officers took the idonnation d o m  and caiied it in to 

be checked, and w h  it came up clear, they told the two young women to be c a ~ f u l  what 

they said in the fuhne. 

In these situations, as has already been indicated, officers rarely utilize their option to 

charge citizens with "beIeidigung". The need for poüce officers to maintah control and 

authority can be a double-edged SWO* though. ObviousIy, if officers in g e n d  are not 

respectai and are perceiveci to be without authority, the impact they have on any 

encounter wül be minimal. However, this need to have respect is something that is 

fhquentiy chdenged by citizens (Crank 1998:63). The attempt to re-establish authority 



then begins to take on an importance that goes beyond the event that precipitated it, and 

may konically coneibute to the very image of "BuIlen" that poiice officers wish to 

conml. 

Officers obviously mediate in caxs of beleidigung between two citizens, and placing the 

case rationally before the parties involved can often completely r edve  the event. ui the 

foUowing case, the beleidigung was the actual primary h e w o r k  that officers were 

cailed about, although it had o c c m d  oniy afker another problem involving the ciîizens. 

This is therefore a situation where initially police are responding to one primary 

fhmework whiie the citizens have dready entered the rekeying of a hune. 

It was a night shif't in M y .  During the evening officers were called to a street where a 

bus driver had refused to move M e r  until the police mediated a dispute between him 

and a couple on the bus. Apparentiy the child of the couple had been scrambling over the 

seats of the bus and the driver had asked them to keep her under control. The parents did 

not do this, and shortiy afterwards the driva had to brake suddenly, causing the child to 

fall forward against a seat back and spiit open her lip. The father became irate at this and 

more at the bus driver. The bus driver idiormed him thai he didnt have to take that kind 

of attitude and if he was going to cause a problem, he codd get off the bus. The couple 

refused, and the bus driver brought his vehicle to a halt until the police codd get there. 

Johann and Gisela, after getting this story h m  the driver? approached the male pasenger 

and spoke with him. The male insinuateci thaî the driver was driving dangerously. 



Johann told the male that the bus driver would not purpose1y harm a chüd, that he must 

have braked for a good reamn, and it was not logical to Wear at the bus driver for that. 

They were aii adults, der all, and could h d e  the problem between them rationally. 

Johann also explained that the bus driver could charge him with %eleidigungY', and that it 

was the parents' responsiiility to ensure that their child was sitting securely. At this point 

a bus Company inspecter arrived and reiterated al1 of Johann's staternents to the male. 

Meanwhile, Johann spoke to another passenger on the bus to ascertain that the braking 

wasn't extreme at all. Gisela and Johann listened to the bus driver and the male discuss 
4 

the situation - tempen were somewhat hi& - but made it clear to the male that he 

needed to be more attentive to the actions of bis chiid, and convinced the bus driver that a 

"beleidigmg" charge would not be worth the trouble. This is, in some ways, the 

qyintessential case regarding the value that Germans place on cailing each other to 

account for the speaking patterns they use. While plain speaking is part of the Bavarian 

character, there are d l  bomdaries placed upon this behaviour and Wgemen t  will 

remit in reaction. And although officers technically share the same rights to charge for 

"beleidigung", their preference is d y  to take it in stnde if it is directed at them, or try 

to talk the disputing parties out of action if citizens are invoived. 

Impact of Gender and Ethnicity 

Although two women are not allowed to patrol together9 and the rhetonc among male 

officers is at tirnes disparaging, among the topraniàng officers the impression of women 



in d o m  is very good They are considad to have a calming influence, and may 

faciltate more rational responses h m  people in various situations. It did happen to me 

that when 1 accompanied four officen and a very dnink male to the medicd offices 

anached to the judiciary for a blood alcohol test, the male was visibly agitated with the 

presence of the male officers and said that he wouid submit quietly if the male officers 

lefi and 1 stayed in the room. Naturaly, multiple interpretations c m  be attached to this 

event considering the d e ' s  intoxicated state, but at the very bask of this event is a 

choice made by a citizen for the presence of someone who seerned least "threatening". 

Femde officers I spoke with said that they recognized that because of the predominant 

male culture in place, they needed to be able to take whatever habits the males had, 

including the joking behavior and the rhetonc about women's capabilities. They did not 

consider this to be a significant difficulty, however, and rather enjoyed their ability to mVr 

in with the fun, and be able to perceive it rationally. 

Ofncers in a large city rnust often deai wÎth members of ethnic minorities who do not 

speak German, and it was always interesthg to watch the effort police went to to ensure 

the message was getting across. Many officm speak enough of a second or additional 

Ianguages to be able to cornmimicate quite well. Somehes thUd parties were deputized 

to do the trans1ating (and quite offen that was my job), and sometimes officers reliecl on 

key words and geshÿes to deal with imrnediate concems. Anyone who was arrested 

received comseUing in their own Ianguge at some point in the pcoceedulgs. On the 



whole, police oficen were very conscientious in ensuring that ethnie minorkks 

understood w k  was going on. 

For example, on a Jime aftemoon two women required the presence of police because of 

an altercation regarding a parking spot. The nrst woman indïcated that the second &ove 

into her leg because she wanted the spot Since the nrst woman insisted on going to her 

doctor to have her leg checked, a lot of paperwork needed to be done. Fritz took the 

injured woman to the car to get her statement, while Johann spoke with the second 

woninin, He explained to her that she would be charged because she purposely hit the 

other woman. The woman immediately pulled out her cellular phone to tak to her 

husband, and after Johann aiso spoke with him it was decided that she would wait to taik 

to her lawyer before making a statement Johann told her (and the husband via telephone) 

that he wodd note on the paperwork that she couldn't speak German very well in order to 

make sure that her rights were not violated. 

Some ethnic minorities may end up genuig upset and irritated if they are targeted by 

police more than other citizens. In one case, a PoIish driver was p d e d  over on a routine 

trafnc stop on a night shift in May. He was very obviously imtated and asked why he 

had been pulled over. Leo asked him whether he had had anything to drink that &y, and 

he angriIy answered "tean. Leo then shmk his head at the driver, and commented that 'he 

was healthy, drove a nice car, and Iived in Gemirmy - iife was good, and now the police 



were just doing a mutine trafnc stop, so what was the big problem?' The driver didn't 

have anything to say to that, so Le0 handed back his documents and we left. 

Political correctness hasn't made the sarne type of inroad hqe as in North her ica ,  

although there is a certain amount of sensitivity to categorization of people. Held 

(1992:37), for example, confirms one of my experiences that it is no longer acceptable 

wiùiin the police organkzation to cd a certain ethnic group "gypsies"; they are now to be 

referred to by their paflcular ethnic background, Le. Roma or Sinti. 

Derogatory comments are used though , by a handfd of officen between themselves to 

refer to ethnic minonties. Onentals are sometimes d e d  "Schützaugenn or "Schlitas9' 

(referrlng to eye shape), and this is intended by some officers to be derogatory, but it does 

seem to be used by some others as a "culturaln marker, in other words, a way of 

aitegorizhg a particular ethnic group. It was ciifficuit for me to sec this in any way other 

than as demgatory, but does seem to be intended in gened as a classificatory te- much 

!ike we wouid utilize "Anglais" or "Quebeckers" as a mode of differentiating reference. 

One of the brackets regarding the intentionaiity of terms iike this that 1 became aware of, 

although don? have enough data yet to completely support, is that it was more likely that 

an officer who intended terrns Iike this to be derogatory, would durhg interaction with 

members of ethnic minority groups, address them with &du9' (the infonnal 'you') rather 

than the formal "Sie". 



Police officers will sometimes take the opportunity to try and instill in citizens a more 

tolerant attitude toward ethnic minorities. In one case, an officer attending a domestic 

dispute tried to tell the irate Turkish boyfiiend that it really wam't the end of the world if 

his ex-girEiend wanted to start a relationship with a black man. Ir! another instance, an 

older woman in hospital was gently told by an officer h t  just because her cleaning lady 

was Yugoslavian, that didn't necessarily mean she stole her ring. Sometimes, though, the 

commentary is just part of a larger discussion on the general ills of German society and it 

is dEcult to insert homilies on king neighborly. 

In fact, one perception among many officers is that if any citizen is going to apologize to 

them about something, it wiii be ethnic minorities. Interactions with ethnic minorites on 

things Iike break-ins, missing children, etc, are characterized by courtesy, above dl 

things. On one cal1 in Juiy, the womed parents of a young daughter who haddt cailed 

home at the appointeci tirne, apologized for having bothered police with such a matter, 

and 1 am still uncertain that Johann convinced them they did the right thing, although he 

tried repeatedly to reassure them. Held has &O written about this tendency for ethnic 

minorities to apologize for cailing police, even when they have a perfectly legitimate 

teason for doing so7 while for some German citizens police are an institution that cau be 

treated with contempt (1 992:72). 

The imempt by Gemian officers to help in situations where ethnic groups are concemed 

can sornetimes devolve into confusion and an inabiIity to resolve a situation. Eady on a 



night shift in August the station received a c d  i n d i h g  that a significant sum of money 

had been stolen h m  a woman about to embark on a tour bus for Poland. The other 

passengers were aU Polish citizens reRuning to their homeland for a short visit The 

woman was severeiy distraught, crying and screaming, and she identifid a male whom 

she thought d e  the money. Johann asked the male to step off the bus and d o w  police 

to look through his money belt He did have a lot of money with him which was 

temporarily confiscated by the officers. Johann and Fritz counted it a couple of times and 

recorded the amount in their notebooks. Mer this there was lengthy discussion with the 

tour director and the bus driver, the wornan, and with each other, while al1 of the other 

passengers waited in varying stages of impatience on the bus. Johann and Fritz finally 

ciecided to ask for M e r  advice on procedure. Over a considerable pexiod of tirne, both 

officers debated actions to take, Listeneci to the female passenger suggest strategies, got on 

board the bus to consider searching passengers that the woman vaguely indicated as 

possible suspects, and so on. By this tirne, another officer had mived to tell the two 

officers on the bus that they would have to extricate themselves quickly before they did 

something snipid They are advised to get IJ). and let everybody go. Johann said he 

realizes al1 thaî, but he felt very strongly that he had to do what he could for this woman, 

and decided to check only the belongings of the first suspect The third officer reiterated 

that they had to be careful because the bus had been deiayed for a long time and they were 

bordering on a holding without cause situation. Nothhg was fond in the suspects 

baggage. Throughout this the woman was alternately crying and discussing strategy, and 

fïnally staîed she would kill heself if she didn't get back her money. Johami spoke with 



her Quietiy but M y ,  saying money was wt a rwwn to kill herseIf and if she kept 

tacing that way the officen codd bring her to a hospital to ensure she didn't harm 

herseIfc In the end, officers had to let the bus go with nothing resolved, leaving everyone 

feeling dissatidied. 

The communicative practices police in Gemany engage in are simiIar to the types of 

information gathering that need to be done for paperwork and court proceedings in 

Canada. Differing communicative practices center on the procedurai absence of "10- 

codes" which mask activities discwed over the radio in Canada, the basic linguistic 

structure of honorification (or modes of address) which formalize interactions in 

Germany, and some cultural practices üke being able to speak your mind as long as you 

are w i h g  to risk a charge of "beleidigung". 

An ability to stay calm and be persuasive, and also haMng a fmility for benign 

fhbrications rests as rnuch on individuai personaiity h m  as it does anywhere else. These 

communicative approaches are obviously intendeci for citizens, but just as important are 

the conferences police have with each other regardhg procedures and the types of behind- 

the-scenes tak that can make police work much casier. 



CONCLUSION 

Cultures are dense in values and beliefs, rituals, habits, full of historical 
prescriptions and common sense that guide action ... Culture is the mind 
that thinks, that takes in idonnation h m  the world around it and acts on 
that information in predispositive, though not whoiiy predictable, ways 
(Crank 1998:s). 

The distinguishing characteristics of policing in Germany are dictated by culture on three 

levels: the national, the local and the subcultural. National culture refiects the legacy of 

World War which had a direct effect on both the reconstruction of the Gemian police 

as well as establishing acceptable parameters of police conduct in the min& of the public. 

Local culture uni be identified broadly as Bavarian which gets focused in particular ways 

through the urban Munich scene. This local culture ais0 has influence on the policing 

styles that are expected to be employed. And finally, the police culture in Munich, which 

dthough connecteci to western police cultures in general thmugh its place in the criminal 

justice system, is different as well by vimie of the cultinal location in which it rests. This 

text contributes to the policing Iiterature in the sense that it discusses the cultural 

implications behind wtiat is similar or different in daily police practice when comparai to 

another poüce service. 

When 1 o0ginaUy began rny MA. fieldwork with the Onawa police, the focal point of 

that re~eafch was to look at communicative practices the poIice used when dealing with 

members of the public. Durhg that time on patrol, 1 leamed rnany other things that are 



important to daiiy street-level policing, encompassing not just liuguistic styles, but aiso 

how to produce certain pieces of paperwork, how important the physical presentation of 

an officer was, and how to stay d e  while attending a caU. This bowledge established a 

fhnework for me of how 1 thought policing would be done everywhere, and therefore, 

when the opportunity arose of doing research with police in Gennany, I took a myriad of 

assumptions with me to Munich. Primarily, 1 assumed that the essence of "being there" 

would invoke the same feelings, reactions and thoughts about policing that 1 had had in 

Ottawa. It was with some surprise and chagrin that 1 realized within hours of my nrst day 

on patrol that 1 no longer had a fiamework fiom which 1 could operate and needed to start 

h m  the very beginning again. 

"he essence of reconstructing my opefathg framework meant trying to find the anchor on 

which I could locate sorne type of SM experience. Obviously, symbolic interactionism 

provided the initial viewpoint, dlowing the interaction of the moment and the subsequent 

negotiation of roles to take precedence as the source of data (Berg I998:9). With the 

uncertainty of interaction between police and public, however, it was important to be able 

to interpret the situation h m  a specinc d o l d  that would aüow not only the 

participants, but dso me, to make sense of what was going on. ïhîs is where the 

importance of Gofian's work on face-to-face interaction became relevant, &ce he 

understood that the participants might have a stronger cornmitment to playing out an 

interadon according to a presmkd 'system', or ritual, or fiame, rather than to express 

themselves in unique or uncontexted ways (Kendon 1988:38). T ' f o r e ,  one of the first 



things that was f d a r  to me, was the g e n d  linguistic style with regard to encomters 

Iike t d E c  accidents, 

The props and stage setthgs for the fiame of 'trafic accidents', is no different in Canada 

or any other place that has streets, automobiles, and drivers. Since these events require 

police officers to guide citizens to a resolution set down by law, it is also no wonder that 

the verbal interaction will be fiameci around similar needs for information. So these 

events, which 1 have discussed using Go5anYs  idea of framug, became the familiar 

ground from which 1 could anchor myself. Everything afkr that demanded that 1 releam 

what constituted cultural cornpetence, not only on the subcuitural level of the police 

occupation, but also the larger cultural customs and expectatiom that fiirtber refined the 

encounter. 

The larger cuitUral picture is based in issues of identity and nationaiity, the present 

construction of the criminal justice system in which policing is Iocated, and the ment  

history of Germany which resonates in the police organhtion in particula. ways. As 

German natiodty is based on bloodline and not on ~ o i l , ~ ~  the culture at large is based 

quite strongly on a certain sense of homogeneity (Kerbo & Stnisser 2000:106). This also 

has meant that police senrices are essentially white. With the influx of refugees and the 

iong presence of West workers, though, the face of the population is quite diverse. As 

with aü other natious that are home to peopks h m  aiI  over the world, Ge~nany also bas 

h dure of difaculties. Wth a history, though. of totalitaran leadership that was meUy 



inhumane to certain sectors of the population, any dinicdties that do arise around ethnic 

minorîties tends to be placed under a microscope. And while there are undoubtedy some 

officers who maintain prejudice against ethnic groups, most Gemüin police officers are 

acutely aware of their position in the public eye with regard to such issues. A 1997 pou 

found that Germans in general are less likely to hold racia attitudes than are people in 

Belgium, Austria and France, and the atiacks on foreigners that made headline news in 

the years irnmediately after the f d  of the Berlin w d  have dropped di.amatidy (Kerbo 

& Strasser 2000:lM). Still, the crime rate has risen steadiIy in Germany over the last few 

years - between 1994 and 1996 it jumped by 15% - and it is thought that the high level 

of unemployment after unification is contriiuting «, the problem (Kerbo & Stnisser 

2000:99, 104):~ Added to that is the fact that Germany is a choice nnal destination for 

many poorer Eastern Europeans, and during the early 1990's b o a  half a million 

immigrants entered Germany every year (Kerbo Br Strasser 2000: 105). 

The bistoricd impact on Gerxnan police organizations has meant focushg the philosophy 

to one of 'closmess' and accessiiility to the ciben (Buergemaehe), and rernoving any 

connection to thmgs miIitary that might jeopardize the image or encourage ditaristic 

behaviour among poüce personne1. This has had an impact on the style of d o m  

officers Wear, the types of 'tools' they cany with then as well as the overail structure of 

the orgauktion. For example, the amount of milaary-type drill and exercise done in 

training has been reduced, and there is no roll call or parade before the beghmhg of a 

shift where officers are inspected and expected to evince the dûckplined behaviour of 



military speech and address. Nor does the station itself carry a f i t a r y  aîmosphere; 

instead personnel internt fkr more like workers in a business office, and officers are 

certainly not constrained by chain-of-command interaction. While this looseness of 

approach may cause minor difflcuities, as with any bureaucracy, there are enough 

reguiations in place to ennin a common standard of presentation and practice. One of 

the benefits may in fact be the lessening of a common stressor in police deparünents, that 

of the heavy weight of the supe~sing hierarchy above the rd-and-file officer (Seagrave 

1997: 166). 

Germany is still very much a class society, with particular expectations of courtesy and 

respect attached to the status one holds. When it cornes to encounters with police 

officers, thÏs is a strong tmderpinning for appropnate interaction. It means that anyone of 

duit age regardess of m e  of intoxication or rage or caught in the act of cornmihg a 

crime wil1 be addressed with the formai pronoun and any titles that apply. Germany is 

also a de-bomd society (Kerb & Strasser 20005) which means that citizens will c d  

police for aU marner of problems and concerns becaw of the expectation that 

somewhere there is something officially m e n  that wiil regulate the matter. In addition 

to aU thk, there is aiso a very strong sense of community present in Germany that ensures 

neighbours look out for each other, even ifsometMes it feels like they are regulating each 

others' &airs. A shidy done by Hofstede in 1991 on value orientations in a number of 

corntries fomd that Germans tended to be far more gmuporiented than the more 

individrialistic approaches of Caoada and the United States (Kerbo & Strasser 2000:6). 



The local culture in Mimich reflects aot ody this vexy strong sense of commety even 

within an @an setting, but also a blend of d c  and cosmopotitan tendencies. Munich 

is steeped in the culturai icons of Bavaria which are quite often thought to repment 

ûerman culture at large. Artifacts Like lederhosen, beer steins and edelweissembroidered 

cow-bell straps are largely aspects of southern German culture; northem Germans can get 

quite offended if visitors assume that these symbols apply to hem as weU. Bavarians, 

however, are proud of these cultural mots, and themes of nature and community festivals 

appear constantly. The Munich police regularly send a team of officers to community 

f d v a l s  to establish a neighbourly presence, in addition to making sure nothing goes 

wrong, and ho[& an muai open house invithg mernbers of the public to meet officers 

and leam about poiicing in their City. 

One of the things that gets attached to f&vak is alcohol, and Gennan citizens have a 

curious relationship to that; while police are quite diligent in sweeping regularly for drunk 

driving, there is a general public tolerance towards the use of alcohol which musf of 

course, leave individual police officers in an ambiguous position at times. During the 

year I was in Germaay, its citizens consumed on average 17.5 liters of wine and 139.6 

litem of beer per person (Kerbo & Strasser 2000:103). The w of dcohol has been 

considered a particda part of police subculnires, however, in the German context it is 

diffTcult to loaite the point at which cultural ïmperatives end and subcultural tendencies 

take over. 



On the subculRrral level, German police cultures display some of the characteristics thai 

North American poüce cultures have traditiody been assigned, but also diverge on 

some points Obviously, the German poüce, like al1 other western police senrices, 

participate in a comrnunity system that involves many other public, private and criminal 

justice o r g ~ t i o n s  in pmviding sexvices refated to public order and the contml of crime 

(Crank 1998: 18). This means tbat much of what they do is recognizable on the surface as 

the same work that police agencies in England, or the United States or Canada do. When 

we think about how the work is done, it becomes much more usefiil to look at police 

activities in conjunction with the type of work they are assigned to do m e  patrol), and 

the noms and values that become a pertinent part of policing within a particuiar societal 

context Therefore in Germany the subcuitural characteristic of machismo, which 

indudes things like always king right, and stronger, and in control to the point of 

authoritarian action, becomes less lelevant because of public expectations, histoncal 

fatnifications, organizational and training structure? and community and cuitiiral values at 

large. AD of these things Iead to the individual creation on the part of each police service, 

of appropriate customs and traditions for doing their work (Crank 1998:23), which are 

always mediated by the uuknown encomtered in every c d  for service (Crank 1998:94). 

Future research into the nature of the Gerrnan police nibcultme would more M y  reveal 

the extent to which the traditionai values of the occupationai culture, as desaïbed for 

American and British police, are incorporated h o  the 0rgani;ration. 



In the German context, custom involves incorporating courtesy and respect for status into 

each interaction, wwhile also allowing experience to guide officers through situations of 

m e r  disorder that rnay threaten to dissolve into charges of 'beleidigung', but may also 

only need a reprimand and some pointed advice. AU of these things are permissable 

aspects of policelpublic encounters in Munich. 

Custom in Mimich also dictates that citizens have access to their police. This may be 

taken as part of an o v d l  mission statement of the organhtion, but can also be seen in 

the manipulation of space in encounters between police and citiznis. The station, first of 

ail, is usually located in a building nomially designed for citizen w. It can be co~ected 

to other public and pnvate buildings, and has no special architectural feahnes that would 

tend to distance the space fiom public use. In many North Amencan cities, on the other 

hanci, stations are often designed as monoiithic, fomess-lüre structures, with very few 

windows. Inside a German police station, as won as citizens enter the station, they will 

be able to see many of the platoon members at work; in the Ottawa police station. on the 

other b d ,  citizens mus fim negotiate access k u g h  a commissionaire and may ody 

come into contact with one or two other officers assigned to desk duty in particular uni&. 

Udess they have actually been msted, they d l  not iikely come into contact with any 

member of the platoon working that &y. Again, because of d of the openness withUi 

Ge- poIice stations, all members of the public whether victuns or Nspects, will be in 

contact with each other in marginal ways dess  the voIatXlity or serïousness of a case 



demands scparation; in Noah Amencan stations, members of the public are commody 

stricts. segregated depending on the category they fa11 into. 

The police vehicie, as well, tends to be a different physicd space. With no barrier 

between h n t  and back seats, the cat becomes at times a more dangerous place if officers 

have an u d y  suspect on their han&, but can becorne rnuch more accessible to members 

of the public who may take lefuge in the vehicle and have unproblematic discussions and 

contact with officers trying to aid them. Even proxemics have different n o m  attached to 

them, in that citizen5 and police have a tendency to make fiiendly contact, like patting a 

shoulder or am, with each other on a repuiar basis. 

This, of course, has d c a t i o n s  for police practice in ordinary contexts; citwns expect 

not to be treated like criminals, and therefore the manipulation of nibcdtirral 

characteristics like suspicion and dety take on a Werent tone. W e  police do still 

work fiom the general subculturaI emphasis on figurhg out what is wrong with a pichue, 

suspicion is generaliy implemented in l e s  overt ways by Munich officers. This lack of 

suspicion means that engaging in encounters that are traditionaily hught with 

anticipation and tension in the Canadian conte- involves utilization of suspicion only 

&et the interaction begins to show signs of breakitlg dom. Therefore, Gerxnan police 

are more likely in n o d ,  daily police work to behave as if the encounter is maely a 

problem to be solved d e r  than a hazardous work environment. This is mody due to 

the negotiatiotl of expectations within the encounter on the parts of both the public and 



the police. For example, the expected panuneters of interaction within an ordinary traffic 

stop arr much different in Germany than in Canada. In Canada, citizens already have a 

cultural awareness that when a police officer pulls them over to check their Licence and 

registration, that they should remain in the car and wait for the officer to approach them, 

and while they are waiting to remain as still as possible. In Gerrnany, this scenario rarely 

plays out. Citizens, if they haven't left their vehicles to approach the police car, are 

rooting about in their glove cornpartmerits, back seats, and in a couple of cases even the 

tninks of thek cars, to have their paperwork ui hand by the time the officer approaches. 

This type of behaviour is extremely uncornmon in Canada, and would be unt)iinkable in 

the United States, where citizens are more and more often instnicted in careful steps on 

how to exit their vehicles, while an officer shelters behind the open door of a cruiser. 

With the collapse of Iron Curtain borders over the Iast decade, however, the nature of 

crime has also altered, and research needs to be done on how the police organkation is 

adapting to the chaoging realities of crime, order, and safety. 

Access to officers, and theu wihgness to chop suspicion until releva* are key elernents 

of police conduct in Munich, This sense of access was extended to me not only in the 

area of moving around witbin the organization, but also in sharing in the Lives of some of 

these officers, and underscores a fimdamental difference between German and Canadian 

policing. In Ottawa, offices seemed to h d  th& d e t y  in distancing themselves h m  

the "outside" world, while in Munich, safety for these officers seemed to lie fa. more in 

maintahhg ties with the community at large- 



In February of 1998, I returned to Munich for a few weeks. The purpose was not just to 

vint the stations again, but to discuss an early draft of the dissertation with as many of the 

police officers as 1 could manage to meet, in the short time that 1 had. 1 was overjoyed by 

thc rrsponse. Ail of the officers fkom Station A reconvened (several of them travelling 

the lmgthy distance h m  their home towns to have dinner together one evening), and 

approxhately a third of those from Station B. Most of the officers who had alIowed me 

to observe theïr work were already posted to other towns, therefore the old platoons were 

no longer in existence, and I could no longer d i v e  the essentiai dynamic of the group, 

but this was to be expected While I was there, though, it struck me that one thing was 

fhdamentally different which I hadn't ever completely understood before. That was the 

loss of anticipation. 

It had been my practice, during my fieldwork, to wak fiom the train to the police station 

before every shift, and 1 unconsciously mapped out the heighteaed sense of anticipation 

for that day's or evening's shift on each successive corner or street that 1 travetsed. This 

geographical locatuig of king drawn into the potentid uncertakties ahead rernained with 

me long after 1 had left Munich. and was the one thing that 1 looked forward to 

recapturing on my rettm. Wïth a sense of surprise, and some disappointment, I did not 

feel the wmie way on my r e m  in 1998. And of coinse, that was because I was not about 

to head out on patrol for a shift, but was merely visiting. It was the b t  t h e  that 1 

recognized the pow& ways in which the invohement in police pradce and negotiating 

of encounters with the pubiic affect mind and body. If custom, law, and bureaucracy are 



the meat of ail police/public interaction, then anticipation becornes the salt, and flavours 

every encounter in which officers and citizens engage. 



Chart of Ranks and S e ~ c e  Leveis 

MlTTLERlER 
(Rank and File) 

1 Green stars and 

(Middle Management) 

piping on mifm 
HOEHERER 
(Vpper Management) 

Gold stms and 
pi'ping on mifm 

Rank I 

Poiizeihauptmeister 
Erster Poiizeihauptmeister* 

- - - - - - - 

Poiizeirat 
Polizeio berrat 
Poiizeidirektor 
Leitender Polizeidirektor 

* These ranks may not be used in some Laender 



1. Jefferson (1 990: 1 6) defines p d t a r y  in the simple temis of Whe application of 
(quasi-) military trainkg, equiprnent, philosophy and orghtion to questions of 
poticing.. . . n 

3. Of course, king accepted is not necessarily a one step process; this too is 
continually king megotiated, and amies its own womes which adds to the stresses of 
king in the field 

4. Curiously, the very last call I responded to while on patrol in Munich, was also a 
"blaulicht f M 7  when an dam went off at the postal sorting station. 

5, The a d  rank of the station chief is dependent on the number of perso~ei 
under himher - they could be ftom the highest level of the gehobener d c e  level, or 
fiom the lower ranks of the hoehere. 

6. Aithough the one session of in-house training 1 observed, on the commuzzicative 
relationships between officers and superiors, did not seem to be enthusiastically received 

7. Just as a personal example, 1 still maintain several close connections with oficers 
in Germany, whereas contact with officers 1 did research with in Onawa is almost non- 
existent today. 

8. The rnilitary focus of haining has been reduced since women were in~oâuced 
into dormed policing. . 

9. Some officers still get caught despite the usual notification through the grapevine 
that senior officers wiil be out on the road that &y just looking for infiadons like that 
After one officer was caught, the platoon commander was very düigent about reminding 
officers to buckie up and Wear hats for a pend of the. 

10. The tensions between uniformed patroi officers and zeglers was based on 
miscommunication; both of the unifomed officers had renimed to their car when the 
zeglers were taIking with the neighbor7 to discuss requirements for the logbook and get on 
the radio, and when the zegiers finished their diSCUSSion with the citizen, one of them 
stopped by the car and accused the officers of l e h g  before aII of the work was done. 
Ben was irrïtated and commented that rnaybe the zeg should taik to his partner, since he 
had already told him what the mSormed officers would be doing ne= We parted 
Company with aU four officers upset at each other, but later at the station the zegler did 
apologize to Ben for jumping to conclusions. 



11. The Munich police even hired a hairstylist to cut the hair of several fexnaie 
officers in an attempt to encourage them to hy shorter haircuts. 

12. ûne of the teams came into the station on one night laughing hysteridy 
because one of the pair01 uni& had to head out in a vehicle where the acceleration was 
suffiering somewhat, and this unit m p t  by them on an emergency m with a sick 
sounding siren and the driver wiping condensation off the fogged windshield with a tea 
towel. Guess you had to be there. 

13. The numbers are not the actual coding w d  in Munich. 

14. The Streifenzettel had been eliminated in moa stations by early 1998. 

15. The refigee camps comprise bamlcks-style accommodation for singles, and midi 
rooms for families, in large temporary shelters erected on empty lots. 

16. Both officers complained about the time spent on this c d ,  and thought this wouid 
be a perfect example of the types of calls citizens should pay the police for. 

17. National unity was one of the key topics of conversation throughout my stay in 
Gamany, and indeed, when one lwks at German journal publications that relate to 
Canada, by and large these articles deal with the Quebec question. 

18. Hider, in facf made Munich his headquarters in the 1920's (Ardagh 199567'). 

19. Although people don't caay innirance documents, each licence plate does carry a 
stamp issued by the ci@ when the plate is registered and the driver can produce insurance 
documents. If the owner decides not to pay instirance &er the plate has been stamped, 
police may be iaformed and authorized to remove the stamp h m  the plate. 

20. This was confïrmed diiring a conversation I had with ber a few months Iaîer, 
wherein we discussed Gemian nationality and she seemed quite adamant thai just because 
you are bom on German soil doesn't make you Gemmn - her analogy was that a cat 
giving birth in a fi& shop still has kittens and they wilI never be considered fish. 

21. These are short-distance trains serving the immediate outskirts of the city; rapid 
transit, 

22. This is h m  an unknowu German police publication, but the cartoon is attri'buted 
to Officer Berger, Ocbber 199 1. 



23. Later he asked me ifhe had somded d m b  asking so many question over and over 
again - 1 told him no, that he obviously had to clearly understand what had occurred, 
although later 1 did wonder what the citizen thought of that interaction. 

24. "Dm beginnt er einen Vortrag darueber, wmn, wo und ab ueberhaupt wir 
jemanden antialten duerften, welche Rechtsbelehnmg ich üim jetzi ni geben haette, dam 
einige Andeutungen ueber den Sirm und Zweck der Mtution Polizei allgemeiner Art 
und schiiessLich besteht er darauf, den Gnmd nt erfahren, weshalb wir ihn angehalten 
haben und zwar sofort" (Held 1992: 1 19). 

Essentially: 'Then he begins a l e c m  on the subject, when, where and if we can stop 
someone, which legal caution 1 am now required to give him, then a few intimations 
about the purpose of the institution of police fiom a number of angles and finally he 
demands to know why he has been stopped and to be quick about it'. 

25. In the spring of 1999, this law was changed which should aUow rnembers of other 
ethnic groups to acquire citizenship more easily, and hence, become police officers. This 
is another ripe ana for research. 

26. In some parts of the former East Gmnany the unemployment rate has gone as 
high as 25%. 
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